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Abstract 

The name of Ibiihlm al-Halat7i iý well known to 

scholars of Ottoman jurisprudence as the author of the 
Multacall-Abb probably the best known compendium of 
Hanafite law to be compiled during the Ottoman period, if 

not during the preceding centuries also. Despite the fame 

of al-]ýalabl very little has been known of his career as 
a scholar or of his other writings, of which no bibliograp- 
hical source has until now given a full and accurate list. 

The present thesis aims to fill an important gap in 

our knowledge of Ottoman legal scholarship by undertaking 
a detailed study of al-Valab! and his writings, with parti- 
cular emphasis on the Multaqa. 

The introduction contains a life of al-Valab! based 

on all the somewhat scanty materials available, and a study 
of him as a scholar. Chapterzone and two attempt to draw the 

social'and scholarly background in which al-Valab! lived and 
worked, in Mamluk Syria and Egypt and the Ottoman Empire respec- 
tiveý7. and which must have influenced his attitudes and the 

nature of his writings. 
Chapter three comprises a detailed study of the works 

of al-ýalabl, with particular attention paid to the more 
important of these such as Ni'mat al-Dharila. 

Chapter four studies the sources of the MultaCa, while 
chapter five is a study of the MultaCa itself. In this chapter 
the differences between the LultaCa and its sources are 
investigated-and attention is drawn to the ways in which it 

might be regarded as superior to its sources. The chapter 
is divided into subsections dealing with the circumstances 

of its compositionlits arrangýment, terminology, contentsand 

some observations on its relationship to its sources. 
Chapter six investigates the subsequent fortunes of 

the Multaq9 as illustrated by the number of commentaries by 

later scholars which it attracted. The final chapter continues 
this study by dealing with three areas of particular impor- 

tancelthe contribution of the Multaqa to the Maialla, its 

use in the madrasas and its use by the qadi-s and muftis. 
The thesis concludes with a bibliography and two 

appendices dealing with the Multaqlls contribution to the 

Majalla and a comparison of the Multaqa with its sources 
based on five representative chapters. 
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Note on Transliteration 

In a work such as the present thesis which involves 

material in Arabic, Ottoman, modern Turkish and 

occasionally Persianp transliteration is bound to 

present particular problems, and consistency has in 

some cases proved difficult to achieve. Since the bulk 

of the material used in this thesis has been written in 

Arabic: all transliteration has been made in accordance 

with the system of Arabic transliteration employed by the 

University of Edinburgh. Thus for example we write 

T5'shk-abr1-zAda not T9shk0"prU-zade, etc. In some cases 

however we have allowed ourselves a certain latitude for 

certain Turkish words and write for example qiwi-z5da. not 

Ch1wl-zMa. 

_ý 
All geographical names are given in their modern 

form, and Anglicised forms have been adopted wherever 

possible. 
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Foreword 

Although the name of Ibiahlm al -Halab-i is, by 
4. 

virtue, of his authorshi of the Multaqall-AbVur*-one of p 
10 1) 

the best known in the field of Ottoman legal scholarship, 

no detailed study has until now been undertaken of the 

life and career of al-Valabr, of his place in Ottoman 

legal history, or of his writings other than the Multa4g. 

Even the Multaqa has chiefly-been studied. for example 

by Schacht, ' 
1 

more as a converient reference-book for 

Hanafite law (which of course it is, this being precisely 

the reason for its prominence )than as a subject worthy 

of study itself. It will be the aim of this to shed some 

light on this hitherto shadowy figure and to demonstrate 

his importance as. a teacher, writer and custodian and 

transmitter of the'strict HanafT tradition of earlier 

centuries. 

One of the problems in undertaking a study of any 

Ottoman scholar ýof this periodis the lack of biograp- 

hical information. The main source is T9shkTibrl-z9da's 
0 

Al-ShaqViq al-Nulmgniyya. Virtually all the information 

to be found in other sources is to be found also in the 

Shaqg'iq ; apart from this we have only a few lines from 

other sources affwhich the most important is Ibn al- 

Hanbali's Durr al Vabab fi: Tgrikh A'yan Iýalab. . The. 

reader will readily realise the limited nature of this 

information on consulting the introductory section of 

this thesiswhich incorporates all that is known of 

1. See J. SchachtjAn introduction to Islamic Lawlp. 112 ff. 
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al-Halabl's life. However, it is obvious that al-Halabi 

did , not live and pursue his studies in a vacuum, and by 

making a study of social and academic conditions in Syria, 

Egypt and Istanbul we hope that we have been able to give 

an account of the formative factors which must have helped 

to shape al-ýalabl as a man and a scholar. 

Little work likewise has previously been done on 

al-Halabl's writings. Brockelmann gives a fairly complete 

list of his works, although omitting seven works which the 

present study has been able to add to the list. In addition 

he has not realised that-the--? Halabi: KabTr and the HalabT 
A_ 

Paghir are-identical with the Ghunyat al-Mutamalli:, in--its long 

and short versions respectively. He attributes both of these 

works to a different Halab! and seems to confuse them with 
I 

"one another. 
1 On the other hand he misattributes the fairly 

important work Durrat al-Muwahhid. Tn to our : ValabT. The 

ý3alabl Kabir and Halabi SaghIr have both been printed, a 

facsimile edition of the latter having been produced 

recently with a brief introduction by Hasan Ege. None of 

al-ýalabils other works, apart from the Multaq,!, has been 

studied at all 
2 

and the present thesis makes an attempt to 

fill this gap in our knowledge. The MultaqR, although the 

subject of many commentaries in earlier centuries, has not 

been the subject(of any modern study in itself, as opposed to 

its use as a source of legal information, and such a study is 

a major concern of the present thesis. 

Likewise opinions have varied about the importance 

1. See p. 163 below. 

2. With the exception of a brief notice on Ni'mat 

al-Dharl'a., see ICI 13,1939 P-446 
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of the Multaqý%Uncritical assertions of its fundamental 

importance have been handed down among orientalists 

from Von Hammer to Hitti, while more recently Y. Meron 

(see p. 299) has attempted to minimise the role of the 

Multaqi'L Both views however have remained little more 

than unsupported assertions in the absence of any detailed 

study of the subject, and the present work will attempt 

to provide the basis for a balanced judgement on the 

subject. The final chapters of this thesis wi-11 seek to 

explore the importance of the Multaqg in the later 

Ottoman legal and educational systems down to the time 

of the promulgation of the Majallain which, as will be 

1: a -with its commentaries was easily shown the Eultac 

the most important single source. 



"TEE SULTAN RULES 07MR. TEE TURKS, BUT THE KORAN 
AND TEE MULTEKA RULE OVER THE SULTAN. " 

J. L. Parley, Turks and Christians, 

(London, 1876) p. 156. 
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A: The Biography of al-Halabl 

The sixteenth'century saw the development of Ottoman 

education to its highest point, with the madrasas producing 

scholars whose fame has survived down to the present day. 

Notable among these were Zanbilli 'All JamAll Efend! 

(d. 932/1525); xamAl Pasha-zgda (873/1463-941/1534), the 
historian and author of numerous learned monographs; 

miýammad b. Pir 'All Birgiw! (923/1522-9Sl/l573), and 

AbU, al-Su'Sd Efend! (896/1490-9S2/1574). The fame of the 

latter transcended the boundaries of the Empire into other 

Muslim lands, his work on tafs1r, Irsh6d al-'Aql al-Sall IM 

being'particularly well-known. But probably more important 

was his achievement in harmonizing the secular law with the 

sharl'a. 

Amongst such scholars Ibrdhlm al-: Valab! occupied a 

significant position, both as a teacher and a jurist, but 

above all as the author of the handbook of Hanafite law, 

Multaqa "l-Abhur. As indicated by his'nisba, he was born 

in Aleppo, but the sources make no mention of his parentage. ' 

Nor is the date of his birth recorded, but his contemporary, 

1. In the history of IbrNhlm Pegewl (11,35) he is referred 
to as TAVir Ibr&Um Efendl,, and this is probably the 

source for the same form of the name in S'O (1,94). 

This may have been due to some physical characteristic 

rather than an indication of his ethnic origins. 
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TdshIda'brT. -zAda says that he was. over ninety years of age 

when he died in 956/1549, which would place it at about 

86611461 or earlier. 1 

Al-Halabl's full name is IbrRhim b. Muhammad b. 
00 
2 IbrMilm. He received his early education in Aleppo 

3 
under various teachers of the period. Although it is 

not explicitly stated in the sources, there is good reason 

for believing that he received his first instructioi; in 

particular in hadith, from Burh5n al-Ruhiiwl (d. 894/1488), 

ShNp 111 24; ShN (tr)v P. 492. The'Shaqg'iq is the 

main source for our information on al-Halabl, but 

even this source yields very scanty details. The 

present biographical sketch incorporates all that is 

known of al-yalabl's life. 

2. Some sources (e. g. al-SuyiIjI, al-Ta4adduth bi Nigmatilldh, 

p. 70, followed by J. Shacht, EI 2, IIp 90) add the title 

Burhin al-Din to his name, but Ottoman sources, e. g. 
his contemporary T5shk-abrl-zRdaq the main source of 
information about al-Halabl's lifev make no record of 
this. It may be that "BurMn al-Din" which is often 
found in association with the name Ibrdhim, was a 
laqab which was only attached to his name in Egypt. 

ShN (tr), p. 492; KawRkib al-Sg' ira,, 11, 27. 
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who was a leading scholar on this subject at that period. 

' 

Another celebrated scholar who was teaching in Aleppo, 

alongside al-Ruh9wIv was the chief qF,, d3- IbrShIm b. 
L_ 

Mu#, qmmad (d. 882/1477). "Al-Valab! would almost certainly 

have attended the lectures of this well-known scholar, 

who is credited with the work entitled LisAn al-Hukkgm 
2 f5: Ma"rifat al-Ahk5m. Another important contemporary 

scholar, with whom al-ý[alabl may have come into contact 

was AbU Dharr b. al-jraf3. ý Burhiln al-D3: n b. al-Qrif 
(d. 834/1479) an authority on 4adit , who is mentioned 

frequently as teacher of hadith in Aleppo, in biographies 
A- 

of the time. 3 Shams al-Din S9mI states that he also 

attended lectures in Damascus. 4 After completing these 

studies he apparently was considered sufficiently educated. 

to qualify as an im5h and khatib, and for some time he 

performed these functions in Aleppo. 5 

Being a young and ambitious scholar, al-ýhlabl 

naturally wished to travel to the centres of Islamic 

learning to improve his knowledge in-studies such as fiqh, 

For al-Rahawl see Ibn al-Hanball, Durr al-Habab fj 

Tl3:, Ikh A'ygn Halab, f-7. 
-. a- 

2. See GAL, II, 42p SII, 115. 

3. See Shadharat, VIII, 75. 

4. - Qamu-s al-A'l9m, 1,568. 

5. S'O, 1,94. 
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tafsTr, hadith and qirgla. It was towards the end of the 
JL_ 

ninth/fifteenth century that he decided to leave-Aleppo 

for this purpose. 

At that time Cairo was one of the most active centres 

of Islamic study, with attractive facilities for the 

student. Accommodation was provided in the various 

madrasas and riwgqs of al-Azhar, and many waqfs had been 

established for the maintenance of the residents. In 

Cairo, in addition to the schools of Mik, al-ShEfi'l 

and Ahmad b. Hanbal, a course in Hanafite law-had been 
00 

established at al-Azhar in 761/1359,1 and here al-ýAlabl 

would certainly have acquired his knowledge of this 

system of law as well as the other fields of Islamic 

studies. 

Another fact-which might have attracted al-Halab! 0 
to Cairo was the number of madrasas there in the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries. As will be mentioned in the 

following chapter, al-MaqrIz! mentions at least seventy five 

such schools in fifteenth-century Cairop 2a 
number which 

may have been greater in the following century. The very 

number of these madrasas is enough to show the intensity of 

educational and intellectual activitYp and this is 

certainly one of the reasons that the city attracted large 

niunbers of students from all over the Muslim world. 

1. El 2v It 813. 

2. See P- 73 ofthis work. 
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A madrasa achieved its fame and importance through 

the quality of its teacher, and many students would follow 

their masters from one school to another. Some of these 

students had travelled long distances to benefit from 

these scholars, as, for instance, Ahn d Shams al-Din 40 

b. Isma'llv known as Mollg GSrqzl-lowhop during the reign 

of MurRd II, journeyed to Cairo to study under the famous 

authority on hadith, Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalan3-. 
1 The former 

00 
actually became the Shaykh al-Isl5m during the reign of 

Mqammad II. Having heard the lectures of a famous scholar 

and received a diploma (ij5za) to this effect was always an 

advantage in one's future career. In our author's case 

this famous scholar must have been the polymath JaiEl al- 

Din al-Suyall, renowned during his lifetime and after for 

his studies on tafsIr and hadith. 

Anothe r reason for al-Halabils de arture to Egypt 
0p 

could have been the social, political and economical 

situation in Syria in general and Aleppo in particular, 

which often resulted in serious disturbances and fighting 

as will be seen in the following chapter; (See p. 21. ) 

On al-ýalablls journey to Cairo, Majd! elaborates the 

bald account in the Shaqgliq al-Nu'mgniyya: 

After having received his early education 

from leading Arab scholars and reached a 

1. See J. Walsh, "Garani Sharaf al-Din" in EI 2" iiiv 

1140. 
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stage of complete competence he travelled 

to Cairo. 

Travel shows up the qualities of. a man; 

His native land holds his house in bondage. 

As long as the gold is hidden in the ore 

Nobody can understand its value. 
' 

During his stay in Cairo, al-Halab! studied tafs3-r. 
0 

hadith, fiqh, qjrV-a and other branches of Islamic 
. A- ý must have 
learning. Helbenefited to a great extent from the 

lectures of al-Buyallp who at that time was teaching in 

the Khinqlh al-Shaykbnniyya and in the Baybarsiyya after 

891/1486 .2 Al Suyilýj mentions al-thlabl's name in a long 
3 list of scholars who were concerned with hadith. 

At the beginning of the sixteenth century Istanbul was 

also an important centre for Islamic studies and culture. 

Although only half a century had elapsed since its conquest 

by the Ottomans, many religious and educational institutions 

were already flourishing there. Among these was the 

madrasa of Aya Sofya, established in 857/1453, the madrasa 

of MollM GUr5nj, built in 889/1493, and the kulliyya of 

Fiitiý, completed in 875/1470. 

In the Ottoman capital Muslim scholars enjoyed 

particular marks of favour from the sultans and were highly 

respected by all the people. They could achieve such 

1. ShN (tr)p p. 492., 

2. fA, ZI, 258. 

3. al-Tahadduth bi Niamatill5h (ed. by E. M. Sartain) P-70* 
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=portant positions as professorships in the great schools, 

qada. ships of wealthy cities, the office of qg: ýj askar, and 0 
ultimately that of Shaykh al-Isl5m, in which capacities 

they often exercised influence over the sovereign himself. 

Mention could be made of the regard shown by Muý amm ad II 

to Ahmad Aqshams al-Din, by Salim I to 'All Jam-Mll 

Efend! and by Sultan Sulaymin to Aba al-Suond Efendl. 

After completing his studies in the above-mentioned 

Islamic sciences al-jEalab! chose-Istanbul as his residence, 
0 

where he would put his learning to practical application. 

Since all the sources are agreed that he lived there more 

than fifty years, his arrival must have been about 9061 

1500 or a little earlier. 
1 Thus, he would have witnessed 

Ya'akov Meron Wobligation alimentaire entre dpou: ý 

en droit musulman Handfite, p. 10) without mentioning 
his sources states that Ibr,!, h! m al-11alabl's departure 

to Istanbul was after the conquest of the Arab 

provinces in 1516-17, when, as he puts it, "the road 
was open to the Hanafite jurists of Egypt to Anatolia. " 
In the light of information given in reliable sources 
(e. g. W, 11,24) Meron's suggestion proves to be 

wrong, and at his suggested date of 1517, al-Ealab! 

had already completed the compilation-of the Multaqa 'l- 
0 

Abhur (see p. 193 C. Baltac3. (Osmanl3. 

Medreseleri, p. 610) erroneously states that al-ýalabl 

went to Istanbul from Aleppo, held the posts of khatib 
9. 

and mudarris therein, then went to Egypt and returned 

to Istanbul after completing his studies. 
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the reigns of three sultins: Myazid II (1481-1512)p 

Salim 1 (1512-1520), and Sulaymgml(1520-1566). 

In Istanbul al-HalabT. held the post of im5m and 

khatib in various mosques until finally he was appointed 

to the same post in the Pfftih Mosque, 1 the largest and 0 
most highly endowed at that period. In an Arabic verse, 

MajdT describes it as follows: 

It was so beautiful and charming that it 

seemed as if its pillars were bas-ed on 

the heavens. 2 

In this position al-ýalabl distinguished himself by 

his learning in the Arab and Islamic sciences, and by the 

scope of his memory, so that the historian Pegew! reports: 

Al-Shaykh TRtAr Ibrghlm Efend! used to 

preach in the mosque of SultZin Muhammad 
00 

XhIn and used to recite the co=entary of 

the Holy Qur'gn by heart. 3 

Muhammad Pighib Tabblkh says of him that he knew the 

problems of fura' "better than the pupils of his own eyes". 

This mosque was a part of the above-mentioned kulliyya 

of Muhammad FEtih, the Conqueror, on it see Ha-fiz 

ýusayn b. al-ýffajj Isma'll al-Ayw5ansargyl, 112djqat 

al-Jawgmi', pp. B-10 

2. ShN (tr), p. 492. 

3. Tgrikh-i Pegewl, Il. 35. 

4. I'lqm al-NubalFL', V, 569. 
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while in Q'A it is stated without mentioning a source, 

that even the 'ulamV of the period used to attend his 

lectures (1,563). 

Both in his learning and his professional activities, 

al-Halab! was a notable example of what was best in the 
0 

Islamic intellectual life of the period; and in addition 

his private life was marked by, piety and righteousness. 

The regard in which he was held by his contemporaries 

gave him a special position in the learned circles of the 

. city, -and even though he seldom left his own house he still 

maintained contact with other scholars and was frequently 

presented with the works which they wrote-so that his 

comments might be profited by. The father of Ibn al-ýanbal! ý. 

on a, visit to Istanbulq presented him with a copy of his 

son's work entitled al-Fawl'id al-Sariyya f! Sharh 

al-Jazariyya and al-: ffalab! wrote a comment in which he 
2 

spoke with praise of the book and its author. 

In al-KawAkib al-SVira mention is made of the visit 

to Istanbul of the Damascene scholar Badr al-Din al-Ghazzi, 

who in the account of his travels entitled al-Malgli' 

al-Badriyya, speaks of having met al-ýalabl on many 

occasions and of the great affection they felt for each 

other. From him he received works of his own composition 

He is Ra4l al-Din Muhammad b. Shaykh Ibn al-Ilanball 

(d. 1563) the author of Durr al-ýffabab fl Tgrikh A'yAn 

Halab. on him see GAL, 11,. 368. 

See Durr al-yabab, f-13. b. 
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and of other Ottoman scholars, such as Khayr al-Din Khidr's 

commentary on the, Burda, and another commentary on Ayat 

al-Kursi. 
1 

Al-Halab! was well versed in Hanafite works, both 
0 

those done in the Empire and outside. He compiled a 

selection of extracts from the Fat5wZ Tgtgrkhgniyya, which 

was compiled by the order of Tgtgrkhgn (d. 752/1351). 

IbrML! m al-Halab5: had a close friendship with Sa'd5: 
0 

Chalab! (d. 945/1538-39), owho was a mudarris in various 

madrasas in Istanbul, Edirne and Bursat and q5dl of ýL_ 
Istanbul for eight years, finally becoming Shaykh al-IslUm 

after the death of E: amAl Pasha-zAda in 940/1533. While 

qadT of Istanbul, Sa'd! ChalabT used to depend on al-ýalabl J6- 

in difficult cases of law. 2 As a result of this close 

friendship al-falab! was appointed mudarris in the Mr 

al-QurrRD3 which was built by Sagd! ChalabT in Istanbul. 

1. See al-Kawgkib al-Salira, 11,77. He. calls al-Ghazz! 

Shaykh al-jslgm al-W52id, on whom see, also, GAL, II, 

36o. 

2. al-Kawlkib, 11,77; Durr al-yabab, f. 13b. 
the 

3. These institutions constitute a part of Islamic and 

ottoman educational system. They were mainly devoted 

to the study-of readings of, the Qur3gn (qio'r,! 'a) and 

correct enunciation ('ilm, makh5rij al-huraf). In the late 

16th century there were eight Mr al_Qurr5' in 

Istanbul but only half of this number existed during 

al-Halabl's time. See Baltaci, op. cit. t pp. 22-24 
0 

and 607-611. 
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The building itself was the work of the famous architect 

Singn and has significance in this respect. 
1 As far as 

we know, al-ýalabl was the only mudarris of the M'r al- 

QurrV and he held this post until his death in 956/1549 

in Istanbul, when, according to his contemporary 

T9shk-abr! -z6da, he was more than ninety years of age. He 

is buried in the vicinity of Amir BukhRri, at Edirnekapi 

in Istanbul. 2 

1. Ibid., P. 609. 

2. Savvas Pacha (1.159) erroneously states that he was 
buried in the city of Edirne. 
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jyý Al-Halabl as a Scholar 
J- - 

As a member of the 'ulama of this period al-ýIalabl 
I 

surely was not writing without reference to daily events. 

He occasionally uses the term ahl al-sunna. wa'l-jamg'a in 

his treatises. Although our task of ascribing a specific 

cause or a particular event as an impetus for the 

composition of most of his treatises is frustrated by 

lack-of any sure information as to the date of composition, 

we can see that al-Ralab! was also placed under the tacit 
0 

obligation of protecting the sharl'a and the creed of 

ahl. al-siirra. Therefore, in many of his writings our 

author shows himself as a strict follower of Orthodox 

tradition in regard to many religious issues which were 

fervently discussed in the society, such as the 

permissibility of samg' and raqý, the belief of the 

Pharaoh and the doctrine of Ibn 'Arab!. 

Despite the existence of many moderate views 
1 found in 

his society, on most of these matters al-Ualab! expresses 

extreme opinions. He supports the view that Pharaoh died 

For example, Muhammad, b. Salgh b. Jalill, known as 

al-L-IrT (d. 979/1571), -followed a relatively moderate 
line. holding that the use of instruments like the flute 

and tambourine in a samV gathering (, mahfil al-sam, 18) 

was permissible, but the twisting 

of the body was not. See M. K. Alawl, al-Lgrils 
of 

co=entary on Arba'lnlan-Nawawl, (Ph. D. Thesis, 

Edinburgh, 1979) 1,122. 
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an infidel and strongly criti, 

opposite claim, accusing them 

text. He seems to have taken 

the orthodox views on various 

when necessary. For example, - 

statement on the Caliphate: 

cises the advocators of the 

of ignoring the Qur4anic 

every opportunity to express 

topics and to defend them 

he -qiiotes -- -- Ibn 'Arabi's 

... then the Prophet died leaving no nass 

or recommendation for. a successor, since he 

knew that anybody among his companions would 

be suitable... 11 

Al-yalab! rejects this suggestionwhich undermines AbU 

BakrIs position., and states: 

"The Prophet did not leave any nass about &J6 

the Caliphatejknowing that Allg: h was going 

to unite the hearts of believers in the 

Caliphate of Abn Bakr. 111 

In another case, when he attempts to refute Ibn 'Arabi's 

-2 explanation of the Qur'anic verse -jll: 107,1,1, his criticisms 

of ahl al-sunna and his views on "free will" al-Ralabi 

speaks sharply and suggests that the statement of Ibn 'Arab! 

is an attack on ahl al-sunna and he is unjustifiably wrong. 
He then gives the Orthodox view on the problem. 

3 

on the matter of qadar, al-ýalabl again follows the 

See. Ni'mat al-Dharl'a. f. 77. 

2. ... Loll Thy Lord is Doer of what He will. " 

3- Ni'mat al-Dharl'a, f-5- 
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strict sunnite view represented by the Ash'arites, 

rejecting the explanation of the Mu'tazilites. For 
holding a different view from the Orthodox one, Ibn 
'Arab! not surprisingly comes under al-Ralabils at tack: 40 

11 ... when somebody wants to act he needs 
the power from God, but you are thinking 
like the Mu'tazilites. I" 

Al-Halabl's high regard for the creed of ahl al-sunna led 
him into criticising the views of opposite groups and 
branding them as heretics. As has already been noted, 
one of the targets was the Mu'tazilites. For example 

2 on the principle of "unity" P advocated by Mu'tazilites, 

our author comments: 

11 ... there are two groups; both claim 

exaggeration in oneness (of God, tawhid) 

but they both committed polytheism (shirk). 

One of these groups is the Mu'taziliteswho 

call themselves people of monotheism and 

Op. cit., f. 9. The root of this conflict is slimmarised 

by Professor Watt thus: "In his creeds al-Ash'arl asserts 

that human acts are created by God and that man has no 

power to act before he in fact does so -a non- 

technical way of stating that 'the power is along with 

the act' (al-istitg'a ma'a 1-fi'l) in contrast to the 

Mu'tazilite view that 'the power is before the act. "' 

See The Formative Period of Islamic Thoughtp P. 315. 

2. on this see Watt, op. cit., p. 242. 
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justice, and they hold that everybody 

creates his own act. " 

Al-ýalabl seals his view with a deadly accusation% 

"They, the Mu'tazilites, also claim that 

God does not create man's actions. This 

is sheer polytheism-"' 

Although his treatises and main works on various topics 

demonstrate his profound knowledge of theology., linguistics, 

rhetoric, hadith and qur'anic sciences, through the Multaqg 
. L- 

he displays his deep knowledge and expertise in fiqh. His 

contemporaries, for example T9shk-abrT-z9da, praised him 

as a-mufassir and a muhaddith but special emphasis was laid 

on his quality as a faqih. 2 

Even a brief survey of his writings attests al-Ualabl's 

deep commitment to scholarship and his comprehension of 
almost all the sources- available .. particulaily in fiqh. 

As -. ' has been pointed out, al-ýhlabl was in touch with 

many scholars living outside the capital and scholarly 

exchanges took place between them. For example, he speaks 

of frequent correspondence taking place between him and a 

certain 'Abd Allih al-Adkgri, who may have been one of 

al-Yalabl's old colleagues in Egypt. 

1. Ni'mat al-Dharl'a, f. 14. 

2. js L-6 L: --z 
V.., 

-d"', 

ShaqR'iq, loc. cit. A0, 
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Al-ýalabl is justifiably included by Hammer- among the ten 

jurists of Sultan Sulaym9n, the tenth of the Ottoman 

sultans. These jurists are: Kam,! I Pasha-z5da, AbS al-Su'ild, 

Ibrghlm al-Halabl, Tishk-abrT-zEda, paiiih Jal. 11-z. 1da, Pfiý 
e0 

'Ajam, al-LArl, Birgiwi, Khayr al-Din and Surarl. 1 

Our auth6r combined the qualities of an ascetic with 

those of a scholar. While drawing his reader's attention 

to al-Halabl's piety and his gentle and kind nature, 

Pshkabri-z. 1da emphasises his subject's life style and 

says: 

"One could only see him either at his home 

or on the way to the mosque; he enjoyed 

nothing but worshipping and acquiring 

knowledge. " 2 

Ris asceticism and piety are marked not only by his devotion 

to worship and prayer but also by his strict observances of 

certain-principles. in his everyday life% 
I 

"When he walked along the streetv he often 

used to close his eyes [in order to avoid 

cOmmitting sin by looking at har9m] and he 

would not listen to idle talk.,, 3 

Having studied under scholars of great repute, such as 
Jalill al-Din al-Suyaý!, he enjoyed a unique position in 

academic circles of the capital and it is particularly 

1. See Hammer, Histoire de Ilempire Ottoman, VI, 240. 

2. Shaqg'iq, loc. cit. 

3. '-Ibid loc. cit. 
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noted in biographical sources that he had studied in 

Cairo. ' Shaykh al-Isigm 
. 
--Sa'd! Chalabl's 

reliance on al-Halabi in difficult cases of fatwg is 

recorded, in the sources, as a credit to the latter's 
2 

scholarship. 

Despite the fact that he was a strict follower of the 

Hana. fite rite, he seems to have been tolerant towards other 

Orthodox rites and in certain circumstances he permits 

non-Hanafite practices. 
3 In his writings he often makes 

references to the scholars of the other three rites. 

It should, however, be noted that al-ýAlabl ado ts an 9p 
extremely intolerant approach towards certain practices, 

such-as raqs, sar -6 and the theory of wahdat al-wujad. 

Many of his views on these subjects bear a resemblance to 

those of Ibn Taymiyya. 4 Although it is quite possible that 

al-ýalabl during his education in Syria and Egypt may have 

been influenced by Ibn Taymiyya's teachings, there is no 

direct evidence for this, nor does al-ýalabl make any 

mention of Ibn Taymiyya in his works. No doubt in his 

opposition 
--to, sufis he was not alone)ifideed-, he was 

overshadowed by Qiwi-zgda who persistently gave fatw5s 

1. See ShaqViq, loc. cit.. I'l5m al-NubalV . V, 569. 

2. I'l5m al-NubalVq loc. cit. 

3. - See Ris5lat al-Ilimmasa, P- 154 

4. For Ibn Taymiyya's views on thesep see N. =yu, 

Ibn Taymiyya's Attitude towards SSfism and his Critique 

of Ibn al-Arabl's Mystical Philosophy,, unpublished 

Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh University,, 1981. 
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declaring Ibn 'Arab! and JalEl al-Din Rum! heretics. 1 

This contrasts with the attitude of many of his celebrated 

contemporaries, such as Ab-a al-Su'Ud and Kam9l Pasha-zgda, 

who adopted a more lenient position towards certain 

sufistic practices and avoided contradicting the views of 

those in authority who were favourably inclined towards 

the sufis. 
2 There is a significant resemblance between 

the approaches of al-ýalabl, Birgiwi and 9iwi-z9da towards 

the above-mentioned practices and they seem aimed at 

protecting the sharl'a from innovations and at safeguarding 

the creed of the ahl al-sunna. On the question of Ibn 'Arab!, 

our author certainly opposed the official view of the suit an 

(Salim I)., who had demonstrated his great reverence for the 

mystic by restoring his tomb on his way back from Egypt. 

The dismissal of 9iwj-z9da from his post as Shaykh al-7Isl9m 

is said to have resulted from his views against Ibn 'Arabi. 3 

It may be suggested that, had al-ýalabl not taken such a 

line which was unpopular with the government, his talents might 
have- been rewarded by a higher position amongst the 
fulama'. As it was, although he never fell out of favour, 

he never achieved a high rank either. 

0A 1. See H. G. Yurdaydin, Islam Tarihi Dersleri, p. 114. 

2. See for exampleKamK1 Pasha-zida's-FatiMi fi: 1jaqq 

Ibn 4Arab! (SUleymaniye, Esgad Ef. Ms. nu. 1694/3)where 

he defends Ibn 6Arablýand describes him as al-Shaykh 

al-Akbar. 

3. For a discussion of this event see P-103-4 below. 
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As has been stated in the introduction, al-Halab! 
40 

was born about 36611461 or earlier, a period which 

coincides with the reign of Sultan al-Zahir Khoshqadam 

who was enthroned in Ramadgn. 865/June 1461.1 In order to 
0 

0 
understand al-ýalablls scholarship fully, and appreciate 

the intellectual atmosphere in which he was brought up, 

it is necessary to highlight certain aspects of the social, 
2 

political and religious conditions in late Mamluk Syria 

and Egypt. 

The Mamiuk state (1250-1517) exhibited many 

idiosyncratic characteristics which are already sufficiently 

we3-l-known. These peculiarities arose from the nature of 

the Mamlu state itself, being ruled as it was by a military 

dlite of slave origin. The sultan was the head of the state, 

and beneath him came officers of various ranks, who were 

given the title of amir, and then came the rank and file of 

the army, the mamluks in the service of the sultan and of 

See Ibn Iy5s, Badg'i' al-ZuhUr f! Waqg'i' al-DuhUr, 
Ed. M. muý (Hereinafter 

. 
jafig., Wiesbaden, 1972) 11,378. 

cited as Bad, 14i'. ) 

2. The word I'mamiuk" will be written with an initial 

capital M when it refers to the dynasty, but it will 
be written wit. h an initial small m when it is used in 

its basic sense of "a siavell. 
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the amirs. 
1 Although there are other examples in Islam 

which 
of states rT depended on armies formed of and commanded 

by-slaves, or of states founded by slavessuch as those 

of the Ghaznawids, Tulunids, Zangids etc., one main 

difference gives the Mamluk state its unique nature. 

This is the non-hereditary nature, with a few exceptions, 

of the sultanate, in contrast to the other states 

mentioned where rule passed from father to son or sometimes 

to the brother. In-the Mamluk state-only mamluks were 

eligible for full membership of the military aristocracy, 

and only recruits freshly acquired in the Mamluk homelands 

(mainly in the Caucasus, although some had Mongol, Turkish, 

or even Greek origins) had mamluk status. Thus-the 

children. of the mamluks could not succeed to their fathers' 

positions, and the result was a unique non-heriditary 

ruling caste with no real racial or cultural connection 

with the empire over which they ruled. The mamluks 

remained aloof from the population over whom they ruled 

and never seem to have identified themselves with or 

assimilated themselves to the bulk of the population, to 

whom they in turn remained an alien and unrelated element 

who had little relevance to the religious and scholarly 

life of the region. The major scholars of the period went 

their own way with little reference to theýkamluks, and to 

a great extent may be seen as the representatives of the 

See E. M. Sartain, Jal9l al-Din al-Suyall, (Cambridge, 

1975) 1,1. 
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general population of the kingdom, who may have compromised 

with the mamluks but also acted as a bridge between rulers 

and ruled. The gulf between the Vlamluks and their 

subjects. in addition to military and economic difficulties 

and extortionate taxation, often resulted in violent 

demonstrations, protests and assaults against officials. 

This dissatisfaction was felt even more strongly in Syria, 

especially in Aleppolsince it was also exposed to Turcoman 

and Aq Qoyunlu attacks. Although Damascus was more secure 

against foreign attacksp it also suffered from internal- 

disturbances. 

The series of Mamluk expeditions into Anatolia 

between 1465-1473 meant heavier taxes on the population. 

When they began confronting the Ottomans directly between 

1485 and 1491 the pressure on the Syrians especially 
increased greatly. Lapidus gives several examples of 
disturbances in Aleppo, Damascus and ýam-: I in the years 
1449,1461,1475,1477,1479,1434,1493 etc*' Another 

example of fierce fighting between mamluks and the 
common people is reported by Ibn Iy5s, who states that in 
896/1490-91 in the course of clashes between the people 
and the mamlii s of AmIr Ozdamir about fifty people and 

2 seventeen mamluks were killed. Ibn Taltin gives this 

1. See I. M. Lapidus, Muslim Cities in the Later Middle 

Ages (Cambridge, Mas. 1967) pp. 897 36 and 151,152 

83-89,15ov' 151 respectively. 

2. See BadVi', 111,284. 
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number as one hundred, and twelve respectively. 
1 

Similar disturbances, though to a lesser extent, 

took place in Cairo. The deterioration in the society 

and increase of zinV sodomy, drinking alcohol, "eating" 
thd- 

interest, andlmamluk's oppression of the people are noted 

by the historians and some even suggested that these were 

the reason for the plague which. started in 897/1491-92 

in Bgypt. 2 

The isolation of the mamluks from their subjects may 

be regarded as a weakness inherent in the political system, 

and in addition the mamluks were by no means united among 

themselves. They, were divided on the basis of their 

original homelands (Turks against Circassians, etc. )' and 

by rivalries among the followers of past and present 

sultans. The majority of the population had no say in 

the election of the sultan, who was chosen by the amirs 

after his predecessor's death or deposition. This 

appointment had to be confirmed by the caliph and witnessed 
by the four chief qddis representing the four orthodox 

rites of Islam. 

The sultan performed a judicial function of great 

importance. He used to hear petitions and attend hea rings 

1. See Shams al-Din Muhammad b. Tallin, Nuf6kahat al- e 
Xhill5n f! Haw9dith al-Zam5n, (Ed. M. Xuýjafil, 

Cairo, 1932) 1,141. (Hereinafter cited as Mufdkaha. ) 

2. See BadVil, 111,287. 
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of major legal cases, which generally took place in the Dar 

al-'Adl-1 "As a Muslim, " to quote Holt, "he was as much 

bound by the Holy Law of Islam as any of his Muslim 

subjects, although the absence of means to compel his 

submission to shari'a deprived this concept of effective 

sanctions. The caliph and the four chief judges, who 

headed the official administration of the Holy Law, 

deferred to reason of state and the reality of power by 

validating actions which they could not oppose and 

decisions which they could not upset. 112 The practice 

of the sultan within the limits of the sharl'a naturally 

varied from one sulta to another, depending on their 

religious educationt their reverence for the Holy Law and 

also on their temperament. We occasionally see in the 

chronicles that the sultan's punishments of criminals are 

so severe that he may well be regarded as having transgressed 

the limits of the sharl'a. For example, in 830/1475 

Sultan Ashraf Qaytbgy issued a decree ordering the 

amputation of the hand of a mamluk who had stolen several 

times. Some of the amirs tried to intercede for him but 

this backfired and made the sultan so angry that he ordered 

1. For its history and functions see J. S. Nielsen, 

I'Mazillim and Mr al-'Adl under the Early Mamluks", 
0 

[in NW, 66 (1976)] P. 123. 

2. P. M. Holt,, "The Position and Power of the MamlUk 

Sultan" [in BSOAS, 33 (1975)] p. 246. 
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the amputation of the two feet of the mamluk as well. 

This and similar acts cannot be regarded as being within 

the limits of the sharl'a and cannot be justified by any 

religious ruling. Another example can be seen in the 

decisions of the sultans ordering the castration of 

criminals for crimes such as "indecent" acts with manluks 

or committing zinA' etc. In fact in Islamic law castration 

is not a prescribed punishment and on the contrary it is 
2 

condemned. It may be suggested that the sultans resorted 

to this kind of severe punishment in order to out down 

the number of crimes, to maintain law and order and also 

to show their power and will. However, these excessive 

measures are always justified in one way or another, 

either by treating it under 'urf (established custom) 

or deriving it from the sovereign's siyEsa, namely "the 

prerogative of the head of the state to set aside the 

sharl'_a, to supplement it and to influence its interpretation 

and application,,, 3 
or; as it. would appear in practice; 11the 

ruler's unlimited prerogative of exercising discretionary 

Justice., t4 Of course, in all cases the ostensible aim 

is to keep law and order in society, to protect the state 

institutions from corruption and, most important of all, 

to preserve the Holy Law or sharVa. We can cite a few 

1. Ibn Iy9s, Badg I1 1119 218. 

2. For a tradition to this effect see AbU Dgwud, Sulaymgn 

b. al-Ashgath, Sunan Abi Dgwud (Cairo, n. d. ) IV, 176. 

3. Nielsen OP-cit. P-123 

4, Ibid. 
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examples to illustrate the nature of the crimes which 

might be brought before the sultan and his power and role 

in*issuing or approving the judgments and punishments. In 

371/1466 one of the mamluks, of the sultan killed a person 

by beating him for no reason, 'or because some pieces of 

natron had been thrown at him. The sons of the murdered 

person took the matter to the sultan who ordered the mamluk 

to pay one thousand dlngrs to them. ' In 853/1449 we witness 

a very rare case, a punishment of a person who was alleged 

to have become a zindlq and worshipped fire. The sultan 

started an investigation of the case.. Although some qiidlis Q__ 
declined to declare him an infidel, ojýe of the Malikite 

ng'ibs did so and the person, named al-Sharif Asad al-Din 

Ylqammad was executed. 
2 In 876/1471 the sultan issued a 

decree enforcing the hanging of a female and a male slave 

'who had killed their master. They were displayed on two 

1. See Badg'i', 11,445. 

2. See BadVig, 11,271. In fact the accusation against 

Asad al-Din seems to be spurious for two reasons. 

Firstly. the refusal of some q9dis, including the 

Malikite chief qRdi Badr al-Din Tansilto declare him 

an infidel)and secondly people's disapproval of the 

execution make us believe that the real reason behind 

this execution was something else; i. e. 'the sultan's 

large loan to Asad al-Din to enable him to undertake 

an alchemical enterprise at the end of which heýproduced 

nothing and caused the sultan loss of money and 

embarassment. See ibid. 
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camels in the streets of Cairo and then hanged. ' A couple 

of years before, in 872/1,467, a person who stole the cover 

of the coffin of Imam al-Layth b. Sa'd had his hand 

amputated by the decree of the sultah. 
2 Many of the 

discretionary punishments consisted of displaying the 

condemned person on horseback or donkeyback in the streets 

of the town, beating, imprisoning, or sometimes all of 

them. For example, in 895/1489-90 several complaints were 

made to the sultan about the q9d! of al-W5h. who was summoned 

by the sultan, then beaten with sticks before him, and 

imprisoned after being displayed in Cairo on donkeyback. 3 

All of these cases illustrate the way in which it was 

possible for the sultan to bypass or overrule the normal 

judicial process, and his importance as a final authority 

in questions of law. 

The sultan's power and authoritywere delegated to 

provincial officers directly appointed by the sultan and 
directly responsible to him. Although each of these 

officers bore the title nVib al-saltanapthey were not of 
equal standing. Highest among them was the vicegerent in 
Egypt, followed by the governor of Damascus then by those of 
Aleppo, Tripoli? ýamg, ýafad and al-Karak in that order. 4 

The rid'ib al-saiýana had wide-ranging powers. He could 

1. BadVi', 111,70. 

2. Ibid., 111,17. 

3. Ibid., 111,269. For a similar event see also p. 273. 

4. See Holt, op. cit., p. 237. 
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sign applications for fiefs in the name of the sulýan, 

appoint amirs and office holders (except the highest ones) 

etc. 
1 After the abrogatiorv of the office of nVib al- 

saltana, the atigbak performed these duties with more 

authority. Then followed other office holders such as 

the ra'Is al-nawba (chief of the corps of mamlukb), the 

amir sil. 9 (grand master of the armour), the amir majlis 

(lord of the audience). Ietc. Al-QalqashandFL enumerates 

these offices as twenty-five. 2 Naturally this number in 

the provinces was less than it was in Cairo. In addition 

to the nVib al-saltana in the above-mentioned provinces 

each citadel (qal'a ) had its own commander (nVib al-qal'a), 

who was also appointed by the sultan and responsible only 

to him. The nVib al-sallana and the nVib al-qal'a were 

completely independent from each other. In fact "the 

powers of the governor (nVib, al-saltana) and his ability 

to revolt against the central authorities were greatly 

reduced by the fact that the fortress (qal'a) of his own 

1. D. Ayalon, "Studies on the Structure of the Mamiuk 

Army, IIV, (in Studies on the Mamluks of Egypt, 

London, 1977), P. 57. 

2. See Abil al-'Abbgs Ahmad b. 'All al-Qalqashandl, 
0 

Subh al-A'shg f! Sina'at al-Inshg (Cairo, n. d. )., IV,, 

pp. 16-22 (hereinafter cited as Subh). See also A-S. 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La-Syrie A lIdpoque des Mamelouks 

(Paris, 1923)p pp LV-LXIV and Ayalon, op. cit., 

pp. 57-66. 
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capital was completely independent of him. "' The nVibs 

were the highest ranking amirs in the category of arbab 

al-suyaf, men of the sword. 
2 In this short introduction 

a brief account of the arbdb al-waza'if al-diniyya 

(holders of religious offices) will also be given in order 

to shed some light on the general religious life. Before 

this, however, some information about the caliph and his 

position in society will be helpful to determine'the place 

of the religious authorities in state affairs and the 

extent of their influence on the rulers or vice versa. 

As is well-known, after the death of the last Abbasid 

caliph, al-Musta'ýim billEh, in 3aghdad at the hands of 

Mongols in 1258, SultAn Baybars achieved a victory over 

the Mongols at 'Ayn Jalat in September 1260, which was to 

1. See D. Ayalon, "Discharges from'Service, Banishments 

and Imprisonments in Mamiuk Society" (in The Mamluk 

Military Society, London, 1979) p. 47. 

2. The office-holders in the Mamluk kingdom were generally 
divided into three categories: 1) Arb9b al-Suyaf, 

men of the sword, those who belonged to the Mamiuk 

caste, 2) ArbRb al-Aqlam, men of the pen, those who 

who were civilians and held administrative offices, 

3) Arb9b al-Wazg'if al-Diniyyaq holders of religious 

offices. See Ayalon. 1"Studies on the Structure of 

the Mamluk Army III", p. 57. 
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be followed by a chain of successes against the Mongols 

and rebellious rulers of Damascus, Gaza etc. Sultan 

Baybars wanted to consolidate his position further by 

winning religious support through re-establishing the 

caliphate. Therefore in Rajab 659/June 1261 an Abbasid 

pr ince, Abu'l-Qdsim Ahmad, who had fled from Baghdad)was 

solemnly proclaimed in Cairo as caliph., with the regnal 

name of al-Mustanýir billg-hafter his genealogical claims 

had been examined by the jurists. The sultan took the 

. oath of allegiance to the new caliph and sent letters to 

the cities of the Empire announcing the new accession and 

gave orders to mention the new caliph's name in the Friday 

prayer and inscribe it on the coinage. In return, the 

sultan's services were recognised by the caliph and he 

-hus the allegiance of was made the sultan of Isigm and t 

all Muslim subjects became a religious obligation. Through 

securing the allegiance of the Sharif of Mecca, the sulta n 

and the Mamluk regime also gained all the advantages in 

prestige and influence. accruing froin the protection of the 

Holy places and control of the pilgrimage. A new title, 

"Kh, ldim. al-Faramayn" (Servant of the Two Holy places)) 

symbolized this authority. 
2 

The power and authority of the caliph during the 

1. Bernard Lewis, "Egypt and Syria" (in The Cambridge 

History of Islam, vol. I. A. Ed. P. M. Holt, A. K. S. 

Lambton, B. Lewis, Cambridge, 1970)., p. 216. 

2. Ibid. 
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Mamluk period ca=ot be compared with that of the Abbasid 

caliphs, since the former had almost no power, but only 

performed a few ceremonial functions, such as being present 

at the new sultan's enthronement in order to acknowledge 

his position and legalize his power, 
1 

and visiting the 

sultan at the beginnings of the months and year to offer 

his good wishes 
2 

and occasionally attending religious 

ceremonies such as the mawlids. 
3 Although their names 

were mentioned in the khutbas, they did not exercise any 
--a- 

influence on state affairs. Howeverýtheir names and 

positions were used by the sultans to execute their own 

decisions more easily. The sultan had the power to 

dismiss the caliph as long as he could justify it by 

obtaining a fatwa from one of the q5dis. We note an 
. Z--L- 

outstanding example of this practice; in 859/1454-55 he 

dismissed the caliph and legalized this by a statement 

from the Shafiite qddi'l-quýat 'Alam al-Din al-Bulq! n! jwho 

said: 

"Some members of the lulam,! ' of my rite 

reported that the sultan has the right to 

1. For examples see Badg'i', 11,64,71,191,1939 370, 

378,111,4. 

2. Ibid., 1119 85 and A. Schi=el, 

I Sp*atmittelalterlichen, Xgypten'I 

Islams , 24 9 1942 )l p. 40 

See, Badil'i', 111,216. 

'Talif und Kadi im 

(in Die Welt des 
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dismiss the caliph and appoint somebody 

else. 11 

Despite the silence of the other qgidjs Z--L- the sultan carried 

out his decision. and only the katib al- sirr' stood up 

and said: 

"We witness against you. 0 our sovereign sultan, 

that you have dismissed the caliph Ilamza and 

appointed his brother al-JamRij yjIsuf; 

upon which the sulýan simply said "Yes. 112 

In spite of the low respect shown to the caliph by 

,3 Plamluk sultans however, some other rulers from India and 

central Asia held him in high esteem. On several occasions 
they expressed their recognition of the caliph, asked him 

I- The private secretary WhO, 
-*-wield6d" 

considerable 

Power. For his functions see Subh, V, 464, 

Gaudefroy-Demombynes, op. cit., p. LXIX and Taq! 

al-Din Ahmad b. 'All 'Abd al-Qgdir b. Muhammad 
009 

known as al-MaqrIrI, Kitlb al-MawViz waýl-Vtibar 

bi-Dhikr al-Khitat wa'l-Ithar (Cairo, 1270 H) 

11,225. (Hereinafter cited as al-Khitat. ) 

2. BadVi', 11,328-29. 

3- A. Schimmel, "Some Glimpses of Religious Life in 

Egypt During the Later MamjUk Period" [in IS, 4 

(1965)] pp. 354-55. (Hereinafter cited as "Glimpses". ) 
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to legalize their power and sent hi m presents. 
1 As an 

exception one caliph also became the sultan and exercised 

the powers of both. Due to the fact that there was no 

other power above him, this particular caliph acted like 

earlier caliphs, but this lasted only for six months. 
2 

Holders of the Religious Offices 

The holders of the religious offices in the Mamiuk 

kingdom performed wide ranging duties covering law, 

education, and some areas of administration. Traditionally 

they are divided into two groups. 
3 

I 
1. See Bada'i',, 11,65; J. H. Uzungargll3., Osmanl3. 

Devleti Teftil9tina Medhal, (Istanbulv 1941), PP. 343- 

44. 

2. This was the caliph al-M-asta'in billELh al. - Abbiis. who 

took over the function of sultan when the sultan 

-0 al-Malik b. Na? ir Faraj was imprisoned in 815/1412. 

See Jamal al-Din Abu 'i-Mahasin YUsuf b. Taghribirdi, 
0 

al-Nuj-am al-Zahira f3: Mulak Miýr wa'l-Qghira, (Ed. 

N. Muýriz and M. Shalt-at, Cairo . 1971) XIII, 190 

(hereinafter cited as al-Nujam) and Uzunqarýili, 

Medhal, Pp. 343-44. 

3- See pubtL, IV, 34-39. 
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The officers who had audience with the sultdn in the 
0 

Ddr al-'Adl (House of Justice): 

A) Qadill-quqats or chief qgdls: The office of the 

chief qad! was the highest office in its category. Before 
Z--&- 

the Mamluk periodunder the Fatimids and Ayyabids, there 

was only one chief q9di in Syria, Egypt and the Maghrib. 
ý0 

Although al-Qalqashand! maintains that this chief q9d! 

could have been from any of the four orthodox rites 
1 this 

principle seems to have remained purely theoretical and 
2 the office was held by the Shafiite scholars, due to the 

larger percentage of members of this rite. But in 1264, 

during the reign of Sultan Baybars, the four chief q-id! 

system was introduced and each orthodox rite was represented 

by its own qgg. 
3 Through this change, the monopoly of 

the Shafiite rite in the Mamluk., ýIngdom. was broken and some 

scholars and writers of that per iod were displeased. 4 

See ýubý, IV, 35. 

2. Uzungargiii, op. cit-, P. 411. 

3. See Subh, loc. cit. L. 
4. This is reflected, for example)in al-Maqrjzj, who 

relates that "Baybars after his death appeared in a 

dream to someone. When Baybars was asked how he was 

treated in the after-world, he replied that he had 

been reproached for no other thing so sharply as he 

had been blamed for appointing qadis of the four rites 

in place of the Shafiite rite only. " See S. F. Sadeque, 

Baybars I of Egypt (Dacca, 1956)., p. 21, related from 

aI-MaqrIzIIs Kitab al-Sul-rak. 
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In 902/1496-97 we see an unsuccessful attempt to re- 

establish the one chief q6dl system, which was advocated 

by the caliph al-Mutawakkil 'ala'llEh 'Abd al-'Aziz, who 

wanted Jaial al-Din al-Suyall to be the only qgý! with 

full power and authority. This proposition was strongly 

opposed by a large number of scholars., including the qgdls 

themselves, who held: 

"While the sultan existsythe caliph has no 

right to annul or establish (something) nor 

to appoint or dismiss (somebody). "' 

This attempt was made partly with. the aim of regaining some 

of the powers of the caliph by depriving-the sultan of 

exercising this power over the q5dls. The caliph is in 

fact reported to have said: 

"This (the appointment of the qqdis) is an 

old function of the caliphs, who used to' 

appoint whomever they chose, from the 

'ulamV. 

However)the strength of the opposition to this proposal, 

which seems to have been a unique attempt by the caliph 

to regain some of the powers earlier associated with his 

office, forced him to withdraw it and moreover put him 

and his supporter al-Suyaý! in an awkward position. 

Despite the coexistence of the other qgýls of the 

remaining three rites, the Shafiite q9d1- preserved his 
0 

10 See Bada4i', 111,339. 

2. Ibid. 
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preeminence over them. He was in charge of inspection of 

the waqfs (religious endowments) and the property of 

orphans. The Hanafite q9d! followed him in eminencepwhile 

the Malikite and Hanbalite ones took the third and fourth 

places respectively. This ranking continued until the 

establishment of Ottoman rule in Egypt and Syriawhich 

put the Hanafite qgý! in a dominant position. 

Under MamlUk rule the chief q,!, dYs of Cairo, 

Damascus and Aleppo were appointed by the sultan and 

other q5dis of secondary importance were designated by 

the nVib al-saltanas, but sometimes even for the chief 

q9d! 1s appointment the sultan left the choice to the nVibs 

amongst two or more candidates. 
' The sultan could dismiss 

any of the q6qIs and replace him by somebody else. In 

902/1496-97 he showed his power by dismissing the four 

chief q,!, d-Ts of Egypt at once. 
2 Unfortunately our sources 

do not indicate whether there was any connection between 

this event and the attempt to abolish the four-q9J! system. 

If any major complaint against the qildls was brought to 

the attention of the sultan he would summon them to Cairo 

and investigate the matter. For example, in 888/1483 two 

qý ýdls from Damascus were asked to be present in Cairo for 

questioning about allegations that the occupants of the 

Ab-a 'Umar madrasa had been beaten with sticks. 
3 In 8861 

1. See Muf.: Ikaha, 1,130. 

2. Ibid., 1,175. 

3- Ibid., 1,60. 
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1481, when the q9dIs went to congratulate the sultan at 

the beginning of the month of Rajab, they were asked 

about a case of legacy (tarika) which had already been 

decided uponand the Malikite and Shafiite qEdIs were 

questioned about the delay in the execution of the 

decision. When they could not give any satisfactory 

answer, the katib al-sZrr wanted to calm the sultan by 

trying to justify the q-idTsI stand., which made the sultan 

even angrier. He addressed the k9tib al-sirr and said 

"You are dismissed, so are the Shafiite and Malikite qgýls. lll 

In another incident, in 395/1489-90., some people made a 

complaint to the sultan about the Malikite nVib Badr 

al-Din b. Qargfl, who was summoned an. d-beaten before the 

sul an. 
2 

The chief qldis could appoint a number of deputies 

(ng'ib) to help them with the execution of their duties. 

When there were too many deputies their numbers were 

occasionally reduced by the sultan; for example, in 842/ 

1433 the sultan issued a decree limiting the number of 

deputies in Cairo to ten for. the Hanafites, to fifteen 
each for the Shafiites and to four/for the Malikites and the 

Hanbalites. 
3 The important cases were handled by the 

chief qidisjwhereas ordinary ones were taken care of by 

1. See BadVi', 111,183. 

2. Ibid., 111,269. 

3. al-Nujam, VII, part I, P. 56. 

0 
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their deputies. Apart from the pronouncement of sentences 

and their execution, and mediation between litigating 

parties, other duties of the qadis included the supervision 

of prayers and certain ceremonial functions such as 

visiting the sultan or governor at the beginning of the 

months and year, 
1 

attending certain religious ceremonies 

(i. e. mawlids) and official receptions. 
2 

Another important aspect of the Mamiuk q5qjs was 

that they also acted as muftis and issued fatwas. 14 

this respect, however, they were not as free as they should 

have been. Their fatwg-s on matters affecting the state 

had to suit the policy of the sultan. Although we have a 

few examples of brave qddls and scholars who refused to 

issue a fatwg despite a request from the sultan, in general 

the qadis did carry out the sultan's suggestions in order =--L- 
to keep their posts. Occasionally the sultan himself used 

to prepare a fatwE and get it signed by the religious ' 

authorities. The q? Ed-Ts, sometimes, were sent abroad on 

good will missions or as representatives performing various 

duties. 3 It*must be added that, as an institution, the 

office of the qladT- was not completely free of corruption 

and vices. 
4 The chronicles mention several cases of 

1. See 
. 
Bad? E'i', 111,85, 102t 183p 2829 297. 

2. See Muf.; Ikaha, 1,257, 270. 

3. See Schi=el, "Kalif und Kadi... " P. 40o 

4. For examples see al-Nujam, XIII, 39-40; Bada'i', III 

269,273; Muf5kaha, 1,109; Schimmel, "Glimpses" 

p. 357-58. 
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bribery, drinking of alcohol, use of hashish and sexual 

irregularity. 

B) QFLd! 'Askar, the army judge: The establishment of 

this office in Egypt and Syria is said to have taken place 

during the reign of Sultan Saldh al-Din Yasuf (d. 1193), 

the founder of the Ayyubid dynasty. The army judge, like 

the chief judge, was a member of the Dar al-'Adl, 
ýut in 

rank held a lower position than him. The army judges used 

to accompany the sultan during his military expeditions 

and settle the judicial cases which arose within the army, 

such as conflicts between individuals or groups, the 

division of the booty, the inheritance of dead soldiers 

etc. They also occasionally performek diplomatic missions 

and took part in negotiations. As for the number of the 

army judges, it s eems that there were either three or 

four in Cairo, two each in Damascus, Aleppo and Tripoli 
2 

and one in Hama-. The information given in the sources 

indicates that the position of the army judges was not as 

important as it was in the Ottoman Empire and only a few 

names of the office holders are mentioned in the chronicles. - 

See Subh, XI, 204. A-A. 

2. S ee ýubh , X11204 ; IV, 1921221,234 and 238. 
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C) The Mufti: There were four muftis in the House of 

Justice (. Dar al-' Adl), sitting below the army judges and 

giving fatw9s on religious matters. They also accompanied 

the sultan in his expeditions. The muftis in Egypt were 

appointed by the sultan. whereas they were nominated by the 

nVib al-sallanas in Damascus, Aleppo and Tripoli. These 

three centres, had only two muftis, one Hanafite and the 

other one Shafiite. 1 Since the qgdls and shavkhs also 

issued fatw9s. the mufti had only a small area in which to 
II- 

practipe his profession. 
2 

1 
D) Wakil of the, Bayt al-M, 11: 3 The wakii, of the treasury 

of the state was in charge of all sales and purchases of 

land, houses, etc. undertaken by the state. He was also 

responsible for-the accounts of the treasury. His. office 

was based in the Dgr al-'Adl; sometimes he was above and 

sometimes below the muhtasib in rankdepending on the 

respective importance of the two persons who occupied these 

posts. 
4 

1. See Subh, IV, 192,221,234. 

2. See Schimmel, op. cit. , p. 41. 

3. "Bayt al-Mdl, in its concrete meaning 'the House of 
Wealthl, but particularly in an abstract sense the 

Itiscus' or 'treasury' of the Muslim state. " 

Se'e "Bayt al-MR111 in EI 2, Ir 1141. 

4. See Subh. IV, 36; Gaudefroy-Demombynes, op. cit., 

P. 
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E. The Muhtasib or Ndzir Hisba. - The office of the 

muýt-asib was one of the prominent offices, "and it falls 

under the religious obligation 'to command to do good and 

forbid to do evil' 
1 

which rests with the person in charge j 

of the affairs of the Pluslims*He[ther-rule'ý3appoints to the 

position men whom he considers qualified for it., 12 

The holders of this office were required to be distinguished 

by their righteousnessp respectability and'"'moral - 

integrity. They were also expected to have considerable 

knowledge of law. There were two muhtasibs in the 

capital, one of whom -- called the muýtasib of Cairo, -,, 

was in charge of the maritime provinces with the exception 

of Alexandria. which had its own miqitasib. The second one 

was the muýitasib of Fusl9j, for the upper provinces, but 

in rank he was below the muhtasib of Cairo. 3 

The duties of the muhtasib included checking trading 

practices and acting against those who broke co=ercial 

regulations. "He also had to supervise the performance of 

religious obligations such as the public attendance at the 

prayer, the proper use and upkeep of the mosques etc. and 

1. This Phrase is to be found in the Qur'an in various 

chapters, such as "He (the Prophet) will enjoin on 

them that which is right and forbid them that which is 

wrong. " Qur', In, 7: 157; also, "And the believers, men 

and women, are protecting friends one of another, they 

enjoin the right and forbid the wrong. " Qur'. in, 9: 71. 

2. Ibn Khaidan, The Muqaddima (translated by F. Rosenthal, 

London, 1958) 1,462. 

See Subh IV, 37; Gaudefroy-Demombynes, op. Cit-9 P- LXMI, 
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the propriety of 'the behaviour between the sexes in the 

streets. "' The muýtasib used to sit in one of the mosques 

every other day and control the municipal affairs of that 

region, which included checking the shops, markets, 

factories and inspecting the weights and measures. He 

was expected to make sure that there was no dishonesty 

in the manufacture or in the sale of goods. He checked 

the price's regularly and tried to prevent hoarding and 

high prices during times of shortage. 

The position of the muhtasib in the Dar al-'Adl was 

below the nEzir of the Bayt al-M91 unless he was 

particularly distinguished for his learning. In Damascus, 

Aleppo and other Syrian provincial capitals they were 

appointed by the nVib al-sallanas. 

II. The religious functionaries who did not have audience 

with the sultan in the Dir al-'Adl: 

A) NaqIb al-ashr9f: This post denotes the head of the 

descendants of the Prophet. The function of his office 

was to verify the origin (nasab) of the descendants of the 

prophet through his daugher FNjima and her husband 'All. 

The naqlb al-ashr9f was responsible for maintaining moral 

and religious standards amongst the descendants of the 

C. Cahen, M. Talbl, "Hisball (in B12 
00,111,485). 
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Prophet and protecting their interests. During the 

-1 Fatimid period this officewas called niqabat al-TIlibiyyin. 

There were offices of the naqlb al-ashraf also in 

Syrian provincial capitals, Damascus, Aleppo, Tripoli etc., 
2 

and the appointments were mad e by the nVibs. The 

descendants of the Prophet enjoyed certain privileges, 

for example, the sayyids and sharifs were exempted from 

kissing the ground in the presence of the sultan, as a 
3 

sign of respect to their origin. 

There was a council under the chairmanship of the 

naqib al-ashr6f, known as d1w9n al-ashrAf, in charge of 

keeping the genealogical lists of the descendants of the 

Prophet and noting-important events concerning them. This 

council was also responsible for running the waqfs which 

were allocated to the above-mentioned dynasty- 4 

B) Shaykh al-shuy-akh: The office of this post was known 

as either mashyakhat al-shuy-akh or mashyakhat al-khgnqah. 

During the earlier period this title referred to the 

shaykh of the khgnqgh w4ich. was built by ýalg; ý al-Din 

1. See Subh, IV, 38; Uzungargili, op. cit-, P. 416. J6 

2. See Subh, IV, 193p 221. 
0. 

3. See Uzungargili, op. cit., P. 414. 

4. Ibid., p. 414 (quoting from Zubdat Kashf al-MamFLlik 

of Khalil! Z9hirj p. 109). 
0 
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Yasuf b. Ayyilb, thus known as the Khgnqdh Salghiyya. 1 
00 

But after the establishment of the Khgnqah Slrygqils in 725/ 

1324-25 during the reigii of Malik Na-sir Muhammad the title 

referred to the shaykh of this establishment. The first 

person to hold this office in Slryaq-as was 
. 

Majd al-Din 

Masg b. Ahmad b. Maýmad al-Aqprayl who was given the title 

of shaykh al-shuy-akh by the sultan himself. 2 

In Damascus, this post was held by the shaykh of the 

Kh,! nqffh ýumayq, 11iyya. 3 In the provinces the appointment 

to this post was made either by the sultan or'by his 

nVibs depending on the importance and prominence of the 

shaykh. The office holder was responsible for the 

administration of his kh9nq5h, -: 5-and the welfare of the 

people living in, that establishment. _ 

C) Mizir al-ahb6s: This was the post of the administrator 

of mosquesq madrasas, z9wiyas, caravansarays, hospices for 

the poor etc. w1fich belonged to the state. The holder of 

this post was at the same time head of a council called 

IId! w5n al-4bgs al-mabrCirall which met the expenses of the 

1. See al-Khijaj, 11,415. 

Gaudefroy-Demombynes gives it wrongly as "Khanqah eq 

ga4lihiyall see op. cit., LXXVIII. 

2. See al-Khitat, 11,422. 

3- S&e. Uzun(; arqi13.. o15; cit"p. ý+ 15-'ýubh (ýV, 193)gives_an 

incorrect-verskon of the-name of the Kh? inqgh: SumayqgLtiyya 
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above mentioned religious, social and educational 

establishments and paid the"salaries of those who were 

employed therein. According to al-Qalqashand! the origin 

of this office goes back to al-Layth b. Sa'd who bought 

" piece of land from the treasury (Bayt al-M) and made 

" religious bequest for the benefit of the people. 
1 

In each of the provincial centres there was a ndzir 

al-ahbgs who took care of the waqfs and other institutions 

mentioned earlier. There were, however, other councils 

and nAzirs to deal with the private waqfs. A- 

D) NRzir al-blmdristan: 
2 the administrator of the 

hospital which was built by al-ManýSr Qalawun about 6831 

1284.3 The building was the most splendid of its kind 

See Subh, IV, 38.11... habbasahi 'ali wujah al-birr... " 

Thus the name of the office comes from the same root 

ý-B-S. 

2. A Persian word, bimar, "sick" plus the suffix istAn, 

denoting place, a hospital. Al-Qdlqashandi classifies 

this post under the religious functionaries in Egypt 

(ýubh, IV, 33) but'in his account of Aleppo the same 0 
post is classified under the "men of the sword" (op. 

cit., IV, 220). This may be explained as meaning that 

the holders of this office in Egypt were most probably 
from the 'ulamV and in Aleppo they were from arbRb 

al-suyaf. Gaudefroy-Demombynes also followed the first 

classification. (See op. cit., p. L=. ) 

See al-Khijaj_, 11,406. 
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in Egypt, and perhaps the most elaborate which had yet 

been seen in Islam. In Aleppo there were . -two hospitals, 

namely the 'Atiq Hospital and the New Hospital which was 

built by ArghUn al-Kgmill in 755/1355. The administrators 

of these establishments were appointed by the nVibs in 
q, 

the provinces. 
2 

E) Khatibs This post, in Islam, is regarded 

as one of-the most respected ones in its category since 

it was performed by the Prophet himself and by the four 

orthodox caliphs. In Egypt until the time of the caliph 

al-Musta'in billilh, the khutba, was delivered in the 

Citadel mosque by the caliph. After that generally the 

Shafiite qnd! performed this duty on behalf of the caliph. 
Z--L- 

No doubt delivering the khutba in Cairo, especially in 

the presence of the sultan, was a great honour for the 

khatib hims elf; as we see in the case of the newly 

appointed Malikite qnd! who was so confused by this 
=--L- 

honour that he fell down the minbar. 
3 Very often the 

functions of khatlb and imgm were'combined in one person. 

1. G. S. Colin,, 11: 

2. See Subh, IV, 

Karak, ýafad, 

Urban Life in 

3- See Schi=el, 

Bimarist. qn" (in EI 2 )J, 1224. 

220. For other Bimaristgns in Tripoli, 

Yamg, Ndblus etc. see N. A. Ziadeh, 

Syria (Beirut, 1953) pP- 158-59. 

"Glimpses" P. 362. 
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The teachers (mudarrisýEn) : This group naturally 

constituted the backbone of the educational system. They 

held posts in various institutions such as mosques, 

z9wiyas, madrasas etc. The subjects which they taught 

were mainly tafs! r, ýadjt , fiqh, grammar, Arabic language 

and literature. In some institutions other subjects such 

as medicine, chemistry and physics were also taught. The 

sultan in Cairo and the nd'ibs in the provinces appointed 

only very important and prominent teachers. For example, 

the teachers of the Salaiyyal and Mansariyya2 madrasas 

were appointed by the sultan. V" 

Religious Ceremonies 

The most frequent of these ceremonies was of course 

the Friday prayer, which was observed throughout the, i-lifigdoT. 

'In Cairo the sultan attended the prayer in full dress in 

the Citadel. The amirs of high rank were also expected to 

attend the prayerwhich was usually led by the Shafiite 

J_ chief qid3:. In the khutba the names of the sultan and 

caliph were mentioned. To be the im5m-khatlb of big 

mosques such as al-Azhar in Cairo, the Umayyad mosque in 

Damascus and the Great mosque in Aleppo was one of the 

It was built by ýalRh al-Din YUsuf and it is situated a 
near the tomb of Im5m al-Shdfi'l. 

See al-Khilal, 11,379. 
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most desirable posts amongst the 'ulama'. The nVibs 

in the provinces and other high ranking officials were 

also expected to attend the prayer. 

The two 'Id prayers, namely 'Id al-Filr at the end of 

Ramad. in and 'fd al-AdhE about three months laterv were 
0.0 

also held in the same manner in which Friday prayer was 

held. On the 'Id day the sultan was visited by the 

caliph, the four chief q-! dTs, high ranking amirs etc. 

In Syria the nVibs were visited by other officers and 

religious functionaries. These days were very special 

not only to the sultan and amirs but to all people in 

general. Mamluks were given sheep to sacrifice on the 

'Id al-Adl; 9, the sultan gave generously to the poor, etc. 

Again in the month of RamadRn the same generosity was 

shown to the people., and the occupants of the khgnqah st 

z9wiyas and madrasas were given special meals and clothing. 

The beginning and end of Ramadffn were determined by the 

appearance of the new moon which was observed by the 

appointed q5djs. The end of the month was announced by 

beating drums in the Citadel. 

One Of the main features of Ramaýgn was the 

recitation of the Qur'Nn and the gat44 al-Bukhgrl before 

the sultan and other high ranking officers. In Cairo it 

was held sometimes in the Citadel, sometimes in the Azhar 

mosque. This custom was also practised in Damascusp Aleppo 

and other centres throughout the Mamiuk Kingdom. 1 On 

See MufgkahaIt 98,2709 383 and Bad. Vi', IIIP 65,69, ý 
83,93Y 122t 137,170 for the recitation of al-Bukhgrl. 
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completion of the recitation of the whole Qur'gn or the 

Sah1h al-Bukh9r! the sultan and nVibs invited the qRd1s, 
.; --J- 

leading 'ulamg' and the shaykhs and offered them robes of 

honour, money etc. 1 In addition to these official 

practices each madrasa, khanqEh or zgwiya also carried 

out these practices in their own institution. 

Another of the major annual religious events was the 

pilgrimage. As has been indicated earlier, by the re- 

establishment of the caliphate in Egypt and its recognition 

by the Sharif of Mecca the Mamluk. sultan gained an advantage 

over other Muslim rulers The protection of the Holy 

places and the control of the Pilgrimage became one of 

their -privileges. They used to provide the curtain of 

the Ka'ba (kiswa), a privilege which was sought by several 

rulers, among them the Timurid ruler Sh9h Rukh and the 

ruler of the Black Sheep (Qara Qoyunlu) Turcomanso 

Mutammad b. Qarg YUsuf. 2A 
person was designated by the 

sultan every year to direct the journey and to supervise 
the cOndlact of the pilgrims. The designation of this 

persong known as amir al-]ýajj, was followed by several 

colourful ceremonies held in the streets of Cairowhich 

was a meeting place of many pilgrims on their way to Mecca. 

Pilgrims, especially those coming from the Maghrib, used 

to gather in Cairo. "In Egypt'llsays Grunebaum)"some three 

weeks before the caravan was to leave the kiswa was paraded 

in a preliminary festivity. A few days before the caravan 

1. See BadVi', 111,170. 

2. -See Schi=elv "GlImpses", P- 365. 
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actually set out there was another procession centring 

about the mahmil 
1 

which can perhaps be briefly character- 

ized as a richly adorned ceremonial litter which is to 

accompany. the caravan to the Holy places and back. ,2 The 

caravan of the Pilgrimage consisted of people of various 

classes. In addition to ordinary people it was sometimes 

joined'by members of royal houses of other'states, high 

ranking amirs, deposed sultans or even the sultan, himself. 

Another of the religious festivals observed in the 

Mamluk, kingdom was the celebration of the birthday of the 

Prophet, a celebration which was opposed by a certain 
4 

group of the 'ulamg' It was held usually on the 12th 

of Rabl' al-L-wwal of every year and'it was attended by 

the sultan, the caliph, amirs, leading jurists, etc. In 

Cairo it usually was'held in the Citadel. During the 

time of Malik Baybars, a huge, beautifully decorated tent 
5 

was built fo r this purpose at the cost of 30., 000 dinirs. 

1. For a detailed description of. it see E. W. Lane, 

An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern 

Egyptians (New York, 1973) p. 438. 

2. G. E. von Grunebaum, Muhammadan Festivals (New York, 

1951))p. 37. 

See Schimmel, "Glimpses" p. 368. 

See P-139 of this work for a similar issue. 

SeeBadil'i', 111,200. 
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Ylawlid ceremonies were also held in other cities, usually 

in the biggest mosque of the province. Outside Cairo 

mawlids were orgariised by the ng'ibs, who invited the 

prominent 'ulamV and amirs. Usually a banquet followed 

the ceremony. 
1 Although this celebration continued to 

be held in mosques, after the Ottoman conquest its 
2 

performance in the Citadel in Cairo was discontinued. 

Besides the mawlid of the Prophet, other mawlid 

ceremonies were also held for some well-known saints, 

one of 'Whom2 the woman saint Sayyida NafIsa (d. 203/823), 

isl- -- buried in a tomb carrying her name in Cairo. 3 She 

was a descendant of the Prophet through his grandson Hasan 

and was known for her ascetic life and piety. The first 

of the mawlids for her was held in 899/1434, to which the 

sultan QNytbEy invited the caliph, the four chief qffdj s and Z--L- 

the Qurodn reciters etc. The second one was held in the 

following year in 390/1435. These two celebrations, 

however, seem to be the only ones recorded by the 

historians of that period. 
4. Other mawlid ceremonies of 

the same nature were held for Sayyida Zaynab, the grand- 

1. See Muf5. kaha, 11,101. The mention of mawlids made 

by Ibn IyRs can be found in his BadVi', 11,4029 414 

444,111,219 53,63,130,145,164,200,206,216,230.. 

2. See Schimmel, "Glimpses" P. 3710 

3. See al-Kh#aj, 11, 440. 

4. Bada: 'i', 111, 206, 216. 
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daughter of the Prophet, Im5h al-Shdfi'l, Sayyid kýmad 

al-Badawl (d. 675/1276) etc. But in some cases "the 

festival was not a mawlid or anniversary celebration but 

a mawsim (literally, season of celebrating a fair or a 

feast),, the timing of which may reflect that of an ancient 

nature festival rather than an event in the more or less 

legendary life of the saint himself. "' 

Tarlqas and Sufism 
L--r-- 

During the Mamluk period the jarIqas were widely 

spread in Egypt and Syria and represented an important 

aspect of religious life. They were based in institutions 

such as z9wiyas, khdnqdhs, ribRts etc. Some of the--- 
. -A. 

orders were opposed by the representatives of the sharT'a 

(i. e. the fuqahZ! *) while others were accepted and regarded 

as being within the limits of the Holy law. Since a 

detailed account of the tarjqas and the arguments over them 

cannot be accommodated in this chapter, a short summary of 

the important ones in the second half of the 15th century 

will be given. A few incidents connected with wahdat IL- 
al-wujad and ittihEdiyya2 will be cited since the groups 

involved attracted our scholar al-Halabl's hostility 

1. G. E. von Grunebaum, op. cit., p. 80-31. 

2. For different meanings of this term see R. Nicholson - 
G. C. Anawati, "Ittihad" in E12 

09 IV9 282-283. 

cv 
4Zý 
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and severe criticisms. 

Various social and economic reasons are cited by some 

modern scholars 
1 for the wide diffusion of ýarlqas and 

sufism in Mamluk Egypt and Syria. These authors argue 

that there is a correlation between general decline in 

the moral standards of society and increase in crime 

(which creates an atmosphere of insecurity and unrest 

among the people) and a growth in the popularity of sufism. 

In such periods of instability, people find spiritual 

satisfaction in tarlqas and hope to receive God's mercy 

and pardon by withdrawing from worldly preoccupations. 

Moreover, the ruling caste were originally foreigners 

and non-Arabs, and they kept power exclusively for them- 

selves. The indigenous population felt a natural sense of 

social injustice in this and found more security and 

satisfaction in tarlqas, where the shaykhs or qulbs were of 

their own people. 
that the 

It is important to note, however, \mamiuks themselves 

felt that they were foreigners in the country and that they 

had usurped power from its legal owners. They were anxious 

to be seen to be espousing the cause of Islam and in 

particular those forms of Islam which were popular among 

the mass of the population. Thus they encouraged the 

See 'All Silfl Husayn, Al-Adab al-Saf! fi: Misr (Cairo, 
00- ----- L- 

1964))p. 19 ff, and Sa'ld 'Abd al-Fatt6h 'Ishar, 

Al-'Asr al-MamEllkl f! Misr wa'l-Shgm (Cairo, 1965)., 

pp. 339-41. 
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establishment of khanqghs and z9wiyas and gave money for 

them to be built. 

Amongst the most important of. these orders were the 

Sh, ldhiliyya, Aýmadiyya, Rifg'iyya, Burhgmiyya and the 

QRdiriyya. to whom can be added the devotees of wahdat 

al-wuj7ld and ittihgdiyya. 

The Shldhiliyya was founded by 'All b. 'Abdalllh 

b. 'Abd al-Jabbgr Aba al-ýasan al-Sh9dhill (d. 1258 

and was especially widespread in North Africa and Egypt. 

It is known for its adherence to practice according to 

the Qur'Zin and sunna. Al-Shddhill enjoined his companions 

and followers not to subscribe to anything contradicting 

the teachings of ahl al-sunna wa'l-jamVa. In his teaching 

existence is divided into two, namely the Creator and the 

created. The relationship between the, two is accepted on 

the basis of the teachings of al-Ash'arl and ahl al-sunna. 

This order has maintained its existence and popularity to 

the present day. 3a 

The Aýmadiyya order (also known as the Sal4iyya) 
3b 

was established by Aýmad al-Badawl (d. 733/1322-23), who 

attracted a large number of followers, among them ". 

Sultan Baybars who is reported to have kissed his feet. ' 

Sultan Khashqadam's wife was an admirer of the shaykh and 

adopted the nisba of "al-Ahmadiyyall. 2 There was, however 
0 

a strong disapproval of some of the acts performed during 

1. Schimmel, "Glimpses", P. 371. 

2. Ibid. - 

3a. 3b* See Husaynop. cit. pp. 60 and 145 respectively. 
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the mawsim or fair in Tanla where al-Badawl is buried. 

"In 852/1443 the 'ulamg' and pious politicians caused 

the sultan al-ýahir Djaqmaq to forbid the pilgrimages to 

Tant,!, but this edict had no effect because people would 
1 

not forsake their old customs, " and in 883/1483 Sultan 

Qaytb. iy, who is regarded as a "great a, dmirer" of al-Badawl, 

visited his tomb. 2 The order is still widespread in 

Egypt and parts of Syria, and is divided into at least a 

dozen branches. 

Another prominent order was the Burhgmiyya, which 

takes its name after Shaykh Ibrghlm b. Abi'l-Majd al- 

H, Ishj: m3. al-Qurayshl, known as al-Dasaql, (d. 676/1277)., 

who laid down the principles of the order. The position 

of the shaykh in this order is more powerful than it is in 

others, and he has more authority over his followers. In 

his doctrine al-Dasilql gives great importance to the 

concept of the light of Muha=ad (al-nar al-Muharnmad! ) 
I 

which is eternal in the past and in the future, appeared 
0- 

in Adam,, Idris etc. and finally in Moses and Jesus. After 

the death of Muhammad, al-Dasriql claims that this-light 
0 

appeared in the aqtab (sing. qutb) and it will continue 

to appear until the last day of this world. Thus by this 

theory the position of the shaykh or quib in this order 

gained enormous prominence. 
3 

1. K. Vollers - E. littmann, "Ahmad al-Badawill in EI 

I, 2S1. 

2. See Schi=el, op. cit-t P. 372. 

See Husayn, op. cit, 133PP. 
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The Q. Idiriyya order occupies a significant place not 

only in Mamluk history but in the periods preceding and 

following it. It is named after 'Abd al-Q9dir al-JIlEn! 

(d. 56111166), who was one of the leading figures of the 

Hanbalite rite in Baghdad. During his lifetime some of 

his sons preached his doctrine in Morocco, Bgypt and 

Arabia-' Like other orders, the Qadiriyya also played a 

certain role as an established order in the daily life of 

the people, and to quote Schimmel: 

"Thus, the Rifgl'iyya, the Qgdiriyya and the 

Aýmadiyya leaders are reported to have 

implored the rebellious AmIr Aqbard! to 

give up the siege of the Citadel in 

902/1497. " (See "Glimpses... "p. 3"73) 

She also adds that in 912/1516, when QaJnýUh al-Ghilri (or 

al-Ghawri) gathered his army for the last- great campaign 

against the Ottomans., the leaders of the Qadiriyya, 

Rifa'iyya and Aýmadiyya orders accompanied him.. 

A mention of the Rifg'iyya order should also be 

made among the important orders. It was founded by an 

Iraqi shaykh, 

of the 6th/12t] 

established in 

and Sa'diyya. 
2 

Ahmad al- 0 
a century. 

Syria and 

In Egypt 

RifV!, Vho died towards the end 

Soon afterwards the order was 

spread under the names of ýarlriyya 

the Rifg'iyya order became known 

in the 7th/13th century and in a short time gained 

1. D. S. Margoliouth, llý: ddiriyyall in EI 2 IVP 331. 
2. See Ziadeh,, op. cit., p., 163. 
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popularity. Aýmad al-RifV! was a contemporary of 'Abd 

al-Qadir al-JIlEn! and some authors regard the former as 

a student of the latter. 1 The assumption of the k-hirqa, 

transmission of the titles of shaykh and qutb and pledge Z--L- 

of allegiance between the shaykhs were amongst the 

important features of the order. 

There is no doubt that the most controversial 

teachings' current in this period were those of the 

advocates of the wahdat al-wujUd and itti4gdiyya theories. 

According to the former, first systematized by Ibn 'Arab! 

(d. 1240),, existence is one and there is no multiplicity 

in it. In this oneness there is no Creator and no created. 

There-is no slave or worshipper and no one who is. worshipped 

(maebad). This universe, human beings, animals, plants, 

stars etc. in fact are the reflections of the only 

necessarily existent (w9jib al-wuj-ad). The teachings of 

the ittihgdiyya more or less reach the same conclusion, 

since they claim that if the s9lik achieves the union of 

his soul with God, or, in other terms, if the Uaqq is 

achieved, multiplicity disappears and, as a result, at 
2 this stage there is no Creator and no created. 

These controversial views attracted the hostility of 

the fuqahg', who regarded themselves as the guardians of 

the sharl'a. It was not only the fuqaha' who adopted a 

rigid hostility towards these doctrines, since some of the 

D. S. Margoliouth, "Ahmed Rifaiill in JA, Ip 204. 

2. See ýusayn, op. cit., P. 37. 
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common people, without necessarily understanding the 

theological issues at stake, took the same attitude. 

This is illustrated by Ibn Iyds in his account of the 

year 883/1433: 

"Shams al-Din b. FulaYbI inherited a copy 

of Ibn 'Arabi's-Fusils al-Hikam from the- 

legacy of Yah 'This 
. yg b. Hajj! and said, 

book must be burnt, since Ibn 'Arab! was 

an infidel worse than the Jews, the 

Christians and idol-worshippers. ' Some 

of the people who were present said 

'How can you burn the Fusas since it 

contains verses from the Book of Allgh? l 

He answered 'Nevertheless. ' The matter 

was taken tothe kdtib al-sirr and 

Shams al-Din was executed for his 

utterance 'Nevertheless. "' 1 

In fact this incident-reflects two attitudes, on the one 

hand the prejudice of a common man towards Ibn 'Arab! 

and on the other hand the authorities' strict measures to 

preserve and protect the sharl'a and orthodoxy. 

Despite strong opposition, Ibn 'Arabi's teachings 

were followed by a large number of people. In Damascus 

his tomb was visited every-day by many and, --CU3ikrS were 

organised there. Ibn Tilliln's account of the year 914/1508 

reflects the attitude of Damascenes towards this doctrine. 

He reports that a certain Ibn : Vabib, who was an ardent 

1. See Badg'i', 1119 203. 
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follower of Ibn 'Arabi, came to Damascus from Safad and 

went to the tomb of Ibn 'Arabi with a group of people. 

He denounced the opponents of*Ibn 'Arabi in a rude and 

unseemly manner. On Friday he came to the mosque and 

performed the prayer. After he left, al-Ma4yawl al- 

Nu aymi said, "I did not see the light (nar) of ahl 

al-sunna on him. " Ibn TalUn, who was present in the 

mosque at the time, adds the following comment, suggesting 

that he saw in it a divine coincidence: 

"When he [Ibn ýablb] came in and I saw him,, 

I was reading a hadith ... which says 

'the Prophet said to 'Pisha 110 Tisha, 

those who divide their faith and become 

different parties are the people of bid'a 

and people who follow their own inclinations; 

their repentance will. not be accepted, and I 

have nothing to do with them and they have 

nothing to do with me. " III 

Then the author says that the people were divided into 

three groups in their views of Ibn ýablb- The first group 

were those who opposed him, who were ahl al-sunna for whom 

God wanted blessing (khayr). The second group, those who 

supported him, kept telling lies in order to establish his 

principles and to honour him. The third group were those 

who held that he did not have any intelligence. At the 

end of his account, Ibn TalUn states that the above- 

mentioned al-Nu'aym! accused Ibn 'Arabi's followers of 

being innovators. He also tells how he was asked by 
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Burh. in al-Din b. 'Awn to go to the tomb of Ibn 'Arab! and 

spy upon people's acts and dhikrs. 1 This whole story 

again shows us the deep division between the supporters 

and opponents of Ibn 'Arabi's doctrine in the Mamluk 

state. This clash can also be seen on the intellectual 

level, in the writings of the learned people for and 

against wahdat al-wujUd. 

Another example of disputes among the 'ulamV is 

recorded by Ibn Iy9s, who reports that in the year 875/1470 

the disputes increased in Cairo over the orthodoxy of the 

well-known poet 'Umar b. al-Fffrid (d. 637/1235). A group 0 
of 'ulamV stood against him, using a piece of poetry from 

his "Qaýida TViyyaII* They associated him with those who 

advocated hul-al and ittih9d. 2 
and argued that he should be 

denounced as ý f5siq (corrup-t)or even as a heretic. Among 

those who held this point of view were BurhFLn al-Din 

al-BiqV!, the Hanafite chief qad! Mqibb al-Din b. Shiýna 

and his son 'Abd al-Barr, the chief qMd! 'Izz al-Din 

al-ý[anbalr, Nar al-Din al-Mahalli: and a large number of 
0 

students who supported them. The defenders of Ibn al-FErid 

were al-Suyall, Mu#yl al-Din al-Kafiyaji,. Zayn al-Din 

q5sim b. Qullubughg, Badr al-Din b. Ghars, Shaykh Zakariyyg' 

1. See Muf.; Ikaha, 1.328-9. 

2. Hulrllv incarnation or infusion of the divine spirit 
. a- 
into the body of a man. Ittihgdv the identification 

of the divine and human natures. (Sartain, op. cit., 

Iv 213). 
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etc. When the dispute became serious, several fatw9s, 

satirical poems and treatises were composed on it. Mqy! al- 

Di: n'al-K9fiyaj1 wrote what is described by Ibn Iy9s as 

"one of the most fair fatwgis, " which was in defence of 

Ibn al-Fgriq. Al-Suyaji wrote a treatise entitled 

Qam' al-Mu'arid f! Nusrat Ibn al-FEridl in which he held 

that Ibn al-FiErid was one of God's saints and maintained 

that people had no right to attack him on the basis of 

certain phrases in his poem which they did not understand, 

and indeed many scholars famed for their piety had 

interpreted the verses which were obscure. Moreover Ibn 

al-Fgrid was himself known to have been a pious man. 112 

Another work was entitled Durygq al-Afa'! fi'l-Radd 

ala'l-Biq6'! - In fact several amIrs and most probably 

the sultdn himself supported Ibn al-Fgriý. The k9tib al- 

sirr of the time wrote a decree asking Zayn al-Din 

Zakariyyg' al-Shgfi'i to clarify whether the expressions 

used by Ibn al-Fgriý were against the sharl'a or not, and 

whether they were only used by the members of the tariqa 

or were also used by non-Muslims. The answer which was 

reluctantly given read: 

"The writings of the Shaykh should be 

understood and interpreted within the 

Brockelma=, GAL, 11,156; Ibn IyEs (Baaalil, 111,48) 

gives the title as Qam' al-Mu'arid fi'l-Radd 'an Ibn 

al-Mrid. 

2. See Sartain, op. cit., 1,55. 
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conventions of his tariqa and the meaning 

is obvious for them. " 

In his answer Shaykh ZakariyyV also stated that the 

disputed verses of the poem did not express anything of 

hulUl or ittihad. Ibn Iyas, who was a defender of Ibn 

al-Fgriý, stated: 

"In our present age some of the 'ulamg' 

lack understanding. They do not grasp 

the meaning in the verses of our Shaykh's 

work and take only the z'Ahir meaning. "' 

In the gatherings of many of the above-mentioned 

brderp, sam,! ' and raqq were practi, sed and these rituals 

were actually encouraged and sanctioned by the attendance 

of high-ranking officials. The sources especially mention 

Sultan Mu'ayyad as frequently visiting KhEnqah SIryEqas 

and attending the ceremonies of the sufi reciters. He 

met there choirs of the leading reciters, singers and 

people of good voice. 
2 Ibn Taghribird! writes: 

"After the performance of the reciters and 

singers samV was performed through the 

night and prominent fuqarg' and zuraf91 

and some companions of the sultan danced 

before him in turn. The sult an was sitting 

in the group as if he was one of them. 0 

1. See Badg'i', 111,47-51. 

2* See al-Nujam, XIV, 38. 

3. Ibid. 
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On another occasion, on his way from Damascus and Aleppo 

the sultan called at the EI-Znqgh Sirygqils and there he 

bestowed favours generously upon the fuqahg' and the sufis. 

It is reported: 

"He himself attended the samA' gathering 

while the sufis danced and reached a state 

of ecstasy before him. The sultan listened 

to the reciters and asked them to repeat the 

parts he particularly liked. "' 

However, this does not apply to every ruler, and some of 

them strongly disapproved of these practices. For example, 

during Sultan Chaqmaqls time "the fortunes of players and 

singers were low, 12 because. of his opposition to such 

practices. Sultan al-Ghawrion the other hand. is reported 

to have had an interest in music and jesting. 3 

The samV and raqý practices were quite widespread 

throughout the kingdom and occasionally went beyond the 

limits of the khNnqdhs and other sufi institutions. For 

example, in 890/1485 after a Friday prayer., while Shams al- 

Din b. 'Ubayya al-Quds. T was preaching in the Umayyad mosque, 

a man threw himself into the circle of the congregation 

1. Ibid., XIV, 22. 

2. B. Fleming, "Literary Activities in Mamiuk Halls and 

Barracks" (in. Studies in Memory of Gaston Wiet, 

Ed. M. Rosen-Ayalon, Jerusalem, 1977) 
) p. 250. 

3. Ibid. I 
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and then stood up and began dancing bare-headed, jumping 

up and down while watching the people a, 

the mosque. Suddenly he fixed his eyes 

came out of the circle and hit him. He 

with this, but snatched a stick and. hit 

justifying his action as follows: 

"I am remembering God in ecstasy 

is laughing at me. "' 

pproaching him in 

on an aged student, 

was not content 

the man with it, 

and he 

The veneration shown to the sufis and shaykhs by many 

of the sultans may be illustrated by an example, reported 

in Badg'i' (111,259-60) which states that the sultan 

Qgytbdy always wanted to meet a certain shaykh called 

al-DashtUti. A man named 'Abd al-Q9dir b. al-Ramm9h 

promised the sultan that he woulA inform him when the 

shaykh came to Cairo. A couple of days later 'Abd al-Q9dir 

gave the sultan the news that the shaykh would be in a 

certain place in Cairo on a certain night. The sultan 

went to that place after the 'Ishg' prayer, and saw a 

man sitting and covering his face with his robe. The 

sultan began kissing his feet and seeking his blessings. 

After a long session between them the sultan gave him 

500 (or 1000) dlngrs and left thinking he was al-Dashtati. 

Some time later it became clear that 'Abd al-Q9dir had 
00 

played a trick and presented the sultan to someone who 

looked like al-DashjUjI. He was beaten before the sultan, 

humiliated on donkey-back in the streets and shortly after 

died in prison. 

1. Muf dkaha,, 1,115. 
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Again, the influence of Shaykh Ibrahim b. 'Ali 

al-Matball (d. 877/1472) on the sultAn Qgytbgy is 

mentioned in the sourceso 
1 The great sha*ykhs and sufis 

had their influence on the people even after their deaths: 

"The visiting of the tombs of saints to ask 

for their intercession with God in order to 

obtain an answer to a particular prayer, or 

to gain God's blessing, Vas very common, and 

among the uneducated almost amounted to saint 

worship. 12 

Although sufi practices, such as sama', raqý and 

singing, were treated with great tolerance, strict 

measures were applied to the consumption of hashish, 

alcohol etc. If the government did not take the 

necessary steps against these acts, usually the people, 

fuqaha' or some sufis took action, as reported by Lapidus: 

"Sufi Sheikhs and their followers often 

attacked the wine shops to spill out the 

forbidden beverages and equally condemned 

the use of hashish. 0 

In 835/1480 for example, a man who possessed a paste which 

was a mixture of hashish and treacle went to the zgwiya 

of Shaykh al-'Add9s, where he was attacked by Shaykh 'Abd 

1. See Schimmel, "Glimpses" P. 381. 

2. Sartain, op. cit., 1,128. 

3- See lapidus, op. cit., p. 106. 
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al-Qddir and his friends, and the paste was destroyed. 

In the same year a group of sufis raided a place where 

b5za 2 
was produced. They poured away the liquid and 

damaged the place. 
3 

"In one incident'llapidus reports., "in Damascus 

in 899/1493-94 a Negro-beggar, a sufi Sheikh 

named Mubirak took up the Muslim injunction 

to 'command good and forbid evil' and attacked 

wine drinkers. The governor arrested him, but 

a qadi arranged to have him freed. A second 

arrest, however, resulted in fighting which 

took thirty lives before the incident was 

closed. ', 4 

In fact, this above-mentioned injunction "command 

good and forbid evil" was occasionally brought to the 

attention of the nVibs and amirs in the provinces by 

Cairo. Ibn TUlUn reports that in 885/1480 al-Shaykh 
'Abd al-Rahmin al-Harlrl returned to Damascus from Cairo 

conveying an imperial decree to the rZ'ib ordering "al-amr 
5 bi'l-ma'raf wa'l-nahy 'an al-munkar". 

1. See Muf5kaha, 1,8. ý 

2. B5za, a drink-made from malted millet, tart and 

sometimes slightly intoxicating. See J-W. Redhouse, 

A Turkish and English Lexicon (Istanbuiv 1921), P. 397.. 

3. See Muf6kaha, 1,7. 

4. See Lapidus, op* cit., p. 106. 

5. See Mufakaha, 1,18. 
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The Madrasas and the 'Ulama' 

. 
In the Mamluk kingdom the madrasas and the 'ulam,! " 

who were mainly educated therein constituted an important 

pillar of society by playing a vital role in government 

affairs as well as in the daily life of the people in 

general. Many of the office-holders, including judges, 

jurists, imffm-khdtibs, teachers, scholars etc. were 

educated in the madrasas. Owing to the wide application 

of the Islamic law the 'ulamg' played an administrative 

and social role as well as a religious one. The laws 

concerning marriage, divorce, inheritance, guardianship 

and religious endowments were administered by the qddls; 

the markets were inspected and commercial rules enforced 

by the muhtasibs, and prayers were led by the imdm-khatibs 

who had a certain influence on their congregation. 

N. A. Ziadeh remarks on this subject: 

"Many of the administrative offices were held 

by them too. Kgtibs of inahl', ngýirs of 

various institutions, such as b=-aristans 

and al-jaysh, were of the 'ulam,! '. "l 

But as a whole the 
_'ulamR' 

had one essential duty, which 

was to preserve and promote the sharl'a by applying its 

rules, spreading its teachings and protecting it against 

corruption, vice and innovations. The role played by the 

was described by Lewis as follows: 

I'Mamluk soldiers, Egyptian and Syrian 

administrators defended and maintained 

1. See Ziadeh; op. cit-v P. 184. 
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the state, Egyptian and Syrian scholars 

preserved, interpreted and enriched the 

he ritage of classical Islam*"' 

In fact, in addition to the Syriansand Egyptians, scholars 

from Central Asia, the Maghrib and Asia Minor who 

contributed considerably to scholarship should also be 

mentioned. Amongst the most famous Anatolians were 
2 

KamMl b. al-Hum-Um al-SiwZlsj,, who was the shaykh al-shuyakh 

of the Khinqqh al-Shaykhaniyya and died in 861/1456-57, 

jjqyl al-Din al-Ka-fiyaJI3 (d. 879/1474)., who was one of 

the teachers of al-Suy7ill, and Amin al-Din al-Aqsarayl, who 

died in 830/1475.4 

During the Mamiuk period we observe that the 
. 
'ulamV 

travelled a great deal between the various urban centres, 

mainly Cairo, Damascus, Aleppo, Mecca and Jerusalem. Many 

scholars went to Cairo to. 8tudy, to copy or buy books, or 

sometimes on their way. to the Holy places. The scholars 

of one centre were aware of what was going on in the 

academic circles of others. Sometimes an exchange of 

1. B. Lewis, "Egypt and Syria" (in Cambridge History of 

Islaml),, 228. 

2. He is the author of the well-known commentary on the 

Hid. 1ya entitled Fath al-Qadir li'l-'Xjiz al-Faqlr. 

See Shadhar9t, -VII, 297. 

3. See ibid., VII, 326. 

4. See BadVi', 111,107. 
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correspondence, books and treatises took place if 

personal contact was impossible. When a well-known 

scholar died in one place, special prayers (salRt al- 

ghVib). were offered for him in other centres. In 

Damascus these prayers were usually held in the Umayyad 

mosque but permission had to be obtained from the 

Shafiite q9d! for this. ' For example in 894/1488-89 

prayer was offered in this mosque for Jam9l al-Din 

al-Gargnijwho had died in Istanbul. 2 In 911/1505 when 

al-Suyilli: died in Cairo and in 890/1485 when the 

Hanafite qRd! al-Muqri' died in Jerusalem ghd'ib prayers 

were held for them in Damascus. 3 

Primary education was given to the children in 

schools by a teacher called al-mu'addib or al-faq1h, who 

was required to be religious, trustworthy, good-natured, 

married and good at teaching. 4 This teacher was helped 

by an assistLnt called al-'arif. The number of these 

teachers in one school naturally depended on the number of 

the pupils they had. There were also certain boarding 

schools for Muslim orphans., who were provided with food 

1. See YLufikaha, 1,158. 

2. He is Sharaf (or Shih9b or Sha ms) al-Din Ahmad b. 
0 

IsmVil b. 'UthmAn, known as Moll.! GUrRnj. See 

J. R. Walsh, I'Nminill (in BI 29 11,1141). 

3. See MufFLkaha, 1,295 and 63 respectively. 

4. 'Xshar, op. cit., P. 335. 
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and clothing. 'IshUr states that one of these schools 

was built by Sultan Mansar al-Qaldwun and two teachers 

were appointed to teach there. ' It is also possible 

that some children were instructed at home by relatives 

or private tutors. 2 In schools the mu'addib was advised 

that he should treat children kindly and gently. He was 

asked not to be cruel to them and not to beat them. If 

someone really deserved this he could beat moderately. 

The curriculum in these schools was mainly'based on 

reading, writing and study of the Qur'an, h9dith, the 

principles of religion, language and mathematics. Children 

memorized the Qur'an at an early age. In addition to this 

they had to learn a couple of works on fiqh, grammar etc. 

by heart, such as Ibn Malik's Alfiyya, al-Nawawils Minhij 

al-Talibin, al-Bayqffw! 1s Minhaj al-Wus7ll, al-Jamma'111's 

'Umdat al-Ahkim, Ibn Na-lik's al-Tashil, al-Shaýiblls 
3 Hirz; al-AmFLn! etc. When a child had memorized the Qur'gn 

A- 
a big celebration was arranged to mark the occasionjwhich 

included decoration of the school, a parade of children 

through the streets to the house of the child etc. 
4 After 

a certain level the student could present what he had 

memorized and learnt before one or more eminent teachers 

and could be qualified for higher education. 

1. Ibid. 

2. E. M. Sartain, op. cit. , It 119. 

3. Ibid. , loc. cit. 

4. 
. 

'Xshir, op. cit., P. 336. 
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Hig. her education was given mostly in the madrasas 

and mosques. The number of these educational establish- 

ments rapidly increased, mainly because they played an 

important role in the spreading of Sunnite Islam and its 

struggle against Shiite teachings. Mamluk sultans 

contributed a great deal to Islamic culture and education 

by building madrasas and libraries, and arranging scientific 

and religious sessions in the Citadel in which various 

problems were discussed by the leading scholars. In 

particular Sultan al-Zair Baybars' and Sultan al-Ghawrils 

good treatment and encouragement of the 'ulamg' should be 

mentioned. 

The immensity of the religious and scientific 

activities under the Mamluks can be judged by the number 

of the works produced in that period. Al-Suyaý!, one of 

the most prominent figures in Islamic scholarship, and a 

product of this era, drew a connection between the 

establishment of the caliphate in Egypt and the increase 

in cultural activities. He describes Cairo as "the 

dwelling place of the learned people and stopping place 

of wandering men of merit. "' 

The opening ceremony of a madrasa was attended by 

the sultant amlrsq qgýls and other prominent peoplev a 

fact which shows us the importance attached to these 

establishments. Teachers were usually appointed by the 

sultan and in an imperial decree the topic of the mudarris 

1. Jalgl al-Din al-SuyUjig Iýusn al-MuMdara (Cairo, 

1299 A. H. ) 11,86. 
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was specified. The control of the educational system was 

in the hands of the 'ulam-V, whose support was always needed 

by the ruling class. Teachers were, in many cases, 

occupied with more than one job in different places. 

Some of them moved from one centre to another and 

students followed a famous jurist or muhaddith to benefit 

from his lessons and to obtain an ijdza from him. The 

value of this certificate, of course, depended on the 

fame and popularity of the teacher who-issued it. The 

ij5za bore the name of the student, his teacher's name, 

the name of the rite, the date of the issue etc. 

Most of the educational establishments were supported 

by religious endowments allocated for this purpose. 

Lodging was available at madrasas, khgnqahs and mosques 

both for the students and for the teachers. These 

establishments also served as hostels for scholars who 

came f rom abroad, 

The subjects taught in the madrasas and mosques etc. 

varied from one to another and also depended on the 

mudarris. The most commonly studied subjects were fiqh, 

hadith, the Arabic language, tafsIr and qird'a. Theology, 

logic, medicine, geometry, algebra, astronomy and meta- 

physics are also mentioned among the subjects taught in 

educational establishments. Although a mudarris was 

given considerable freedom in his methods he had to follow 

a set curriculum and follow the commonly accepted norms 

in his teaching. In 899/1493 in Damascus the mudarris 

Zayn al-Din al-ýafUrl was banned from teaching 4adith in 
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the Umayyad mosque and others. The reason was that he had 

written a book entitled Nuzhat al-Majdlis. in which he 

included a mawda' hadith. This attests the concern of 

the authorities for the protection of orthodox Islamic 

teaching. 

In many madrasas education was based on the principles 

of one of the four orthodox rites. In big establishments, 

however, the principles of the four rites were taught. The 

first madrasa in which the education was arranged on this 

basiswas built by Sultan al-S-Ilih Najm al-Din Ayyilb in 

1232. Again, in the madrasa of Suit-an al-Ngsir Muhammad 

b. Qaldwun there were four ayw9ns, each allocated to one 

of the four rites. The Shaykhriniyya KhdnqEh also followed 

this system. There, the students were required to 

practice tapawwuf as well as attending lectures on fiqh, 

hadith and recitation of the Qur', Zn according to the 

seven readings. 
2 

As has been pointed out, the madrasa was not the only 

educational institution. Mosques, masjids, zdwiyas, khdnqdhs 

and ribgjs were also used for the same purpose. But in 

these institutions education was a secondary goal, whereas 

the madrasa was exclusively devoted to it. The vast number 

of educational establishments demonstrates how widespread 

they were. Al-Nu'aym! (d. 927/1520-21) gives a detailed 

1. See Mufgkaha,, I., 159. 

2. See al-Khilat, 11,421. 
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account of the madrasas, dilr al-qurrR' and dar al-hadith. 

Ibn Shadd6d (d. 634/1285) gives an account of the 

educational establishments and ennumerates a dozen 

Hanafite madrasas in Aleppo and another ten on the out- 

skirts. 
2 He also counts more than twenty Shafiite, and 

three Malikite and Hanbalite madrasas in and outside Aleppo. 3 

In addition to these madrasas five dilr al-hadith in Aleppo 

and four outside it are also mentioned. However, we have 

evidence that the number of such institutions *was much 

bigger in the 8th and 9th centuries. Lapidus makes mention 

of madrasas built in the years 737/1336,787/1394,824/1421, 

829/1425,840/1436 etc. in Aleppo. He also adds that another 

fourteen madrasas were constructed in the 8th and 9th 

centuries. 
4 Again in the same centuries more than fifty 

madrasas, twenty five z9wiyas, fifteen khgnqa; s and sixty 

mosques were built in Damascus. 5 Al-Maqrlzl in his Khitat 

gives a detailed account of over eighty JZ! mi's. seventy 

five madrasas, twenty five khgnqghs, twelve rib9ts and 

twenty five z9wiyas. 

1. 'Abd al-Q9dir b. Muhammad al-Nu'aymly al-Dgris f! 

Tgrikh al-Madgris (Ed. Ja'far al. -Hasard, Damascus 1948). 

2. See Ibn Shadd9d, Al-A'lNq al-Khatira fl Dhikr Umara' 

al-Sh. im wa'l-Jazira (Ed. D. Sourdel, Damascus 1953) 

pp. 110-118 and 118-121. 

3. Ibid. tpp. 96-110 and 121. 

4. See Lapidus, op. cit., p. 207. 

5. Ibid. $ p. 199. 
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As was stated in the biography of Ibralm al-ýAlabl, 

neither the sources contemporary to him nor the modern 

ones give a detailed account of his life and career in 

Syria and Egypt. We know, however, he was brought up 

in Mamluk society and educated at the institutions which 

existed in that period. It is hoped that this background 

information may help the reader to understand al-ýAlabl 

better through an understanding of the society in which 

he was raised and the conditions which were prevalent in 

the Mamluk kingdom. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO AL-HALABI'S 
LIFE AND CAREER IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE 
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In the Ottoman Empire the beginning of the sixteenth 

century coincides with the reign of Bgyazi: d II, who 

succeeded his father Mqammad II in 1481. His younger 

brother Jam started a campaign against him in a bid to 

become the sultan but he was defeated in Yenigehir in 

1481 and forced to seek refuge with the Mamluk sultin 

Ashraf QgytbEy, from whom he received a warm recepti"on. 
1 

After his second abortive attempt Jam was given asylum by 

the Knights of St. John on the island of Rhodes in 14S2. 

then he was sent to France and eventually transferred to 

the custody of the Pope, remaining in Italy until his 

death in 1495. Although BAyaz1d made an agreement with 

the captors of his brother and paid them large amounts of 

money for his expenses, he was handicapped by the fear 

that a coalition of Christian powers, using Jam as an, 

instrumentp might invade the Empire. The-Mamluk sultan 

attempted to take Jam back to Egypt and he even suggested 

to the Christians a joint war against the Ottomans, 

offering the Christians at the same time various 
,2 concessions. Because of Jam's situation Blyazid was 

See BadVi', 111,185; J. H. Uzungar93.13., Osmanl3. 

Tarihi, II (Ankara, 1949), 159. According to 'Xshiq 

Pasha-zgdap Sultan Qaytbgy did not pay much attention 

to Jam. See 'Ishzq Pasha-zada Tgrikhi (Istanbul, 

1332 H. ) p. 221. 

2. See S. Tansel, Sultan II Ba4yezitin Siyas3A. Hayat3. 

(Istanbul, 1966) P. 59. (Hereinafter cited as 

Bayezit). 
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prevented from committing his resources to the limit in 

any single venture either in Europe or in the east. 
1 

After Jam"s death in 1495 BRyaz! d adopted a new foreign 

policy, and considerable pressure was put on the west 

through a. powerful Ottoman navy and some expeditions into 

Hungary, Italy and Austria. 

One of the most important developments which affected 

the Ottoman state during Biyazid's time was the revival 

of Shiite teachings through the Safavid dynasty in Iran 

and the spread of their ideology among the Turcoman 

tribesmen in Anatolia, especially in the east and the 

south. Many of these tribesmen were already unhappy with 

Ottoman rule. One of the major reasons for this feeling 

was that: 

"As the Ottoman Empire came under a 

centralized administration, the movements 

of these tribes were subjected to increasing 

control. Tribesmen were entered in registers 

and had to pay regular taxes. The tribes 

which had led an autonomous life under their 

beys felt Ottoman rule as an unbearable 

oppression and tyranny. t2 

1. N. Itzkowitz, Ottoman Empire and Islamic Tradition 

(New York, 1972) P. 30. 

2. H. lnalc3. k, "The Rise of the Ottoman Empire", in 

The Cambridge History of Islam, Vol. I, P- 313. 
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Another reason was the fanatical attachment of these 

Turcomans to the sufi orders and teachings of their own 

tarlqa and shaykh rather than the Sunnite Islam and 

sharl'a which was upheld by the Ottoman regime which the 

Turcomans opposed. "The tribes clothed their anti- 

ottoman social and political aspirations in the garments 

of heterodox religious belief, becoming known as 

kizilbag' - red-head - from the red head covering which 

1. On the origin of this term, G6Lp3. narl3. ("Kimlbaýll 

in tA,, VII, 789) writes: "After the death of Shaykh 

junayd his son Ila dar, who was known among the sufis .y 
of Ardabil as Pir or even 'the appearance of God', 

began wearing a red cap with twelve segments and 

using a red turban. He also made his followers wear 

these... " It is also reported that the names of the 

twelve ImEms, the legitimate successors of the Prophet 

according to Shiite doctrine, were embroidered on the 

twelve segments. See W. Hinz, Uzun Hasan ve ýeyh CUneyd, 

tr. T. B3. y3. koýlu (Ankara, 1948) p. 65. A contemporary 

source to IsmVIl claims that 'All appeared in a 

vision to Uaydar and taught him how to make this cap 

emphasising that it must be of scarlet cloth. See 

E. Denison Ross, "The Early Years of Sh, 1h IsmVil" in 

JRAS, 1896, pp. 254-255. 
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they wore. "' 

The Safavid dynasty takes its name from W1 al-Din, 

who was born in 1253 in Ardabil. After various experiences 

he attached himself to the head of the Zahidiyya order, 

Shaykh Mid J11Rni, married his daughter and eventually 

succeeded him as shaykh when he died in 1301. From then 

on, however, the order became known as the Safavid order 
2 

or 2afaviyya, -with its headquarters at Ardabil. The 

Safavids under the leadership of ýafl'al-Din increased 

their propaganda campaign and won large numbers of 

converts among the Turcoman tribes. On his death in 

1334, ýafl al-Din was succeeded by his son ýadr al-Din, 

who Was followed by his son Khwija 'All. During the time 

of Safi al-Din and his son the order kept it-s Sunnite 

nature, but under Khw9ja 'All (1393-1429) "there was a 

movement away from the orthodox type of mystical belief 

and practice and for the first time Safavid religious 

propaganda assumed a Shi'l flavour. 0 This Shiite 

tendency grew rapidly, and during the time of Shaykh 

H. Inalcik, The Ottoman Empire, (London, 1973) 

p. 32. 

2. R. N. Savory,, "Safavid Persia", in The Cambridge 

History of Islam, vol. I, P. 395. 

3. Ibid., p. 396. 
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Junayd 1 
and his son yaydar, Safavid teachings gained wide 

currency in Anatolia: 

"It can be said with certainty that the 

Qizilbash were widespread in southern 

and central Anatolia. In southern 

Anatolia, as is well-known, the province 

of Teke Ili was a centre for the Qizilbgsh 

mission. There a prominent representative 

of Shaykhs Junayd and Yaydar was active. 112 

1. It is not very clear whether Junayd was already a 

Shiite when he came to Anatolia or became one later 

on. F. SU-Mer (Safevik Devletinin Xuruluqu ve 

Geliýmesinde Anadolu TUrklerinin Rolfl, Ankara. - 1976, 

p. 10) suggests that the second case is quite possible. 

It is also suggested that Junayd accepted Shiism most 

probably to get hold of the Shi'l-batin! elements in 
0 

Anatolia and Xdharbgyjgn, and even to assemble the 

followers of Shaykh Badr al-Din. See G*051pinarli, 

op. cit., p. 789. 

2. Hanna Sohrweide, "Der Sieg der ýafaviden in Persien 

und seine RUckwirkungen auf die Schiiten Anatoliens 

im 16. Jahrhundert". in Der Islam, 41 (1965) p. 133. 
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It is also pointed out that another of the Qizilbash 

centres in Anatolia was the province of RUm, which 

consisted of Sivas, Amasya, Bozok, Canik, gorum, Divrigi, 

and Arapkir. 1 Shaykh Junayd and his successors were 

regarded as MahdI, the Prophet, or even God by the 

Qizilbash Turks in Anatolia. 2 When ýaydar was killed in 

14889 his three sons, IbrRhIm. 'All and Isma'll were 

impridoned by the Aq-Qoyunlu ruler f or more than f our 

years. After their release and 'All's re-arrest and death 

in 1494, seven-year. -old IsmVil was nominated as the 

successor to 'All. During five years of hiding, IsmVil 

and hi s guardians established close contact with his 

followers in Idharb`ayj,! n,, Syria and Anatolia, and in 1501 

he defeated the Aq-Qoyunlu army and entered Tabriz, where 

he proclaimed himself Sh6h. Savory writes on the importance 

of this event: 

"Ismii'll's first action on his accession, 

the proclamation of the Shi'l form of 

Isl5h as the religion of the new state, was 

unquestionably the most significant act of 

his whole reign. By taking this step, he 

not only clearly differentiated the new 

state from the Ottoman Empire, the major 

power in the Islamic world at the time, 

which otherwise might well have incorporated 

1. Ibid., p. 134. 

2. SUmer, op. cit.., p. 
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Persia in its dominions, but imparted to his 

subjects a sense of unity which permitted the- 

rise of a national state in the modern sense 

of the term. 111 

In a country where a large part of the population was 

still Sunnite, to implement the Shiite doctrines was not 

an easy task. Therefore any opposition to the regime was 

crushed with severity, some of the Sunnite 'ulamg' were 

put to death 2 
and others fled to areas where Sunnism 

still prevailed. "Discipline was enforced by dedicated 

members of the Safavid party known as tabarrViyygn, who 

roamed the streets calling down curses on the 'orthodox' 

caliphs, Aba Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthmdn, on all enemies of 

the Twelve Imams, and on Sunn3: s in general. 
0 

1. See Savory., "Safavid Persia", P. 398. 

2. It is reported that "Shilh IsmVil burnt a group of 

his Sunnite opponents to death before the eyes of 

the Ottoman envoy" and that "when ShEh Isma'11 

entered Tabriz he killed more than 209000 people, 

including religious authorities, women and children, 

even his own mother. " See SUmer, op. cit., p. 24. 

See R. M. Savory, "Some Reflections on Totalitarian 

Tendencies in the Safavid State", in Der Islam, 53 

(1976) p. 237. See also M. G. S. Hodgson, The Venture 

of Islamp vol. 3, Chicago, 1974, p. 23. 
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Sultan Bgyazid must have been well aware of the situation 

and persecution of the Sunnis under the Safavid regime. 

In a risala entitled Durrat al-Muwahhidin wa Dirrat al- 

Mulhidin, presented to the sultan, a certain Ibrqhim b. 

Shaykh al-Isl9m Mu-sa al-: Valab! exhorts the sultan to 

undertake a jihAd against the man he calls "the devil of 

Ardabil. " He quotes several Qurl--inic verses and ahadith 

to prove the permissibility of such a jihRd, and gives his 

reasons, stating that IsmVil has claimed mahdiyya and 

prophethood and what was claimed by the Pharaoh. The 

author asserts that the "zindlq of Ardabil" has denigrated 

the honour of 8 A'isha, destroyed everything related to 

cUthm,!. ý and ordered people to prostrate before him. He has 

declared forbidden things lawful, including eating pork, 

drinking wine and even eating human flesh. B9yaz1d is 

reminded in this risala of the fact that Ismg'll and his 

followers have betrayed the Qurliln and*have burnt copies 

of it or tied them to the tails of dogs, and that the 

sunnite 'ulamg' have been tortured and their blood shed. 

The example of the Companions of the Prophet who fought 

at Badr is given to the sultan in an effort to incite him. 

The writer says that IsmVil has done to the people of the 

true religion more than what Im. 7h Va dar did to the people of *y 

This work is wrongly attributed to our author, 

Ibr. ihim b. Muha=ad al-Halabl, as will be discussed 

later on. 
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Khaybar, and he has done to the ahl al-sunna more than 

any kEfir or lunatic would do. About Isma'il, again, the 

author writes that if Adam had known that one of his 

descendants would be like him, he would have divorced Eve 

and denounced his own humanity. This and similar 

reminders to B9yazId seemed to have had little influence 

on him, and failed to persuade him to declare jihgd 

against IsmVil. 

During the decade following 1501, Sh-1h Ismg'll 

enlarged the Safavid Empire by capturing southern and 

central Iran (1503), Diyarbakir (1505-7), Baghd5d and 

southwest Persia (1503) and Xhurgsan (1510). A series of 

successful expeditions increased IsmVil's popularity and 

credibility among the people, who considered him as the 

manifestation of God himself. 1 During IsmVil's expeditions, 

thousands of Qizilbash Ottoman subjects joined his army and 

fought with him. 

Despite the persecution of Sunnis under the Safavid 

regime and intense Qizilbash propaganda in Anatolia, 

Bayazid pursued a peaceful policy. However, the dedication 

and loyalty of certain groups to the shdh worried the 

ottomans and forced them to take some measures as early as 

1502; many of the Qizilbash in Teke were branded on the 
2 

face and expelled to Modon and Coron. When Ismg'll 

1. See Savory, I'Safavid Persia", P. 395. 

2. See Bohrweide, op. cit., pp. 141-2; Tansel, Bayezit, 

p. 237. 
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violated ottoman boundaries in 1507 with the excuse of his 

expedition against the Dhu'l-Qadr beylik, the Ottomans 

imprisoned some sympathisers of Ismg'll who were likely 

to join him. The ones who were caught carrying weapons 

were killed. 1 

These precautions did not have a long-lasting effect, 

as was proved by the Sh,! h Qulu revolt during the last 

year of Bayazid's reign. ShEh Qulu, who is referred to as 

"Shaytan Qulu" in Ottoman histories, was the son of a 

certain : Vasan Khallfa. 2 Father and, son were both living 

in a cave in Teke, and seemed: to be leading a pious and 

ascetic life. They were provided with an annual income 

by Sultan B5yaz1d, who wanted to receive their prayers. 

In fact, ýIasan Khallfa was one of the most dedicated 

followers of Vaydar and was in charge of spreading Uaydar's 

doctrines3 in Teke fli. Sha 

the Qizilbash in his area and 

Sofia, Salonicap Serez etc. 
4 

Qorqud, the governor of Teke, 

place nearer to Istanbul,, the 

advantage of the situation ani 

Qulu had been in touch with 

even with those who were in 

When, in 1511, Shghzgda 

left the province for a 

followers of Shah Qulu took 

i rebelled. They attacked 

1. Ibid., pp. 241-2. 

2. Uzungarg3.1i, Osman13. Tarihi, 11,226; Tansel, 

Bayezit, p. 248. 

3. Sohrweide, op. cit-t P. 133; Uzung*arg'lll, osmanll 

Tarihi, Il. 226. 

4. See Tansel, Bayezit, p. 248. 
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Antalya, killed the q-idl and marched towards Karaman. 

After capturing Elmali, G*051hisar and Burdur, ShEh Qulu 

besieged KUtahya, defeated the government forces led by 

Ahmad Pasha and marched towards Bursa. Eventually, Grand 

Vizier 'All Pasha and Shghzgda Aýmad prepared a joint 

attack on Sha Qulu, in the course of which 'All Pasha 

and Shqh Qulu were killed and the remaining forces of 

the latter retreated towards Iran* 

ShAh Qululs revolt demonstrated the power of the 

Qizilbash in Anatolia and gave a warning signal to the 

Istanbul government, but B9yaz1d did not do anything more 

than expel some more Qizilbash from tsparta and Antalya to 
2 

Modon and Coron. This revolt was to be followed by 

another one in 1512: a certain Nu-r 'Ali gathered about 

20,000 Qizilbash around him, defeated an Ottoman force, 

captured Tokat and caused the khutba to be read in the 

name of Sh9h IsmVil. The same type of revolt started also 

in gorum and Amasya. Government forces were defeated 

once more, with 2,000 casualties. Nar 'All escaped and 

arrived safely in Erzincan; he-was to be killed after 

the Battle of Caldiran, in 1515, in Ovacik near Tunceli. 3 
0 

1. See SUmer, op. cit-P Pp. 32-34. 

2. This second deportation appears to be mentioned only 

by KamAl Pasha-zgda; see Tansel, Bayezit, p. 237. 

3. See SUmer, op. cit., Pp. 34t 359 39. Tansel states 

that Nar 'All was killed in a battle near Gbksu in 

1512. See Ba4yezit, p. 257. 
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During the reign of B9yaz! d II, Ottoman - Mamiuk 

relations deteriorated. Among the reasons for this were 

the-confiscation by the Mamluks of some gifts sent by 

Indian rulers to the Ottoman sul-4n, the encouragement 

and help given by the Mamluks to Jam Sultan in his struggle 

against B9yaz1d and Mamluk expeditions in 1483 into the 

Dhu'l-Qadr beylikp which was protected by the Ottomans. ' 

In addition to these external reasons, both states must 

have been motivated by the idea of being the most superior 

and strongest power in the area. Serious fighting 

between the two powers took place between 1485-91 in and 

around qukurovat and neither side achieved a decisive 

victory over-the other. After 1500 the Safavid danger 

eased the tension between the Ottomans and the Mamluks, 2 

and the added threat the Mamluks faced from the Portuguese 

made them seek help from the Ottomans. 3 

During the last years of-his reign, Biyazid, now ageing 

and in poor health, left all state affairs to his viziers 

and, as we have seen, remained relatively inactive in the 

face of the Safavid threat. His son Salim, the governor 

of Trabzon, had carried out occasional expeditions into 

Safavid territory, and Shqh Ismg'll had made complaints 

10 See Tansel, Ba4yezit, pp. 93-97. 

2. Ibid. v p. 3.16. 

3. See tnalc3. k, "The Rise of the Ottoman Empire". P. 317. 
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to Biyazid about Salim's behaviour. ' Salim's brothers, 

Qorqud and Aýmad, were also preparing themselves, like 

Salim, to succeed to Bdyazid's throne. Salim's departure, 

in 1510, from Trabzon to Kaffa and his subsequent march 

through RUmeli towards the capital, -was aimed at securing 

for himself a more advantageous position. This first 

attempt was not successful, and Salim, defeated in battle 

near gorlu, had to withdraw to Kaffa. Ahmad, the son 

favoured by Bdyazid to succeed him, was then summoned to 

the capital to be enthroned, but a Janissary revolt forced 

him to withdraw before he had even crossed the Bosphorus. 

A few months later, Bayazid was obliged to abdicate when 

the Janissaries demanded that Salim should-be made sultan. 

Therefore in April 1512 S; ýllm took over the sultanate from p 

his father. 2 Ahmad was killed in a battle at Yenigehir, 

near Bursap in 1513. Sh9hzRda Qorqud had already been 
3 

captured and killed. 

Sallm had been aware of the Qizilbash danger for a 

long time, and i=ediately after his accession to the throne 

he was reminded of this problem in a remarkable report 

submitted to him by one of his'subjects. A certain 'All 

b. 'Abd al-Karim Khallfa, in his long letter to the sultan, 

states that the Safavids are to be treated as k9firs since 

See Tansel, Ba4yezit, p. 240. 

'2., Ibid. v pp. 299-306. 

-3. S. Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Selim, (Ankara, 1969) p. 15. 
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they have insulted the Qur'.; In by putting it into the split 

stomachs of dogs, hanging it around dogs' necks or crushing 

it under their feet, and they have-killed those who did 

not join them. He also adds that the Safavids are those 

who have rejected the word of God, refused his religion 

and destroyed what is laid down by Him. 'All b. 'Abd al- 

Karim Khalifa also draws the attention of the sultan to 

the fact that the Qizilbash in Anatolia will join the 

Safavids if the necessary steps are not taken soon. ' 

Although Salim had almost decided to wage war 

against the Safavids, he wanted to Justify this by 

obtaining a fatw9 from the religious authorities. The 

only fatwA recorded in the histories was issued by a 

certain NUr al--ýDln Hamza, who asserted that the Qizilbash 
0 

treated the sharl'a, sunna. of the Prophet and the religion 

of Islam with contempt, that they burnt the books of the 

shari'a, killed Sunnite 
_'ulamM', 

demolished mosques, cursed 

Aba Bakr, 'Umar and Tisha, etc. In this fatwd the 

Qizilbash are declared kafirs and mulhids, and fighting 

against them is described as being incumbent upon Muslims. 

It is not known whether the rest of the 'ulam,! ' participated 

in this fatwg or not. But we have a ris5la of similar 

nature by Kamg'l Pasha-zida, which is sometimes erroneously 

called a fatwg. In this risala, 
2 the increased activities 

1. See Tansel, Selim, p. 28. 

2. For the text of this ris, 111a see M. C. ý. Tekindagu,. 

"Yeni Kaynak ve Vesikalarin Igigl'3. Alt3. nda Yavuz 
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and successes of Shiites in many Muslim provinces are 

noted, then the Shiites are reported to have denied the 

caliphate, of al-khulafa al-rashidin wa 1-a i=at al- 

mujtahidin, and cursed Aba Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthm5m. The 

followers of Sh9h Isnig'11 are declared infidels, their 

wives, children and property are considered to be lawful 

spoil for Muslims, and jih9d against the Qizilbash is 

declared to be fard al-'ayn upon every believer. There is 

no indication as to the date of composition of this ris9la, 

but it is quite possible that it was produced after Salim 

gave the task of denimciation of Shiism to the Sunnite 

'ulam,! ' of his time. 

After securing a fatwa to the effect that the Safavids 

and their supporters were k9firs and killing them was an 

Sultan Selim'in iran Seferill in Tarih Dergisi, 

number 22,19679 pP. 77-73; and a slightly different 

version of this risRia is to be found in a manuscript 

in the STIleymaniye Library, and a fatwa is added at 

the end of it. It was probably for this reason that 

this ris. 11a became known as a fatwg and is entitled 

Fatlw. iy-i Kamal Pasha-zada dar Haqq-i Qizilbash. 

(Ms. SUleymaniye, Es'ad Efendi, number 3548, ff. 45a- 

45bý Mdnage drew attention to this confusion in his 

article "Kemql Pasha-zildell in EI 2v IV, 879-881. 

1. See Tekindagt OP- cit. , P. 53. 
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obligation upon Muslims, Salim arranged another meeting 

in Istanbul. -which was attended by the leading scholars 

of, ahl al-sunna wa'l-jamA4a, and they declared-that 

fighting against Shah Ismg'll and his supporters was more 

important than fighting against Mfirs. Salim speeded up 

the preparations for a fight against the Qizilbash, and 

during this period several insulting letters were exchanged 

between him and Shih Ism-Vil. Among Salim's preparations 

was the imprisonment or killing of 40,000 Qizilbash in the 

Empire who were likely to rebel or fight against him during 
. G- 

his campaign. 
' 

The exp9dition began when Sallm set out from UskUdar U 

in April 1514. On arriving at Konya .., he visited the 

tombs of Jal9l al-Din Ram! and ýadr al-Din Qonawl and 

other venerated saints. He continued his journey through 

Kayserip Sivas and Erzincan and came to galftran. The 

army of Sh. 1h IsmA'Yl and the Ottoman army confronted each 

other, and after a one-day battle the Safavid army was 
defeated and Sh9h Isma'11 had to flee. This was on 23rd 

Augustp 1514, and Salim entered Tabriz a few days later. 

As a result of this victory the Ottomans took full control 

of eastern Anatolia, averting the Shiite danger in this 

region, and put the Sunnites in a stronger position. 

Savory writes on the effects of gaidiran on the Safavids: 

See Tanselp Selimp P. 38; inalcik, "The Rise of the 

ottoman Empire", P. 315. 
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"Chaidirgn destroyed IsmVills faith in his 

invincibility. To his Qizilbash Turkish 

followers, Ismg'll was both their temporal 

ruler and their spiritual director. But he- 

was much more than that. He himself, 

addressing these often illiterate tribesmen 

in their own tongue and using simple language 

had fostered the belief that he was the 

manifestation of God himself. "' 

After ensuring the security of the, eastern frontiers, 

Sallm invaded'and annexed the principality of Dhu'l-Qadr in 

1515 and then marched down into Syria in 1516. The 

relations between the Ottomans and the Mamluks had already 

deteriorated, and the Mamluks were preparing themselves 

against the expected Ottoman invasion. The two armies met 

at Marj Dcibiq, and 5alTm won a decisive victory over the. 

mamiuk SultpLn al-Ghawri, captured Aleppot Uamg, Tjumq and 

Damascus and had the khutba read in his name. While in 
L_ 

Damascus, Salim paid visits to the tombs of well-known 

saints and sought their blessing. When he visited the 

tomb of Muhy-I al-Din Ibn OArab! 2 
whom he respected very 0P 

1. See Savory, I'Safavid Persia", P. 401. 

2. Some authors , iýe. Uzunqarýili (op. cit., 11,281) and 

Evliy. i gelebi (Evliya Qelebi Seyahatnamesj 
, 

tstanbul, 

1938 ) Xt pp. 110-112) claim that the grave of Ibn 

'Arab! was not known and SalTm had it found. Evliyg 

Qelebi's long story of the event is certainly 
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much, and found it in a neglected and almost ruined state, 

he ordered the architect Himmat Bey to restore the tomb 

and build a mosque, a zgwiya and an 'im5ra. in its vicinity. 

fictitious. He relates that Ibn 'Arab!, in one of 

his treatises, predicted that when Lr-A (Salim) 

entered (Sh9m, Damascus) the grave of r 

(Mqyl al-Din) would be discovered. He also says 

that when Salim, having arrived in Damascus, was 

told this, on the same night he saw Ibn 'Arabi: in 

his dream and was told to mount a black horse and 

go where it took him. Salim was also given the glad 

tidings of his imminent conquest of Egypt in his 

dream. Since we know from more reliable sources 

(see P- 57 , above) that long before Salim's 

-capture of Damascus, people used to visit, Ibn 'Arabi's 

tomb, it cannot be true that it had been "lost". 

ýolaq-zgda does not mention anything about the finding 

or discovering of the tomb. Evliyg gelebils account 

may be explained. as an effort to bring credit upon 

both Ibn 'Arab! and Salim, in the eyes of the people, 

by attributing to them predictions and miraculous 

dreams. It also reflects the extreme attitude adopted 

by certain people in favour of Ibn 'Arab!. 

J., Muhammad Hamdam. T Solaq-zgda, Tgrikh-i Solaq-zgda, 

(Istanbul, 1297 A. H. ), P. 412. 
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All these buildings were completed within four months and 

opened by Salim on his way back from Egypt. ' Salim 

offered a Friday prayer there and allocated some waafs 

for the upkeep of these instiiutions. 

After the defeat and death of al-Ghawri, Tamanbily 

proclaimed himself sultan of the Mamluk kingdom and 

refused Salim's offer of peace on the basis of renunciation 

of this clai= and recognition of his sovereignty. Therefore 

Salim crossed the Sinai desert, entered Egypt and defeated 

T-amgnbgy in Raydgniyya in January 1517. Vlmignbgy escaped 

and organized guerilla attacks, but eventually he was 

captured and executed. 

As a result of Salim's campaigns, Syria, Egypt, Mecca 

and Medina came under Ottoman control. Salim assumed the 

title of "Servitor of the Two Sanctuaries" (Khidim al- 

Haramayn al-Sharifayn),, and the last Abbasid caliph, 
A- 
al-Mutawakkill, and hundreds of scholars and artists were 

sent to Istanbul. The Ottomans became "protectors not only 

of the frontiers but of the entire Muslim world. 1,2 

Despite Salim's ruthless measures against the Qizilbash, 

they were not completely suppressed in the Empire. There 

was a large number of Safavid sympathizers who demonstrated 

their opposition to Ottoman rule through violent riots and 

pillage. Another important example of such uprisings took 

place in 1519; in Bozok, one of the leading Qizilbash, 

1., See Uzunqarýili, op. cit., 11, 232. 

2. fnalcik, The Ottoman Empire, P. 34. 
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named Jaial, gathered a large number of people around him 

and proclaimed himself "Khallfa-i zamAn wa, Mahdi-i dawtrgn". 

Probably on instructions from Sh9h Isma'11, he began 

attacking and looting the nearby villages. He defeated 

the government forces led by Sh5dI Pasha and his fame 

spread rapidly among the Qizilbash tribes. Only after a 

joint attack-by ShAdl Pasha, Khusraw Pasha and 'All Bey 

(Sh. 71h suwar oghlu) was the rebellion crushed, and a couple 

of days later Jalil was captured alive and his head was 

sent to Istanbul. ' This and similar riots show us that 

there was sti-11 a vast gap between the government and the 

QizJIbash sympathizers in Anatolia who regarded Shah 

as their head and*spiritual leader. 

When Salim I died in September 1520, he was succeeded 

by his son Sulayman, later to be known as Q-inilnl- On his 

vised some of the accession to the throne Sulayman re 

policies of his father, for example by lifting the embargo 

on the silk trade with Iran and freeing some prisoners who 

had been brought from Tab3: -Iz during Salim's expedition. 

He also investigated complaints against unjust governors, 

and punished the guilty ones. 
2 Unlike his father's, 

Sulaym, qnIs campaigns were mainly directed at E-urope; in 

1521 Belgrade was captured and thereafter became known as 

1. See Tansel, Selim, pp. 94-98; Uzungarg3.13., osmanl3. 

Tarihi, 11,283-4. 

2. T. GUkbilgin, "Stileyman V? in tA, XI, 101. 
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d5r al-iihld. 
1 In the following year Rhodes was forced 

to surrender to the Ottomans. Sulaymqn's first expedition 

into Hungary was crowned by the famous victory at Mohacs 

in 1526t and led eventually to the annexation of Hungary 

in 1541. 
During this period Anatolia witnessed several 

uprisings, which were mainly the result of socio-economic 

conditionsp the government's fiscal-policies and religious 

dissension. In 1527 a certain Suklun Quja, his son Shah 

Wall and a Turcoman leader called Dhu6l-NUn gathered 

some. people around them and rebelled in the Bozok area 

of central Anatolia, in protest against the amount of 

tax they were asked to pay. First of all, some of the 

officials carrying out the, cadastral survey (tahr1r) were A- 
killedv and government forces led by Zhurram Pasha were 

defeated. *However, without achieving any further success 

these rebels were crushed in 1526.2 A certain Tofluz Oghlan 

in Adana, Yanija Bey in Tarsus and Wall Khaf-ifa, also in 

Adanap rebelled but they were overcome by government forces. 
3 These uprisings are thought to have been Shi'l-inspired, 

In 1527 another revolt took place, this time in Karaman 

and on a large scale. Shiite elements, using the social 

and economic situation to their advantagephad gathered a 

1. Uzunparp3.1i, Osmanli Tarihi, 11,300. 

2. Okbilgin, op. cit.. p. log. 

Ibid., loc. cit. 
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large number of supporters among the Turcoman tribes in 

the area. The nomad tribes were not happy with the strict 

registration system. A certain Qalandar Shah (or Qalandar 

Oghlu) gathered about 20,000-30,000 supporters and achieved 

some success against the government forces, but the Grand 

Vizier Ibrahim Pasha defeated these insurgents and, Qalandar 

Shah was killed in the battle. ' The last of this series 

of rebel-lions took place in 1529, in Adana. It was started 

by a certain Saydl, who wore a red cap (qizil-t9j) and with 

his 5,000 supporters attacked nearby villages. He was 

joined by another rebel called fnciryemez, but this 

Qizilbash movement was also crushed, by pjr3: Bey, 2 

Vhile the above-mentioned disturbances were taking 

place in Anatolia, 'in Istanbul the 'ulamg"were trying to 

defend orthodox Islam on the intellectual level against 

beliefs considered as heretical. The attitude of the 

government and the 'ulamg' towards any challenge to the 

creed of ahl, al-sunna wa'l-jamg'a is reflected in the trial 

and execution of Moll9 Qgbiý, 3 
who was originally from ' 

1. Uzungarpili, Osmanli Tarihi, 11,335. 

2. See ibid., P. 336; G*O*kbilgin, op. cit-9 P. 110. 

3. The following account of Moll5 Qabiq's trial and 

execution is based on the information given in 

1. Peg'ew-1, op. cit., 1,124-126; M. D'Ohs'son, Tableau 

gdndral de lI empire Ottoman (Paris, 1788-91), 1V, 150-55; 

H. G. Yurdaydin, Isla'm Tarihi. Dersleri. (Ankara, 1971), 

pp. 3-11-114; R. C. Aepp, An Examination of the Origins 

and Development of the Office of Shaikh al-Islam 

kph. D. thesis, Oxford, 1966), pp. 290-292. 
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Persia and belonged to the 'ulam.! " class. According to 

the Ottoman historians, he had been living a life of vice and 

debauchery (fisq-u fujlr), going to the wineshops and 

proclaiming that the prophet 'fsg (Jesus) was superior to 

the prophet Mqa=ad. He interpreted some Qur'zinic verses 

and ahULdIth according to his own understanding, thus leading 
-0- 

the people astray. 

Moll,! O. 5bid. was arrested and on 15th November 1526 
0 

brought before the Dlw5n to undergo interrogation before 

the Grand Vizier, Ibrdhim Pasha, the Qnd! 'askar of Ramell, 

Fangrl-zilda Muhyi al-Din Efendi and the QRdl 'askar of 00 
Anatoliap Qadr! Efendi, who were both, according to Pegewl, 

"conceited with the love of high rank ana office, and did 

not possess anything in their minds of shar'! cases. " They 

commenced the interrogation by ordering Molla Qgbid to 
#0 

explain his faith and beliefs, and he did so, putting his 

case very firmly and explaining his claims by citing various 

ourIgnic verses and ahRdIth. The two Q9dj 'askars, incapable 

of refuting the assertions put forward by Mollg Qgbid, 
0 

declared himp without further examination, an impious 

infidel and as such condemned him to death. The Grand 

Vizier was not satisfied with the handling of the case, and 

in an angry tone he addressed the members of the DIw5n, 

stating that only if the errors of the accused could be 

discovered and his doubts concerning the true faith exposed 

and refuted should he be sentenced to death. So Molig 

q9bid was allowed to leave the Diwan without any sentence. 
41 

Sultan Sulaym5n, who was present at the D! w9n behind 

the grille, had witnessed the proceedings, and when the 
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viziers came into his presence he said: 

"A mulhid. comes to our Diwqn, denigrates 

the high honour of the Prophet, 'dares to 

utter nonsense and goes away unscathed; 

what is the reason for this? "' 

To this Ibrilhim Pasha replied that the QAq! faskars were 

not sufficiently learned in the sharl'a to silence the, 

I'mal"an" (Moll,! Qabid). The sultdn asserted that 'ilm 

was not confined to the Qgql 'askars, and ordered that the 

matter should be pursued the next day by the Mufti (Shaykh 

al-Isl5m), together with the Q5d! of Istanbul. Thereupon 

MollN Qibid was taken into custody. 
0 

The following day, the Mufti, Kamal Pasha-z9da Shams 

al-Din Ahmadq and the Q01 of Istanbul, Sa'd! Chalabi, a 00 
close friend of our author Ibrdhim al-]Valabi, came to the 

Diwgln in the Palace. The Qgýl sat next to the Grand 

Vizier, and the Mufti took his place on a chair in ýront 

of them. These new and extraordinary arrangements for the 

trial 
2 

so angered the Q9d! 'askar of Rameli that, overcome, 

with shame and in order to spite those present, he got up 

from his place and left abruptly. Moll-i Qgbid was subjected 

to a new interrogation before his new judges. After 

listening to Moll5 Qgbiýls case, the Mufti proceeded to 

. J. Pegewl, op. cit., 11,125. 

, 2. An ordinary meeting of the Djwjn would not have been 

attended by either the Mufti or the QRd! of Istanbul. 
.; --A- 
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refute his principles, basing his assertions on different 

passages of the Qur'5n and hadith. At the end of the 

Mufti's refutationt MollR Qgbid was defeated and reduced 

to silence. Having convicted the accused legally and 

theologically of his error, the Mufti exhorted him to 

abjure his claims, to ask forgiveness of God and to 

return sincerely to the bosom of Islam, renewing his 

profession of faith. However, nothing could make Molia 

Qgbiý abandon his belief and conviction. After renewed 

attemptsp equally ineffective, to persuade him, the Mufti, 

who although supreme head of the law exercised no judicial 

power, indicated to the Q9di of Istanbul that he should use 

the rights of his magisterial authority and formally 

pronounce the sentence of death upon the accused. Sa'd! 

CLalabl once more asked Mollig Qgbid whether he had adopted 

the creed of ahl al-sunna wa'l-jamVa, but the latter still 

insisted on his views. Thereupon the death sentence was 

pronouncedg and it was carried out immediately after the 

Diw. ln. 

The incident of Mollff QRbid was to be followed by a 

similar one two years later, in 1529. Shaykh Ismalil 

Ma'shaqlý known as 110ghlan Shaykh" was the son of a MaVlml 

qutb. He was born in Aksaray in 1503, and came to Istanbul 

around 1527. The Mal5xals claim that Sultan Sulaymian had 

asked his father to send him to Istanbul. ' Ism! '11 began 

See A. G'Olpinarlip Melgml'lik ve Me14 Jiler (Istanbul, 

1931)9 pp. 44,, 48. 
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preaching in various mosques in Istanbul and Edirne, and 

despite his young age he won a large number of adherents, 

especially among the soldiery. 
1 He is reported to have 

propagated the theory of wahdat al-wujUd 
2 

and rejected the 

basic beliefs about the universe and creation held not 

only by Muslims but also by Christians and Jews. According 

to Ism, 1'11,, the human being (ins9n) is qadim (existent 

from eternity), and so long as someone is a human being 

nothing is forbidden to him. Even what the sharl'a 

declares forbidden is lawful. He further rejected the 

concepts of a hereafter and of punishments and rewards 

therein. He did not believe in paradise and hell. He 

asserted that whatever a person did for the needs of his 

body was an act of worship. He held that love was*not a 

divine attraction (ilgh! jazba) but a p4ysical pleasure, 

and all kinds-of sexual relationships should be regarded 

as the "pleasures of love". Shaykh Ism, 1111 further claimed 

that fasting and giving alms were prescribed only to 

punish Yazld, and that the two 'Id prayers were enough for 

a believer to perform, other religious acts having been 

prescribed merely to keep the masses ( 'awlmm) occupied. In 

his viewv "Everbybody is God,, and what appears in every 

form (sUrat) is He. " The spirit does not die, but passes 

from one body to another. A child is created by man and 

Ibid. p p. 48. 

2. Ibid.,, 'loc. cit.; Repp, op. cit., p. 292; 

yurdaydin, op. cit., p. 110. 
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woman, and it is wrong to ascribe this creation to God. ' 

Shaykh IsmVil also caused his disciples to say in dhikr 
2 

not "All6h Allih" but "AllELhim Allahim" .a pun which 

must have reminded the orthodox of 1ýaligj al-ManýUrls 

11ana 11- it* 

As illustrated above, Shaykh IsmVills arguments 

were aimed at destroying the religious beliefs and 

moral concepts of Muslim society.. The government, having 

just put down a series of religiously inspired uprisings, 

was determined not to allow any more to occur, especially 

in Istanbul. Although Sultan SulaymEn warned Shaykh 

Isma'11 that he should return to his home town, Aksaray, 

he ignored thisý stating "Our end is known to us.,, 
3 

Eventually he was arrested, examined and sentenced 

to death on the basis of a fatwN by Kamal Pasha-oida. He 

and twelve of his disciples were beheaded in the At Meydani 

in, jstanbul, in 1529. Ab-a al-Su'Ud Efendi: (Shaykh al- 

Isl.: =* 1545-1574) gave a fatwa to the effect that anybody 

who held the same views as Shaykh IsmM'll should'also be 

04 14 See M. Akdag, TUrkiyenin lktisadi* ve 19timal Tarihi 

(Istanbul, 1974) 111 64. He erroneously gives the 

date of this event as 1539. 

2. See Gtolpinarli, op- cit., p. 48; Yurdaydin, op. cit., 

p. 110; Repp, op. cit., p. 292. 

3- See Yurdaydin, op. and loc. cit. 
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sentenced to death-' This fatw5 must have been issued 

against allegations that Shaykh Isma'11 was innocent and 

killed unjustly. 
2 This view prevailed among his followers, 

and he was held in high esteem, which is reflected in the 

insciption on his tombstone. This describes him as 

"qulb al-', irifin wa ghawth al-wgigilTn shahid Ismi'll 

Ma4shaql.. O,, 
3 

After the Battle of gaidiran relations between the 

-Safavids and the Ottomans remained tense and no peace 

agreement was made. When Isma'11 died in 1524, he was 

succeeded by his son Tahmgsb who followed his father's 

hostile policy towards the Ottomans. While Sulaym9n was 

engaged in the west he tried to avoid a war with the 

Safavids in order not to fight simultaneously in two 

fronts. 4 
-But in 1533 the governor of Bitlis. Sharaf Khan, 

placed himself under Safavid protection while the Sh5h's 

governor in Baghdad made an agreement with Ottomans and 

recognized their sovereignty. These facts made war 

inevitable. and Ottoman forces marched to the eastItaking 

Tabriz, Baghdad and annexing AdharbayjrLn and Iraq (1534-35). 
5 

In 1533 the amir of Basra recognized Ottoman sovereignty, and 0 

See M. E. DUzdag, ýeyhUlislgm Ebussuiad Efendi Fetvalarl, 

(Istanbulp 1972)v p. 196. 

2. See G*o*lpinarl2: 9 OP. cit. 9 P. 50. - 
3.. ' Ibid. 9 p. 49. 

4. Inalcik, The Ottoman Empire, P. 38. 

5. Uzungargili, Osmanli Tarihi, 11,336-40. 
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through a powerful naval force the Ottomans took control I 

! 
-_Of -_--, -th_e -`_ Persian Gulf and Red Sea. 

Sulaymdnls second campaign against Iran started in 

1543 and a series. of expeditions continued on and off 

until 1555 when a peace treaty was signed betweený_the- two 

states in Amasya. ' Meanwhile Ottoman naval forces 

gained supremacy in the Mediterranean Sea;, -- -- 

their defeat of a crusader fleet at Prdveza in 1538 

started a new era in Ottoman history. Both at sea and 

on land they became a "world power"pholding balance of 

power in Europe. 

Another of the major events which took place during 

the period of al-yalabi's life in Istanbul was the 

dismissal from office of the Shaykh al-Islam qiwi-zAda 

Mqyi al-Din Efendl. 2 The importance of this incident 

for our study lies in the fact thAt al-ýalabl shared many 

of the views of qiwi-zada, and according to many sources 

it was on account of these opinions that giwl-zgda was 

dismissed*3 

After holding the post of mudarris in the Paýn, 4 

Ibid., Pp. 348-49. 

2. On him see 'V. L. Mdnage, "Ciwi-zffdell in E12 IIP 56. 

3- See ibid; Yurdaydin,. op. cit-, P- 115; Repp, 

op. cit. , p. 311. 

The famous complex of eight madrasas (ýqn-3. Tbamin) 

established in Istanbul by Mqammad the Conqueror,, 
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qiwi-zdda had been appointed QffdI of Cairo in 1527-8, 

then Q9d! 'askar of Anatolia in 1537. When Sa'di Chalab! 

died in 1539, qiwi-z9da succeeded him as Shaykh al-Isigm. 1 

His firm and sincere devotion to orthodoxy and the sharl'a 

is-commented upon by the historians. After holding the 

post of Shaykh al-IslEm for three years, qiwi-z9da was 

dismissed, becoming the first 'Elim, to be removed from 

this post. The reason is said to have been a fatwg issued 

by him on al-masý_Oala'l-khuffayn. 
2 He denounced the 

permissibility of this mash, basing his-opinion on Shafiite 

sources. ' Thist of course, put him against the Hanafite 

view, which permits such a practice and had been applied 

for centuries with the approval of the Hanafite 8 ulamV. 

qiwi-z5daIs fatwg, which was contrary to previous 

ones issued by earlier Ottoman scholars, was rejected in 

the Dlwign by AbU al-Su'ad Efendl, who was then the Qad! 

askar of Ramell. When this disagreement was reported to 

the sultan, he gathered the 'ulamg' and asked them to 

investigate the matter and determine whether "giwi-oghlull 

was on the path of truth or not. 
3 The 'ulamV stated that 

the fatwN of qiwi-z9da was contrary to the fatwds of 

previous Muftis. Some Ottoman chroniclers suggested that 

1. Repp, op. cit-P P. 310. 

2. The wiping of a wet hand over leather socks in ritual 

ablution, as an alternative to removing the socks and 

washing the feet. 

See Yurdaydin, op. cit., P. 114. 
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this was the reason for his dismissal. ' Another 

contributory factor may have been giwi-zMda's view that 

making a waqf in cash was illegal. This view was in 

-2 contradiction to that of Abil al-Su'ild Efendl, who was 

defending this practice alongside Ball Efendl, a sufj 

leader of the Khalwat! order. giwi-zada was supported 

in his arguments by Birgiw! Mqammad Efendl, who regarded 

i. he cash waqf practice as one of the great'evils of his -1 

day. 3 

Some historians and modern scholars, however, have 

expressed the view that 

by his rigid opposition 

Ram!, who were revered 

even by Sultan Sulaym-in 

illustrates. qiwi-z5da 

'Arab! and Jal5l al-Din 

qiwi-zAdaIs dismissal was caused 

to Ibn 'Arab! and Jal9l al-Din 

by many celebrated scholars and 

himself, as the following incident 

is reported to have declared Ibn 

Ram! to be heretics. Gommenting 

1. SeeP. eqewl, OP-cit. 1,49. 

2. -See J. E. Mandaville, "The Cash Waqf Controversy in 

the Ottoman Empire" in IMES, vol. 10,1979, pp. 289- 

303. 

3- See Mu#ammad b. Pir 'Ali: al-Birgiwi, Inqgdh al-Ha-likin 

(in a collection of al-Birgiwils risalas, Istanbul n. d. ). 

p. 62 and al-Tarlqat al-Muhammadiyya f! Bayan al-Sirat 

al-Nabawiyya (Istanbul, 1287 A. H. ), p. 219. 
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on a bayt of Ram! which read: "Oh infidels, I create 

your actions, because I am the absolute ruler; I cause 

people to be believers or infidelsq'I giwi-zida wrote a 

fatw. 1 and sent it to the sultan. On reading this fatwg, 

Sulayman sent a piece of poetry in answer, in which he 

expressed his displeasure and disagreement with qiwi-z9da, 

in an insulting style. 
' Here we have evidence of qiwi- 

zilda antagonizing the sultan himself on a particular issue. 

It does seem likely, therefore, that it was qiwi-z6da1s 

hostility to the sufis, who enjoyed such wide support in 

Ottoman society, that led to his, removal from office. 

During the time he spent in Istanbul, our author 

al-plabi witnessed the reigns of three sultans: Bdyazid II 

(1481-1512), Salim 1 (1512-1520) and Sulayman (1520-1566) 

and experienced some of the major events which took place 

in the new ottoman capital. It was in this period that 

the ottoman Empire produced scholars such as 4A11 Jamall 

Efendi, KamRl Pasha-z9da, AbS al-Su'ad Efendi, Tashk-abrl- 

z9da, Birgiw-1 MqamTnad EfendT etc. Like many of his 

colleagues2al-Halabi also participated in many of the 
4 

discussions current in his period, especially in discussions 

concerning certain aspects of mysticism, music, raqs, sama' 

and masý- Some of his views, however, were very different 

from those of his colleagues. Although he found supporters 

such as qiwi-z9da and Birgiwi, it may be suggested that his 

different background and early education played an important 

1. See Yurdaydin, op. ci'", PP- 114-115. 
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role in his holding strikingly different views from those 

of his celebrated contemporaries. 



CHAPTER III 

THE WORKS OP AL-YALABI 
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Ai-ýalabTls writings consist of three major works 

and a number of ris5das. Apart from the Multaqa 11-Abhur, 

which is dealt with in detail in later chapters, al-ýAlabl 

wrote a work on ritual purification and worship which was 

to be known as Halab! Kabir, and he later epitomized this 

in a text which was commonly known as Halabi gaghir. He 

also wrote a number of risilas on various aspects of 

religious practice and dogma. The most important of these 

ris9las is his Ni4mat al-Dharloa f! Nusrat al-Sharl'a which 

is directed against Mqyl al-Din Ibn 'Arab! and his 

controversial work Fusas al-Hikam. Through this risUa 

al-ýAlabl became one of the most outopoken critics of 

Ibn 'Arab! and his followers in the Ottoman Empire during 

this period. 

His risala on sama' and raq2 -Rahs .., which is entitled al 

wa'J-Waqý li-Mustahill al-Raq2, is - directed against 

certain sufi practices and must have put al-Lffalabl in a 

position of opposition to most of his colleagues in the 

ottoman capital. 

The following summary presents a description of his 

essays and special emphasis is placed upon those risalas 

which shed light on his own position in respect of the 

religious controversies current during his lifetime. For 

the sake of convenience this chapter wI11 be arranged under 

the following headings: - 

'A. 
_ 

Commentaries on previous works. 

B Al-Halabl's own works mentioned by Brockelmann (GAL). 

0. Al-ýalabjls own works not mentioned by Brockelmann (GAL). 

ID. The works wrongly attributed to al-: Valabi:. 
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A. CODMNTARIES ON PREVIOUS WORKS: 

1. Ghunyat al-Mutamall! fl Sharý Munyat al-Musaiii 

This is a commentary on Sadid al-Din Muhammad b. 
0 

Mqammad al-K9shghar! 's (d. 705/1305) Munyat al-Musall! wa- 

Ghunyat al-Mubtadi. 
1 After its composition the work gained 

a rapid popularity and has been a text-book in the madrasas 

up to the present century. This work served two purposes; 

it served as a basic source of detailed information on 

ritual purification and worship, and at the same time was 

used as a text for the teaching of Arabic morphology and 

syntax. 

Being a work on the performance of pl9t and tah9ra 

according to the Hanafite rite, the opinions of AbU Hanifa 

Aba YUsuf, Im5h Muhammad and ImEm Zufar are given on 0 
various cases and their divergences are also pointed out. 

occasionally the views of the other three orthodox rites 

are also offered. The legal decisions and views of the 

later jurists are given and these are referred to by the 

term al-Muta'akhkhirUn. 

The sources of information are also mentioned in the 

text, these being the classic Hanafite works and more 

recent fatdwR collections. 

This commentary is a work of about 620 pp. and is 

1 -t Kabir. It has been printed in Turkey known as Ha abi 

(1295P 1325 A. H. )q 2 
and also in India (1893). 3 

See KZ, 119 1886; GALp SI, 659; GAL9 1, 478. 

2. See A. S. Fulton, Supp. Catalo gue of Arabic Printed 

Books in the British Museum, p. 465 
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2. Mukhtasar Ghunyat al-Mutamall! fl Sharh Munyat 

al-Musall. T 

This work is an abridgement of the above commentary, 

and by virtue of its concise form it is known as Halab! 

paghir. Like Halab! Kabir, it was studied as a text in 

the madrasas. The contemporary scholar Hasan Ege writes 

that at a young age he observed that Halab! gaghir was A- 

one of the textbooks of students of Arabic, and served 

a two-fold purpose; being firstly a reading text of 

Arabic language and grammar, and secondly aa ource of 

necessary-knowledge concerning ritual ablution and 

prayers. In his introduction al-ýAlabl says that his 

first commentary contained too much detail for beginners 

and for the common people and that to encourage the 

student he has abridged it and omitted some unnecessary 

detail. 

This work, of about 260 pp. in the published edition, 

was translated into Turkish by Ibrghlm b. 'Abdallgh b. 

Ibrghlm al-Bab5jAghI. innlO/l698- Both the Arabic text 

and the Turkish translation have been reprinted several 
times (1239p 1253P 1256,1265,1277,1284 A. H. etc. ) 

A modern Turkish version of the text was prepared by the 

above mentionedýH. Ege and published. (See footnote 1) 

See H. Egep, Halebl-i Sagir ve Tercemesip (istanbul, 

1973) introduction, p. v. 
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Sharh al-Abydtl 

. This risqla is devoted to a co=entary on three bayt, s 

by an ur3known author. Using the verses as a text,, al-ýOalabl 

attempts to reconcile the strictly orthodox approach to 
elsewhere 

religion with the sufi path. Although/he often adopts a 

hostile attitude towards many of the sufi seats, especially 

towards the followers of Ibn 'Arab!, here he selects for 

favourable comment the moderate attitude to both positions 

expressed in these Unes. Al-]Valabl$ever intolerant 
- of 

the extreme practices of some sufl orders, does not, 

in fact, seem unwilling to comment on sufistic verse in 

the maziner of the Islamic mystic. 

! 'o op I. 
- "' L. " 'U "' ,- 11 -, 

UJ 

The text reads: 

LS 

, miteral translation: 

if you are a possessor of mystery perform 

your ablutions with the water of the invisible 

world; 

if you are nott then perform the substitute 

ablution with earth and rocks. 

2) put before you what you are in front of, 

and offer the Dawn prayer at the end of the 

afternoon prayer., 

3) These prayers arethe prayers of the Knowers 

of God and if you are one of them mix land and sea. 

S 

StIleymaniyev Giresuml, Ms. no: 109/8. It is not 

mentioned by Brockelmarn. 
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"--The%following is-the-translation of the main partý 
of the risala: 

Ablution is the foundation of prayer, 

if you are the possessor of mystery begin your 

prayer with ablution, which is watching the 

heavenly world (al-", Slam al-malak-at). If you 

are not able to do this which is natural and 

normal (the common form of ablution),, then 
0 

use the substitute (tayammum), which is observing 

the material world, in which earth and rocks 

correspond with beauty and purity. 

In your prayers put death before you although 

it normally follows you until it overtakes 

you;. do not lose sight of it* 

This life is like the day which begins with 

dawn and ends with sun et,, therefore after 

the asr prayer comes the fajr. The sufi is 

one who disregards past, and future. The 

beginning and the end of his life is the 

moment he is living, thus he offers his 

prayers in this spirit and considers them as 

if they are the first he is offering. 

These-two types of prayers are the prayers of 

xnowers of God ('Arifin Wilgh), 

Mix Shar-16a (the law) with ýIaqlqa (the truth) 

and follow a way in between. Sharl'a is 

likened to land because of the latter's variety 
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'like the trees and stones; whereas Haqlqa is 
a-z-Z. - 

like the sea in its vastness. One who is 

'Irif bi'llilh should find the mean between 

Sharl"a and ýIaqlqa, since every Sharl"a 

without Igaqlqa is useless and every 

without Sharl'a is worthless. 

In theological terms al-yalab! is only stating an 

accepted position adopted by most moderate men of religion. 

His formulation echos that of other scholars such as 

al-Qushayr-I (376/986-465/1072) who wrote: 

The Sharl'a is concerned with the obser7ance 

of the outward manifestations of religion 

[i. e. rites and acts of devotion (4ibgd5t) 

and duties (mu"5malat)]; whilst llaqlqa 

concerns inward vision of divine power* Every 

rite not informed by the spirit of Reality 

is valueless, and eve: r7 spirit of Reality 

not restrained by the law is incomplete. 

The law exists to regulate mankind., whilst 

the Reality makes us know ýhe dispositions 

of God., The law exists for the service of 

God, whilst the reality exists for contemplation 

of him. 1 

Quoted-by J. S Trimingham in The Sufi Orders in Islam, 

p. 142. 
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Al-Yalabl. 's reference to the material world and 

heavenly world is reminiscent of earlier sufistic formula- 

tions. For example, 

God says: Every phase between Na-silt and 

malakat is the Sharl'a. and every phase 

between Malakat and Jabax-Clt is the Tarlqa, 

and every phase between Jabarat and L. IhSt 

is the Taqlqa. 1 

However, al-ýAlabl is hardly likely to repeat that 

which had been so succinctly formulated by earlier 

theologiansp unless the question had become a subject of 

dispute among members_of his own society, -We can.. 

thereforet presume that he intended this risAla to act as 

an argument for moderation in the vexed question which had 

become the centre of-the debate between the strict jurists, 

who held that only the Sharl'a could lead a person to God, 

and the more eclectic sufi orders whose mystical approach 

to the Creator alarmed many moderate thinkers in society. - 

Ibid., q po 160o 
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al- 
4. MukhtagarrJawihir al-Mudiyya fl Tabaqcit al-]ýanafiyya 

As can be understood from the title, this is an 

abridgement of the Jawdhir al-Mu#yya by AbU Muhammad 'Abd 
40 

al-Q9dir b. Abi 'l-Wafl (d. 775/1373). 1 It begins: 

I 
A. U 

Ji L 
161--k (5 

EJ I )LI 

After the introduction the biographies of Ab'a Hanifa and 

Abil YrIsuf are first given, and then other biographies 

follow according to alphabetical order. 

At the end of the copy 
2 

used here . inf ormation on 

the seven categories. of the fuqahg' is also given on two 

ff 

See GAL, 11,96, also SII, 89,, 

2,, "" SUleymaniye, ; ehit Ali Pagap Ms. No: 1941, in naskh, 

and copied in 974/1566. 
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5. Silk al-Nizgm li Jaw9hir al-Kalffm 

This work of al-Halabi is a co=entary on the Jawffhir 

al-Kaigm by 'Adud , al-Di: n -a Abd al-Rahmiln b. Ahmad- al--Yj! 

(d-756/1375)ý The work begins 

a L-L-A (S. Ul &U 

JJL---9 JL--eq --- j--0t6 4. YLO t, " ti ý 

____ I ___ 

____I ç. 
IJJI r- 

I. .. IUII; LI 

Then the author gives his reasons for writing a co=entary 

on the Jaw9hir: 

This work contains the knowledge of the science 

of kallm with evidences and explanations ... 
I decided to write a commentary to uncover 

its secrets, to make its fruits available " 

to the students, and to lift its undisturbed 

veil ... etco 

The work was dedicated to the Grand Vizier 'All Pash; i 

and this places the date Of its composition sometime before 

917/1511. The co=entary copy used here consists of 

163 ff. and was copied in 1152/1739 by a certain Sulaym-in 

EfendT., 
2 

1. See GAL 9 11? 270 no. VI (not in S. ) 

2. SUleymaniye, Hamidiyev Ms. No. 743, 
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Shar# al-Qasida 

This work is one of the last writings of al-lialab! 

and it was written in the year of his death, 956/1549. 

It is a commentary on a qasida written by a well-known z__A_ 
Shafiite scholar, Sharaf al-Din IsmN'll b. Muqr! al-Yamanil 

(d. 337/1433). The work begins: 

&U 

Lýr, Au I 4jT L 

After citing the text, al-Halab! first analyses the 
0 

sentences grammatically, then provides an explanation. 

The copy used here is in the collection of Es'ad Efendl, 

No: 1441/4 in SUleymaniye Library, and it is not mentioned 

by Brockelmann. 

1. On him see Shadharat, VII, 22op 

and GALIII, 190 

0 
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B. AL-HALABI'S OWN WORKS DCOTIONED BY BRO=-TI. IANN 

1. Ni#mat al-Dharl'a f! Nusrat al-Sharl'al 

One of the most striking aspects of al-ýalabl is his 

rigid hostility towards Ibn 'Arab! and harsh criticism of 

his philosophy and works, particularly the Fugag al-Ilikam, 

which is reflected in his principal work in this respect 

entitlýed Ni'mat al-Dharl'a f! Nusrat al-Sharl'a. This work, 

although formally described as a risala, occupies some 82 

folios and in fact may be regarded as al-ýAlablls major 

work (excluding commentaries) after the Multaqg. In it 

al-ýalabl criticises almost every co=en t made by Ibn 

'Arab!. His prose is punctuated with remarks such as 

"observe this stupidity and foolishness" (f. 40b), "The 

enemy of God has lied (f. 62a), "observe this infidelity" 

(f. 8b). 

In this work, al-ýajablls method of, presentation 

consists of first quoting from the FusUS and then expressing A. -A. 
his own opinions on the subject. The work begins: 

Lo 4.. 6Z. 11 
A 

-. I -J 
JJ J 

4. "" 

Jib ii 

At the beginning of his ris5la he quotes Ibn 'Arab!: 

See GAL, 11,571 no. 5, SIIv 643 no. 5. Ms. in StIleymaniye, 

Fatih, no. 2280, ff. 1-82. 
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I saw the Prophet in my dream, in Muýarram 
627/1229 in Damascus, holding a book in his 
hands which he then handed to me and said, 
"Take this, the Xit9b al-Fusas, and pass it 
to the people so that they will benefit from 
it ... 11 

Aj-ýalabl then proceeds to co=ent: 

This dream cannot be true and cannot be 

sent by the Prophet, since : Lt Ethe book] 

contradicts the Sharl'a when-it maintains 
ideas such as "the Universe is the reflection 

of God. " It also disparages the ahl 
al-Sharl'a and praises the infidels... The 
Prophet would not 6njoin things which are 
ambiguous and could thus be interpreted 
differently and which would contradict the 
Sharl'a, 600 years after its establishment. 

' 

Ibn 'Arabils theory of wahdat al-wujSd crops up and A- 
is rejected in every chapter of the ris9la. In the chapter 

on the prophet Noah, for example, al-Halabi-quotes the 

following passage from the Pupils: 

The call to God is a trick worked on those 

whom you call, since there is no worshipper (labd) 

except AllNh to everything worshipped (ma"bUd). 2 

"If you contemplate Him through Himself, it is He who 

is contemplating Himself" quotes al-Halab! from the chapter 

on IsmWil . He further quotes from the chapter on Hild: 

1. See Ni'mat al-Dharita, ff-1-3- 

2. Ibid, f. 9b. The passage is differently understood by 
OAflfi, in his edition of the Fu. ýUs.,, (Beiruttn-d. P-71). 
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It is He (God) that is the essence of 
things and things are limited and their 

limitations are different, this is why He is 

limited by the limit of every limited thing; 

He is moving in the names of creatures, and 
the Universe is in his image and He is the 

spirit of it. 

The one who has a mind (qalb) knows the 

changing of Truth (ýaqq) into different 

images of things through himself, he knows 

himself, but himself is not other than the 

otherness of the Truth 

ýc,, And'frOM'the, chaPter- on Mpses-: 
---, _-, 

"" . Moses knew the matter better than Aaron 
did, so he had the knowledge of what the 

people of the calf worshipped. He was aware 

of the fact that God enjoined us not to 

worship any other than himself, whatever He 
decides happens. That is why Moses blamed 
Aaron when the matter took place because he 
denied the calf and was impatient. ' 

Al-falabi understood from Ibn 'Arabi's explanation 

of ýhe above passage that the latter drew no distinction 

between the calf and God. According to Ibn 'Arabi's theory, 

, 
God is the essence of everything, for he holds: "An ', Irif 

'sees 
j1aqq in everything and He is the essence of all things. " 

Ibn 'Arabi's theory of wahdat al-wujild draws him into 

controversy with certain Islamic theologians and he shows 

little reluctance in expounding a theory which was so 

, 
controversial. As a result of this theory, he attempts 

to justify all controversial, and indeed even condemned 

1,,, See Ni'mat al-Dhai-Palff. 61b, 62a. 
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actions which took place in earlier times. ? or example, as 

we have seen above, al-yalabl claims that Ibn 'Arab! attempts 

to justify the actions of the people who worshipped the 

calf during the time of the prophet Moses. Ibn gArab! even 

goes to the extent of defending the Pharacht who said to 

his people lij am your supreme Lord" (Qur'In, 79: 24). Ibn 

'Arab! elaborates thus: 

... that is to say although you may all be 

Lords in one respect, I am the supreme Lord 

because of the apparent authority which has 

been given to me. The magicians knowing the 

truth of what he said did not contradict but 

confirmed it saying, "So decree what thou 

wilt ... Thou wilt end for us only the life 

of the, world (Qur'. in, 20: 72). Therein-is the 

sense of the words "I am your supreme Lord". 

For if (the Supreme lord) is none other than 

the Divine essence.. the individual form that 

assumed this essence was that of the Pharaoh 

Al-HalabT rejects this theory completely and accuses 

Ibn 'Arab! of distorting the meaning of the verses of the 

and says that God explicitly stated the position 

of the Pharaoh in the Qurlqn: "So God seized him and made 

him an example for the after (life) and for the fo=er. To'. 

herein is indeed a lesson for him who feareth. " (qurIgn, 
2 

79: 25-26 
1. See ruipi1j, tr. The Wisdom of the PrOPhets, P-113. 

2. See Ijigmat al-Dharlila if-71b. 
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Ibn 'ArabT Is extreme attitude in his watLdat al-wujild 

theory makes him use the Qur'anic verses in support of it. 

He holds: "There is no servant ('abd) except God (AllAh) 

in every deity (ma'bad). 11 In the light of this he inter- 

prets 11 ... and thy lord has decreed that Ye shall not 

worship other than him" (Our'5n, 17: 23) as thy Tord 

has said that nothing is actually worshipped except him"; 

here Ibn 'Arab! has completely altered the commonly accepted 

meaning of the verse. Al-ýalabl gives the following short 

answer to this 

If it (Ibn 'Arabi's above statement) were 

correct, God would have not forbidden the 

worship of other deities. For example in 

the Cur'Rn (109: 1-4) He says,, "Say, 0 

disbelieversi I worship not that which you 

worship, nor worship ye that which I worship, 

and I shall not worship that which ye worship". 

Ibn 'Arab! has applied his theory to every verse of 

the Qur'ffn that he thought was suitable. For example, he 

says: 

When Noah's people said (71: 23), Forsake 

not your gods, Forsake not Wadd, nor Suwalij, 

nor Yaghilth and Ya'Uq and Nasr'll, they were 

not refusing the call for God, in fact they 

were answering itp since God is the essence of 

everything and He is everywhere. When God 

saysp "Thy Lord has decreed that you worship 

See Ni'mat a3--Dhar3. Oag f. 9b. 
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none but him" (Qurl5m, 17: 23) by this He meant 

He is everywhere and whatever you worship is 

a manifestation of God* 

Al-Halab! does not accept any of these views and holds: 
0 

were to 
Even if wetaccept that the world is the 

corporeal appearance of God, this is still 

not enough to justily Ibn 'Arabi's views, 

since God has ordered us to worship him in 

a specific way. Thus He did not ask us to 

worship all his forms generally. 
1 

I'MoreoVer., 11 says al-Halabl, . 
"He has prohibited our worship 

of-. some definite forms (i. e. idols). If God has 

different forms you must worship all of them. If you worship 

some of them there will definitely be some otherst since 

things are uncountable in the world, " By this arg=ent 

al-Valabi tries to refute Ibn 'Arabi's above-mentioned 

theory. 

Al-Valabl's criticism of Ibn 'Arab! is also extended 

to the area of rhetoric. For example, in the treatise 

(f - 54a) the Qur'anic verse 42: 3.1 p I'laysa ka-mithlihi 

shay)un" becomes the subject matter of the discussion. 

al-yalab! first quotes from the Fusas: 

In the verse "Jaysa ka mithlihi shay'un", God 

declared himself free from defect and madeý -'a 
comparison (to Himself) (nazzaha wa shabbaha) (by 

saying) "He is the Hearer, the Seer. ", He creates a 

1. Ibid. 
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comparison, although this verse is the 

greatest to be revealed declaring God's free- 

dom. from defeat, but it is however not free 

of comparison (tashb1h) through the agency 

of the kaf. He knows Himself best and He has 

said nothing of Himself except that we have 

mentioned it* 

Al-yalabi in his refutation holds that by the above 

passage Ibn 'Arab! manifests his ignorance of the construction 

of literary Arabic and the rules of the science of rhetoric, 

Ile further suggests: "If this is not the result of a 

genuine ignorance then it must be the outcome of a 

deliberate one. " The Qur"anic verse in question 

in fact has been used several times by Ibn 'Arab! and 

interpreted in the light of his controversial theory of 

wahdat al-wujr1d. For example., in the chapter on the prophet 
. -AL. - 

Noah, Ibn 'Arab! held: 

He (Noah) in his call did not compromise 

between a likening (tashb1h) and-freeing 

God from defects (tanz. Th) as in I'laysa ka 

mithlihi shay'un". 

Ibn 'Arabl's efforts to compromise between two opposite 

conceptso were later carried on by his supporters and the 

matter, became even more complicated. 

Al-Valabl's arguments on the matter are based on the 

function of the letter kaf which preceded the word mithl. 

He maintains that from this Qurlanic verse only tanz3: h 
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(tanzIh al-mahd) is understood in the most eloquent way. 

He adds that this kaf does not function as the one which 

is normally used to comparep and holds that the clause 

I'laysa ka mithlihi shay'un" is the equivalent of I'laysa 

mithlu mithlihi shay"un". In fact the same point has been 

given by al-Rgzl in his well-known co=entax7.1 Al-RAz1 

farther'adds:, I'llaysa ka mithlihi shay'un' means Ilaysa 

ka huwa shay'un' in an exaggerated manner. " He reports 

that Jahm b. Safw9n held: 

The meaning of this verse is to elucidate 

the fact that God cannot be called by the 

narne of a "thing" (shay') since for every 

"thing" there c an be an equivalent .. * 
2 

It should be noted that the above mentioned Qur'anic verse 

presented one of the most difficult problems not only for 

the commentators on the Qur'In but also for the rhetoricians 

long before al-ýalablls time. AJ-Zamakhsharl (d. 538/1144)) 

on the interpretation of the versev suggests that this is 

a negation by the method of metonymy and gives an example: 

People say "one like you should not act 

miserly", Herep the miserliness is divorced 

from the "one" but in fact the negation is 

meant to apply to the second person 11 youllp 

M. Pakhr al-Din al-PAzl, Mafgtlh al-Ghayb (Cairo, 1324/ 

1906,, second edition)v VII,, 380. 

2. Jbid. t same page* 
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thus the sentence is to be understood as 

"You should not act miserly*" *ool 

Al-Halabl expands the argument by referring to a 

well-known example which is used by famous rhetoricians 

such as al-qazwlnl (d. 739/1338) and al-Taftazlinl (d. 792/ 

1390) in their chief works. The method applied by them 

for the explanation of the above-mentioned verse is "to 

negate something by negating its indispensable"* 2 Their 

example quoted by al-Falab! is: 

"Laysa li Akh. T Zaydin Akhun" here Akhl Zayd is 

malzUm and Akh is l5zim; therefore for the 

brother of Zayd it is, indispensable to have 

a brother who is Zayd, and the conclusion 

must be that Zayd is the brother of 'Amr, and 

'ALmr is the brother of Zayd. Thus the correct 

and logical negation should be I'laysa li Zaydin 

Akhun". 

our author al-Valab! attempts to apply the same 

technique 
. 
to the problem in. question and consequently 

takes the kaf for a complete negation. He reaches the 

same conclusion reached by al-TaftazAni: "By the negation 

of the likes of the like of Godg. the like of God is also. 

negated. " In his version Ibn 'Arabl tries to derive 

credence for his theory of w#Ldat_al-wujiId by somehow 

1. al-Zamakhshar3: p al-Kashshgfv 111,65 on Qur4iln, 42: 11. 

2. t, Nafyu shay" in bi nafyi llizimihi. 
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exploiting the ambiguity in the double comparison of laysa 

ka mithlihi. In fact, experts on the subject have classified 

this type of construction as being "for a complete negation" 

and rhetorical device to be treated as figurative speech. 

(maj. 1 ). 1 Al-Valab! in his arguments mainly referred to 

al-Taftazgnlls arguments and used them to refute Ibn 

OArabl's views* 

cer ain 
Ibn 'Arabi's understanding of , "- Qurlanic verses and 

terms was also criticised by al-jIalabI and the former was 

accused of distorting the meaning of the Qur'gn and 

corrupting the Sharl'a. Al-Valabi makes several. quotations 

from Ibn 'Arab! and attempts to refute his views. For 

examplep Ibn 'Arab! claims that the punishment, 'adh5b, 

in Hell is so callec4 not because of its bitterness and 

painfulness, but on the contrary because of its sweetness, 

ludhilba. 1 Al-ýalabl refutes this claim by quoting a Qur'anic 

versep which describes sufferings of the people in Hell, 

Who- would say: "Our Lord, Oh, bring us forth from hence. 1 

if we return to evil then indeed we shall be wrong-doers" 

(23: 107)9 Al-ýalabl adds that, if it were the case claimed 
by Ibn #Arab! the people in Hell would not 

release from there. Here, it is very clear 

suggestion, i*s not an acceptable one -; ý:; __-from 

orthodox viewpoint it simply looks baseless 

1, See 'A. al-Jurjgn-T, Kit5b Asrffr al-Baliiý 

]Er. Ritter (Istanbulp 1954)t P- 384o 

ask for their 

that Ibn 'Arab! Is 

an 

and illogicalo 

, zha, edited by 
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Ibn 'Arab! puts forward yet another suggestion about 

the Quraanic verse 51: 41 : 

... and in the tribe of 'Xd (there is a 

portent) when We sent the fatal wind against 

them. 

Ibn 'Arab! holds that the word wind (rlh) comes from comfort . 16 

(raha), therefore it was not a punishment, but a reward. 
. L. - 

Al-Valab! does not go into detailed explanation and -r-etorts 
(addressing Ibn 'Arab! ): "May God put you in this comfort., 111 

Al-ýAlabl gives another example of what he calls 

Ibn 'Arabl's distortion, from the chapter on the prophet 

Noah (71: 7). The verse reads: 

And Lo, whenever I call unto them that Thou 

mayest pardon them, they thrust their fingers 

in their ears and cover themselves with their 

garments and persist (in their refusal) and 

magnify themselves in pride. 

Ibn I Arabi's interpretation is, however, far from the 

commonly accepted meaning, and, in fact, opposite to it. He 

held that by thrusting their fingers in their ears and 

covering themselves with their gaiments Noah's people have 
I- 
answered his call in a positive way. Ibn 'Arab! here twists 

the meaning of the word - yaghfir _- to mean "-cover" rather then 

"pardon". Al-Halabr, clarifies this point 
. 

and says: 

See Ni amat al-Dharl"'a, f. 23b. 
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When Noah said to his people, 11yaghfir lakum", 

he meant "min dhunabikum" not IIajs,! dikumII, 

which they were covering with their garments. 

He adds: 

Noah did not mean what was presented by this 

"deviant! '(Ibn 'Arab3: )v who builds everything 

on his vicious theory* 
1 

Al-Halab! extends his criticisms to syntax and grammar 

and gives examples of Ibn 'Arabi's misuse of the Arabic 

words in order to fit them to his theory. For example, .I 
the verses in the Qur'gn 71: 11-12 read: 

He will let loose the sky for you in plentous 

rain. And He'will help you with wealth and 

sons and will assign unto you gardens and 

will assign unto you rivers* 

Ibn 'Arab! understood midrgr as the abstract knowledge, 

al-ma'grif al-aqliyyag and claimed that the word amwill does 

not mean wealth or money but it means inclination towards 

God. Al-Halabl describes this statement as being 

ithallucinations" and explains that amwZil is'the plural of 

m, 11 which derives from the root M-W-L, whereas the plural 

of maylo-inclinationo is amyrEl or muyill and they are derived 

from, M-Y-L,, He again repeats his accusation that Ibn 

.! Arab! distortedp twisted the terminology of the Qur'An 
II 

1. Ibid. f. 8a. 
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and treated the words as if they were from another 

language*' 

Al-V alab! also accused. Ibn 4ArabI of attributing lies 
on 

to God and His messengers, looking downithe prophets, 

fabricating stories and telling lies, etc. He. on this last 

point, relates a story by Mqa=ad b. 'Abd al-Sal-Ilm through 

ImUm Ibn Daq3: q al-'Id and Abu '1-Fatý al-Ya'marl in which Ibn 

'Arab! is alleged to have said that he once married a 

jinn lady and they had three children, etc* 
2 

Although Ibn lArabl lived almost three centuries 

before al-ýalablls timeso the latter developed an 

enormous hostility towards the former, because of his 

teachings and works. In several placesý, in works, this 

hostility takes a foxm of personal attack rather than 

formal., criticism. Had they be6n contemporaries this 

type of harsh criticism could have been regarded as being 

moderatep but almost three centuries after someone's death, 

to address him, "Ohl you stupid man led astray", or similar 

statements would suggest that the criticisms are of an 

excessive. nature. Considering al-Halabl's piety, his 
0 

nature and his exceptionally quiet life-style, one would 

hardly expect him to be such an excessive critic of a 

writer, especially a dead one. 

similar remarks have also been made by al-*AfIf! 'in his 

The Mystical Philosophy... See pp. 191-194. 

2* This story is also related in al-Dhahabl's M1z; Nn 

al-I'tid9l, 111,659-60* 
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However, we can also assume that the reason for such 

a vituperative style was al-falabl's piety and his strong 

orthodox attitude towards religion. It is very clear that 

he saw himself protecting the Sharl'a from what he calls 

"the corruption by Ibn 'Arab! and his devilish theories. " 

Although these strong criticisms were directed at 

Ibn "Arablp the contemporary followers of him also, 

naturally, came under the same attacks. In a society where 

there was a large group of Ibn 'Arabi's followers and 

supporters, including Sultans and grand viziers and even 

Shaykh al-Isl9msq to criticise Ibn 'Arab! to this extent 

shows our author's determination, courage and sincerity 

in his arg=ents. 

However, despite the validity of his arguments and 

the scientific value'of it, his treatise seems to have had 

very little effect on the followers of Ibn 4Arabl. Thus, 

al-Valab! still owes his fame and popularity to the 

Multaqa 'l-Abhur and his co=entaries on the Munyat 

al-Musalli, rather than to these polemic"se 
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2. al-Rahs wa'J-Waqs li Mustahill al-Raqs 

In this important treatise' al-ýalabl condemns the 

sufis who-practice raqs and samV. ' Although it reflects 

the views of the author, it was largely derived from 

earlier works, from which many quotations were taken. 

This treatise is significant in that it shows his very 

conserv, %tive attitude towards the sufis and their 

devotional practices* 

The conf3-ict between the sufis and certain of the 

lulamV on the permissibility of raqq and samV'goes back 

to the early centuries of Islam. Since neither side 

could produce convincing evidence the matter remained 

controversial. Many distinguished. 'ulamV gave fatw5s for 

and against Mqs and samg'; many books and treatises were 
2 

written on the subject , but no reasonable and objective 

decision had been reached. Disregarding the arguments in 

fa-7our of raqq and samV. the opposing views of al-Halab! 

may be summarJzed as follows: 

Ile begins with a criticism of those who claim to be 

sufis and practice raqý: 

1. Kayserit Ragid Efendi Mit-Uphanesi Nu: 429, ff. 65-72; 

Antalya Tekelioglu Nu: 900/3, ff. 30-38t see GAL, II, 

571 no. 3, also GAL, SII, 643 no. 3. 

, 2. For detailed arguments and comprehensive bibliography 

see S. Uludaw, islam Agisindan M11sik! ve Sema, 9 

(Istanbulp 1976)- 
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In true tasawwuf, 
A. 

and rude thing. 

And he adds: 

this practice is a nasty , 

People who accept raqs and la'b as a part 

of religion and include them in their 

worshipp are attributing*lies to Godi 

He then describes the dance as a circle of men, turning 

around, moving their hands forward and backward and their 

heads up and down. As a preparation for his further 

argumentst he gives the meaning of the words la'b, lahw 

and 'abath. 

"If a free act is not based on sound reason for the 

purpose of worldly or religious benefit. it becomes 
. 
'abath 

or la'b. 11 After quoting from various scholars in support 

of thiso he gives a tradition, narrated by al-Tirmidlill and 

Ibn ZMja 
2. 

which says: "Every worldly lahw is worthless 

except the following three: I practice with the bowq taming 

horsesp and love-games with one's wife. " -Basing himself 

on this tradition al-Valab! argues that. every lahw is 

unlawful with the exception of these three. La4bv lahw and 

sabath being unlawfu2, it--, follows that raqs, and-_da aran. b6ing 615iih, 

ýLr ! P,.,; unl awful, He then quotes f rom al-, Bazzdz3: and al-Quz-ýubl: 

ti, ginging and dancing are prohibited by ijmd' (consensus) 

in the view of al-MUlikp al-Shfffi'I' and Ahmad b. Hanbal. " 
06 

IV, 174, No: 1637. 

2. Ut 940p NO: 28"o 
A" 
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He adds: "I myself saw the fatwEL of Shaykh al-IslAm 

al-Kayl.! nT. to the" effect that whoever accepts raqq as 

permissible is a kgfir,, ' since it is prohibited by ijm,! ',,,, 

Another quotation is taken from the Fat9wR 
in 

al-Tgtlrkhaniyya/which to the question, "Is it permissible 

to dance and practice samg'? ",, the answer was "No., " 

In the development of his treatise al-Valab! refutes 

the arguments for raqq and sam9a: "Some people use ceitain 

31- 1- 
(Zar Anic verses in support of their arguments. This is 

absolutely ridiculous and unacceptable. One must abjure 

dancing, which is condemned by religion, during onO s 

remembrance of God. " He then compares TýPrforifiin 9 sam&. 

with I-drinking-,, alcohol: 
I- 

In fact,, sam. 9' is more dangerous than 

drin ing, because the one who drinks is 

aware that alcohol is forbidden, and he 

might feel regret and repent. Moreover, 

people disapprove of his act and look down 

on him. But people who practice sam58 

believe their dance is worship, so they 

neither repent nor regret, and indeed get 

high respect from the people* 

He goes on: 

The most unlawful (. hara-m) thing is to 

attribute a lie to God, who is the absolute 

Such as the verse, 39: 75, 
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ruler and decides what is lawful and what 

is not. Apart from God, nobody is entitled 

to make the pe=issible forbidden or vice 

versa. 

Al-ýalabl then quotes from Shaykh 'Izz al-D3: n 'Abd 

Dancing is an action followed by the 

unintelligent and is suitable only to 

women. It bears resemblance to the 

behaviour of, some animalsq like monkeys. 

Some people think dancing is a means of 

getting nearer to God, therefore it is 

regarded as a virtue rather than sin. 

This is worse than immorality (fisq), 

which is committed by a person who is 

aware of its nature. 

4 

In this treatise the author uses sources from sects 

other than the Hanafite, In condemning the attribution 

[,. to, 7the--Prophet', of"'a"statem-ent-approVi-ng-', sam_a_he agrees with 

-al-Damirl who sajs: , aý-*certain 1. Shafiite. scholar__ 

One who attributes samV to the Prophet 

should be taught a lesson and be punished 

severely; he should be included in that 
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group which attributes false statements 

to the Prophet, and accordingly be 

relegated to hell. 

Those who use the Qur'anic verse 39: 75.,, and thou 

seest the angels thronging round the throne, hymning the 

praises of their Lord-" for their whirling are also 

condemned by the author: 

who 
Those/dare to compare their undesirable 

whirling with the circumambulation of the 

Kaaba and angels' circling around the 

farsh in this wise compare their sin with 

the obedience of the angels. Their 

whirling and the circumambulation of the 

Kaaba cannot becompared, since the latter 

act has a divine origin and the Kaaba is 

unique. 

Al-lValab! also opposes performing the dhikr. (remembrance 

of God) in a loud voice, as well as loud recitations at 

funeral 'ceremonies. To support his argument he cites 

certain traditionsp and adds: 

He is thinking here of the tradition which says: 

"Whoever tells a lie against me intentionally, then 

let him take his seat in Hell-fire. " See ýaý! 

al-Bukh, irlp Text and Eng* Tran., 1.83. 

i 
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In the view of Hanbalite scholars, raising 

of the voice during dhikr and recitation is 

objectionable (makrah)., and according to some 

Hanafites it is forbidden (har5m). 

, The matter of bid'a (innovation) is also discussed 

by al-ý[alabl in'the final part of the treatise. He 

divides it'into two groups: bid'a sayyi'a (the bad) and 

bid'a hasaxia (the good)* The latter is further subdivided 

into three: 

- a) 
_Farý 

al-Kif9ya: (collective duty) like learning 

Islamic theology in order to refute the arguments of 

the heretics* 

b) mustahabb: (desirable) like compiling books and 

building schools* 

C) Mub5h: (indifferent) like variation in one's 
I 

food,, etc* 

Finallyp the author includes loud recitation and- 

dhikr among bid'a sayyiba and accuses certain sufis of 

twisting the meaning of some traditions, deceiving the 

people and inserting various extraneous elements into 

rel I gion., 
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Mukhtasar Fatgwgy-i Tltirkhiniyya 

. This workl is a condensation by, IbrdhIm al-ýalabl of 

the FatIwEL collection known- as FatiwffL Tdtdrkhgniyya. 2 The 

work is divided into kitabs and fasls and the fatawg -are 

classified according to theiT subjects. 

In the introduction al-yalab! gives the names of the 

sources for the fatdwg , such as al-Hiwl, al-Hidgya, JSmil 

al-Fat-iwg, al-Muhlt and JUmi' al-Jaw5mil. 

After the introduction under the title of BAb al-'Ilm, 

summary information is given about the fatwl and in a 

separate chapter the required qualifications to give a 

fatwA are discussed and theýviews of leading-Hanafite 

jurists such as Abil ýanlfa, 'Abil YUsuf , Im5m Muhammad are 6 

reported on this subject. The work itself begins: 

06 Nj II; 1 .4& -_j L-j Ia 
aff c; r, 

U*J I U- I 

In the classification of the subjectsp classic Hanafite 

method was followed, thus the work begins with Kit5b 

al-Tahlra and ends with Kitgb'al-Farg"idj, in 219 ff, 

1. See KZ, 1,268; GALt 11, -571 no. 4, also SII, 643 
. 9. 

no. 4 under the title of "al-Fawil'id al-Muntahaba 

min al-Fat9wit-T-! t9rh5n! ya". 

2. Sttleymaniye, Regid. Efendi, nu: 284 
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49 al-Qiygm 'inda Dhikri Wil6dati Rasillialllhl 

This treatise was written in order to correct the 

co=on practice of standing during the recitation of the 

Mawlid-i Sharlif at the point where the narrative describes 

the birth of the Prophet. The recitation of the Mawlid was 

widely-spread throughout the Muslim world and was attended 

by the sultansp grand viziers and other members of the 

xuling class in the Ottoman Empire; we even find a qgniln 
2 

about it. Although it is a description of the Prophet's 

birth and some episodes from his life which was at first 

recited at the ceremonies held on the Prophet's birthday, 

its recitation commonly marked several other occasions,, 

and Mawlid ceremonies increased in frequency, especially 

in Turkey. As Professor gagvatay points out: "The birthday 

of mqamTnad is not the only time of the year to recite 

mawlids. When someone survives an accident, or is granted 

a wish for which he had already made a vow to have a mawlid 

recitedp this ceremony may be held. 0 It'is also recited 

on the fortieth day after someone's death or on the 

anniversary of the death of national heroest important 

battles or national catastrophes, 
4 

I 

GAL, 11,571 -no. 7 under the- title "al-Qawl at-Tamgm 'inda.. " 

SUleymaniye, Hael Mahmud'Ef.. q Ms. No: 4474,, 3 folios. 

2. 'Uthmanl3. (9nunm7amalari; Collection of TawqJ11 'Abd 

al-Rahmdn Pashap see MmT. MI )P. 535* The popular version 

of mawlid recited in Turkey was composed. by.. Sulaymin 

Chalabl(d. 1422). 

3- N- ga'atay, IlMavlid Recitations" (in SI, 1968), p. 127 9 

Ibid. 
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In this ceremony when the chapter relating to the 

Prophet's birth and his coming to this world is recited, 

the listeners would stand up to mark their respect for 

the personage of the Prophetl A group of 'ulamd! ' 

a Rr ed P Ov- ihoiof,, this, -. practiceisupportingýý their argument by 

saying: "This standing up is a reverence (ta'zim) for the 

prophet and whatever is reverent-to, -him. should be practised. " 

Al-Halab! does not accept this syllogism (i. e. - 
1) Reverence 

for the Prophet is mandatory; 2) standing up is reverence 

for the Prophet; 3) therefore standing up is mandatory), 

as he does not accept the, first-"premisel, and thus objects 

to a practice which was - and, indeed, still is -- common 

in Turkey. He wrote: - 

There is no evidence in the Sharl'a for this 

standing up; moreover, the : Prophet himself 

prohibited people to stand up on his arrival, 

saying, "It is the custom of other nations 

to greet each'other like thise" 

The author also refutes the view that the Prophet did not 

allow people to stand up because of his modesty, which was 

manifested in an an logous situation where the Prophet 

told his companions not to prefer himself to Moses, even 

though this, preference was permitted by the Sharl'a. 

Al-Valab! holds that these two cases could not be treated 

as failing within the same category, since there is nothing 

about standing up in the Sharl'a; moreover, if the 

injunCtion against standing were out of modestyv the 

1. See S. gelebig Mevlidp ed. F. Timurtag, p. xii 
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Companions would have realized this. Seeing that it was 

a genuine prohibitiong rather than an example of his 

I modesty, they did not practise it any more. As an answer 

to the argumentp "this standing up in order to show our 

respect for the Prophet is a part of our custom, so we 

practise it". al-Halab! argues that custom cannot overrule 

a prohibition by the Prophet which is supported by qur'. Inic 

injunction: 11 ... and whatsoever the Messenger giveth 

youp take it. And whatsoever he forbiddeth. abstain from 

it* Ill 

In a summary oý his arguments, the author says that 

showing reverence (ta'zim) to anybodyp, apart from God, is 

forbiddent especially if it includes prostration (sajda), 

bowing (ruk-U')g standing up (qiy5m) and other acts 'which 

fall within this category, that is acts which are normally 

practised in the course of ritual prayers which constitute 

worship intended for God alone. If these acts are included 

in greetings , -however,, thev are classified-_as, 

haram (forbidden), makrah tahrlml and makrýlh tanzlhl 
2 

respectively. 

Although al-Halab! does not discuss whether mawlid 0 

ceremonies themselves are innovations or not, and dwells 

only on this issuev he rejects a co=only practised 

custom despite the degree of acceptance it had found in 

the communitY- 

The Qur*. inv 59. c7. 

For an explanation of these two terms see P-199 below. 
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al-Igilyat al-Sharifal 

. This treatise provides a description of the Prophet 

and illustrates his virtues* After the customary praise 

of God and. prayers for the Prophet, the author reminds 

the reader that it is incumbent on him to-know about the 

Prophet and the special honotws bestowed on him by God. 

He then advises his reader that in this work he has 

, a2 borrowed the material from al-Shif,! and has simpl: Lfied 

it to make it easier for him to understand. He adds: 

Moreover, he who knows these qualities of 

the Prophet is safe from Satan, who_appears 

in the image of the Prophet to deceive the 

people* 

At the beginning,, after noting the greatness of the 

Prophet's personalityt he gives his physical description: 

"The Prophet's face used-to shine like a full moon on a 

dark night; he was neither tall nor short, " This is 

followed by the description of his walk, as being "by wide- 
remark. 

steps and leaning forward. and the -** that he used to look 

towards the ground more tha n he did towards the sky. - 

1. silleymaniye, 

2. Al-Shifla fl 

al-Fag 'IYE, 

SI, 630, and 

iiiieli, Ms. No: 1543/5, Pertev Paýalis. no. 603, 
See. also-GAL, 11,571 no. 8. 

Ta'rif Uuqilq al-Mustafg, by jrafiý b. 

d b. MasS, d. 544/1149. See GAL9 1,455. 

KZ., 11,, 1052, 
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As the second part of the treatise I the manners of 

the Prophet in public, and his relationship with his 

people are given: 

He always greeted people by saying llal-salffm 

#alaykam" whenever he met them. He did not 

speak without necessity and his sentences 

were shortv precise and full of meaning* - 

He used to beat his left hand's palm 'with 

his right hand's first finger while he was 

talking. He appreciated every favour-done 

to him and he did not despise anything, 

our author then adds: 

He used to defend people's rights and was 

never angry for his own sake. He used to- 

devote most of his time to people and 

listened to their problems. He was very 

patient and understanding; he never turned 

down any request for help, 

Al-yalabT. points out his affection for the people and 

says that he was like a father to theme He adds: "He 

used to exert every possible effort for the solution of 

their problems*" The Prophet's temperament is also 

mentioned in the treatise and it is said to be moderate 

in every aspect. He did not appreciate receiving special 

treatment from people and asked them not to allocate a 

. 
specific place'for himself in pub-lie gatherdngs. 
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I Finally, the author quotes a tradition' related by 

'All, in which he reports: 

I asked the Prophet of his sunna and he 

answered, "Divine experience (ma'rifa) is 

my capital, reason is the basis of my 

religion, love is my principle, it is 

desire which takes me to my goalp remembrance 

of God is my intimate. friend, confidence 

(al-thiqa) is my treasure.. sorrow is my 

companyp knowledge is my weapon, patience 

is my support-, contentment is my booty, 

poverty is my pride, asceticism (zuhd) is 

my profession, certitude is my power, 

sincerity is my intercessor, obedience is 

my beloved friend, jih9d is my character; 

my spiritual contentment is, in my prayers, 

my benefit is in remembrance of God, my 

afflictions are for the sake of my people 

and my longing is for God. " 

11 

It does not exist in canonical collections. 
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Risgia fl Haqq Abaway NabiyyinA 'alayh al-Salgm 

. In this treatise 1 
al-ýalabl discusses the question of 

. -whether the ahl al-fatra 
2 

should be regarded as believers 

or not. In the development-of his arguments, the parents 

of the Prophet become the subject matter and the author 

reports two sayings attributed to the Prophet. The text 

of, the first is: "Nobody from my family goes to the fire" 

and the secondl a "weak tradition"t reports that the Prophet 

went to the grave of his mother and asked God to grant her 

life. His wish was granted and his mother came to life 

and professed her-belief in his religion and Prophethood. 

Al-Halabl-also quotes the Quranic verse 
. 
17: 16 "We 

nýver punish until We have sent a messenger",, which is 

-used as supporting evidence by those who claim, that ahl 

I fatra were excused and not punished. 

Al-Falabi: disagrees- with them and holds: 

this is a matter of dispute concerning 

the main principles of belief and theology; 

in these important disputes we should believe 

that our madhhab, is right and the madhhab of 

our opponents is null and void. Our madhhab 

is MEturldip and our belief is that the ahl 

al-fatra are non-believers. It is incumbent 

4 folios. 
Stileymaniye, yazma Baghplarp No.: 2061/2. /GAL, 11,571, no. 9. 

2. ý Those who died before the mission of the I Drophet , in 

the interval between prophets. 
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upon Abri Vanlfa and those who follow him to 

teach the facts to those who are ignorant 

of them* 

Al-HalabT. also warns his reader -----'--that the position 

of-the parents of the Prophet should not be discussed in 

the presence of common people and beginners, since, as he 

puts it, "they cannot balance their reasons. " 

In this treatise al-yalab! most probably was participating 

in a contemporary debate on this matter. ( These arguments 

were to continue even in the fol-lowing century. 
ý)The 

- Ashearite theologians and Shafiite lawyers claimed that 

the ahl*al-fatra were excused since they were not warned, 

Aj-LýHalablt naturallyp joinedforces with the MRturldites and 
dp - 

11anafites who claimed that they were in torment for it 

was possible for them to observe and deduce the unity of 

the Creatorv but they neglected to do so. 
2 

1rajji Khallfaq MI-zAn al-: 5-aqq, Eng. Trans. G. L. Lewis, 

The Balance of Truth (London, 1957) p. 67. 

2. Ibid. 
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Na; m Sirat al-Nabiyy wa Sharhuhu 
o 

. This is a work on the life of the Prophet, by 

al-Halabl, who firstly versified the life of the Prophet 

in 63 baytIs, 63 being the mimber of years in the Prophet's 

life. The author then wrote a co=entary on his qaýlda. 

It begins: 

� L. 11% d- - 

-IL. 
... 4_i a-. 

An important aspect of this work is that it demonstrates 

al-Valabl's familiarity with poetry and his ability to 

write it* There is no info=ation as to the date of 

c6mposition. 
1 

f 

it was 
The copy used here is of 17 ff;, rcopied by 'Uthmgn b. 
Mustaf,!, in 1241/1825p and it is in Cairo National 00 
Museum,, No: B. 22242. See GAL, -SIIIj, 1304 no. 11. 
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8. Tasflh al-Ghabl fl Tanzlh Ibn 'Arabi 

the - 
This treatise is a supplement to Ni'ma'ý al-Dharl'a of 

al-Halabi, in detailed answer to the defence of Ibn 'Arab! 

contained in the Tanb1h al Ghab! bi TanzIh Ibn 'Arab! of 

jaill al-Din al-Suyall (d. 911/1505) The work begins: 

r y___jl. $ ZJ. UIy LZWul rz: 4- -- Slit a, -. 1 

tLs 

IL 

In this work al-ýalabT gives the opinions of other critics 

of Ibn, 'Arabi in addition to his views. The work is of 
was 

16, ff. and/completed in Pafar 945/June 1538, just a month 

after the composition of the Ni'mat al-DharT. a. (See the 

colophom of the manuscript. ) 

SUleymaniyeg Regid EfendTp* Ms. No: 1437/13f 

See also GAL, 11,571 no. 13, 
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9. Ris, lia fi l 1-Mash ('ala 'l-khuffayn) 

This work was composed in response to Shaykh al- 

, 
Islam Qiwi-zada yl al-Di-n Muhammad Efendi's ris9la 

, 
which stated that the practice of the mash on leather 16 

socks was not permissible. 
2 This statement by the most 

prominent religious authority, i. e. the Shaykh al-jslgm, 

caused great anxiety in society since it overruled a 

., co=only applied and till then undisputed practice in 

Hanafite law. 3 Thus the sult; in of the period Sulaymin I 

asked the 'ulamg' whether 119iwi-oghlu 11 was on the path 

of truth or not. 
ý(see 

P-104 of this work 

, 
S'everal scholars responded to this request by composing 

, risdias on the matter in question. Among them was Muhyl 

. al-Din al-Fanarl who, himself-was to become Shaykh al- 

Isilm (1543-1545) and Qad3ý1,, Ef endj: (who -was" Qldj: 'askar 

I have been unable to obtain a copy of this risgia. 

The only known location is given as "Bol. 244.5" 

(in GAL, BII, 643) which may be a reference to 

V. Rosen "Remarques sur les mss. or. de la collection 

Marsigli hL Bologne... " but KZ (1,890) and Kawakib 

(II, 28)'give enough information as to its content. 

2ý See p. 104 of this work. 

See al-Halabl, Multaqa 'l-Abhur,, p. 7 Ghunyat 

al al-Mutamalliq p-104 -Margh7ingni, al-Hidgya, j, ', 28 

etc. 

I 
See Yurdaydin, op. cit., p. 114. 
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of Anatolia at -the time of the trial of MollF, qa-bid 

(see p. 96-99), both of whom defended the practice of mas14. 
KZ (loc. cit. )states that KamFd pasha-zgda ( d. 1534 ) 

also wrote a risgla in defence of the permissibility of 

mash. Thi's shows that the controversy must have existed 

during his time tooand it was not a fresh issue during 

the period of Qiwi-zgda as Shaykh al-islgm. However, 

one would assume that the latter's ruling in his capacity 

as Shaykh al-Islim must have been the major fact which 

caused great concern among the ulama as well as at 

governmental level. 

Al-Halabi in this particular issue did not agree 0 
with his colleague Qiwi-zFda and in his risala, defended 

the practice of mashýand its legality. Indeed he stated 

his view that mash was permissible in the Multaqa and I- 
in the Ghurxyat al-Mutamalli: also. Althoughlas already 

mentioned, (see P-103) al-Valabi: agreed with Qiwi-zida. 

on many issues, to have'supported him on this Point would 

have raised question marks as to the reliability of the 

mR! Iaqa as a I'matn-i matin"(solid text) and the 

consistency of al-ValabS: as a scholar. 

10. Risgla f! Tawjih al-,. Tashbih: This work is mentioned 

by Brockelmann (GAL, SIII, 1304). U makes no mention of it. 

Despite my continuous efforts I have not been able to 

obtain a copy of it. Its location is given as "Alex. Fun. 
CIL It 
%. X"r 
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C. AL-VALABIIS WORKS NOT MENTIONED BY BROCKELMANN 

1. RisRlat al:: Himmasa 1 

2 
This risdla was mainly derived from the work of one 

Fiqh! Efend! al-'Ayn! and certain other works. Al-Halab! 

says: 

There are three cases presented by a person 

who has a wound. to which medicament ( poul- 

ticep 4immaga) has been applied: 

Taws! ' 

2) Tawagsut 

3) Taýyjq 

If matter is being discharged spontaneously 

from the wound itself, this invalidates the 

Al-Kh, 9 '"'I su ( 
L-7'0'ýJl 

), according to LA (VIII, 297) , 

means a wound, but al-Himmasa ( ! 4ý% ) as given 

in Lanels, Arabic-English Lexicon (1/2, p. 644) means 

11 ... a certain grain used to clear away spots in the 

skin, which beautifies the complexion and is beneficial 

for hot tumours; ... and its meal is used for the fluid 

of foul ulcers and the infusion thereof, for toothache, 

etc. " In this risala 'it is't#is latter word, which 

ý_is_ used, rather than the first onev An'the"sense, of-a 
ýPoultice 

made of chick-peas, put on the wound for the purpose 

of curing. 

2. ' istanbul StIleymaniye Osman Huldi OztUrkle: ý, 10 NU: 

27/359 ff. 226-227, and Bagdatl3. VehbT Ef. Nu: 

2070/49 ff. 77-78. 
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ablution (wud(I') and the 'ulamV are agreed 

on this point. But ifit would come out only as a 

result of pressing or squeezing the wound 

or by putting, some poultice on it,, then,, 

according to some 'ulamg', it does not 

invalidate the ablution, this being the 

first case. ( Some, howeverjhave objected to 

this, holding that it does invalidate the 

ablution.. ) 
_"-_, 

An-y matter which 
_ 

had comeýlout of 

the wound, unless it be in a large quantity 

on his clothes or body or the place on which 

he prays, does not prevent him from doing so. 

Al-ýalabltas an example of the second case, takes the 

situation of the sa-hib al-'udhrl and gives the following 

judgement: 

If the matter is flowing out continuously 

from the wound and lasts for the period of 
from 'asr to maghrib, ), a prayer time (e,. g. 

&- 
that person is considered as 85hib al-Oudhr, 

&--a- 
in which case he must make fresh ablution 

for every prayer. --If ,- he is able to stop 

the flow for a time, in which he could make 

ablution and perform. the prayer, he should 

Literally means a person who has an excuse, but in 

--fiqh it is a person who cannot help a continuous defect 

1ý - 
-which invalidates his ablution, like bleeding which 

lasts over a period of a prayer time. 
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do so , taking the'- poultice off - 
[before the - prayer) 

I andýreplacing--it-. afterwards. ' 

The third case is the strictest and most difficult in 

. practice, dealing with the continuous flow of matter froM' 

the wound, which-is difficult to stop. The person is 

-expected 
to staunch it in any way possible for the time 

of ablution and prayer. Al-ýalabl points out that the 

first case is the easiest one to practifie and the second 

one follows it. After these three cases he presents an 

interesting view: 

There is also the fourth possibility for this 

person who has the vound, which is to follow 

the opinion of Im5m al-Shifi'le' However,, 

this must, be adhered to in every detail 

concerning the ablution and the prayer in 

order not to mix the views of two different 

rites. 

According to al-SI29fi'll, flowing of blood from the 

wound does not invalidate the ablution. 
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2. RlsFla fi 11- Radd 'alff man I'taqada Isl5ma ZzErl 

This treatise was written to refute the arguments of 

certain people, presumably some Shi'ite scholarso who said 

that among the ancestors of the Prophet, from the time Of 

Adam, there was no infidel (k5fir). -They added that 

whoever claims the contrary deserves execution. They also 

stated that the father and other ancestors of the Prophet 

are to be ranked higher than the caliphs Aba Bakr and 'Umar. 

Al-Halab3.9 in the first part of his refutation, takes 

up the matter of AzAr, the father of the Prophet Abraham, 

and looks to the Qur'gn to find the answer* to whether he 

was an infidel or not* He quotes several verses from 

various chapters of the Qur'5n, among which are: 

... and Abraham prayed for his father's 

forgiveness only because of a' promise he had 

made to him. But when it became clear to 

him that he was an enemy to God he dissociated 

himself from him, for Abraham was most tender 

heartedv forbearingo 2 

Loll Abraham said to his father AzSrq "Takest 

thou idols for gods? for I see thee and thy 

people in manifest error.,, 
3 

a 

1. Süleymaniye., Es'ad Efendlp Nu: 245/6. 
b- 

The Qur an, 9: 114. 

Ibid. v 6: 74. 
N 
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0 my father, serve not Satan, for Satan is 

a rebel against (God) the most gracious, 

0 my father I fear lest a penalty afflict 

thee from (God)the most gracious so that 

thou become to Satan a friend. ' 

0 my Lord, forgive my father for that he 

is among those astray. 
2 

Al-Valabit basing his judgement on these verses. says that 

the infidelity of Xzdr is explicitly stated in the Qur'gn 

and as further support for his argument-he. gives a tradition 

., which says: 

On the day of resurrection, Abraham will meet 

his father XzAr whose face will be dark and 

covered with dust. Abraham will say to him, 

"Didn't I tell you not to disobey me? " His 

father will reply, "Today I will not disobey 

you. " Abraham will say: 110 Lord! You 

promised not to disgrace me on the day of 

resurrectiong and what could be more disgraceful 

to me than cursing and dishonouring my father? " 

Then Allah will say to him, "I have forbidden 

Paradise to the infidels. " And He will add: 

110 Abraham. ' Look at what is underneath your 

feet. "' He will look and there he will see a 

1. The Qur'gn, 19: 44-45* 

2e, - Ibid. p 26: 86. 
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blood-stained dhabhr', 
ý(saor: 

Lficial'-animal)ýihich will' 

be caught by the legs and thrown in the fire., 1 

Al-Halab! concludes the first part of his discussion 

-saying that apart from the above-mentioned Qur'9nic verses 

and tradition there is also consensus (ijmg') stating the 

ar infidelity of Az7 

As a second point, the position of AbS Talib 2 the 

---, Prophet's uncle, is discussed., The author holds the view 

that he died as an infidel like ! z6r, and this time he 

takes a tradition as a ground for his discussion. According 

to this tradition, narrated by al-Mugayyab: 

When Abil Plib was on his death-bed the 

Prophet went to him while Abri Jahl was sitting 

beside him. The Prophet said, 110 my uncle. ' 

Say,, 'None has the right to be worshipped 

except Allah',, and with this declaration 

will defend your case before Allah. " AbU Jahl 

and 'Abdullgh b. Umayya said: 110 Abil TA1JbJI 
0 

Will you leave the religion of 'Abd al-Muttalib? " 

They kept on saying this to him so that the 

$ahlh al-Bukharl, IV, 365, Hadith Number 569. 
A- 

This is one of the controversial matters between the 2* 

S=nites and Shl'ites. The latter group do not, accept 

that Aba Talib died as an infidel* For details of 

their supporting views see Najm al-Din al-'Askarl, 

1 al-Ras'al wa Na-siruha (Najaf, 1380 &*Ho)o Abil T91ib 9 : g= 
L, 4 
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last statement he said while still alive was: 

am of the religion of 'Abd al-Muttalib. " 
*0 

Then the Prophet said,, "I will keep on asking 

for Alldh's forgiveness for you unless I am 

forbidden to do so"; then the following verse 

was revealed: 

It is not fitting for the Prophet and. the 

believers totask AlllhIs forgiveness for the 

pagans, even if they were their close 

relativesq after it has become clear to them 
2 

that they are the dwellers of the fire, 

As'for the Prophet's grandfathert "Abd al-Muttalib, 
00 

.3 and his father 'Abdallghl, al-Halabi: quotes Ibn al-Jawzl 

,: --l 
The Muslims do not differýin the view that 

'Abd al-Muttalib died as an infidel, so did 

'Ab dallM2* and the consensus of the ahl 

al-Sunaa wa'l-jamd'a is known about this 

matter* 

In the last part of the treatise,, al-HalabI gives 

answers to some possible questions* For example,, "How can 

we justify the situation that some ancestors of the Prophet 

were infidels, since an infidel is dirty and 

wicked? " AJ-HalabT says: "This defect is in belief, and 

, does not apply to the body or to the lineage. Moreover, 

1, pah1h al-Bukharxv V. 141o 

2. The Qur'dnv 9: 113o 

Abu 81-Faraj 'Abd aj-Paýmgn b. al-Jawz3:, see GAL, GI, 500. 
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n there is conse! sus about the fact that the line of the 

Prophet was pure (tghir). If 
. 46- 

To conclude the treatise, the author puts forward 

the interesting idea-that it was probably more advantageous 

for the Prophet that some of his ancestors held different 

beliefs. Had all the Prophet's ancestors been believerspthen 

I'' he-amight-,!, have been charged with attempting to support 

their religion and little attention would have been given 

to his mission. AI-Halabl further suggests that when he 

(the Prophet) accused people of following their ancestors' 

religion blindly, they could have used the same argument 

against, himself. 

Finally, he says that when the Prophet called people 

to the new religion, people thought that thereý'must have 

been some merit -- in it. otherwise he would not leave that 

of his fathers. 
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Kitlb Fus-al al-Arba'ln 

Belonging to the genre of arba'In literature, 1 this 

-work contains a selection of traditions divided into 

forty chapters, each concerned with a different aspect 

of Islamic ritual. Although it is attributed to al-lValabl, 

there is no mention of his name in the body of the work 

. itself. 
The first chapter of the work gives a number of 

traditions about the virtues of ritual purification 

(ablution). In the following chapters traditions on the 

virtues of daily prayers, Friday prayers, funeral prayers, 

-fasting, 
Qur'ln, etc., are given. 

The copy used here consists of 168 ff. and is kept in 

"- - -t1jeRegid Efend! collection (No: 241) in Istanbul, (SUleymaniye 

library -)- 

11 

For more information about arba'In literature see 

M. S. K. Alawl, al-La""rTls Commentary on Arba'In of 

an-Nawawl-, (Ph. D. Thesis, Edinburgh University, 1979)., 

vol. I,, pp. 5-26. 
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Apart from these works al-ýalabl also wrote ý two other 

risgias of less importance; 

Lwhich contain his views on certain matters 

a pertaining to fiqh. These works are: p 

1) A Ta'liqat to the Hidgya, a work of a single folio 

without date of composition. 
' 

I 2) A Ta'liqAt to al-Islgh wa'l-Idlhv composed by his 

contemporary XamAl Pasha-zlda. This work was 

completed in 955/1548.2 

It should be borne in mind, however, that other 

risgias of al-Halabl may still be discovered through further 

investigationsp but they are bound to be of less importance 

since the important ones are mentioned in sources 

contemporary to the author and also in modern sources. 

Stlleymaniye, Dtt&Umlfi Baba 1, Ms. NO: 446/5. 

2. Stileymaniyeg WjUmlti Baba, Ms. No: 446/2, 
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D. 1,4ORKS WRONGLY ATTRIBUTED TO AL-UALABI BY BROCKELPTANN 

AND OTHIE, RS. 

Durrat al-l-luwahhidin wa-Dirrat al-Mulhidin 1 

This work was written by a certain Ibrdhim b. Shaykh 

al-IslRm DIUsA al-Halab! and it was presented to Sultan 

Bdyazid II. It begins 

L, 1-6 
J. L J. 

A "lj 
I 

ýj 
I 

61 4JL-l L-. Jl 

j 

In the introduction the author gives his reasons for 

composing this work, and says that he wanted to illustrate 

the virtues of the Ottoman dynasty and also to explain 

. 
the differences between the kdfir, the murtadd and the 

zindjq. As has been stated rreviously (see p. 82 ? 
he 

, 
this work is directed againstfShiites and Shdh Ismd'il. who 

is often referred to as "the zindiq of Ardabil", "the 

devil of Ardabil" etc. This work is erroneously attributed 

. to our author Ibrahim b. Mqa=ad al-Valab! by Brockelmann 

(GAL, 11,571 no. 6 and SII, 643, no. 5) under the 

"incorrect title of Durrat al-Muwahhidin waraddat al-mulhidin. 

I However the clearly written text (see title page and f. 14a) 

leaves no doubt that the word in question is not 

1. Ms. KUprUlU Library, no: 720. 
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On the other hand Brockelmamn confuses both Halab! 

gaghl and Halab! Kabir with the Tuhfat al-Akhygr of A- --. L- 
Ibrihim b. Muýjaf5 al-plab! (d. 1190/1776) and attributes 

them both to the latter author (GAL, SII, 428). Clearly 

he is not aware that these works are identical with the 

two versions of Ghunyat al-Mutamalliwhich he elsewhere 

attributes correctly to the author who. is subject of the 

present study (*GAL,, 11,571). 

In the catalogues of the StIleymaniye Library in 

Istanbul several works are attributed to our author in 

so far as they are catalogued under his name. For 

example the Tuhfat al-Akhy&r 'ala 'l-Durr al-Mukhtar of the 

above-mentioned IbrAhIm b. Muýjaf& al-: Valab! is classified 

under our author al-Halabl's name. Another work entitled 09 
Hall mulammi BahV al-Din al-'Imil5: is again wrongly 

2 A, -, XmilT3 attributed to our author. .. 
himself died in 

1030/1621, long after al-Halablis time, and thus it is 
0 

hardly likely that al-Falab! could comment on al-OXmill or 

his works. Besides these, some works on mathematics are 

also classified under our author's name, 
4 

most probably as 

1. See SUleymaniye, Halet Efendl, No: 148. 

-2e See SUleymaniye, gehit Ali Paga, No: 2233/1. 

3. See GAL, SII, 595. 

4. For example Sharh al-ya-vi, Pertevniyal no: 750, 

Ha-shiya 'alE Daqg'iq al-yaqR'iq. -. Hamidiye no: 873/2 

etc. 
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a result of confusion caused by the same laqabs. It is 

possible that works of this kind may have been produced 

by-Ghars al-Din Ibrlhlm b. Aýmad al-ýalablwho died in 

Istanbul in 971/1563. This author, like our al-Halabl, 

was born in Aleppo, educated in Damascus and Cairo and 
0 

1 then came to Istanbul. 

A work of a certain Ibrihim al-Halab! which was 
2 

composed in 814/1411 and entitled RisAla f! Mas'alat 

al-Jabl min Aw9'il Sharh QNýI-zgda 'aig Mulakhkhas 

al-Jaghmini is also classified among the works of Ibr5h! m 

b. P14ammad al-Ualabi; there is no reference to the date 

of composition of the work. 
3 Although the catalogue--, of 

the Stileymaniye Library is not a published work, it 

remains one of the fundamental resources for any 

investigation into the works of al-Halabl, and for this 

reason we think it is important t0 cautlon the researcher 

about this possible source of confusion. It seems that 

the cataloguers tended to assume that any work written by 

any Ibrahlm al-ýalabj was by the famous al-ýalabl, author 

of the Multaq. 1. 

1. See GAL, 11,447. 

2. See GAL, 11,157. 

3. SUleymgniye, Serez, no: 3373/6 (with a slightly 

different title. ) 
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As will be mentioned in the chapter on the Multaqg, 

al-Halab! used four main sources for the compilation of 

the Multaqg. These sources namely were: the Mukhtasar of 

al-QudSrI, the Mukhtir-of al-MawVIlI, the Kanz of al-Nasaf! 

and the Wiqgya of al-Maýbilbl. Two other sources, the Hidaya 

of al-Marghingni and the Majma' of Ibn al-SVIt! were also 

-consulted occasionally by the author. Four of these six 

-sources are known as al-mutfln al-arbad a, "the four texts" 

in the Hanafite law. 

Although these sources show differences in style, 

detail of informationvthe number of cases (masVil) they 

. present, in the method of presentation and in the extent 

, 9f reference to other rites etc., it is almost impossible 

to draw sharp lines separating them from each otherosince 

in most cases they are based on, the same sources or some 

of them were used as sources for others. For example, 

one of the two sources of Bidgyat al-Mubtadil was al-Qudilrils 

Mukhtasar- Likewise the Hidgya was a basic source for the 

WiqRya, the Majma'. was partly based on the Mukhtasar of 

al-qudSri: etc. 

The popularity of these works can be judged by the 

number of commentaries they have attracted. ' The names of 

. 
the places mentioned in the biographies of the authors may 

,. 
be helpful to give a rough idea about the geographical 

'distribution of these works. 

lgo * on this work by himself, al-Margh-inan3- wrote the famous 

co=entary known as the Ridrtya. See p-184 below. 
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I. al-Mukhtap-ar 

I. Al-Mukhtaýar is the work of Aýmad b. Mqa=ad b. Aýmad 

b. Ja'far b. Hamd-In Abu 'l-Eusayn. b. Abl Bakr, known as 00 
al-Qudilrll, who was born in Baghdad in 362/972. He studied 
fiqh under Muýarnmad b. Ya#yg al-Jurjgnl, and hadith under 

Muýammad b. 'All'Suwayd al-Mu'addib and 'Abdallgh b. 

2 
Mu#ammad al-Jawsh6n3: After completing his education he 

began teaching. Among his students were al-Khallb 

al-Baghdid, 
3 

and Abil 'AbdallRh al-D9mgh9n3:; the former 

was to become a famous historian, and the latter the chief 

q5dI in Baghd9d. Al-Khatib describes him as being very 

veracious but relating relatively few hadith- he also 

reports the continuous discussions between al-QudUrl and 

his Shafiite contemporary AbU Ygmid al-IsfarVinI. 
4 

The author of al-Jawghir-praises al-Qudar3: ls knowledge 

and atates: 

GAL, SI, 175; Kit 11,1631. 

2' Jawihirv 1,93. 

3*--IAv VI,, 952; Wafay5t, 1.37-- 

-4, 
Tgjj, pe* 7. 

5. jaw5hir, loc. cit. 

He was among those who were distinguished in 

fiqh by their mental acuteness* The leader- 

ship of the Hanafites passed to him and he 

was highly respected among them. 5 
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Al-Qudilri: is credited for his eloquent style in writing 

and he is also held to have been very fluent in his speeches. 

It is also claimed that he devoted most of his time to the 

recitation of the Our. 1n. He is placed in the class of 

ashRb al-tamylz in the classification of the fuqahl' by 

Ibn Kam, 11.2 

Al-QudUrT. died in Baghdgd, his birth place, in 428/ 

1037 and his funeral was attended by his colleagues, local 

al people and by his studentsp among whom -Khat3: b and 

"Abd al-Ja, -bbgr al-SamIgni(d. 489/1096) are particularly 

mentioned. He is buried in a tomb next to that of the 

well-known Hanafite scholar AbS Bakr al-KhwrLrizml (d. 393/ 
3 

1002). 

In addition to al-Mukhtasar he composed al-Tajrld, 

which is a study of disputed matters between the Hanafites 

and the Shafiites. He also studied the conflicts within 

the Hanafite rite, between Abn Hanlfa'and other leading 

jurists of his time; this work is entitled al-Taqrlb. 4 His 

chief workt al-Mukhtagar, is one of the earliest and 

certainly most popular concise expositions of the Hanafite 

fiqh. As a text-book of this rite it comes historically 

after al-As. 1 of al-Shayban-i (d. 189/804)9 al-Mukhtagar of 

al-Tatgwl (d. 321/933) and Xhizgnat al-Fiqh of Abil Mayth 

jaw6hirp loco Cit., 

2. Sav-7as Pachat op. cit. , IIt 31. 

3- JawShirt loco cito 

4- Jbid. t same pageo 
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al-SamarqandT*(d. 375/983),, but because of its method 

of classification it is considered as ranking above them. 

Ya'akov Meron regards al-Qudarl as the author of the first 

of the works belonging to the classical period and writes: 

His terminology is so improved and his - 

method so advanced that there is no hesita- 

tion in placing him in the new classical 

period. 
' 

He also quotes Chafik (ýhehata , sta#ng: 

**** already 

into Hanaf! 
40 

indicates Qi 

ment of his 

the first scientific investigation 

law and Muslim law generally,, 

adfirils quperiority in the arrange- 
2 legal data, 

In KZ (IIv 1631)v it is stated that the Hanafites used to 

seek blessing of God on the days of plague by reading it 

and states: 

Whoever memorizes it (al-Mukhtagar) becomes 

safe from poverty, and it. is even said 'that -if a 

person studies it under a pious teacher and 

invokes God's blessing upon him on the 

completion of his studies, he will acquire 

ya'akov Merong, "The Development of Legal Thought-in 

Hanaf! Texts", in Studia Islamica, ( xXX, 1970 P. 78. 
I 2. Chafik ChOiataEssai d1une Thdorie Gdndrale de 110bligation 

en Droit Musulman (Paris, 1969), p. 113. 
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as many dirhams as there are legal deter-'- 

minations (masVil) in the book, and these 

are said to be around 12,000. 

Al-Mukhtagar is one of the earliest texts to be used 

as a source by the later Hanafite jurists. Several 

commentaries and supercommentaries were w. ritten on 

al-Qudilrils work* among them. thb following should be 9 

mentioned: 

1) Sha#L al-Mukhtasar: This is one of the earliest 

commentaries, written by Aýmad b. Dluýammad, known as Bdbj 

Nasr al-Aqla' (d. 474/1081). 
o 

2) al-Mujtab,!: A three-volume commentary by Najm al-Din 

Mukht. ir b. Matimild al-z5hidl. (d. 653/1260)9 

3) al-Sirgj al-Wahhdj: A commentary by AM! Bakr b. 'Al! 

al-Haddgdl, who died in 830/1475.1 This work, later, was 

abridged by the same author and entitled Jawharat al-Nayyira. 

There is another abridged form of the work by Aýmad be 

Mulýjammad b. Iqbqlp entitled al-Bahr al-Zdkhir. 

, 
4) al-Lub9b: This work was composed by JamAl al-Xn 

p'd al-Mulahhar al-Yazd1v who died in 591/1195, 

5)' multamis al-Ikhwgn: A commentary by Abu "1-Ma'FLIT 

dAbd al-Rabb b. Manýilr al-Ghaznaw-1, who died about 50011106. 

6) al-Kif9ya: A commentary by Ismd'11 b. Husayn al-BayhaqT. 

whose date of death is not mentioned in the sources. 

This date is given by GAL (It 175). but E: z (II, 1632)p 
a- 

e- on the other hand, gives it as 800/1397. 
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7) al-Baydn: The author of this work is Mu%Lammad b. 

Rasa al- MEq-j:,. n died in 664/1265, 

8) al-Taqrlr: A commentary, composed by Mahmad b. Ahmad 

al-Cunawi, who died in 770/1368, 

9) al-N-arl fl Sharh al-Qudilri: A commentary by Muýammad 

b. Ibrihim al-Rdzi, died in 610/1213. 

10) Zdd al-FuqahrL": This work was written by Muhamm d b. 

Ahmad al-Istijdbi, whos4 -date of death is unknown. 

11) al-Yana-bl' fl Ma"rifat al-U@ill wa. "l-Tafilrl': A 

commentary by Rashid al-Din AbU 'Abdallah MahmUd b. Ramaddn 

(d. 723/1323)*, 

12) asat al-Dall'il fl Tanqlki al-Masglil: The author 

of this work is Husdm al-Din 'All bo Ahmad al-Makki al-Rdzi, 

_died 
in 593/1201* There are three super-commentaries on 

tlais work. 

13) al-Turuq wa'l-Was,! 'il: This work is a study of the 

traditions found in al-Mukhtasarl, the author being 'Abd 

al-Qgdir b. Abi 'l-WafA* al-Qurayshit died in 775/1373. 

14) JAmi'__al-Mu#ax-lt wa'l-Mushkilat: A commentary by 

YUsuf b. 'Umar b. Yasuf (d. 832/1428p according to KZ,. but 

GALp GIp 175, gives it-as 800/1397. ) 

15) al-Tarjlh wa'l-Tash1h 'ala 6l-QudSrl: The author of 

this work is Q9sim. b. QutlilbughA (d. 879/1474)e 

16)' al-Fawillid al-Badriyya: A commentary by llamId al-Dln 

b. '. A. 11: al-Bukhdrlt who-died in 667/1293. 

17) al-Shih9b fl Tawdlh al-Kit5b: This is one of the recent 

works on al-Mukhtagar by Muýjafa al-Mardgh 1 and 'Abda3.1, qh 

Ham. za and printed in Cairo in ý952* 
0 
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18) Shar4 al-Qudrirl: A Turkish translation and commentary 

by Fahm! Pffshd (d. 1320/1902), it was printed in Turkey, 

in 1329/1911. Besides this work, al-Mukhtagar was trans- 

lated by various scholars into Turkish, among whom OA11 

ýaydar Efend! (d. 1333/1914) and Ismg*ll Muf1d Efend! 

(d. 1217/1802) should be mentioned. 

In addition to the above mentioned commentaries, 

there are some others which are of less importance, to 

be found in various libraries, especially in Turkey, Egypt 

and India. One would also expect that there may well be 

other works in private collections awaiting discovery. 

Al-Mukhtapr was also noted in the West, and was 

partly translated into German by G. Helmsd*o*rfer in 1332, 

and the text of the chapter entitled KitAb al-Siyar was 

published with a Latin translation and notes by RosenmUller. 1 

Another partial translation of it, this time into. French, 

was made by G. H* Bousquet and L. Bercher. 2 

See Analecta Arabica (Leipzig, 1825-26). 

2. This work is entitled Le Statut Personnel en Droit 

Musulman Hanafite (Paris, 1952). 
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II. al-Mukht-ir li'l-Fatwg 

Al-Mukhtgr is the work of "Abdalldh b. Mahmad b. 

Mawdild b. Mahm'dd Abu al-Fadl Majd al-Din al-Mawsill(or Mlisill) 

al-yanafll., who was born in M 0"Su2, in 599/1202, and received 
2 his first instruction from his father and also studied 

3 
under Abil Hafs 'Umar b. Tabarzado He then went to Damascus 000 
to complete his studies and there took lessons mainly from 

jamAl al-Din al-ýupyrl, one of the most renowned teachers 

of that period* Before long he became an authority on 

Islamic sciences especially on fuzil' and us-al in which he 

was said to -be best scholar of his age. 
4 It is reported that 

his knowledge of hadith and tafs1r, in addition to that of 

fiqhv was so profound and his memory so retentive that he 

did not usually need to refer to the text-books in order 

to give legal decisions. After completing his studies in 

Damascus, he held the office of q941 in Kufa and then went 
to Baghdad where he taught in the place where Abil UanTfa 

used to teach. His vast knowledge ensured that his 

decisions were later to be accepted as the most suitable 

and correct from many alternatives formulated by earlier 

scholars on various problems. He is therefore placed in 

the category of, al-muqallidUndue to his ability to 

distinguish the qawl' from 4a'! Ef and r9jih from marj4.5 

1, See GAL, It 382; SIv 657 and'KZ, 1622. 

2o al-Ikhtiygr li-Ta'111. al-Mukhtilr (Introduction), 114 

3o Jaw5hir al-MudiYYa,, 1.291, 

4e al-Ikhtiyir, loc. cit. 

Ibidop same pageo 
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Al-Mawsill continued teaching and giving legal decisions 

until. his death in 683/1284. 

Al-Mukhtir is his major work and was composed in 

the early years of his career. Later, he wrote a commentary 

on it, which he named al-Ikhtiyir li-Ta'111 al-Mukhtarel 

He wrote another work which is based on the Mukhtasar of 
2 

al-Qudarlo A further work, entitled Sharh J5mV al-Kabir 

li'l-Shaybdn! islalso attributed to the author3 and the 

Xitib al-Fawd'id is attributed to him by GAL (GI,, 382). 

Al-Mukhtir is a well-known and widely used Hanafite 

text-bookt and it, has been rightly placed among "the four 

texts" (al-mut-an al-arba'a) which have become the basis 

of Hanafite studies. All of these four texts, namely 

al-Mukhta-rt Majma' al-Baýra , E: anz and the Wiqgya are the 

-works of contempdrary authorsp al-ý-Mawsill (d. 683/1284) 

aj-S1'9t! (d. 694/1294). al-Nasaf! (d. 710/1310) and Mahmed 

b. ýadr al-SharVa (d. 712/1312) respectively, 

After its composition al-Mukhtir spread throughout 

the community of Islamic scholars of that period and it 

was memorized by many students of fiqh, 4 It is marked by 

a very concise style, and yet encompasses most of the 

details of fiqh. 

1. Edited by the late Professor MahmSd Abe Daqlqa, along 

with the text of al-Mukhtir and printed in two 

volumesp consisting of five parts (Cairo, 1951). 

. 2, TAJ al-Tax-5jimp p. 31. 

3'* Mu'jam aj-Mu'aljif! nj(4U*R. KabhRla I Dimashq, 1372 AR)V19147 .0 

4. See the introduction of al-Mukht9r. 
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Consisting of 35 kit5bs further subdivided into Nibs 

and fasls, the work is exclusively devoted to Hanafite law A- 

and mainly based on the legal decisions of AbU Hanifa. 
0 

occasionally where the views of al-Sh7afi'l diverge from 
I--- i, the discussion in the text, the conflict in opinion is 

indicated by the letter (L) at the end of that particular 

- passage. Also, where AbU Yilsuf, Im5m MuV=d or Im5m Zufar 

hold differing opinions from that of Aba Hanifa these are 

indicated by the-letters C) and respectively. 

The letters ( r, 
) together at the end of'a passage would 

indicatep for example, that both Abil Yu-suf and Im5m Muhammad 

had adopted a position which differed from that presented 

in the text. These letters were not in the original 

text, but as the author puts it, were later inserted in 

response to the request of his students and some readers 

who wished to be advised in the text, by the use of these 

symbolsi,, of"-the'ex istence of diXf_ering -vixiei4s. cf the fuq . aha V 

Al-mukhtir attracted many commentaries, but none of 

these works has achieved the same popularity. The well- 

known ones are as follows: 

al-Tahr1r: This is an abridgement by Abu 'l-'Abbis 

Aýmad b. 'Al. 1 al-Dimashq!, who also wrote a commentary 

on it which was to remain incompleteg apparently due to 

his untimely death in 782/1330o 

2) Tawj_Th al-Mukhtir: -This work was composed by Jamdj 

ýba Ishdq Ibz-MLTm al-Mawgill, who was one of our author's 

Ibid. j same place. 
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pupils. In this work some of the views held by sects 

such as al-Z. M2iriyya and al-Imdmiyya are also given. 

3) Sharh al-MukhtRr: A commentary by Ibn Abi "1-Qdsim 

al-Qarahisdri al-RUm! who died after 820/1417. 

Al-Ith9r li Hall al-Mukhtgr A commentary written 4) l: 

by Mu#ammad b. Ilyas. 

5) Fayý al-Ghaffdr: Commentary of Mutammad b. IbrMhlm 

b. Aýmadq known as al-Imdmo 

6) ShartL al-Mukhtir: This is the work of , the celebrated 

Hanafite author Fakhr al-Din 'Uthmdn al-Zayla"I (d. 743/ 

i342)o 

7) al-Mukhtar: A versification of the work by Tdj al-DIn 

Aba 'Abdaildh b. 'All al-BukhArI (d. 799/1396)9 

8) Sharh al-Mukhtir: A co=entary by Mu#ammad b. Hasan 

b. 'All al-Skigdhill (d. 847/1443)9 

9) Shar4 al-Mukhtar: This commentary was composed by 

Ibn Amir al -Ilajj Mu. ýammad b. Muýammad al-ýalabl (d. 879/ 

1474)* 

10) Sha Faralid al-Mukht9r: A partial commentary by Zayn 

al-Din AbS Mu#ammad 'Abd al-Raým,! n b. Ab! Bakr al-'A:: ýý 

(d., S93/1487)t on the part dealing with the division of 

iI nheritance,, 

Sharlý al-Mukhtir: A commentary by Q9sim b. QuIlabilghal 

who died in 879/1474. He also made a study of the traditions 

U. s'ed in al-Ikhtiyqr. 

In GAL9 It 382, another al-IthSr of Y'Cmus al-Qayýarl 

is also. given., 
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II1. Kanz al-DaqR'iq 

The Kanz is also one of the basic text-books of 

Hanafite law and takes its place among the Mutiln al-Arba'a, 

Its author, 4Abdallgh b. Ahmad b. Makpad, known as ya-fiý 

al-Din Abu 'l-Barak5t was born in Nasafl, and hence is 

referred to as al-Nasafl. In the sources no mention is 

made of the date of his birth, but we may presume that it 

must have taken place sometime before 630/1232 since one 

of his madrasa teachers, Shams al-A"imyna al-Kardarl died in 

642/1244p by which time we presume our author was at least 

twelve years old. He also studied under Hamid al-Din 

al-par-ir (d. 66611267) and attended the lectures of Badr 
2 

al-Din Khwd,.. harzdda (d. 651/1253) 

After completing his studies, he taught in Kirmdn, 

in the madrasa of a1-Qujbiyya al-Sulldniyyao In 710/1310, 

he visited Baghd1d and on his return to Ijaj (in MauzistAn) 

hIe died and was buried there. 3 

Al-Nasafl is credited with teaching some brilliant 

, studentsp who later were to become famous scholars of 

Islamic sciencesp among whom we should mention Muýaffar 

al-Din Ibn al-S-S"atl (d. 694/1294)v the author of the 

and Vus-Im al-Din al-SighnAq! (d. 714/ 

1314) the famous commentator on the HidRya', 

Nasaf once was one of the prosperous cities in Sogdiana, 

between Samarqand andilhe Oxus. The author is not to be 

confused with Najm al-Dln 'Umar al-Nasaf! (d. 537/1142)o 

2. Up IX., 199- 

3*. jaw1hir, p. 270, gives this date as 701/1301. 
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Al-Nasaf! is also placed in the class of the 
' 
a#LAb 

al-tamylz by Ibn Kam7al, in his classification of the. 

jurists. 1 Some other scholars however , accepted him 

as a mujtahid fi 'l-madhhab. They also held that he was 

the last member of this group, as no other jurist who 

followed him was equipped with the necessary qualifications 

to attain this rank. 
2 He composed a number of original 

', works, and co=entaries on various subjects. His chief 

works, apart from the Kanz, are as follows: 

1) Kitilb al-Manir f! Usal al-Fiqh: This work gives a 

brief account of the foundations of fiqh. - It has been 

published in several editions. 

2) Kashf al-Asrlr: A commentary on the above mentioned 

work, by the author himself. 

3) - Kitilb al-Wdfl: This work was modelled on the Hidaya. 

The author intended to write a commentary on this latter 

workv but postponed the project, preferring to use the work 

as a basis rather than a text* In 684/1290 he returned to 

his original idea and produced a commentary on this work 

which he entitled the E: itib al-KAfl. 

al-MustapfA and al-ManAf3:: These are two co=entaries 

on Na-ýir al-Din al-Sain rqandIIs Kitclb al-N. M. 

5) - Madirik al-Tanzil wa*l-Haqg'iq al-Ta'wIl. - A commentary 

on the Qur'dnp which was later published in Cairo (13061 

1888). -and Bombay (1279/1862). 

Sawas Pachal, op. cit., Joe, cit. 

2* O. N. Bilmen,. Hukuk-3. Iýlamiyye ve Istilahat-I. Fikhiyye 

Kamusu, 1,460. 
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6) al-Mustasfd: A commentary on Najm al-Din al-Nasafl's 

al-Man! ýuma,, 

The Kanz is one of his best known works and it is the 

Although it is not so lengthy, it synopsis of al-Wa 

covers the whole sphere of fiqh.. In the original work 

differing views of various scholars are indicated by some 

letters; i*eop for AbU Hanifa, for AbU Yasuf, 

F) for Muhammad), for Zufar, t for Imim 

Shafi"11, for Im.; 1m MRlik. 

Al-Nasafils work continued to be used as a text-book 

in the madrasas of Turkey, Syria and at al-Azhar in Cairo 

up to the nineteenth century.. It is also counted among 

the reliable sources to which the muftls-refer when they 

are requested to make a legal decision. ' The popularity 

of the Kanz is attested in the number of commentaries written 

on it throughout the centuries. This number is well over 

twenty, of which the best known are given below: 2 

1) Taby1n al-HaqViq: A commentary by Fakhr al-Din Abil 

Muýamkad 'Uthmdn b. 'All al-Zayla'! (d. 743/1342). This is 

a very comprehensive work and it was later abridged by 

some other scholars* 

2) Kashf al-ýEaqa'iq: It is the work of Yasuf bo Muýammad 

al-Rgzl al-Zahrgnl (d. 794/1392)* 

-Haqg'iq: A commentary by Muý amm ad b. Muhammad 3) Ma'din al 

bo ýasan al-Samarqand3: (d. 

O. N. Bilmen, op. cit., 1,254* 

2., For the rest of the commentaries and supercommentaries, 

see GAL, GII, 196, and KZ, IIt 1515. 
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4) al-Bahr al-RAbiq: A detailed work by Zayn al-'Xbidin 

b. Ibrgb-Tm b. Nujaym al-Misr! (d. 970/1562) and later 

published in Cairo. 

5) TabyTn al-Haq.! 'iq: This co=entary was written by 

Mu'ln al-Din Muýammad b. IbrSh1m, known as Mull,! Miskin, 

who died in 907/1502. It was printed in Cairo in several 

editionso 

6) Ramz al-Haql'iq: 
'A commentary by Badr al-Din AbU 

Mutammad MatnSd b. Aýmad al-'Ayn3: (d. 855/1451), of which 

we have many edit ions published in Egypt and India. 

7) al-Nahr al-F-Viq: A concise commentary by Siz-Mj 

'Uthmin b. Nujaym, who died in 1005/1596. -DT al n. 

The Kanz was also versified by some scholars, among whom 

Ahmad b. 'All b. al-Fasih (d. 755/1354) should be mentioned, 
o00 
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IV. Wiqayat al-Riwlya fl MasVi-I al-HidFLya 

The Wiq5ya is the work of Mahmad b. 'Ubaydailgh Sadr 
0 .9 

al-Sharl'a al-Awwall, known as al-Mahbabl. 
l The information 

about his educationp posts and life to be found in the 

biographical sources is very limited. He is said to have 

written this work for his grandson, the son of his daughter, 

who later became a well-known scholar and he is referred to 

4a al-Th- In the intr as Sadr al-Shar-1 an3. oduction to his 

commentary on the work of his grandfather he says that he 

studied under him and memorized the WiqRya, as each part 

was composed. 

A! -M4bUbTL1s deep knowledge of fiqh is praised by 

later scholars and he is placed in the class of ashffb 

al-tamylz by Ibn Kamll, along with the other authors of 

"the four texts". and the date of his death is given as 
3 

712/13120 

After its composition the Wiqlya achieved an immediate 

success and became one of the main works of the Ilan fite 

.. law. Ka-tib Chalabl acknowledges this fact and 'Writes: 

. 1. See GAL, GIP 377, and KZ, Up 2020. 

2. Sharh al-Wiqlya (on the margin of Kashf al-Haql'iq), 

p. 2* 

31 Savvas Pachap OP- cit-9 It 157; IIp 31. Agnides gives 

the date of his death as ", around 680/128111 but mentions 

no source of inform tion. KZ, 119 20339 suggests 

672/1273. 
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Great attention was paid to the Wiqgya and 

it has been used as a text-book in schools 

and was memorized by the studentso 
1 

The work is mainly based on the Hidgya but is rendered 

shorter by omitting the reasons behind a decision and not 

offering alternative views. Hence the work is concise 

and easy to commit to me"OrY. Its popularity can be judged 

by the number of commentaries and hEshiyas it has attracted. A---W. - 

Among these the following works should be mentioned: 

1) Sha#L al-Wiqlya: This is one of the earliest and 

best known commentaries on the Wiqiya and was written by 

the author's grandson 'Ubaydallgh b. Mas'Ud, who died in 

747/1346* This work has attracted a large number of super- 

commentaries by later scholars, among whom are: 

a) Yi1suf b. Junayd,, known as AkhT Chalabi (d. 905/ 

1499). who was a teacher in Istanbul and whose 

work is entitled Dhakh3: rat al-'Uqbg. 

b) Muha=ad al-Qarabgghl,, d. 942/1535. 

C) Tdj al-Din IbxahTm b. 'AbdallAh. d. 973/1565* 

d) ýAliý b. Jalgl-z. Mda, d. 973/1565. 

e) M4ammad b. PIr gAll Birgivip d. 981/1573* 

f) 4AlI b. M4, ýad al-JurjAnI, d. 816/1413e 

g) Badr al-Din Almad b. Matmild, d. 983/158o. 

2) TawfIq al-'Ingya: A co=entary by Junayd b. al-Shaykh 

Sandal al-ýanafl (d. ? )* 

]KZI, 1000 cite 
A......... 
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3) al-' Inaya: This is the work of 'AlVaddln 'All b. 

'Umar (d. 800/1397) and was written in Iznik, where he 

used to teach. 

4) al-Talblq: 

1562)a 

A co=entary by ', Qi: sim b. Sulayman (d. 970/ 

5) al-Islih wa'l-Idgh: A commentary by Kam5l Pasha- 

z5da (d. 940/1533), who dedicated this work to the Turkish 

Sultan, Qgnanl SulaymAn. having completed it in 928/1522. 

6) Sharh al-Wiqdya: This is the work of 'Abd al-Wahh-qb 

b. Mu#ammad al-Nisilb-drip who died in 872/1467o 

7) al-Niqdya: An abridgement of the Wiqdya by the above 

mentioned grandson of the author. This work has also 

attracted many commentaries* 

8) Sharh Mukhtasar al-Wiqdya: A detailed commentary, 
A- 

completed in. 935/1528 and ascribed to 'Abd al-'Xl-l b. 

Mu#ammad al-Blrjandit who was also a famous astronomer and 

mathematician., If this work was produced by him, as it is 

claimed, his death must be later than 935/1528 and not 

932/1525 as is usually given. 

The Wiqdya was also translated into Turkish by a certain 

(ý-Urd Efendl, and it was also versified into Turkishby YUsuf 

b. Dawlat Oghl! al-Billikazirls, who died in 867/1462. 
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V. al-Hiddya 

This is, the work of Shaykh al-IsirEm al-Im5m Burhdn 

al-D: ln Abu `1-ýAsan 'All b. AbU Bakr b. "Abd al-jaiji 

al-Farghdni, al-Marghindnil, a descendant of the first 

caliph Abri Bakr. He was born in Marghlndn, in 511/2-117 29 

and acquired his education on his travels, his principal 

teachers being Abu 'l-Hafs 'Umar al-Nasaf! (d. 537/1142), and 00 
al-Imdm Sadr al-ShahJ: d Husdm al-Din 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azlz 

(d. 552/1157), the latter being a pupil of al-Sarakhsi, 

He also studied hadith under Diyg' al-Din Ab7a Muhammad 

Sa'Id b. As 'ad. 3 

The author perfoxmed the pilgrimage to Mecca and 

Medina in 544/1149. After completing his studies he 

surpassed his teachers and his reputation spread through- 

out the Islamic world through his works. His information 

covered a vast area of Islamic sciences and his profound 

knowledge of fiqh, tafs1r and hadith is emphasised in the 

biographical works. In addition to this fact, he was a 

poet and a very pious man. Like al-Qudilrj, he is placed 
4 

in the class of ash5b al-tarj! He died in 593/1196, 

apparently during the siege of BukhNr! by the army of 

Chingiz - Khin 

1: '. See GAL91., 376 and SI. 644 

2. al-Hidgyap introduction to the edition (Cairo, 1965), 1,3. 

3 Jbid. 9 I, 4;. Jawa-hirv 1.383; E12 IIIv 279. 

ý4o al-Hidlya, 1,6; Sawas Pacha, op cit-, 11,31. 

, 
5- O. N. Bilmen, op. cit-, 1.355. 
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Al-Marght'ndnl was a prolific author, writing nurnerous 

works . covering various categories of Islamic studies,, 

amongwIfLch the Majma' al-Nawcizil, al-TajnIs wa'l-Mazl: dv 

the Kitdb fi 'i-Farg'id, the Kitib al-jIajj, should be 

mentioned. His principal work, Bidgyat al-Mubtadi, is 

based on-al-qudUrl's Mukhtasar and al-ShaybEni's al-Mmid 

al-gaghir. The author intended to compose a concise yet 

comprehensive work on the basis of these two sources, and 

the order of the chapters is based mainly on the order of al- 

JRmi! .. 
After the completion of the Bid5ya, he began to 

write a detailed commentary on it, but later abandoned 

the project after completing the eighth volume, and 

entitled the work the Kif5yat al-MuntahS. 

Al-Hidgya is the author's second commentary on the 

Bidgya, and compared to the comprehensive nature of his 

first incomplete commentaryp it is much more concise, 

consisting of a-mere four volumes, Its composition began 

in 573/1177 and lasted for thirtee n years. Throughout 

this period it is claimed that al-Marghingni followed the 

life'of an ascetic and fasted during the time of the 

composition of his work, but kept his fast secret as much 

'as 
was possible. It is recorded, for example, that when 

he was served meals, he would give it to one of his 

students and later the servant collected empty dishes, 

thinking al-Marghln5, ni had eaten the meal himself, ' Acts 

of such pietyand asceticism are ascribed to many of the 

al-Hidgya (Introduction ), 1,5 
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great writers, whose works are felt to be imbued by this 

aura of sanctity. 

Al-Hid, lya is certainly one of the moot celebrated 

books of Hanafite law and was used as a text-book in the 

madrasas, and constantly referred to by muft3: s. Many of 

the 1 ater scholars expressed their appreciation of it in 

poems. KRtib Chalabl cites an anonymous bayt which says: 

Al-Hid, lya, like the Qur'An, 

Abrogated its predecessors *eol 

As well as these praises, it also has attracted some criticisms, 

especially on the question of the traditions used in it. For 

-., reasons of economy of style, our author failed to ascribe 

the traditions he cites by offering the chain of 

narration. This fact alone has generated much arg=ent 

concerning their provenance and authenticity. It is not 

,- surprisingv thereforep that we find some works based on the 

traditions alone. Among the scholars to produce such works 

are Muhyf. al-Di: n 'Abd al-Qidir b. Mubammado who wrote 

al-'Ingya bi Ma'rifat Hadlth al-Hidaya, and JamAl al-DIn b* 

'Abdaligh b. Yasuf al-Zayla'!, the author of Nasb al-REya 

4, ldlth al-Hiddya. 

In the work, al-Marghlngnl mentions the opinions and 

arguments of Abil Hanifa,, after that those of his disciples, 

except in those cases where our author agrees with the. 

latter scholars- Some views of al-Sh9fi'I are also given. 2 

JIp 2032, 

2o See al-HidgYap I, ' PP. 7-9* 
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A few matters mentioned in the Eidlya raised objections among 

certain juristst but the wor); is held in such reverence 

that some of the misrepresentations of these views of 

Hanafite jurists and al-Shdfi'l are attributed to the 

scribes rather than to al-Marghindni. 1 

Al-Hidlya has attracted a large number of commentaries 

and super-commentaries2 . of which the best known ones are: 

1) al-Nihgya: A commentary by the author's pupil, ýus5h 

al-DIn Husayn b. 'All, known as al-Sighniq! (d- 710/1310)9 

2) Mi'r5j al-Dirlya: This work was composed by QiwEm 

al-Din Muommad b. Bijarl, al-Ka-ki, who died in 749/1348. 

3) NihAyat al-Kifqya: A commentary by Imim Tqj al-Sharl'a 

'Umar b. ýadr al-Shax,! 'a al-Awwal (d. 672/1273). 

4) Ghiyat al-Bayin: A commentary written by Qiwffm al-Din 

AmIr ntib al-Itqlnlv who died in 758/1357. 

5) al-'InAya: A well-known commentary by Akmal al-D-In 

Mqammad b. - MahmUd al-Bgbarti (d. 786/1384). 
o 

6) Fat4 al-Qadlr: This work was composed by Kam51 al-Din 

Mu#ammad b. 'Abd al-Wilhid al-Siwgsl, died in 861/1457. 

7) , al-Nih5ya: A commentary by Badr al-Din AbU Muhammad 

Mahmad b. Ahmad al-'AynT., who died in 855/1451, 
0- 0 

Nih6yat al-Nih5ya: This commentary was written by 

Mu#ammad b. Mahmild, known as Ibn Shihna al-Halab! (d. 890/ 

1485)* 

1. Ibid. loc. cito 

2. For more information on this, see GALgS1,644 and KZ, 

Jig 2031* 
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Al-Hidlya is one of the first texts of Islamic law 

to be translated into English. It was done by Charles 

Hamilton from a : Persian translation of the work in 1.7-91. 

This work has appeared in two editions, the last of which 

was reproduced recently (Lahore,, 1975)., 
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VI. Majma' al-Baýrayn 

The full title of the work is Majma' al-Bahrayn wa A. 

Multaqd al-Nayyirayn. Its author Muzaffar al-Din Abu 'l- 

'Abbgs Ahmad b. 'All b. Tha'lab, 2 is known as Ibn al-39'ati 
0 

3 
apparently because of his father's profession. The 

biographical sources do not give detailed information of 

his education and posts. However, we know that he achieved 

popularity through his chief work Majma' al-Ba4rayn which 

is regarded as being one of the "four texts"., It begins: 

L». NX, 1j; Z r' 1 Jc, 4 d-U 

L6 -I J-z; ýu 

Then the author describes his work: 

"This is a book small in size for anyone who 

wants to memorise it, yet it has a vast and 

KZ (119 599) erroneously gives it as Nahrayn, but, 

since the. author is referring to the Mukhtapar of 

al-Qudarl and the Dlaný'ama of al-Nasaf! as being the 

rising Sun and Moon, it must be Nayyirayn. (Cf. the 

_introduction-. 
-of Maims! al-BatLrayn. ) 

The MS., (in S-aleymaniye, Esat Efendi, Nu: 909) gives 
"Thaghlib". it as 

3. cf. Jawdhirp 1,809 T9j al-Tarajim, p. 6. 
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deep knowledge for anyone who wants to 

have mastery over it. For the intelligent 

its symbols become clear, for the shrewd 

its treasures become uncovered. Its 

language is attractive for its elegant 

style. It is inimitable and cannot be 

surpassed by other works of similar nature. -*" 

The author then names the works which he used as sources; 

the 14ukhtasar and the Manz-ama, both of which are described 

as being overflowing seas. 

In the text the views of the lawyers are presented in 

" way different from that of other sources. For example, 

" nominal sentence indicates AbU Hanifals view, a verbal 

sentence in the past tense indicates ImFLm Muhammad's and 
0 

so on. In addition to this arrangement, certain letters 

are placed over the lines as an indication of opposition to 

the given view. i. e. ( r-) denotes AbU ýanlfa, ) Abil 

yasuf, ( t) Im9m Mu#amn d, ( J) Imim Zufar, ImEm 

Xglik, (t) Im5h Shafi'i. 

In the work, divergencies between various. rites are 

shown as well, as the differences within the Hanafite rite. 

Its composition was completed in 690/1291. The author, 

Ibn a1-S9'9t1 is regarded as being one of the prominent 

members of the muta'akhkhir-an, alongside the authors of the 

Kanz, the Mukhtdr, and the Wiqaya. 1 He died in 694/1295, 

Cf. Sawas Pacha, 11,34. 
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four years after the completion of his work. Besides the 

Majma', he also composed another work which is entitled 

Kit5b Bad! ' al-Nizim on the principles of fiqh. 

The most important of the commentaries written on 

the Majma' are: 

1) Sharh al-Dlajma' written by Abu'l-Qdsim 'Abdalldh 

b. Yasuf al-Mustansir bill-1h, whose date of death is not 0 

reported. 

2) al-Mughni, composed by Ahmad b. al-Adrab al-Halabl. 

3) Sharh al-Majma' is the work of Shams al-D in Muhqlnmad 

b. Yilsuf al-Qanawl, who died in 783/1336. 

4) Tashnif al-Masma fi Sharh al-Majma_ is the work 

composed by Aýmad b. Muharmad b. Sha'bffh al- Targbulusi and 

was completed in 967/1559. 

5) al-14ustajma', a commentary written by a celebrated 

Hanafite Jurist, Badr al, -Din Mahm-ad b. Ahmad al-'Ayni, died 
0 

in 81,55/1451. 

6) al-IvT. ushra' f! Sharh al-Majma', written by Muýammad 

b. Aýmad b.. al-PiyR1 al-Makki, who died in 854/1450. 

7) Sharh al-Majma composed by Shihab al-Din Abu'l-'Abbas 

Ahmad b. IbrAhIm, who died in 767/136a. 

8) Sharh al-MaJma' is another - 
important commentary, -, 

written by 'Abd al- gAziz b. Malak, known as Ibn Malak. 

Cf. GAL, 1,383. 
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The Majma' is a valuable source for a comprehensive study 

of the orthodox rites, but its use, compared with the use 

aya and the Qudarl, was limited in the Ottoman of the Hid5 

Empire, most probably because of the fact that it was 

not devoted exclusively to Hanafite principles. 



CHAPTER V 

THE MULTAQA 'L-ABIIM 
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THE MULTAQA 'L-ABHUR 

Circumstances of its composition 

The Multaqgv one of the most celebrated sources of the 

Hanafite lawp is the chief work of IbrRhIm al-ýalabl. The 

author does not mention any commission by the government of 

that time for the composition of the work, but states 

conventional reasons for it in the introduction: 

"Certain people, who wanted to derive 

benefit from it, asked me to compile a 

work consisting of Ethe information of) 

Qudarl, 
ýhe MukhtAr, the Kanz and 

the W'. IqIya , in an easy style. I answered 

this request positively and also added 

some information from the MaJma' and the 

Hidgy where it was needed. "' 

However, we may presume that al-Halab! must, have sensed a 

need in his society for a comprehensive and yet concise 

handbook. By compiling such a work, in fact, he must have 

been answering a common need rather than a demand from 

- specific people. Meron (L'Obligation Alimentaire.. p. 65) 

,, writes on the subject: 

"After the accumulation of numerous 

voluminous works during the Mamluk 

Period the need to have a rdsum6 of 

it became felt. 11 

1. The Multaqg, p. 2. 
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Although this statement is partly correct, one should 

bear in mind that the DlultaqM was composed in the Ottoman 

capitalland the number of works written on Hanafite law 

under, the Mamiuk sultans is also limitedksee GALIII, 400pp. ) 

As a title "Multaqa 'l-Abhur"(-Confluence of the Seas)'j 

indicates this is intended to be a comprehensive work 

uniting in itself a number of earlier standard compilations 

on Hanafite fiqh. The date of the beginning of its 

composition is not known, but the work was completed on 

the 23rd Rajab 923/the llth September 1517, according to 

the information given in reliable manuscripts. 
1 

Its arrangement 

The work is arranged according to the classical 

division of a Hanafite law book, being divided into 

kitAbs and further subdivided into babs afid fasls. A 
A- 

complete list of the chapter headings of the Multaqd is 

given at - pages- : 207-9t below 
-. 

It begins: 

-II jJIIAIL 4JJ i.. -J 

,'. U- 0 12, - 1 LJ. 4 r-.. A 1 
-r-, 

1 L'i'. U 1 toi 1 
-r""i 1 

The text proper begins with Kitab al-Tahara which is 

followed by Kit5b al-Salat. The work ends with Kitab al- 

Multaqa 'l-Abhur, Topkapi Sarayl, Mss, number EH 786 and 
III Ahmet, A 888 and A 890. The last one is apparently 

an autograph copy. ( See colophon. ). 
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FarVid., as usual. In addition to bdbs giving information 

around one specific topic, sometimes miscellaneous legal 

matters are collected in one section, mostly at the end of 

the chapter. 

The presentation of the inform tion itself in the 

MultaqA is more methodical than that of its predecessors. 

For example, in many instances the information is classified 

under headings, such as fard, w5jibp si=a, mustatabb, whilst 

the same information is given by its sources haphazardly, 

without making such classifications. In this respect,, the 

presentation of the, Mukhtdr is relatively good but lacking 

in consistency. 

Despite his admiration for the Multaqg, D'Ohsson did 

not approve of its arrangement and wrote: 

... the Multaqg encompasses all principles 

of civil, criminal, military, fiscal, judiciary 

laws. However there is little methodology in 

the writing of these laws. Most of the subject 

matters are mixed up. In order to render them 

clearer and more intelligible we have allowed 

ourselves to introduce them in another order. "' 

D'Ohsson's new order, dividing the MultaqE into five 

categories as, Religiousp Civil, Criminal, Political and 

Military codes, has been attacked by many, such as Dr. Warms 

and Savvas Pacha. The main argument of these two scholars 

1. See D'Ohsson, Tableau Gdndral, 1,22. 
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is that the division and method of modern European law 

cannot be applied to fiqh since their natures are 

cO*Mpletely different from each other., Schachtiwho used-., thel 

ILMultagd, as-the -basis_ for'his. -, presentation arranged 

4ts'--contentallaccording to the broad systematic divisions 

of modern legal science'., ' as he puts it, justifying this 

in the following words: 

11, certainly not with any idea of 

imposing alien categories on Islamic 

law, but in order to enable the reader 

to appreciate its doctrines against the 

background of moder'n legal concepts and 

to throw into relief not only what is 

pi-eculiar to it but also what is missing 

there. "' 

This procedure is certainly valid in terms of presenting 

Islamic law to the western reader, but is not really 

helpful for studying a work of Islamic fiqh as such. 
When al-ýalabl presents different views of the three 

Imams, namely Abil Hanifa, Abil Tasuf and Imgm Muhammad, the 

preferred view precedes others, unless it is qualified by 

such expressions as "this is the most correct onev" "the 

legal decision is on this" and so on. -2 The differences 

amongst. later jurists (muta'akhkhiran) are also noted 

1. J. Schacht, An Introduction.... 
t P- 114* 

Al-Valabl: himself states this in the introduction 

to the MultaqF, see pp. 1,2. 
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in the Multaqg and these are referred to and qualified by 

certain'conventional expressions. When the word "Im6mll 

is used by itself,. it denotes Ab7A ýLýfa, whilst "al- 

Imgmgn" and other dual forms, like IIqilRI', denote Abil 

yu-suf and Im5m Muhammad. Besides these three jurists, 
0 

another prominent jurist, ImUm Zufar, is occasionally 

mentioned and his views on certain matters are reported. 

The terminology of the Multaqg 
0 

one of the features. which distinguishes the Multaqg 

from its sources is its extensive use of a wide variety of 

legal and religious terms. Alt#ough many. such terms do 

exist in the sources, al-ýalabl employs them more frequently 

than his predecessors. The Hidiya makes more consistent use 

of this legal terminology than do the other sources but 

even so does not do this with anything like the frequency 

of the Multaqa. In addition the Hidgya offers little 

guidance or qualification regarding the various decisions 

which it quotes, while the blultaqN offers much more 

practical guidance by indicating preferable decisions by. 

such phrases as huwa al-pj2ýý or wa bihi yuft-i etc. Thus 

compared to its sources the MultaqN is clearly more useful 

as a handbook for a practising q5di- As the Multaqg was so 

widely used, whether for ift9' or qaýg it is essential 

J. There are important differences between these two terms, 

iftV and qadg'. For example a fatwR is not binding A- 

whilst the decision of a qId-I is. For-. detailsýbeej, 

O. N. Bilmen., Hukuku Islamiyye ... 1,259. 
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to understand its terms thoroughly, to know whether they 

determine something religious, moral or legal and to 

pinpoint the varying degrees of prohibition or permissibility 

which they denote. The terminology in the Multaq9 may be 

summarised as follows: 1 

I. ZHE RELIGIO-MORAL TERMS: These terms cover almost all 

h=an actions and qualify them. In many cases some of these 

terms ýLre used interchangeably. Occasionally jurists of 

the Hanafite rite differed on the qualification of certain 

principles; for example one of them qualified an act as 

being makrah (disapproved) while another one held, that it 

was jA'iz (permissible). Al-Plab! in most instances 

presents these divergencies and usually makes his own 

choice. We may enumerate the religio-moral terms as: 

a) Farý denotes obligatory actions established on 

decisive proof. When such an action is performed, 

the agent is rewarded; in the case of its omission 

the agent is punished. Fard actions are sub-divided J6 

into two, as being. farý 'aynYL and fard kif5ya. The 

former is used to denote actions which are obligatory 

on every individual, such as ritual prayers and 

fasting. The latter denotes actions which are 

The definitions given-in-the following Pages have 

been compiled from sourses such as O. N, Bilmen's 

Hukuku Tslamiyye. *eq al-Khashnaw: -ils Bay9Ln al-D-in 
(notes by Mia Brandel Syrier)jand EI alongside other 

works of secondary importance. 
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obligatory on the collective body of the Muslims and 

their observance by some frees the rest from respons- 

ibility. Funeral prayers fall into this category. 

b) WIjib may be defined as fard with the difference that A. 

it is not established on a decisive proof and in some 

cases it results from man's own activity. For example, 

if a person recites one of the prostration verses 
1 

from the Qur4gn, it is w5jib (obligatory)-on him to 

offer the pro . stration of recitation. 

C) Sunna denotes actions the observance of which is 

rewarded but their omission is not punished. This 

is also divided into two; namely, su33na mu'akkad and 

sunna ghayr mu'akkad. The degree of desirability for 

the performance of the former is higher than that of 

the latter. Sunna may be used in the meaning of 

"customary" or "traditional". In the category of* 

sunna we may also include mustahabb (desired), mandrib 
wO k (recommended), n9fila (supegrogatory and 9d9b (good 

style) which are occasionally used interchangeably. 

The omission of these is not punished. For'example, 

it is recommended that one should not eat anything on 
the morning of a festival-day until the prayer has 

been made. 

These are 14 Qur6anic verses -upon-Whose -recitation 
the reciter and 13--steners are required to perform 
prostration. For the chapters and numbers of these 

see the Multaqgv P- 22 
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d) jg'iz and Mub54 denote actions which are neither 

rewarded nor punished upon their performance or 

omission. However, when they are qualified by 

karFLha, such as jgza ma'a karRhatin, then the acts 

should rather be avoided. 

e) Makrilh is used to denote actions which are not 

punished upon their performance despite disapproval 

-of them. Such actions are also divided into two; 

makrilh tahrim3- and makrUh tanzihi. The former is. 

nearer to unlawfulness, and the latter to lawfulness. 

Hargh denotes actions which are prohibited by the 
A- 
sacred law, based on decisive proof, such as drinking 

alcohol, or committing theft. 

g) Hal9l is used to denote acts which are lawful to do 
A- 
or to omit, such as "to wear silk is lawful for 

women. " (p. 189) 

THE TECHNICAL LEGAL TERMS: Although it is not always 

possible to draw sharp distinctions between religio-moral 
1 

terms and technical legal ones, we may enumerate the 

following terms in this group: 

a) Lazima and its derivations denote that something is 

"necessary" or "obligatory" (see below g) 

b) Bff4a and its derivations are-used to denote 

I permitted and indifferent actions. 

S23ý. ha, yaý sah1h mean I'valid"t "correct" and . JL--A---&. 

compare the twollseales of qualifications" 

identified by Schacht. (OP-cit-Pp. 120-123) 
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d) LN budda denotes "must", "there is no escape from% 

e) Yanbaghl is used to denote "necessary" or "requiredfl, 

f) La ba'sa bi .. means "there is no harm in .. " such 

as "there is no harm in a dhimmils visiting the 

sacred mosque. " (p. 192) 

g) 'Alayhi is used to denote "must", "required" and often 

used interchangeably with lazima. I. e. lazimahu. damun, 

-and 'alayhi damun "he must offer a sacrifice. " (p. 43) 

THE TERMS OF VALIDATION AND INVALIDATION: The most 

commonly used of these terms in the Multaqa may be cited . 
as follows:. 

a) Batala, Ad a verb it means "to become null and void" 

and the related adjective bRtil denotes "null and void". JL_ 
For example: "The Friday prayer becomes void by, the 

expiration of the time of the noon-Prayer. " (p. 24) 

b) Fasada As a verb it means "to become invalid" or 

"to be impaired". The adjective fdsid means 

"invalidated". For example: If, "during a prayer led 

by the Im5h, who is capable of recitation, a non- 

reciter replaces the Im5h to complete the last two 

rak'as, this part of the prayer becomes invalid 

(fasadat). 11 (p. 16) 

C) Saqaja means to be non-applicable or non-obligatory. 

For instance; "if the master should marry a slave 

girl belonging to himself and afterwards should kill 

her before cohabitation the dower becomes non- 

-applicable. " (P. 55) 
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d) Naqaýa denotes as a verb "to invalidate" and the noun 

naqd means "invalidation". For example; "things which 
: A. 

invalidate ablution also invalidate tayammum. 11 (p. 6) 

e) Mana'a and its derivations denote "to preclude", 

"to prevent" and "preclusion". For example: "The 

istihdda and likewise continuous nosebleeding do not 

prevent a woman from offering prayers and observing 

fasting. " (P. 3) 

IV. THE TBPJ4S OF QUALIFICATION: In the MultaqR legal 

decisions and principles are given under traditional 

chapter headings and different views of the Hanafite 

lawyers on real and hypothetical cases are presented to 

the reader. These views, namely those of Ab-a Han1fa and 

his two celebrated disciples, Abil YUsuf and Imim Muhammad 

naturally do not agree in all cases. They often differ as 

regards details and succeeding generations of lawyers have 

selected one of the two or more opinions expressed by them. 

In the Hidgy 
sometimes 

these selected views are/qualified as being 

"the most authoritative", "the most preferable" and so on. 

Al-Plabl, being an authority on fiqh, makes his own 

selection between two or more reported variants. Most 

probably he wants to guide his reader to what he considers 

to be the best and the most sound decision. In the 

introduction of the Multaq9 he says:., 

"I did not neglect to exert efforts to 

advise the reader on 'the most sound' 

'the strongest' and 'the chosen' view 

for issuing a legal decision. " 

In deciding which of the variants is "the most sound" he 
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occasionally follows the Hidgya, when this source offers 

an opinion, but usually makes the decision himself, since 

in-many cases there is no guidance in the sources to the 

"preferred view",, As for the Iqultaqcils other predecessors, 

with the exception of the Hidgya, these simply presented 

the legal decisions and principles without such quali- 

fications. This aspect of the Multaq5 seems to have been 

one of the factors which made the work preferable to its 

sources. The most important of these qualifying terms are: 

a) Wa bih! yuft,!: "legal decisions are given on the basis 

of this view. " For example: "If a person in the 

countryside hears the call for it, the Friday prayer 

is incumbent on him, in the view of Im.: '=' Muhamm d 
0 

and the legal decision is given on this principle. "(See 

'kit lb' ILI -ý*ai: F& * p. 24) The term wa. 'alayhi al- 

fatwd is also used with the same meaning. 

b) Huwa al-sah. Th: "this is the sound or correct [view]. " 

The superlative form of it, al-agaq, is also used 

to the same effect. For example: "According to one 

opinion, in the process of ablution it is necessary 

to rub one fourth of the beard, but in the most sound 

view it is necessary to rub the part 'adjoining the 

face. " (P. 3)(See Appendix B of this work, p-347) 

0) Huwa al-mukhtir, "this is the chosen one", is also 

used aswell as fi'l-mukhtir. For instance; "the 

used water is itself clean but cannot be used for 

cleaning purposes and this is the chosen (decision). " 

(See the section on pure water, P- 5,, Appendix B of 
this work, P. 351) 
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d) Ila 'alayhi al-'amal indicates a commonly accepted'and 

practised action. Huwa ma'mill bihi is also used in 

the same way. (See P. 74, also P-392- of this 

work Appendix B) 

Fi*l-Azhar denotes a decision chosen amongst others 

for being "the most manifest". For example: "A 

Hanafite does not join the Shafiite im5m for the 

qunilt of the dawn prayer. In the view of Abil Yilsuf 

he does, but in the most manifest view he stands 

silently. " (See the section on nawdfil, p. 13) 

. V. OTBBR TBRMS: In addition to the terms mentioned above, 

there are some others used in the Multaqff, either indicating 

the original source of the information or basing the 

decision on certain principles. These terms are: 

a) Z-1hir 

indic,, 

books 

views 

al-riw5ya and ; ahir_al-madhhab; both are used to 

ite that the decision is taken from one of the six 

compiled by Imilm Mu#ammad and containing the 

of himself in addition to those of AbU Vanifa 

and Aba Yilsuf. These books are al-MabsUl, al-JEmi" 

al-gaghir, al-Jami' al-Kabir, al-Siyar al-gaghYr. 

al-Siyar al-Kabir and al-Ziyldgt. 1 

b) 'Alayhi mutaakhkhiran denotes that a particular 

decision is commonly accepted by later generations 

See Bilmen, op. cit-, 1.333 and M. al-Tahanawl, 
Kashshgf Iqti: 1FLh.! t al-l'unrin, (Calcutta, 1862) 

1,931. 
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of lawyers. Although the term "later" does not 

indicate any specific era, it generally refers to 

thq lawyers of the fourth century A. H. and onwards. 

For example; 11 ... and in the view of Im5h Mqa=ad 

it is accepted for movablesgand later lawyers (agree) 
the 

on it and/c-fatwd is given on this view. " (Kit5b 

al-Da"wrL. p. 129) 

6- C) 'Alayhi Anymat al-mashdyikh is a general term denoting 

the agreement of all lawyers on that particular case. 

d) Ijmg'an, l "according to consensus". indicates that a 

decision is based on the principle of consensus. For 

example, "If a husband should divorce his wife before 

cohabitationg he is still obliged to pay half of the 

prescribed dower, according to consensus. (See B5. b 

al-Mahr, P. 52) 

e) Ittifdqan, a, by-umnimous: a9mment W For example, the act 

of divorce by an apostate is accepted as being valid 

unanimously. (p. 100) This term is also used for 

giving more emphasis to the validity or invalidity of 

certain acts. i. e. sahha ittifdqan, batala ittif9qan 

and so on. 

1. For the application of this principle in Islamic law 

see 'A. Khall9f, 'Ilm Usill al-Fiqh (Beirut,.. 1972),, 

pp. 45-52 and Turkish. tran. E. Atay, tslam Eukuk 

7elsefesi., (Ankara, 1973-lpp. 191-98- 
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f) Istihsinan' denotes that the decision is based on 

the principle of "preference" or "public interest". 

g) Diyinatan indicates that the given decision is based 

on a principle of piety. Such decisions are not 

binding and the matter is left "between God and 

the person. 12 

It should be borne in mind that occasionally some of 

these above mentioned terms are used interchangeably and a 

clear-cut distinction cannot be made between them. 

It seems that in many instances when al-Halab! borrows 
0 

information from various sources, he also borrows the terms 

as they stand and probably sees no necessity to maintain a 

uniform and consistent use of one of the two or more of 

similar terms which denote the same meaning. 
3 

This principle is rejected by Shafiites, Shiites and 

most of the Mutazilite theologians. It is mainly 

applied by Hanafitese; Hanbalites and Malikites 

make use of it occasionally. For a detailed study 

of this principle and argýzments for and against it 

see A. Pener, Kiy as, tstihsan, Ist islah -9, also* bel-ow,, p'. 212. 

2* See al-Tah5hawiv op. cit., 1,503. 

3- For example, such terms as qawad and qiqgý for 

retaliationp and jimV, wat' and dukhill for sexual 

intercourse are used interchangeably. 
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The contents of the MultaqR 

As has been noted previously, the arrangement and 

order of the chapters in the Multaq& follow the traditional 

lines and even the wording of the chapter headings show 

an absolute conformity. These chapters (kitab) are: 

Chapter on ritual purification. 

Chapter on ritual prayer. 

Chapter on alms-tax. 

IV - Chapter on fasting. 

V - Chapter on the Pilgrimage. 

VI - Chapter on marriage. 

VII - Chapter on fostering. 

VIII - Chapter on divorce. 

Ix - Chapter on the manumission of slaves. 

X - Chapter on vows. 

XI - Chapter on the fixed punishments. 

XII - Chapter on theft (sariqa). 

XIII - Chapter on the Siyar. 

XIV - Chapter on foundlings (of abandoned children). 

XV - Chapter on foundlings (of property). 

XVI - Chapter on fugitive slaves. 

XVII - Chapter on missing persons. 

XVIII - Chapter on partnership. 

XIX - Chapter on waqfs (religious endowments). 

xx - Chapter on sale. 

XXI - Chapter on sarf sale (i. e. selling gold 
for gold). 



xxii 

=lI 

xxiv 

xxv 

xxvii 

xxviii 

MIX 

xxx 

xxxii 

xxxiii 

=V. 

xxxv 

xxxvii 

xxxviii 

X=X 

XL 

XLI 

XLII 

XLIII 

XLIV 

XLV 

Z-- 
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Chapter on surety . 
Chapter on the transfer of debts. 

Chapter on administration of law. 

Chapter on evidence. 

Chapter on the appointment of agents. 

Chapter on claims. 

Chapter on acknowledgements. 

Chapter on amicable settlements (qul4). 

Chapter on muýgraba (sleeping partnership). 

Chapter on deposits. 

Chapter on loans. 

Chapter on gifts. 

Chapter on hire. 

Chapter on mukatabs (slaves who have 

concluded a contract of maninnission). 

Chapter on walV (the relation between 

the master and his freed-man). 

Chapter on compulsion. 

Chapter on ýaj (interdiction). 

Chapter on maldhUns (slaves who have been 

given permission to trade). 

Chapter on usurpation. 

Chapter on shuf'a (right of pre-emption). 

Chapter on division (qisma). 

Chapter on compacts of cultivation. 

Chapter on compacts of gardening. 

Chapter on ritual slaughter. 



XLVI 

XLVII 

XLVIII 

Mix 

L 

Li 

LII 

LIII 

LIV 

LV 

LVI 

LVII 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

Chapter on 

(farl'id). 
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sacrif ice. 

abominations. 

cultivation of waste lands. 

prohibited liquors. 

hunting. 

pawning. 

offences age4nst the person. 
fines. 

levying of fines.. 

wills. 
hermaphrodites. 

division of inheritance 
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Some Observations on the MultaqR and its'Sources 

As indicated above, one of the striking differences 

be tween-the MultaqE and its sources is the former's more 

methodical arrangement and al-ýAlablls capability in 

selecting one particular view amongst many. The sources 

generally either presented only one view which they thought 

was the most correct one, or merely advised their reader 

of the alternative views, making no choice or preference 

between them. Al-Halabl, in addition to making a choice 

amongst the views of the three Imgms, AM! Elanifa, Abil 

Yi1suf and Im5m Mqammad, also indicated the "most correct" 

one amongst the views of the later generations of jurists. 

D'Ohsson praises the-, 
_comprehensivene'ss,. of, "7ýhe Multaqd: 

"Shaykh Ibrahim al-ýalabl whose-knowledge 

in no way was less than that of the earlier 

Jurists compiled, under-Sulayman I. another 

code which takes into account what had been 

stated by the Imams of the first three classes. ' 

He also gives the opinionsp explanations and 

1 
1. According to D'Ohsson's classification these are: 

AbU Hanifa, al-Shgfi'l. Imdm Ma-lik, ADmad b. Hanbal, 

Abil YUsuf, ImUm Muhammad, Im5m Zufar, al-TahRwi-, 

al-Sarakhs! and Qgqikhgn. Cf. Tableau Gdndral, I, 

13-18- 
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comments of the doctors of the fourth, fifth 

and sixth' classes. ,2 

Another superior aspect of the Multaqg as compared 

to its spurces is that in the selection of the "most 

correct" view the prevailing conditions in society are 

taken into account and the most suitable decision is 

chosen in order to meet the needs of that period. Such. 

decisions are marked by phrases like; "in our time the 

legal decision is based on this" and "in the present time 

the decision is this"-and so on. 

For example; in the chapter dealing with "evidence 11 on an 

inquiry by the qRd! about the witnesses he states: 

"No investigation by the, qg4l, is needed into 

the character of the witnesses, unless an 

appeal is made by the defendant, with the 

exception of hadd and retaliation punishments. 

However, the two ImAms held that an inquiry 

must be made with regard to the witnesses, 
both openly and secretly in absolutely all 

cases,, and the legal decision is based on 

this view in our present time.,, 3 

In his selection a considerable number of views which 

10 The jurists who are included in these categories are: 

al-Karkhl, al-QudUrip al-Marghingnio al-Mawsill, 
0 

al-Nasaf! and al Mahbilbl. 
0 

2. 1,22. 

3. 

See 
_ibid-, ý', 1,18-19. 

See Kitab al-Shah9d9t, p. 133; 
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are based on the principle of tst4sgnl are given priority 

over others. Since this principle had been applied 

extensively by the Hanafites 2 it was quite natural for 

al-Ralabi to include some decisions based on istihs9n. 

For example; in the section on "disagreement of witnesses 

on their testimony": 

"In the case of buying an object or a slave 

freeing himself from his master, if the two 

witnesses disagree on their testimony on the 

sum of money, then their evidence becomes 

void. " 

But in the case of marriage a different view is given: 

"If one of the two witnesses testifies to 

a dower of one thousand (dirhams) and the 

other to a dower of one thousand one 

hundred, the former evidence is accepted 

on the basis of istih. sgn@,, 
3 

1. "Preference", i. e. selection of the most reasonable 

and convenient interpretation. It is also defined as 

"the preference of a subtle analogy over a clear and 

apparent one, or creation of an exception to a general 

rule by the interpreter, who accepts it as better and 

more suitable after much thought and reasoning. " See 

'A. Khall9f, 'Ilm UsUl al-Fiqh (Turkish translation 

by H. Atay, Ankara 1973), p. 227. 

2. See Pener, Kiyasv Istihsan, Istislah, p. 158. 

3- See KitAb al-Shahgdgt, p. 135. 
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Another example may be cited from the chapter on marriage: 

"if a person asks another one to marry him 

to a woman, and the second-person marries 

him to a female slave, according to AbU 

HanIfa this contract is valid. However, 

in the views of the two Imgms this 

contract is void, and the latter view 

is based on ist4sin. I" 

Aj-ýAjabl gave priority to this view despite AbU Hanifals 

opinion, most probably with the aim of preserving one of 

the basic requirements of marriage which is equality of 

the partners. 

In his selection al-ýalabl occasionally referred to 

certain "later" works if he could not find satisfactory 

evidence. in earlier sources, or quoted them simply as a 

supporting view. For instance, in the case of a girl who 

has attained the age of reason and discretion ('9qila wa 

baligha) and marries herself without the permission of her 

guardian, according to some lawyers the latter has a right 

to object to this contract on the basis of the "inequality" 

of the partners. After quoting a report from AbU Hanlfa 
0 

through ýasan b. ZayyAd, our author refers to a fatwrL given 

in the collection of Q9417khan supporting the view which 

objects to this marriage without the consent of the 

See Kit9b al-Nikiih, P. 52. 
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guardian. In Majma' al-Anhur (1,321) this view is 

vigorously supported and described as being the most 

correct and cautious view. It is also suggested that 

the sultan should order the, enforcement of this view to 

avoid inconveniences like the guardian's taking the matter 

to court and unjust decisions being given by some judges. 

Although the clarity and precision of the Multaqg has 

been praised by several writers, the efforts of al-Ualab! 

to make the work as concise as possible 
3 

have also caused 

some obscurity. For examplein the chapter on "ritual 

prayers" he cites the expression Lr. ý-" Without 

even advising the reader that it is an abbreviation for 

a tradition. He must have expected his reader to knowthis 

I-abbreviation. -, in reference to which L_ý ) denotes 

iftitght ( L3) denotes qunUt ... etc. This would seem 

to be an over-estimation of his reader's legal expertise. 

In using certain terms in the Multaq! the author 

omits their explanation which is given in the sources. 

, For example when he mentions the wordsmadhi, man! and 

wadig 
2 he does not describe what these are., as is done in the 

Hid, iya. Normally a student of fiqh is expected to know 

such termslbut bearing in mind the beginners who might 

For the text of the tradition see Majma' al-Anhur, 

1,14. 

2. See Kitib al-Tah9raj p. 4. 

3. This he does mainly by omitting the "proofs"(from 
Qur'Fn and ýadith)from which the principles are derived. 
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have occasion to use or consult the Multaq,! it would 

have been helpful and more practical to explain them. 

In certain controversial matters al-Ralab! followed 
0 

the popular view and kept his work from being a subject 

of dispute. On the matter of the permissibility of 

wiping leather socks x'ý? k e . tXA in the course 

of ablutionshe followed the most commonly accepted view 

which permits this practice. His colleague Qiwi-zgda 

Mu#y! al-Din Efend! (d. 954/1547), who maintained that 

this practice is not permissible, stood almost alone and 

found no support from the 'ulamg' of the period. Although 

al-Halab! supported many of his views, on this matter he 
0 

opposed him and this opposition is particularly noted in 

the biographical sources. 
1 

Al-yalab! sometimes reports cases which are purely of 

a local nature. It will suffice us to mention a few of 
them to show the author's dependence on the sources: 

in many cases his reports are Presented without significant 

modifications. For example, the chapter on the levying of 
fines relates entirely to the levying of fines upon the 

Arabian tribes for offences unintentionally committed by 

an individual. tribesman. Thus C. Hamilton comments, in 

discussing the same point as treated in the Hidaya: 

See Al-KawAkib al-Sg'ira, 11,28, and PP. 104 v150-1 
of this work. 
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"they seem to be useless and impracticable 

in a more advanced state of refinement... "' 

Anotherý 
-fpature'which 

also reflects a local flavour is the 

use of many Persian sentences. Especially in chapters such 

as "Marriage" and "Divorce" many of these are cited. 

-- -- -9 -1- - 
the only source -'As'itýmay.; be' -*. seýý., bi 

giving examples in Persian is the Wiqgya. Here we see an 

example of borrowing by al-ýalabl without modification of 

his source material. 
2 

Occasionally the author's strict standards and 

abhorrence of certain matters are reflected in the Multaqg 

so that he expresses a view based solely on his personal 

feelingsp ignoring opposing opinions. For example, although 

"listening to music" is a controversial matter and there are 

many who claim that it is permissible., al-Halab! states that 

it is har5m3 without indicating the existence of any other 

view. In this case his attitude may be regarded as 

subjective and indeed didactic. 

one other important feature of the MultaqA is the 

way in which it cites as examplescases which are highly 

unlikely to occur and in fact purely hypothetical. The 

follOwing is an example: 

"If a man dies as a result of his own act, 

the act of Zayd, the act of a snake and 

C. Hamilton, op. cit., p. XXVI 

For examples seeAppendix B, p-383 
3- See KitgLb a1-KarFLhiyya, p. l92 
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the act of a lion, Zayd should pay one 

third of the blood money. "' 

or 

"If a Muslim shoots at a prey then becomes 

a fire-worshipper and his shot kills the 

prey, in this case to eat that prey is still 

lawful. ,2 

In fact, not only in the MultaqR but also in other sources 

hundreds of these examples are given. C. Hamilton 

discusses this point also and gives some of the reasons 

that lie behind these examples, which at first seem to be 

unnecessary and a waste of time: 

... several of the examPles adduced in the 
ýhe HidAyAa 

course of it m-u-s-f-appear unnatural or 

improbable, and the arguments upon them 

frivolous or absurd ... but a due regard 

to local circumstances will teach us to 

consider that a number of the cases here 

cited in elucidation of particular points 

of law 
. ýalthough they may seem to a European 

to be such as can seldom or never really 

happen, would yet appear to a Mussulman 

to contain no more than a necessary provision 

with respect to cases of frequent or probable 

1. See Kitiib al-Jinggiit , p. 204 
2. lbidg p. 203 
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occurrence. Many of them indeed seem to be 

proposed merely as exercises for the exertion 

of mental acumen, and to display of subtle 

distinctions; and as such they are perhaps 

not without their use. With respect to the 

argumentative part in particular, although 

abounding in futile sophistry, still it 

possesses the advantage of leading to a 

full development of the principles. "' 

However, in studying the Multaqg the conditions which were 

prevailing in the 16th century should be taken into account, 

and the assessments must be made from this viewpoint. 

1. Hamilton, op. cit., p. xiii. 



CHA. PTBR VI 

TEE COMMENTARIES ON'TEE MULTAQA 

-I_ 
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The Commentaries on the Multaqg 

The importance attached to the Multaqa throughout 

the centuries may be seen most clearly in the number of 

commentaries it attracted, the earliest of which was written 

in al-ýalablls own lifetime. Fifty such works' are known 

to us, but it can be confidently assumed that more were 

written some of which are lost and others still awaiting 

discovery. 

Most of the commentators of the Multaqg were engaged 

in teaching in the madrasas, and the Multaq7a was one of 

their text-books. The very concise nature of the work 

required that they should make comments and explanations, 

and these eventually became the commentaries proper. 

Since almost al. 1 the authors used the same basic 

Hanafite texts, these commentaries are similar to one 

another in organization and style, and there seems little 

purpose in attempting to describe what specifically 

individual features they might possess. In fact, their 

chief value to this present study lies in attesting to the 

continued interest in the Multaq over the centuries and 

throughout the Empire. The most significant of these 

commentaries, judging by the quantity of manuscripts still 

in existence and by the fact of their having been actually- 

Thirty of these were examined in the course of this 

study, the locations of another ten are given in the 

sources and the others are mentioned without location. 
in the sources. The latter two groups are treated - 
together in a seperate list at*the end of this chapter, 
(pp. 269-276) 
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printed, are: Majma' al-Anhur by 'Abd al-Raýmgn b. Shaykh 

Sulaym5n; the Turkish translation and annotation MawqUflt 

by Mqammad MawqrIf.! t!, and Durr al-Muntaqg by 'Abd al- 

RatmEn Haskafl. The second of these., as might be expected 1 

was in wide use among the Turkish-speaking peoples of the 

Empire. X detailed examination of these commentaries 

might well provide an interesting insight into the 

development of the teaching of fiqh over the centuries, 

but this would be the subject of another study and cannot 

be undertaken here. 

As will be seen from the following detailed list of 

commentaries, the chronological and geographical dis- 

tribution of the authors is very wide and is evidence of 

continuing and widespread interest in the Multaqa and of 

its prominence as a work used in teaching, since the 

e; ýistence of a commentary normally implies teaching in 

a madrasa. 

The earliest commentary, no copies of which are 

known to survive, was composed in 924/1518 within a year 

of the Multaq9' s composition. 
1 Of the extant commentaries 

the earliest was composed in 995/1587. The most recent 

commentary to be written appears to be the one composed 

1. See P. 269 , co=entary a 
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in 1279/1862. 

Towns in which we definitely know co=entaries to 

have been written include Edirne, Istanbul, Izmir, 

Damascus, Mecca etc. In other cases, we do not know 

for certain where they were written, but the teaching 

posts and q9d1ships of thq authors, as indicated in. their 

biographies1may indicate the geographical spread of the 

MultaqR. Towns in which these writers worked range from 

Filibe (Philippopolis, mod. Plovdiv), Salonika and Edirne 

to Istanbul, Izmir, Kayseri, Sivas, Marag, Ante]? in 

Anatoliap and on to Damascus, Na-blus, Cairo, Mecca and 

Madina. 

1. See'pp. 223 and 2759 commentaries a and x 

respectively. 

t 
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a-Majra 'l-Anhur 'alg Multaqa 'l-Abhur 
I 

This commentary was written by Maýmild b. Barak5t, b. 

Muhammad, known as NUr al-Din al-Bdqgnl al-Dimashq! 

al-Q5dirI al-"grl. He was called al-13. lqdn3: after the 

village of Biqgn near NFLblusjwhere-his father came 'from 

although he was born in Damascus. Here he had his early 

education from various teachers of the age. He studied 

fiqh for many years under Shaykh al-Isl5h al-Najm al-BahnasI, 

the of the Umayyad mosque, until he, too,, became 

distinguished in this branch of learning. He also attended 

the lectures of Badr al-D3: n al-Ghazzi. 
2 

After completing his education he began teaching in 

various madrasas in Dam scus, such as the Baqlgsiyya 

and. Qaymariyya madrasas. -Besides his teaching 

career in the. madrasas he also used to preach in 

various mosques including the Umayyad mosque. ' 

He owned a large library and, in fact, became quite 

wealthy by trading in books. 3 He composed many works, 

among them: 

a) A commentary on al-Niqgya. 

b) Another commentary on the MultaqA* 

c) A supplement to the Lisgn al-Hukkam. 4 

1. GAL, SII, 643 k- KZlIl*, tl8l4 
2. Khuldsat al-Athar, IV, 317o 

3- Ibid., P. 318. 

4. Lisgn al-Hukk5m fl Ma'rifat al-Ahk5m, by Muýibb al-Din 

al-Walld Ibr5him b. M4ammad al-yalab! (d. 882/1477)9 

see GALI1,97. and SII, 115 
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d) Another supplement to the Bahr al-Rd'iq, A- 

e) Condensation of the Bahr in one volume. 

The author preferred narrating unusual and strange cases 

in his works. 
' He died in 1003/1594-95 while he was 

mudarris of the madrasa al-Qaymariyya. According to a 

report from al-Najm al-Bahnas! his father who died in 

974/1566 had lived 120 years, going back to the time of 
2 

Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalgnlo One of the figh teachers of N: ar al- 

Din M4ammad al-Bahnas! also wrote a commentary on t he 

DquitaqN, but the work was left unfinished at the time of 

his death in 987/1579.3 Al-BRq.! nI., being his favourite 

pupilq. was asked to write another commentary which would 

replace his teacher's. He began writing this commentary 

at. the beginning of 990/1582; in 993/1585 he performed 

the pilgrimageq and completed the work in 995/1587. 

The work begins: 

A. U I 

F L-j Ij L-i 1 j.; -6 

The first volume of the work consists of the chapters from 

xitab al-TahAra to Kit5b al-Buya' and the second volume 

from Kit-lb al-Buyrl' to the Kit5b al-FarVido The author 

says that his pilgrimage and some other events hampered 

his efforts to complete the work sooner. He used the, 

1. Khullsat al-Athar, IV, 318. 

2. Ibid., same page. 

3. Ej, 119 1814, but Shadhar5t'gives the date as 986/1573. 
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earlier sources on Hanafite law in his composition of the 

majra 'i-Anhur, among them: 

The commentary on the Hidilya, by Ibn Malak 

The commentary on the Hidlya by Kamill b. Hum5m 

The Commentary on the Kanz by al-Zayla'! 

Munyat al-Musall! 

Fatgw; Ny-: L QSd3: kh5n 

J. Smi " al-Fat9w5 

Majma' a]--Bak=a 

The manuscript used here was written by Ibrghlm Imtad! 

al-Sha'rdwl., in 1098, and it is in the SUleymaniye, 

gorlulu 'All Paga, No: 216* 

This is a well-written co=entary on the Multaqg, the 

author having consulted almost all of the basic sources 

of the Hanafite fiqh. Besides these classical works, he 

also used several fat9wd collections. 
i 
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b-Fal-Vid Multaqa 11-Abhur 

The author of this two-volume commentary is Ismg'll 

b. Siniim b. Ismi'll b. ýusayn, who was born and brought 

up in Sivas. One of his chief teachers was his close 

relative Shaykh 'Abd al-Majid al-Siwgslto whom he was 

also a khallfa. 1 

Another'of his works worthy of mention is a commentary 

on Ibn Nujaym's Risalat al-Sagh-Vir wall-KabVir. 
2 He 

died in Sivas in 1048/1638*3 

The commentary on the Multaqg begins: 
I 6. U I 

, L-i ei' -L- C, li -e ýA-21 il Aý- L-. L: i *J ,s 

40 @ LI.; iii J. Sý ueiG. &. j. deýtj t>IA ; 1. LaJi , ; wt41.9 4141 tý 49-0,9 

In the introduction the author also prays for the Sultan, 

Munid KhIn b. Sultgn Ahmad. and presumably the work was 

presented to him. He makes use of many of the basic 

Hanafite texts. 

The MS. 4 
used here is an autograph and was completed 

in Safar 1035/November 1625. 
0 

1. 'A. Siwqsl, Ris5lat al-Qaý. l S wa'l-qadar, p. 19. 

2, See GALt SlIp 426, and 40M, Ip 229o 

3. In KZ (IIp 1515) the date is given as 1047 H. 
. -A. 

4. S-ttleymaniyep Es'ad Efendl, A: 763-764o 

II 
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c-Khaliwj al-Bihirl 

This commentary was written by Muayyad al-Din 

Abil 11-Fadl Muýammad b. 'All b. al-Mubgrak, known as 
2 qassglb-zgda. 

00 
The work begins: 

li: I; j c)-j I 

a si IJT. 1 L-Lt.; - 1 --6. 1 
A_ 

... 1_ILIJJI .0 

The author introduces the titles of well-known Hanafite 

works into this introduction, 11ke al-Hidiya, al-'Ingya, 

al-Niq, iya, al-Nihlya. Then he continues: 

The book called Multaqa 'l-Abhur might be 

regarded as a drop,, but in it is found 

what is found in the oceans. All learned 

people are pleased with it since it is so 

useful and comprehensiveo 

He then mentions his reasons for writing the commentary, 

and says: 

I wanted to clarify some parts of the text, 

to disclose hidden treasures, and to simplify 

GALp IIp 432* 

2. Khallj al-BihSrv Stileymaniye, gehid 'All Papa, No: 845, 

310 ff. in fine naskh. 

v 
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I 

some of the expressions used in it, so I 

wrote this commentary and entitied it Khal3: j 

al-Bih. ir. 

There are also some marginal notes. 

The work was completed in 1055/1645. It ends: 

, L.; " C, ., UJI ot 
j ig I 

&U IJ L-. -; LU I 

0 A-Liki. 4J&; 

The copy used was copied by Muýamznad b. Aýmad in 108011669, 
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'A V! 

The author of this commentary is lAbd al-Rahm5n 

xhis, 13.1.. the son of (Zara MwUd-zilda Sulaym-In Chalabl. 

He received his mulgzama from Shaykh al-Isl5m Yaýy,! 

Efendl. While ma-'zril from a 40 aqcha madrasal he was 
the 

appointed intgrade of kh9rij to the Khw9ja Tursun in 

1054/1644. In 1061/1650-51 he was appointed to the Pirl 

Pashýd in Silivri. where he attained the rank of dikhil in 

106311652-53. After holding the post of mudarris in the 

shaykh al-IslAm ýusayn and the Mihrim5h madrasas, in 

1069/165a he became the qRd! of Kayseri for a year, and 

afterwards held the same post in Chios between the years 

1075/1664 - 1077/1666. The qadl*of Sapanca was given him 
3 

as a malsha. in 1077/1666, and Hayrabolu as arpaliq in 

1085/1674. Finally, in 1086/1675 he became qid! of, EYUP,, 

and died in 1OP7/1676. He was well-known for his knowledge 

and scholarship. In addition to this commentary he also 

compiled a d1w5m in Turkish, 

The work begins: 

&. J - U, 
-xL 

II t5 a. U --, iII 

IT 

-.: 
J I 

The author continues: 

1,40 lqcha. )khgrij. -and d5-khil are madrasas of different 
grades. For more detalls see I. H. Uzunqarqili7Osmanli 
Dayletinin Ilmiye Tepkilat3., pp. 

2. IIUZ, p. 416 ; VF711lb7l 

3. for arpaliq see p. 241 n. 2. 
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This book (commentary) is written to solve 

the problems found. in the, Multaq,! and to 

clarify its obscure points. I entitled it 

al-'At5_', since it is the bounty of God* 

The work was completed in 106111650 and ends: 

L... i. 1. J 1* 4- 

Lj r-" 
i Lej q J-J 19 q 4-j A 

The manuscripi'used is in the SUleymaniye, Es'ad Ef., 

No: 6101, in which the two volumes are bound together. 

It contains 513 folios. 
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--1 

-The MawqUfat 

This is a two-volume Turkish-. comme#ý3ý_-baid translation 

of the Multaqg by Mqammad MawqUfati, who was born in 

Midilli and educated under various teachers of his time. 

After completing his education he was given a post and went 

to Egypt during the early years of Sultan Ibrilhim's 

reign, with Quyujibashi Muhammad Pasha. In 1054/1644 he 

accompanied Ayyab Pasha and went back to Egypt and held the 

post of "Diwiln Efendisill for three years, then he returned 

to Istanbul. Sometime later he was appointed Ra'lsu'l- 

KuttRb, but after thirteen months, in 1060/1650jhe was 

dismissed purely on political grounds. He stayed at his 

home and continued composing books but this time he was 

exiled to Midilli, and accused of conspiracy. During his 

later years he was questioned a few times more and his ill 

fate caught him in Iznik where he was executed in 1065/ 
2 

1654-5. He was called '1MawqUfRtj11 because he had held the 

post of "MawqSfatji,,. 3 

His most important work is this commentary and trans- 

lation of the Multaqg, which has been printed several times. 

He also translated Talkhlý al-Jgmi' al-KabTr into Turkish. 

The author completed the MawqUfat during the reign 

of Sultan Ibrghim, to whom the work is dedicated. In the 

introduction he introduces the titles of well-known Elanafite 

works into his prose, thus: 

1. See GAL, 11, 570 and SII, 643. 

2. Girldl Aýmad Efendl, Safinat al-Ru'aW. P- 37. 

An office in the Ottoman financial'administration. 
See Uzungargili, Osmanli Devletinin Merkez ve Bahriye 
TeqkiliLt3. l(Ankara, 1948), PP-342,348. 
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G 

Ls 
tz 

.9L.. A. - 

1.91 
4-S . 0. ) - . j... ý. jJ I 

tji j JL.! 
- 

J 'S 
J fjA 0 %5 

After the prayers for the Prophet, he gives some traditions 

concerning 'i. Im al-fiqh and the merits of the faqTh, such 

as: ' 'v Cw AJ 14 
(ý -1C. '. J-Ail 'Lul L., " 

16 

ob 

and 
L_j &. t 4. 

U I 
J, 

then he says: 

often think about these verses and spend 

many sleepless nights reading various books 

in order to increase my knowledge, especially 

in fiqh. One of the best known works on fiqh 

is the Multaqa '1-Abhlýr, which I have been 

studying and endeavouring to memorize,, It 

contains solutions to most of the usual 

problems and is said to contain more than 

seventeen thousand masg'il. 
1 

The author then gives the reasons why he made this commentary 

and says: 

The Multaqg'is very concise and sometimes 

it is very difficult to understand. Another 

Mawqilfilt, 1,3-4. 
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reason is that it is not available to 

people who do not know Arabic, therefore 

I have decided to make a commentary, on it 

in Turkish. 

The auther used many celebrated Hanafite workstsome of 

which are mentioned in the introduction, i. e. 

Ghiiyat al-Bayiin by Amir KRtib b. Amir ýUthmgn b. Am3: r 

Ghgzi: al-ItqRni, (d. 758 A. H. ) 

al-Nihg7a by Badr al-Din AbU Mu4. qynmad Ma4mild b. AVmad 

al-'6Ayn! -, (d. 855/1451) 

al-Kifiga by NTar al-Din b. MahmUd al-Sabai al-Bukh9ri: 0a 
(d. 580/1184) 

al-Batr al-Rgliq 

al-Ikhti'Ygr 

Fatgwg al-TRt7arkhgniy7a 

jý'unjt al-Fatgwg 

Khizgnat al-'Fat9wK 
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f -Ghaww; gg al-Bihir 

The author of this commentary is Darwish Muýammad b. 

Ahmad al-R-Cm! who lived in the eleventh/seventeenth 
0 

century. The sources do not give a detailed description 

of his life, but we know that he was a mudarris and 

completed his commentary-in 1065/1654-55.1 Thus he must 

have died after this date. The work begins: 
,ýI &u I 

. -, 
j JI 

j 
L-j I 

;. L.. o C,. -Z -LU J.. 3-JI 

631 ... C) *fj-: tj Ij1! --I&, f 
E-0: 11 

-61 t! !-I rIj &, ". ) 

Then the author says that while he was teaching the 

multaq. 1 to his students, some of his friends asked him to 

write a co=entary on it,, clarifying what was obscure and 

solving certain problems. He continues: 

After thinking about the verses 

S, 

4. t, 41Z-0ýg Lo 1.9 « L. L-«i 1 L. i, 

I decided to write a commentary which would 

help people with their itudies and under- 

standing,, and I entitled it Ghaww5s al-Bih5r. 

After this introduction the work continues with the 

commentary proper, starting with KitAb al-Tah5ra- There 

are occasional marginal notes in the work. It ends after 

prayers for the Prophet and forhis companions, 3 

1. H"Al, Up 287., 

2. qur'rEn. 93: 10-11. 

The Ms. used here is in SUleymaniye, Halet Efendl, 

No.: 114,, copied by Aýmad b. RamadAn in 1065/1654-55, ' 0 
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g -ShartL al-Multaqg. 

.I 
This is a co=entary on the Multaqff by Mqa=ad b. 

Muhammad al-Halab! who was born in Aleppo where he had 
00A 

his early education under various teachers. He travelled 

to Cairo to complete his studies, and attended lectures at 

al-Azhar mosque. Sometime later he went to Abyssinia 

and then returned to Cairo. After attending further 

lectures there, he journeyed to Istanbul. He presentpd 

a risila to Shaykh al-Isl5m Bahd'! Efendj, who held the 

office between 1649-54. 

Mqammad al-ýalabT distinguished himself in Istanbul 

by his commentary and was called IIShEri#-uMultaq9II after 

its composition. In 1067/1656-57 he was appointed to the 

Aýmad Aghav in 1068/1657-58 to the TS11 Lallf madrasas. In 

1073/1662-63 he became the mudarris of the Qoja MustafR 
00 

Pasha and was appointed to the Sahn in 1075/1664. He' 
00 

continued teaching in various madrasas until his appoint- 

ment as qld! of Yenipehir. He held q5diships in various 

places, including Istanbul, which later he received through 
3 the favoUr of Sadr al-A'zgm MustafA Pasha. He died in 000 19 

1104 in Istanbul. 

Apart from this commentary he has some other works, 
al- al- 

among them a commentary on%Tar! qatl ammadiyya by 

1. 'UZ, pp. 672-73. 

2. A. Alt3. nsu, Osmanh. geyhtllisl9mlar3., P- 73. 

3. Bilk al-Durar, IV, 108. 
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Birgiwl and another'co=entary on T-ishkfibrIzEdals 'Jim 

al-ldilb. 

The work begins: 

III eu 1.6.. 

jib C. - L4 
; J, -ý j0U 

J5 

1. 
___J% �t 

The Msel used here is a work of 356 ff. and was copied 

from the author's own copy by Ahmad b. 'Abd al-! Hallm in 
0 

1069/1658-59* 

Istanbulp Topkapi Museum, No: A 895. 
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h--Fjdmi 6 al-NuqSl wa. Iigmi' al-Us-al 

The author, ýMfiý MuýJaM b. 'Umar b. Xuýammad , known 

as Jalab Mustafg Efendl, was born in Usk-Udar. In his early *J 

years he served in the palace, where he received instruction 

from Kecbi Muhammad Efendi.. He left the palace as a sipdh3:, 

but later devoted himself to learning. He later began 

teaching in the SU3e. ymaniye Mosqueý Apart from his 

commentary on the Multaqg, he also wrote marginalia to 

Molig Jgmils - commentary on al-KEfiya. (see GAL, I, 304) 

The work is in two*volumes, and begins: 

. 1.1 4. u 1j1,1 :, j 
'ý'. Aj I ýj &U 

Ej I... 6 64ý" L4 CP . a- j 4.1T 43 J 

After a short introductionp the author gives a brief 

account of al-: Vala: bVs life. He also states that he 

consulted many Hanafite works in the preparation of his 

commentary, seeking to provide explanation where needed. 

Among the works he used are: commentaries on the'Wiqgya 

and the Majma' by Ibn Malak, the 'In5ya, -the Ikhtiy5r and 

various fat5w9 collections. The author also adds that he 

completed the work within a year, having begun it in 

mqarram 1068 and brought it to its end in Dhu 'l-Hijja 
2 

of the same year. 

le 'UZt P. 495. 

2. SuleymaniyetEsiad EfendS:, Ms. nu. 610. 
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i-IzhAr Farg'id al-Abhur fl Sharh Multaqa 'l-Abhur 

This is a one volumeý-co=entary by Khalil b. Rasul 

b. 'Abd al-Mu'min, al-SinVbl. He was born in Akqaqam in 

Sinop province and had his first education there under 

the local teachers. He was to become a leading authority 

on Hanafite lawo He died in 1075/1664,2 He has left two 

commentaries on the Multaq-1: the one described here, which 

is sometimes given the title IzhAr Paz-Vid al-Abhur wa idgh 
. -a- 

Faw9lid al-Anhur3, and another detailed commentary on the 

chapter on FarVid in the MultaqA. 

The work begins: 

LJ I t, & IýJ I J-n I 'LU &U I 

ýjl. CPI ý*11 .L -- 11 .0'ýC, -! 15 ýJ I 

after which the author says that although the Multaqd 

31-Abhur is a small work it contains gigantic seas and its 

style is very difficult for people Of average knowledge. 

It is for this reason he wrote this co=entary, to help 

in the understanding of the book, by putting it in an 

easier style and explaining obscure matters. 

In some sources the work is mentioned as being in two 

volumes (for example in 'OM, 1,295) but this is merely 

due to a physical division. The Ms. used here is in 

the SUeymaniyep. glgir Efend! No: 103., a work of 450 

ff. -written in naskh and occasionally in ta'llq. 

2. The date of his death is giv en'as 1034/1624-25 in 

KZ, IIv 1815o 

3o 'OM9 Ip 295; IVA, It 354. 
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In this introduction the author states that he used 

the commentary on the Hid5ya by Kam. 5l b. Hum5m. entitled 

al-lsl. ih waýj-jdgh. The commentaries on the Wiq-1ya and on 
the 

Majma' al-Ba4rayn by Ibn Malak, l'commentary on the Kanz by 

al-Zayla'lp and al-Ikhtiygr and al-Durar were also used 

in the composition of al-Sinabils work. 
' 

Izhgr Fax-Vid al-Abhur, f. 4a, 
A- 
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J-Dhukhr al- - iral 

This is a co=entary, in Turkishý ý, '-'including a 

Turkish translationgby Vibr! 'All Efendl, whose full name 

is Aba Muha=ad ýibrl 'All b. Mustaf-S b. P. Tr Muhammad, 

known as BCMU-zilda. He was born in KtEtahya, where he 
2 

also received his education. After travelling for some 

years, he took up residence in Q3. z1jhisir3j where he spent 90 
most of his time in writing. When he died about 1080/1669-70 

he left many works behind, the most well-known of which are, -, 

a) Igadlqat al-FuqahRb 

b) Zubdat al-Pikar fl Ziy9rat Sayyid al-Bashar 

c)a7f-UqSd al-Durriyya f! Sharh Fax-Vid al-: gibriyya 

d) Shar4 gadith al-Arba'In 

e) Munyat al-Sillih-In 

The commentary begins: 

16 
ji, 

Lw 
SS 

j'. .S ____ - 

After prayers for the Prophet and his Companiom, the author 

says: 

1. Although 'OM gives this title, in the body of the text 

it is given as 

2., IoMqý 19 278-79. 

3* A place in the South of the island of EgTiboz (Euboea), 

mod. Karistos. 
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4! e-. 
5. 

p; Cj I -- Lp! 
ILS J. 

ýýA-- 
.9 fl; Lr-" 

- 

There are occasional marginal notes in the work. The Ms. 

used here' is incomplete, covering the chapters between 

Kit, lb al-Tahlra and Kit-ib al-Sarf. According to the 

catalogue of the SUleymaniyep the work was completed in 

1073/1662-63p but this date is not given in the text. 

saleymaniye, Serez, No: 945,224 ff. incomplete . 
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k-Majma d al-Anhur fl Sharh Multaqa 'i-Abhurl 

The author of this co=entary is 'Abd al-Raýman b. 

Shaykh Mqammad b. Sulaymin, known as Shaykhi-zlda or MMM. 

He was born in Gelibolu and educated under various scholars 

and obtained*his mulAzamat most probably from Yahyg Efendl. 

He was later appointed mudarris in various madrasas, such 

as Husayn Efend! and the Qgsimpasha, and held the post of 

q1di of Salonica between the years 1056/1646 and 1057/1647. 

In 1057/1647 he was qaýi of Edirne for a short period. When 

he was dismissed from there he was given the arpaliq 
2 

of 

Boyabat until 1065/1654, when he became qMT of Istanbul. 

He held this post for about a year, in the following year 

Balikesir was given as an arpaliq and in 1071/1660 he became 

the q5di of Istanbul for the second time. He held this post 

until 1072/1661 when he became Qld! -'askar of Anatolia. In 

the following year he was given Hazargr6d ast"arpaliq. In 

107611665 he again became the qa'ý! -'askar of Anatolia and 

a year later he held the same post in R-ameli. Finally he 

was given Tirnova astarpaliq in 1077/1666 and held thLs: - 

until his'death in 1078/1667.3 One of the poets of the 

period wrote the following chronogram for the event: 
4 

UA LX-J-. 

He was related by marriage to Shaykh al-Isigm 'Abd al-Rahim 

Efendi, whose good favour he enjoyed. He was an authority 

See GAL, II, 570e, and SII, 643e. 

2. Arpal3.0 the income (ýRýilat-i Shar'iyya) of one or 

two SaLas, see Uzun(; ar9il3.9. tlmiye Teekil; Lti. tpp. 118-121. 

3. 'UZ, p. 335; VF, ed. A. Ukur, 11,491-2. 

4. 'UZ, P. 336. 
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on fiqh and his most important work is the Arabic commentary 

on the MultaqM in two volumes. Many manuscripts of it are 

in existence, and it was often printed. 

The first volume begins, *'-'' 

jj 
i. 0 Ieý IjILI 

t5 
ýJ I &U 

olo 
talýl 

.9 31( i4w I 

X !; 
-'! I" 16L' 

" ý' Lt--10 tj; 
ý- L- 

.1 

After the customary praises of God and the prayers for 

. 
the Prophet, the author states: 

The book entitled Multaqa 11-Abhur (the 

confluence of the seas) is an overflowing 

sea, and a rain-carrying cloud. Although 

it is a book of small size and written 

concisely its depths and its shallows 

contain the answers to all problems, 
1 

The author then points out the place of the MultaqA among 

the other Hanafite works and continues: 

This book is one of the most useful works 

of the Hanafite sect and complete in its 

perfection. It does not contain useless 

informationp but neither is it so abridged 

as to make the sense obscure. Its fame is 

beyond descriptiong may God bless its author. 

1. Majma' al-Anhur, I, 
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The author-then mentions the other commentaries on the work 

and explains why he, too, is writing one. He says: 

Various learned people have written 

co=entaries on the MultaqKv some of great 
I 

length and some very concise but the latter 

add nothing to the original and the others 

are confused and unsystematic. Their commentaries 

heal not the sick nor satisfy the thirsty. On 

the contrary they merely confuse the readero 

Therefore I wanted to clarify and explain the 

main points in respect of what might be obscure 

or difficult to understand, and to analyze the 

sweet and the bitter in its content, without 

giving boring details or shortening it so much 

that it loses its sense and meaning. Despite 

my lack of ability, daily worries, weariness 

and other difficulties I did my best to clarify 

the truth and to differentiate the kernel from 

the shell. I had added much information and 

examples from the other books. ' 

The first volume was completed on DhuIl-Qa'da 14,1070/ 

july 22,1660, the second in 1077/1666. ' The reason for 

this delay in producing the second volume must have been 

the author's frequent appointments from one post to another 

and his being unable to settle down in one place pe=anently. 

Ibid. 91 
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Probablyt it was this he meant by saying "daily worries, 

weariness and other difficulties *** It 

He follows the conventional method of commentary, 

quoting verbatim from his text and explaining the meaning 

both by grammatical analysis and by citing other workso 

In addition to Hanafite views, he occasionally refers to 

those of the three other orthodox schools. But the 

predominant. part isp of course,, Hanafite,, and in the 

teachings of this madhhab he is clearly well-versed. 

Among the other works he mentions are:, 

al-Mabsiat fi'l-Fuza', by Mu4smmad b. Ahmad, b. Abi: Sahl. 

al-Sarak_hs. l. (d. 483/1090) 

Ghayat al-Baydn, by Amir KMtib b. Amir 'Uthm5n b. Amir 

Gjj5z1 al-Itqgnl (d. 758/1357) 

al-1jn. Syaq by Akmal al-Din M. b. Maýmad al-Bibarti, 

(d. 786/1384) 

al-Kiflyal, by Nu-r al-Din b. Maým-ad al-ýabu-niw al-Bukbilrl 

(d. 580/1184) 

al-Dix-gya f! Takbz-lj A49dith al-Hidgya, by Ibn Hajar Shih9b 

al-Din al-*Asqallnl (d. 852/1449) 

Fath al-Qad1rq by M. b. 'Abd al-WShid b. al-Hum5m (d. 8611 

1457) 

al-Ba: ýr al-Rg'iqv by Zayn al-'Ibidln b. Ibi-Ahim b. Nujaym 

al-Mipri (d. 970/1562-63) 

Taby-In al-Faqg4iqp by Fakhr al-Din al-Zaylali: (d. 743/1342) 

In addition to these, Akhl Chalabl's DhakhTrat al-'Uqbg 

and commentaries on the Mukhtasar of al-QudUr1; 4-SirRj 

al-WahhgJ and al-Mujtabg and many more Hanafite works are 

cited* 
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The commentary itself is very well-known throughout 

the-Islamic world and it was one of the main sources 

which contributed to the compilation of the Majalla-i 

Angm-i gAdliyya in the nineteenth century. 1 

1. See Appendix A. 
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1-al-Murtaj5 fl Sharh al-Multaqg 

. This commentary was written by a certain al-FIqil 

al-Tarsilsit as appears from the words on folio 3al, in 

the Ms. 2 There is no information in the sources either 

about the work or the author. 

In lom (1,183), among the commentators of the 

Multaqgv there is mention of Payq AllRh b. Wali al-Din 

TarsUsl Who is said to have died in 1228/1812. If this 

date is correctv he cannot be the same Tarsasip since 

the Ms. was completed in 1082/1671. 

The Ms. used here is a work of 320 folios and 

begins: 

ýl .I;; -Lu &u . 0-0 

SS 

... &' 'i' J-LL 
r. _2)1% J-i 

In the introduction the author also gives some information 

about al-Valabils 3-ife. 

-1 

10 cz 16 crý. ýýrjý cr-,: Jl 4.1. % 1--e x-ij I L. I 

q-- 
2. Saeymaniyev Yozgat, No: 673. 

k 
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m -al-Durr al-Muntaql fl Shar4 al-Multaqd 
. .1 

The author of the commentary is MuDammad b. OA11 b. 

Djuhammad b. gAll b. 'Abd al-RahmAn b. Muhammad b. Jam-Sl 
000 

al-Din b. Hasan b. Zayn alilbidln known as 'A15' al-Din 

al-ý[aftafl- 

He was born in Damascus about 1025/1616 and received 

his early education from his father. He then studied 

under al-Imam PIqammad al-Maýffsinl who helped him greatly 

and gave him a general ijRza, eventually making him his 

assi stant for the Bukh9rI course in hadith. Al-Haskaf! Aý .0 

stayed in Damascus until 1062/1651-52, in which year he 

travelled to -- RaTnIa where he studied fiqh under Shaykh 

al-Vanafiyya Khayr al-Din al-Raml-11. From there he went 

to Jerusalem where he attended the lectures of al-Fakhr 

b. Zakariyyl al-Maqdisi., In 1067/1656 he performed the 

pilgrimage and while in Madina he obtained an ij6za from al- 

ýýj: dl- Qashshffshl, after having studied under him for 

two years. In addition to the above mentioned, al-yaftafl 

benefited from many other teachers, among them al-Shaykh 

Mans-ar b. #All al-Sutah! and al-Qujb AyyUb al-Khalwatl 

and 'Abd al-BSql al-Hanbal. T. 

In the earlier stages of his career he had suffered 

financial hardships. In 1073/1662, he travelled to 

Istanbul to meet the vizier F9dil Ahmad Pasha 

as a result of which he was given a position in the madrasa 

of al-Chaqmgqiyya. After a short while he applied for 

the position of mufti of Damascusq which, being granted, 

1. The biography presented here is based on KhulKqa(IV, 63pp. )' 
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he held for five years. He was very thorough and careful 

in forming legal opinions and none of his decisions were 

ever found to be contrary to the generally accepted 

principles. 

When al-Shams Muhammad b. Yaýyc! died, his place as 

teacher in the Umayyad mosque was given to al-Vaýkafl, and 

here his lectures on hadith began to spread his fame. He 
A- 

used to teach Tanwir al-Absgr at his house, TafsIr al-Bayýgwl 

in the madrasa of al-Taqwiyya.. and al-Bukhgr3: in the mosque. 

Many students studied under him, some of whom later became 

respected scholars, for instance al-Shaykh Ismg, ''11 b. 

$Ali, parwish al-Hulwgnl, Ism! '11 b. OAbd al-Bdql and 

shaykh 'Umar b. Mustaf5a 

While he was teaching in the Umayyad mosque certain 

envious people sent a report to the government accusing 

him of being snobbish and extremely proud of himself and 

these accusations were supported by some fabricated 

stories. At the same time 'All5ma Abri Bakr b. 'Abd al-Rahm5n 
0 

al-Kurdl died and his professorship in the madrasa of 

al-Salimiyya was given to al-yaftafl on the reco=endation 

of the chief qgýl of Damascus. He did not hold this for 

very long. Again he went to Istanbul where he met Shaykh 

al-IslMm Yaýya al-Minqinl and was given the qadShof Qnra 

and 'Ailan for life as a sinecuret-in addition to his 

position as a teacher of hadith in Damascus. When Candia 

was under siege by Atmad Pashav al-Vaftafl went there to 

join him. He had a very warm welcomep and when Candia was - 

captured he was asked to perform the "khutbat al-fath". 41 40 

YahyFL Efendi: held this office between 1662-1674- 
0 
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On this occasion he was granted the qadA 7of HamR and then of 

Sidon. Henceforth, his life was spent in'teaching and 

writing until his death in 1088/1677. Ten days before his 

death he led the Friday prayer and delivered the khutba, 

in which he said farewell to the people and implied that 

he was in his-last days. 

He was well versed in fiqh, grammar and tafs1r. 

Due to his retentive memory, he held an incredible amount 

of knowledgep and in fact was said to have more knowledge 

than intelligence*' 

His important works are: ' 

a). Durr al-Mukht5r:, A well-known commentary on 

Tanwir al-Abs-Er by MutLammad b. 'All TimirtEishl 

(d. 1004/1595, see GAL, GIIp 33-1; SIIq 427). 

b) KhazVin al-AsrAr: Another commentary on the Tanwir 

c) Ifildat al-Anwir: A commenta3: 7 on Manir al-Anwir 

by al-Nasaf! (see GAL, GII, 196; SIIp 263). 

d) A commentary o. n Qajr al-Nad-I on grammar by 

'Abdall-Sh b. YUsuf b. Hish5m al-Nahw! (d. 761/1360P 
11 

see GAL, SIIv 16).. 

e) Ta'llqgt on the Sa-4ih al-BukhRri: 

f) Ta'jjqAt on Baydgwlo 

g) An abridgement of the FatAwN al-gafiyya, 

The commentary al-Durr al-Muntaq,! is one of the most 

comprehensive commentaries on the Multaq5. The Ms. used 

KhulRsat al-Athar, IV, 65. 
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here is in the SUleymaniye Libraryl, a volume of 295 folios, 

co ied by MustafR b. Hasan Turkman! in 3-152. It begins: p 

j 4_jT LfJ Lp. J 

after which the author writes: 

Certain people who had read the very 

popular book called Multaqa, 'l-Abhur asked 

me to write a commentary on it. 

He then praises the knowledge of the earlier scholars and 

C=plains about-the state of learning at his time, and 

continues: 

decided to write a detailed commentary, 

illustrating its charming style and showinir 

the order of its pearls* 

Although the rough copy of the work was finished by 1050/ 

1640 he could not complete the final draft untIl after he 

was dismissed from his post in 1077/1666, 

In this commentary, besides quoting from previous 

sources, he often expresses his own personal opinions, 

The work has been published many times in Turkey and in 

Egypt, and also appears in the margin of Majma' al-Anhur. 

1. SUleymaniye, 
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n-Iksir al-Tuqg fl Tahrlr al-Multaqg 

This is a co=entary by ýun'ulllh b. ýun'ull5h 

aj-iVajabl. l&tw. - al-Makk-To We do not have much info=ation 

about his education and appointments, other than that 

he was a wViz at Mecca for some time., and later held the 

post of qgdl there. - He was deeply learned in Islamic 
2 

sciences generally, but was an expert in hadlth. 

The work begins3: 

co'ýl air IL-j I 4. L.. 
- di -- Li Li ___ 

SS"-J,, 
-" 

After long prayers 'for the Prophet and his companions, the 

author says that 
-the 

Mu3. taqM is a well-known book on fiqh 

and accepted by everybody for its comprehensiveness. He 

then explains the reasons for his co=entary: "I will 

display the beauties of its pearls, and uncover its secrets 

for students* I will also draw aside the veil of its 

meaningg, in which is contained the rules of the SharVa. 

I will explain and disclose the hidden knowledge therein, " 

The author then continue*ith the co=entary proper, starting 

with Kit. L_al-Tahlra, The work ends: 

A-! -ý j AJT J LV6 'Lu 
cm 1 S. 

.uI 

0 1-A .1 .96 11 

1. GAL, SIIq 432. 

2. H'Ap 1,428, 

3. Sneymaniye, LaIeli, No: 1027; 482 ff-t 35 lines* 
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-Zgd al-'Uqbl -fl Sharh al-Multaqq 

The author of this work is 'Abd al-Ngfi' b. Salim b. 

Ahmad al-Qirlml. Although some sources mention his 
0 

commentarylv there is no account of his life. In 
. 
'OM 

the date of his death is given as 1115/1703 2. but if we 

accept the date of the composition of the commentary as 

-this must be wrongo 

The co=entary is a work of two volumes, the first of 

which is missing. The second volume begins with KitAb 

al-Buyil', ends with Kit.! b al-Farl'id, in about 375 folios. 

There are occasional marginal glosses. Five years 

were spent in the composition of the work, which was 

completed in 1137/1627-28, according to the information 

i 

given at the end. This unique copy was written in 1140/ 1727- 

28 by an imin med scribe., 
3 

'OM, I, 183o 

2. Ibid.. same pageo 

3. 'Beyaz3. t KUtflphanesig Ve3-iyyuddin, No: 1244. Second 

volume, 306-681 ff, 
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P-J5mi' al-Shu 

al-Shaykh Muhammad b. 
The author of this co=entary is al-Shaykh Atmad b. 1 

al-Shaykh Ibrghlm b. al-Shaykh Fadl Allgh. He was born in 
0 

Nuh-Ss. a 0 
vJ11age of Kastamonu about the 7 middle of the 

eleventb century A. H. He had his early education in his 

native towng after which he travelled to Istanbul for 

further study. The sources tell us nothing of when he 

entered the profession of the 'ulamV nor of what appoint- 

ments he held, apart from the last, which was the 

professorship of the madrasa of the Shahzdda mosque, and 

this lasted about three years, beginning from 1117/1705 

until his death in 1120/1708. He is reputed to have been 

deeply learned in fiqh. -Eis father Muhammad Efendl was 0 
also among the learned people of his period and both were 

members of the Jalwat! order*' 

His main work is the c=mentary on the Multaqa 11-Abhur, 

but in addition he compiled a collection of sermons 

consisting of twelve chaptersq each chaptei containing 

five mawiliz 

The manuscript of the commentary used here2 is an 

autograph consisting of seven chapters, each of which 

extends to about one hundred folios. There are also 

marginal glosses, The work begins: 

1. 'OMp 1,234. 

2. SUleymaniye KUtUphanesi, ]Aleli, 1019.676 ff.., 

29 lines* 
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dU 1 

*AL JJL-x- rJi 

i %j- -% v--u L--9 cm qj 15 CJ 11 tg x-.; i 1 l-; 15 ý_i 1 u, :-t ý- 1 

j 

At the end of the work the author says that he had used 

the original copy of the, Multaqa 'i-Abhur for his commentary 

and adds: 

A JL-- 
L-'-& 

. 
911 

aw 1 4. u 1 

J. 
ýS, 

L ý. d 4. -U 

IL,; at 
vLOf &. Jwi 4. U J. 2-ii jU 

-I-. 
jTj 

tj" 
it 

L 

a 
1.9 Le-T i 

*J 
I c.; I dL I "-,. 

j 
4- Aj W 

ra j 

Cr. -- L. Ji, -.. j 
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q-Muhtadi 'l-Anhur il.:! Multaqa 'l-Abhurl 

The author of this co=entary is Abri blqammad Mq, -, mTn d 

3! -2 ldatdatl (al-Iks1r) b. Muha=ad al-Uskab3: al-Adirnaw .9 who 

was born in Skopje and brought up in Edirnewhere he 

spent his whole life. Besides his deep knowledge of fiqh, 

he was also a respected poet of his period aýd one of the 

khal"10fas of the Jalwatl Shaykh Ism-I'll HaqqT. E. fendT. 

Apart from his commentary on the Multaq. 1 he composed 

a still unpublished DlvRnqe and a commentary on the Hadith 

al-Arba'ln by al-Nawawl. He also translated the E: ifgya 

into Turkish. He died in 1130/1718 in Edirne, where he 
3 

is buried. 

The commentary consists of two volumes and begins 

with the usual praises of God: 

1. The name of the work is e=oneously given in SIO (IVP 

605). as Mahd al-AnwAr* 

2. This foxm is given in the co=entary in the Suleymaniye 

Library. In GAL (SII, 643), it is given as "Muha=ad 
0 

b. Muluammad, Wahdatl b. Mullammad Uskilbl, al-Edrenewill; 

in 'OM (It 182) as "Wahdat! 'Uthman Efendill 
0, and in 

H'A (1,658) as "-'Uthmgn b. 'Abdallah al-. Adirnawl 

This is according to GAL and H'A; in 'OM and KZ (IIP 1815) 

the date is given as 1135/1722-23. 

The copy used here is in the SUleymaniyev ReisUlkuttab 

No: 355-356, written in a regular naskh by the author 

himselfo First Volume, 566 ffop. 45 lineso Second 

volume, 511 ff. p 44 lines. 
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45 ,-I! LjI 4J bI LA j 
ýJ I 4IJ iIf.,. ) I Cý, ý 1 4111 

t 
J_j Ij )L--, i Ij 4-u ý -I I 

V-: ý- ý.; j a--u I L. I J-. A cj*l 

al AJA 

The author says that he entitled the work Muhtadi 'l-Anhur 

ilg Maltaqa 31-Abhur, and that it was intended for his 

beloved son Muhammad Fayql, In the introduction he speaks 

of al-Valab! as having died in 959, but this-date must be 

rejected on the evidence of the more reliable sources, 

which place the event in 956/1549. After this short 

introduction the author begins his commentary with Kitab 

al-Tah5ra. 

The commentary is of the usual type, the words of 

the originalp where necessary, being explained and then 

their import being interpreted according to the standard 

works of Hanafite fiqh. However, Us -bl rarely mentions 

these works by their titles. -but the sources he used are 

read ily identifiable from the tenor of his explanations; 

his work does not exhibit the same appropriateness of 

reference as one finds in the Mawqilfgt and the Majma' 

al-Anhurt both of which are superior in this respect. 
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. -al-Mu'ddil 

- The author of this commentary is 'Abd al-Raý2Tm b. Ab! 

Bakr al-Mar a ash3: 
1, known as ý-irl Aýmad Efendl-zgda. - He 

was born in Maraq. and received his early education 

there. After completing his studies in Istanbul., at his 

own request, he was appointed to Maraq-. 
. as the governor 

(w5lI). Sometime later, he became the victim of a 

conspiracy and was executed in 1149/1736. Apart from 

this commentary he has other works, among which are: 
2 

a) A commentary on the Durar. 

b) A Turkish commentary on the Qavi: da al-Munfa=ila 

c) Commentary on-the Qaqldat-aj_Amgjj: 

d) KhulNsat al- HisFLb 

The Mu'gd: Ll begins: 
I -ý -1 C; j 

ýj I &IJ 4. Ul 

.I**, 

The work was presented to '--- Sultin Aýmad III, and must 
4 

thus have been completed before 1730 A. D. The Ms. used 

here is a work of 220 ff. and was copied by Muhammad 'All 
5 

al-'Aynt, lb! in-1151/1738. 

1. See GAL, SII., 643. 

2* OoMt IIjv 285. 

3. By Abu 'l-Fa4i Yu-suf b. Muýammad b. al-Naýwl; see 

2ýEp GI,, 2689 

4. In KZZ (119 551), the date ot its composition is given .. A- 
as 1154/1741; this must be an error,, 

SUeymaniyep-Es'ad Efendl, No: 776. 
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s-vishif al-Anhur fl ShartL Multaqa 'l-Abhurl 

This commentary is the work of Muýammad b. YSsufv who 

Vas the imffm of the Iskender Ag"a mosque in tstanbul. and 

died in 1170/1756-57.2 He is certainly the same Muhammad 
0 

Efendl,, the -l'Yayabash3. im5mill recorded in S'O (IVp 242), 

who also died in 3.170 H. ', and in fact this co=entary is 

ascribed to him under the same title as in KZZ. 
... A- 

However, in 'OM (Is, 183) under the list of commentators 

of the MultaqR there are entries for both a Muhammad b. 

yllsuf (d. 2.130) and a Yayabash! Im5m: L Muhammad Efend! 
.0 

(d. 1170). Since both names "Yayabashill and "Iskender" 

refer to the same mosque3. this must be an error. In 

fact, Vusayn al-AyvEinsarlyl joins these two names as 

xA, la=ad Ef end! b. yilsuf. 4 

The work was composed with the intention of clarifying 

the obscure points of the earlier commentary, Majmal 

ai-Anhur, and to complete the parts which the latter 

omitted. 
5 I 

The name of the work appears on the title-page of both 

the Es'ad Ef. and the Serez MSS. as "KSshif al-Anhir"; 

in the body of the text itself no title is mentioned* 

The correct title is the one given above, as it is so 

recorded in KZZ and S'Oj and it has the correct rhyme. 

2. KZZv IIp 551. H. b. fsmg'3"1 al-Ayvgnsax-Eyl, &ý 0 
al-jawimi Iv 32. 

3- Ibidv 32; "The Iskender Ag'a mosque, built by Yayabash3.... " 

4* Ibid, same page., 

5, Ibid. same pages 
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The work begins: 

lý'- 
" 

--ýJ 
1 r. 7t 

* JA 15J1- C) 9-"b 
-'j 

1 
-9 

; 
JL; -j 1J "JJ ý &U 14 

-k-'j ý-ýW 
1 

5IL 

After giving a long explanation on the meaning of 

-o , the author then supplies some 

information about al-Halabl's life. He also mentions 
0 

al-qudErT (whom he states lived between 363-420 H,, )., 

al-Ndwsili: (599-683 H. )j, al-Nasaf3: (incorrectly shown as 

dying in 681 H. ). and al-MarghInAnI (d. 593 H. ). 2 

The Es'ad Efend! MS. 3 is a work of 506 ff. and it 

-contains a two-page table showing the distribution of 

inheritance. It was completed in 3.164/1750-51 by an 

unknown scribe. The Serez Ms. 4 is incomplete and, both 

in arrangement and style of script,, seems a rather 

careless example. 

1. In both MSS. the date of al-Valabl's death is given 

incorrectly; in the Serez Ms. it is given as 959 H-P 

and in the Es'ad Efendl. Ms. as 955 H. 

2. Al-OudSrI,, according to the most reliable sources,, 

lived between 362-428 H.; and al-Nasaf! died in 710 H. 

sUleymaniye, Es'ad Efendl', No: 775. 

SUleymaniye, 'Serez, No: 978,411 ff., incomplete, 
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t-Sharlý al-MultaqA 

This commentaryp generally known as al-IzmIrI or Sharh 

al-Izmlrlý was written by Muýammad b. Wall b. Ras-al, 

al.;. Qirsbah3? 7i' -al-Izmlrll, known among the 'ulamV as "Mir', It 

MuhashshIsIL". 
2 He was born in K3. rqehir where he had his 

6 
early educationg after which he went to Istanbul and there 

a certain 
studied under various teachers, among them/PI! rzR Fddil. 

0 
He distinguished himself as a student and, on obtaining 

his ijdza was invited to a teaching post in Izmir. There, 

he received great respect f or his knowledge, and bef ore 

long became very popular'. being granted the office of 

muftl of Itmir. He spent-the rest of his Life in this 

post and. in teaching, and in addition composed many books. 

Besides tafsIr, kalAm and nahv, he was well-versed in fiqh. 
I 

W6- 

He died in 1165/1751 and was buried in the "Ulu Mezarl3l". 

in Izmir- His chief works are: 

a) A commentary (incomplete) on TafsIr al-Bayýgwl. 

b) A 49shiya to al-Mir'It on fiqh. This has been 

printed several times. 

c) A pommentary on al-Ashbih by Ibn Nujaymo 

d) A commentary on the Ris9la of Birgiwl, 

e) Zubdat'Ilm, al-Kal. %* 

In addition to these works he is credited with certain 

otherst mainly on kalam and natLw. 
3 

1. See GAL, SNII, 317,426. 

2.110mg Jjq 239; VAI 11,328. 

3o 'oMp lIp 239- 
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The co=entary on the MultaqM is a work of 7.14 folios. ' 

It begins: 

,*it., 

Lv 

In the introduction, the author praises al-SultAn al-Ghgzl 0 
Muýjafl KhRn b. Muhammad Khdn. The work ends: 

L O. U Jý: l 

LJI 

4; 1 

SUleymaniye, Halet Ef. No: 333* There is another 

copy in Siileymaniye, Izmir, No: 180, the first volume 

of which is missing. Volume 11 continues the 

foliation from the previous volumev containing 

ff. 393 to 871. 
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u-Sharh multaqa li-Abhur 
.. -A- 

This commentary was written by Mutammad Rushd! b. 

Maýmild-b. Mu4nTnTnad. After qualifying as a mudarris he 

became the mollA of Edirne. In Rabl' al-Akhir 11681 

January 1755 he was appointed q5d! of Mecca. He died there, 
Z. -&- 

but the date of his death isnot mentioned in the sources. 

The work begins: 

o -_j 
L-j I 

4. 
U aI 

diT "6 L. 

EJ, 
ý--- LS-L--Ij I J; 9---j , .., j C', I 

2 The Mso used here is an autograph, consisting of 

295 foliosp and was completed in 3.168/1755 in Mecca. 

The text of the'Multaqff is written in red, with the 

commentary in black ink. 

1. S"O, 11,383. 

2. SCileymaniye, Es'ad Ef., No.: 766. 
.1 
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-Kif5yat al-'Uqal wa'l-Nuqill 

This is a commentary by Mutammad Wldl Efendl, who 

died about 1170/1756-579 The information about his 

education and his posts is very limited; however, we know 

he wrote a commentary-on AdAb-u. Birgiw! 

another two works entitled : Llgshiya 'ala 

HAshiya 'ala 'l-Husayniyya*l 

The commentary on the Multaqg is a 

volumes. 
2 The first, after a short int: 

and composed 

'l-Khaygil and 

work of four 

roduction, begins 

with Kit-lb al-Tah-ira and ends with Bqb- al-SalFLt fi 'l-Ka "ba, 

and is of 169 folJos. The second volume is 208 folios and 

consists of the chapters between Kit5b al-Zakit and KitAb 

al-Rid. 1". The third, of 166 folios, begins with Kitlb 

al-TalRq and ends with B6b al-IstIl9d. The last volume 

is of 135 folios, starting with Kitib al-Imffn to the end. 

The work begins: 

Mý) 
I 4. U 1 

4., I. J 
, AJT - ,6, >4ý,. j 1 ,, _ ý. 

At the beginning of the work in a different hand a note 

is appended to the introduction: 

IIyI 

This may have been written by the author himself since 

it includes the words: 
J,, 

ý 
"II, 

t,, -U 
I C---- sAj 

J; W'j 
'J;. 

-, 
Jl :; 

VU-5 4z-. 

le 'OMt lIv 44. 

2., SUleymaniye, Regid Efo No: 217-220, 
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In this case the date of the author's death must be later 

than 1179/1765o 

It is also stated in this note that the author depended 

on the Ridlya, al-Zayla'!, al-KRfl and al-'Ingya to a 

great extent* 
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w -DhakhVir Ahl al-Tuqi fl Sharh al-MultaqA 

This work was composed by a certain Silih al-H51 b. 

Psayn b. Mu#lqmynad al-Valabl. Although nothing is 

mentioned in the sources about him, he must have died 

after 1177/1764 since the Ms. ' is an autograph and was 

completed in Aleppo in Sha'b5m 1177/February 1764, in two 

volumes, one of 336 and the other of 366 folios. 

It begins: 

15, 
ýJ I 4-U -6--J 

i 
C. r., 

j I 
.uI 

06 f 
)L--Aj 

&' ... 

After a short introdubtion, there follows the commentary 

proper, starting, as usual, with Kitib al-Tahira. 

I 

DhakhVir Ahl al-Taqgv Cairo National Library, 

No: 22200. 
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x-Durr al-BihFLr wa Kunaz al-Akhygr 

The author of this commentary is al-Sayyid ýasan b. 

'All al-Qayýarl, known as Khatib Batta He was born 

and brought up in Qayprl (today Kayseri), but the sources 

do not give any'detail of his education and posts* He 

died in 3.181/1767 and he is the author of Sqjnllqt al-Abrir 

fj BayAn Ghumrlý al-AsrAr, and a commentary entitled Kashf 

al-Ishtib-1h on al-Ashb5h by Ibn Nujaym. 1 

His commentary 
2 

on the MultaqR begins: 

4_u aI 
4. ý10 r 

)L--J 
-LJ 

in the short introduction the author says that the 

Multaqa 11-Abhur is a very well-writtenp comprehensive 
I 

bookq rich in information and plain in style. He says 

he wrote this co=entary on the advice of a certain Shaykh 

Jamal-mida. He gives the usual reasons for writing this 

commentary: "... to disclose its secrets, to explain the 

obscure pointsp to point out the neglected parts and to 

help the reader to understand it by showing the origins 

of the problems it presents, " 

The work ends with Kitib al-Farg. ' id. There is no 

mention of the scribe nor the date of writing, 

H'Ap 1,299. 

2, The Xse used here, a work of 545 ff., is in the 

Beyazlt Katflphanesig Veliyyuddin, No: 1239. 
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y -Path al-Birl 

This is a two-volume commentary-on the Multaqg, but 

no information is available in the sources about it or 

its authorwhose name is not mentioned in the body of 

the work itself. On the title-page, it is given the name 

Fat4 al-Bgri., The worklbegins: 

ri:, LS. Ij I 4. u ýj I 'Lu I 

__4j 
1J 

. 
ý-L 

.9LL 

-iX 0- .. L--j I o'A 
- 

--- __ 
J 

--- 
____ ____ 

"""I )L. J I _______I 

In the introduction some info=ation about al-Halabl's 
0 

life is given. The first volume covers the part from 

y, it9b al-Tah9ra to al-Fasl fi 'l-Ta'zir in 315 folJos* The 

second, begins with KitAb al-Sariqa. and ends with His5b 

al-FarVid in 355 folios, but some part at the end is 

missing. It ends: 

I:, _; 
' 

S 

tL_, I 
(r 

S 

S"4 La_c. tI ____ 

Fath al-BNrl, SUleymaniye, Halet Efendlv No:. Jlo, 
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z-Muntaha 'I-Abhur fl Shar4_Multaqa 'l-Abhur 

The author of this co=entary is N4- b. Khalil b. 

Salim, of whom no mention is made in the sources. However, 

in the commentary, *it is stated that he was the mufti of 

Diyarbakir--during the composition of the work. 
The commentary begins: 

ýa&. ýj I .. ý I "i I 'ji I ZLzj" i'l-Lil 

... t 

The author then gives thereasons for writing this work. 

He says: "There is no doubt that the MultaqM is a well- 

known book among the learned people. I wanted to explain 

what is obscure and clarify the meaning by giving 

examples 

There are marginal notes from al-Mu'5dil 
2 

1, Mukhtiirlt 

al-Nawgzi, 
39 Fat! wR al-Sirgjiyya4, Jimi' al-Fatgwg5 9 

SirAj al-Wahhaj and from Qjjhjst5=j. 6 

The Ms. used here is in La4leli, No: 1017. It is a 

work of 583 ff., written by an unnamed scribe. 

Muntaha 'l-AbtLur, p. 2. 

2. Commentary on the Multaqg by 'Abd al-Ra#. Tm Mar'ashl. 

3- By al-Marghlngnl, the author of the Hidgya. 

4. By Sirgj al-Din T5. hir M. b. M. b. "Abd al-Rashid; see 
GAL, SI, 650. 

5. By Mipir al-Din Abrl al-Qisim al-Samarqandl. 

6. Jdmi a al-Rumaz by Shams al-Dln al-Q7uhist*. Inl. 
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Other Commentaries 

a. Sharh al-Multaqg 

A commentary written by Sulaym5m b. 'All al_Qaramjnj,, 

who was well-versed in fiqh and died in 924/1518.1 His 

other works include marginalia on, the Wiqgya; a commentary 

on the Majma' al-Baýrayn; a ris-Sla entitled Samt al-Qibla. 
2 

b. Sharh Multaqa 'l-Abhur 
A- 

This is one of the earliest co=entaries on. the 

Multaq,! and was written by 'All al-Halabl, who was among 

the students of IbrMalm al-ýalabl. The author died in 

967/ý569. The commentary is mentioned in some sources, 

but no copy of it has been located. 3 

Co Sharh Multaqa '1-Abhur 

The author of this incomplete commentary is Najm 

al-Di: n Mqqmmad b. Mqammad b. Rajab al-Bahnasi, who was 

the Jmgm and mudarris of the Umayyad mosque in Damascus. 
4 He died there in 986/1578. 

1. The date of this work, if correct, is interesting, 

for it is the year after the appearance of the 

Multaq. i. 

2. 'OM, It 323. 

3. KZ, 119 1814. 
. -J6 

4. Shadharft al-Dhahab, IX, 410. In_KZ 
. 2. 

(11 p 1814) the 
date is given as 9S7 A. H. 



r 
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d. Sharh al-Multaqi 

The author of this co=entary is Mqamm d Efendl, 

known as Bost.: Tm-zida, who was born in 942/1535-6. After 

obtaining his mulazamat and holding various teaching 

appointments, he entered the judicial branch. He held 

the office of qRd! in Damascus, Bursa, Edirne and 

Istanbul respectively, then became the qad! 'askar of 

Anatolia and later of Rumelia. He died in 1006/1598 

while he was Shaykh al-Isigm. In addition to this 

commentary he translated al-Ghazglils IýLA'into Turkish 

and wrote poems in Arabic, Persian and Turkish. 2 

e. Sharh Multaqa 'i-Abhur 

This co=entary was written by Mqa=ad b. Muýjafg, 

known as al-'Ishl ((I who was the mudarris of 

the madrasa of Ibn Malýk in Tire Besides this 

work he has other compilations in fiqh and tafslr. He 
3 

died in 1016/1607 0 

1. The verse C-r-O 

yields the date. 

2. Pjji Khallfa, MIZ5= al-: Vaqqp tran. G. B. Lewis, 

The Balance of Truthq PP. 60,62; IbrKhjm Efendj, 

'Ilmiyya Sain7amisi, P. 410; SOOP IVP 133; 

256. 

See HOA, 11,267. 



41 
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f. Sabk al-Anhur f3: Farg'id Multaqa 31-Abhur 

The author of this co=entary istAll b. Muýa=ad 

'AlVal-Din b. N-asir al-Din al-Targbulusi, who was the 

imFLm of the Sallmiyya mosque in Damascus and died in 

1032/1622-23.1 What may be a copy of this work is in 

the xhglidiyya Library, Jerusalem (25,139). 2 

g. Muntaha 'l-Anhur f! Sharh Multaqa 41-Abhur 

The author of this commentary is Shdh Mqammad b. 

Ahmad b. AbS al-Suoild, a scholar deeply versed in fiqh, 

tafs! r and nahw. He finished the composition of this work AL- 
3 

in 1052/1642t and the same date is given in 'OM (It 336) 

as the year of his death, in Mo-nastir. An autograph copy 

of the work is in the Monast3ir library. 

h. Sharh Multaqa 'i-Abhur 

This work is the composition of Muhammad Sglih b. 
a00 

'Abda3. llh al-Madan! known as Qidj-z5da, died in 1087/1676,, 4 
9 

i. Sharh al-Multaqd 

The author of this work is Mustafg b. 
06 

al- 'Ushiql, who was a mudarris in various madrasas and 

died in 1101/1689-90.5 

1. Khulclýat al-Athar, III, 1S6; TarAjim al-A'ydn, 11,333. 

2. GAL, SII, 643. 

3- 49, Ut 1S15- 

4. Ibid., II, 1S16; H'Al 11,295. 

5. H'A, 11,442. 
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al-Murtadil fl Sharý al-Multaqi 

The author is Murtaqg b. Vusayn b. 'Uthm5n, who was 

born in Edirne where he received his early education. He- 

then travelled to Istanbul and studied there under various 

teachers. After qualifyi*ng as a mudarris and holding some 

teaching appointments. -he became the qdý! of such cities 

as Filibe (Plovdiv) and'-Medina. -He died in 1105/1693-4 

k. Sharh al-Multaql 

The commentator, Qasim b. Sulayman,, 

Ni"de and after obtaining his 9 

the post of mudarris in Slr5z -Siro 6'. 
- 

a commentary on Wiqgyat al-Riwaya by Bur. ' 

He died in 970/1562-3. 

1. Sharh al-Multaqg 

was born in 

mul. izama he held 

He also wrote 

hAn al-7Sharl'a. 
2 

This co=entary was written by ya-fiz al-Din-al-Ndblus! 

who was born in Ndblus and after completing his education 

became mufti there. He died towards the end of 1107/1696. 

M* Nu-r al-TuqA f! Sharh al-Multaqg 

This co=entary was written by 0- Ali b. Sharaf al-Din 

al-Shaykh 'Abd al-BRq! b. Shaykh Ahmad, known as al-Zarifi., 90 
He completed the composition of the work in Muharram 

lloS/1696.4 

1. "UZ, pp. 674-5. 

2. H'A, 1,832. 

3- Bilk al-Durar, 11,10, 

4. KZ, 11,1816. 
-M. 
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n. al-Muwaddah 

The author of this work is Sulaymgn Efendl, known as 

the mufti of Gelibolu. He was well-versed in fiqh and died 

in 1110/1698-9. A copy of this commentary is in Ayasofya 

Library in Istanbul. 1 

00 Safinat al-BihRr 

The author of this co=entary is Sayyid Tghir b. 

Sayyid al-Ru. h9. W1, who was born in Urfa and died sometime 

after 1122/1710.2 Two copies of the work are in the 

Istanbul libraries. 3 

Shar4 al-Multaqg 

This two-volume commentary was composed by Akmal 

al-Din Yu-suf b. IbrRhIm b. Muhammad al-Shirwini. He held 
0 

the office of qNd! in Madina, where he died in 1134/1721-22. 

He wrote another work on Iýadith and produced risalas on 

various subjects. 
4 

q. Sharh al-Multaqi 

This is an incomplete commentary by Ismg'il Haqq3- 
0 

al-Burusawl (Bursa), who produced more than a hundred 

works on various subjects. He died in 1137/1724-25.5 

"OM, It 325. 

2. 'OM, IIIP 83. 

One copy is in '-Bepiktap Yahya Ef. Dereahi Library, 

another one is in Mur Osmaniye' Library. 

4* H"Al, 11, 568; Bilk al-Durar, IV, 239. 

5. For his works see 40M, Ip 28. 
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r. Sharh al-Multaqi 

Another commentary on the Multaqi by a certain 

Qushaqchi-zgda Muhammad al-Buxilsaw5: who died in 3-152/1739.1 
0 

So Sharh al-Multaqg 

The author is Ha-fiz Mustafg b. Muha=ad, who died in 
000*0 

2 
1168/1754-55 . The work has not been located. 

t. Sharh al-Multaqci 

This co=entary has not been located. It is said 

to have been written by Kh5tam Ahmad Efendl, known as 

Aqovali- zdda, who died in 1168/1754-55.3 
.0 

ue al-Mirwaha ( -f -rU )f1 Sharh al-Mult aqý 

This co=entary was written by Muýjafa b. Mqamm d, 

known as Sil ichmez (Su igmez) Mustafd Efendl. He was 
0*0 

born in Kayseri and after completing his education he took 

up teaching as a mudarris in various madrasas until his 

death in 3270/1756-57.4 

Ve Muntaha 'l-Anhur f! Sharh Multaqa 'i-Abhur 

A commentary by : Vusayn Sunbul-zida, completed in 

3.180/1766.5 It is a work of two volumes., each of which 

1. 'OM, 1,183. 

2. 'OM, Ip 183. 

3. 'OMP 11,166. 

4. H'A, 11,451. 

5. See GAL, SII, 643m (where the name is given as Sandal- 

z7ada). Die Arabischen Handschriften der Hof-und 

. Staatsbibliothek in MUnchen, p. 107. 
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consists of 320 folios. ' 

We Sharh al-Multaqg 

The co=entator is Fayqall-1h b. Wali -al-Din 

al-Tarsilsi, who held the office of qEdl in Dabra 

and died in 1222/1807.2 

Zu Intikhäb al-Fuqahä, 
3 

This four-volume commentary was written by MuýjafR 

b. M4, qTnm d, known as Kdtib Muýjafg Efendl, who was born 

and brought up in Antep Apart from this 

work, he collected the fatAwd of Shaykh al-IslRm 'Abd 

al-Rahim Efend! (d. 1129/1716) and wrote a risala on 

jihl .4 He died in 1279/lS62. 

Y. Sharý al-Multaqi 

The author of the work is Ghawwgý Efendl, who was 

born in S*o'ke The date of his death is not 

recorded*5 

Zu Sharh Multaqa '1-Abhur 

This co=entary was written by a certain Ismg'll 

EfendT al-Kaydan! and a copy exists in the Mosul Libraz7 

(629 188ý6 Since Brockelmann (GAL, SIII, 1304) adds 

is Ibid. . same page. 

2. H'Ap It 824; in 'OM (It 183) the date is given as 

1228 A. H* 

The title yields the date Of cOmPosition, 1272. 

4. flomp iip 9. 

5. 'OM, 1,390. 

6. See GAL, SII, 643. 
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llal-Siwasl" to the author's name, this work may be 

identical with the co=entary by Ismg'll b. Sinan 

(see p. 225 ) who was born and brought up in Sivas. 

aa. Iqurtajii Ahl al-Tuqa fi Sharh al-MultaqR 

The author of this three-volume commentary is not 

known and his name is not mentioned in the text itself. 1 

It begins: 

J'! P; L L.. 
IJJ--O C, 4 UýJl 

tjl- - Le 

bb. Fayý al-Anhur Sharh Mangsik Multaqa 'i-Abhur 

This co=entary was written by a certain Shaykh 

Muha=ad. 
2 

0 

KZZ, 11,551. 
a- 

2. GALt SII, P. 643 



CHAPTER VII 

THE MULTAQ! IN LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP 
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A. The Contribution of the Multaqa to the 

Compilation of the Majalla 

The 19th century-Ottoman Empire witnessed several 

political, social and military reforms, amongst which 

legal reforms occupied much attention. Early. 
- -in the 

century various attempts were made to change the structure 

of the courts or to introduce new legal systems, but none 

of these we 
I 
re really successful. There remained a growing 

need in the Empire for a new codex to solve disputes 

concerning trade between Muslims and non-Muslims. Such 

cases needed to be heard in special commercial courts 

since non-Muslims could not appear on equal terms with 

Muslims before shar'! courts, but the judges in commercial 

courts did not have a comprehensive knowledge of fiqh, and 

so it was agreed "to have that Part of fiqh that had 

reference to commercial transactions translated into a 

language which could be understood by all and to make it 

into a codex. "l 

The first committee failed to complete the work which 

was. to be called Matn-i Matin and was ultimately dissolved. 

The reason for this failure was that most of the members of 
2 the committee were not themselves thoroughly versed in fiqh. 

A. Cevdet Papa, Tez5kir, 1.620 translated in 

Mardin, "Some Explanatory notes on the Origins of the 

'Mecelle'll, (in the MW, LI, 1961, pp. 189-196 and 

274-279) p. 275. 

2. See Tezqkir, 1.63. 
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Meanwhile there appeared a movement to adopt the French 

Civil Code in the Empire, but an opposition group led by 

Ahmad Jawdat Pasha 1 desired that the shar'! provisions 

which were in harmony with the demands of the times should 

be made into a compendium and used as shar'! law in 

disputes involving Muslims and as qdnianý-' (i. e. secular law) 

in those involving non-Muslims. At the end of a series of 

discussions a seven-member commission under the chairmanship 

of Jawdat Pasha was requested to compile a oodex using the 

basic Hanafite texts. The introduction and the first 

chapter of the new codex, entitled Majalla-i Ahk9m-j 

'Adliyyalwere completed in 1869, and the last chapter was 

concluded in 1876. 

Although Jawdat Pasha was the head of the co=ission 
I 

and expended much effort for its success, the role of his 

other colleagues 
2 

should be mentioned. All of these were 

highly educated and deeply learned in fiqh and other 

Islamic sciences. Their aim was to produce "an easily 

understandable work on the practical aspects of the sharl'a 

in relation to transactions amongst individualsy containing 

only agreed opinions and free of matters of dispute which 

could be used by everyone as a guide to his own conduct of 

1. On him see E. Mardin, Medeni Hukuk Cephesinden, Ahmet 

Cevdet Papa, Istanbul, 1946. 

2. For the names of other members of the committee see 

E. Mardin, op. Cit. 
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affairs and which would benefit the members of the courts 

and government officials. "' Another point was that 

modern conditions of manufacture, industrial organisation 

and the customs prevailing in society had to be taken into 

consideration by the committee in selecting the most 

suitable views of the Hanafite lawyers with reference to 

current affairs and practicability. 

The Majalla was derived completely from Hanafite 

sources and in its compilation the Multaqg and its 

commentaries, Naima' al-Anhur and the Mirwaha were used 

extensively. The contribution of the MultaqR may be 

seen in every chapterand many of the definitions are 
2 

directly derived from it. About 270 articles were taken 

from the Multaql and Majma' al-Anhur and another 80 were 

also partly derived from them. As shown in the table (P-339), 

the Multaqi and, the Majma' al-Anhur contributed the largest 

proportion, more-,, than, 17%, and they are followed by 

Fatgw. qy-i Hindiyya and Durr al-Mukht5r contributing 10 

and 8% respectively. This fact demonstrates beyond any 

doubt the importance of the Multaqa and its place in the 

See "Majalla Madbatas3-" quoted in Masl-ad Efend! 
00p 

al-Qayýarl, Mirlat-u Majaii-i-i Ahkam-1 'Adliyya 

(Istanbul, 1302 A. H. ), P. 4. 

This number includes a mere handful of articles from 

Durr al-Muntaqg and al-MirwaVa. 
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Ottoman Empire. ' The main reason for this extensive 

borrowing would seem to be that the concise style of 

the MultaqA was very appropriate for such a compilation. 

It was possible in many cases where it is quoted to take 

an article and translate it into Turkish as it stood. 
2 

In some casest naturally, the information had to be 

modified slightly, expanded or shortened in the process 
3 

of establishiong a principle in Turkish. 

Since the, Multaqd had itself been derived from six 

basic Hanafite texts and was entirely reliable, it was 

sufficient to consult it on many matters without the 

necessity of going through its sources. Indeed this point 

emerges clearly from Mir", It-x Majalla, (see P-33B ) as 
the sources of the Multaq& were used rarely. 

The most frequently occurring is the Hidgya, which 

contributed only about 1% of the contents of the Majalla. 

Others, the Majma' al-Anhur, the Mukht9r, the Kanz and 

the Mukhtasar are mentioned only a few times. 

Moreover, under the'system of education in that 

period, every member of the commission had probably 

1. This info=ation is based on Mir'gt-i Majalla, a 

study of the sources of the Majalla by a former 

mufti of Kayseri)Mas'ild Efendi. This work was printed 

in 1302/1884-85pi. e. within nine years of the 

promulgation of the Majalla, and appears to be a most 

reliable source. 

2. ? or examples see articles. 167,6739837 etc. 
3- See articles 169,497. )706,1000 etc. 
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studied the Multaq!; and some of them being teachers in 

the madrasas, were most probably using it in their classes. 

Jawdat Pasha in his Tezcqkir mentions the Multaqg as one 

of the basic books he studied in fiqh 2 
and most presumably 

it was the foundation for his knowledge in this field. 

Professor Mardin, in his comments on the education and 

career of Jawdat Pasha, says that the latter was always 

encouraged and advised by his grandfather to join the 

lilmiyya. He then states-that Jawdat Pasha studied fiqh 

books such as HalabT3 and the Multaq9 and comments: 

"The Multaqi is a 'solid text' (matn-i matin) which deals 

with all cases of fiqh.,, 4 The widespread use of this 

text'throughout the Empire-ensured that the Majalla would 

not seem too innovative and unfamiliar to Jurists working 

outside or at a distance from the capital. 

For the use of the Multaqg in madrasas, see PP. 289- 
296. 

2. A. Cevdet Paga, TezAkir, IV, 4-5. 

3. I. e. al-ýAlablls Ghunyat al-Mutamalli, which is usually 

referred to by this title. 

4. E. Mardin, op. cit., P. l2e 
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To illustrate the manner in which the MultaqM was 

incorporated into the Majalla, the following examples may 

be cited: 

1. Kit5. b al-Buyil' 

Axticle 167 : --r. 
*. - 

"it-- 
-1--41 J3-5 j 

'A sale is constituted by an offer and an acceptance.. " 
il! - J. 

Multaq; gl lit; Mb al-Buyil', p. 107o 

Article 169: 

iI 
JL 

-- .1 VW 4-L---* V-" 
L. ; 

-Sl 
il-5 

i 4-W 

"The past tense is generally used for the offer and acceptance. " 

taei-- je -i j,.. -. 

Nmul-'Caq5, litlb al-Buyri*, p. 107o 

Article 268: 

11A. seller is compelled to clear a tree by picking its 

fruitt at the time of delivery of the tree, havIng fruit 

upon it4,11 

I, ""I1 

". &lJ' 

r' '4i J L", ; _; 1J 

multaqät Kitäb al-Buyü', PP- 108-109- 
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II- Kitib al-Ijgra 

Article 497: 
4JI 1 UJL-,.. a Lý. 

-J, 4 J-A, 

"As in a contract of sale., so in a contract- of hiring, a 

stipula, 14-Oion giving an option. is permitted; and a letting 

and hiring, on the condition that one of the parties or 

both should have an option for so many days, is allowed. " 

�J%, "1% '' 
c$% ) 

multaqgl Xitlb al-ljlra, p. 161. 

KitgLb al-Ka ala 

A-rticle 648: 
-6, ----z 

J. )- jI,. -11.4. ý L-. J lj. 
ý- t1 

3: f izi a guarantee.. the principal debtor is gran: ',, -ed Immi3nity., 

(the debt) is then transferred to the guarantor [i. e. the 

kaf, iia contract becomes haw9la. ] 
A 

UU 

multaq,!, litib al-KaMa, p. 123. 
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iv. zitlb al- awala 

Article 673: 
.0* 

,, Haw5la is to =ake a transfer of a debt from one debtor 

account to the debtor account of another. " 

- :' (_J, _J ) 

Multaqlv E: Jtgb al-Flawila, p.. 127. 

E: itgb al-Ral= 

Article 706: 
4-41 

r 

"The pledge becomes a. concluded cont=act by the offer and 

acceptance of the pledger and pledgee. But until it is 

receivedt it is not complete and irrevocable. Therefore 

the pledgeri before delivery can renounce the pledging. 

*90 

ua--ýj ý rý-. i J. ý-ý iý-i-. (C, -A , -i I) 
Iru 

multaq, l, Rat- al- al: m, m-p. 197-98a 
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Vil. E: itF-b al-Hiba 

Article 837: 

. 
0-41 r 

L-, a-L- Ij a--L. I J>--j' 
i -ý- 

L! 
-f 

1 4---a 

"A gift (hiba) becomes a valid contract by offer and 

acceptance, and is completed.. by receipt.,, 

rz-; ý J,. ---i- .4 %-1 ý, t L( ; --. tJ I)C. ý .9 

multaw'! Zita-b al-Riba, p. 158. 
;. "I 

V: r. Mitab ai-wadl'a 

Article 763: 
4_, 4 

WadVa is property left with someone for safekeeping. 

-V -1 
1ý-. *4 

,II, -- 

Multaq, IY ZjtMb aj-WadVa, p. 156* 

]ýX--Kitgb al-Hajr wall -Ikrih wall-Shuf "a 

Article 1000: 

]: n=ing the time when an insolvent debtor is under Prohibition 

both b-tmsel: f and those whose maintenance is supplied by 

are supported out of his property. 

; JI JL 
Cj- 

Multac, S, Kitib al-F-ajr, p. 172. 
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f 

X-Kit9b al-Sharika 

Article 1338: 
J-1 L! 

It is a condition that the. capital be some kind of silver 

or gold moneyo 

. J. t ý -..; 
L; 

.d1 .91 t-. Jb Ij IJ L ýý 10ýj -4-0 
j 

Lý-& r--.. 4; 
-1 

j 

M-mitaq,!, E: Jtgb al-Sharikag p. 104. 
A-M, 

X3: -Kitgb al-Wak9la 

Article 1528: 

i. J. - 
0 J---Sj 4-<, 4-ý-Uj 4-1-1ý- 

By the death of the prihcipal, wakil of the wakil is also 

discharged. 

J-t 

Multaq; M 9- Kitlb al-Wak; Ela .Ip. 140. 

XI: E: E. XjtAb al-lqrgr 

AxtiCle 

Lr- &ýýj I 
we 

"Debts contracted in health take priority over debts 

contracted in sickness. 

That is to say, the debts of a person, whose estate 

(tarika) is in debt, which attach tO his debt while in a 
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state of health, are made to take precedence over his 

debts which attach to his debit by vizt-ae of ad=ission 

made while in a state of mortal sickness. 

4-1 

* %: w 1 *11 t-ý r 5-j 1. ) 
Multaql, Zit-ib al-largr, p. 149.. 

XIV. E: itAb al-Da 4 ýa 

A. rticle 1623: 
2j z_, 4 j-L a izi 4--: j--1) L-x. &., " 

- -'----' L.. r. 4) -i 

-a e.. i L�A LcJL_-L_l -a, 

"j1. S. _t 

ll: [: f the subject matter of the action is immovable property 

it is necessary at the time of the claim, or when'evidence 

is given, that its town or village, or quarter and street 

and its four or three boundaries, and if there are o-wmers 

on the boundaries their names and those of their fathers 

and gr-ldfathers be stated. "' 

II -I. P , 1,11 ;II.. Ij ,ý 11 J-5 ý C. 0 (. 1 vi ) "-; j--. 'i j 

& L- t. I Jl. f 11 -j tý 
Mu. itaq,!,, E: itlb al-Da'w; E, p. 142a 

is -This is the first part of the article 1623; the second 
part is based on the information borrowed from 'Durar_u 

Ghurar. 
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XY-Kitgb al-Bayyinat wall -Tahlif 

Irticle 1762: 
1 

'-I ) 4. L. ) 
. 3m "-"p 

4; e 

"The evidence of the greater is preferred. For example, 

when the seller and buyer differ about the amount of the 

price of a thing sold, the evidence of the claim for the 

greater is preferred. " 

)t -': __; - �. i, 

; 4; _J LH' I 

Multaqg., Kitab al-Ba77in, -It wa Tahl3:.,, ', p. 1439 

E: i-Uib al-Qad. V 

Azticle 1795: 
v.. 4 Lt.. 

U--S 4. -1.6 
1 &SL,. v-" 

ýL. 

JWI 4.,.. s. 2J AJI)l 

"The judge must abstain from all actions and deeds which 

Wi3.1 destroy the majesty of the courtt like buying and 

selling and joking during the sitting of the court.,, 

L-e ýjA-1e-ý-ýi( rsti t)t, ' ýj 

d' 

Multaag., Zitgb al-Qadg', -p. 128. 
Z. - - 
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B. The Multaqa as a Text-Book in the Madrasas 

The Ottoman madrasa system had fully evolved when the 

MultaqA was compiled by Ibrdhlm al-ýalabl. The greater 

part of the energy expended within these scholarly establish- 

ments was devoted to the study of the Qur'anic sciences 

and their various branches. Of these fiqh was to be of 

particular importance, for the madrasa was the training 

ground for two careers in particular, that of the jurist and 

that of the teacher, and the study of fiqh was the basic 

occupational training for the legal career. It was divided 

into two separate disciplines, usill and fux-a'; the bases or 

principles of law were termed the uý-al al-fiqh and the 

disciplines derived therefrom, the fura4. 

As the greater majority of the population in the Ottoman 

state was Hanafite, the text-books of, this rite served as 

main reference books in the madrasas. In the provinces, 

where there were large numbers of non-Hanafites, the text- 

books of other rites were also used for the same purpose. 

In Iraqt for example, besides Hanafite works, Shafiite works 

were-also used, such as the Matn al-Ghdya wa'l-Taqrib 
2 

and 

1. The science of usUl al-fiqh has been defined by the A- 

doctors as. "the science of the principles whereby one 

reaches fiqh in the true way. " See N. P. Agnides, op. 

cit., p. 4. 

2. By 'All b. al-Husayn b. 'All al-'Isfahdnl Abra 
00 

Shuja' T9j al-Din (d. 593/1196), see GAL, GI, 392. 

f 
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a commentary on the same work by al-Kgtib al-Shirbinj 

(d. 977/1569), alongside another co=entary by Ibn Q5sim 

al-7Qazzl (d. 918/1512), and its supercommentary by Ibrghlm 

al-Birmdwi (d. 1106/1694)01 

Although in a broad sense the mudarris was free to 

teach the text-book of his choice, sometimes these texts 

had already been prescribed by the founder of the waqf or 

its mutawall! and the teacher was restricted in his choice 
0 

of text, which were often provided for the use of the 

instructor. 
2 Indeed in some cases text-books were 

prescribed by, the Sult9n, most probably with the aim of 
0 

maintaining some uniformity in legal training throughout 

the state. An imperial decree issued in the sixteenth 

century-gives the list of text-books given to the teachers, 

to be used in the madrasas. 
3 Naturally the law books 

named in the list are entirely Hanafite works such as the 

Hid, iya,, the Nih-Eya,, the Ghgyat al-Baygn, the QRýIkh , etc. 

In the early period, the most popular books which were 

taught in the madrasas were the Hidgya, the Wiqdya and the 

Mukhtaýar of al-Qudar-1.4 Uzungargili also includes the 

Kanz al-Daqd'iq. 
5 These four main works, which were used 

1. 'A. al-Hilall, Tdx-lkh al-Ta'llm fi'l-'Irgq fi'l-'Ahd 

al-'Uthm-in! (BaghdrLd, 1959), P. 99. 

2. M. Bilge, Ilk Devir Osmanl3. Medreseleri (unpublished 

Ph. D. Thesis, Istanbul Edebiyat Fak. ), 1974, pp. 93-99. 

3- Ibid., P. 73. 

4. Ibid.. same page. 

5. See Uzunpargili, Osmanli Devletinin Ilmiye Teftila-ti, P-4. 
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as sources for the compilation of the MIultaqd, were to be 

rendered largely redundant in practice by its adoption as 

a basic text-book of Hanafite law. 

While it is quite true that the Multaq! was to 

supplant the preceding generation of legal text-books, 

this process was necessarily a slow one, the conservative 

nature of the madrasa not being conducive to the acceptance 

of new works for a number of reasons. Foremost among these 

is the fact that the curriculum in many institutions was 

prescribed for posterity by the founder, a fact which 

necessitated the retention of the old works. Secondly, it 

must be remembered that the madrasa was extremely con- 

servative in its attitude to the prescribed curriculum and 

it was virtually impossible to dislodge a text from the 

syllabus within a short period of time. 

Teachers generally tended to teach those texts they 

themselves had studied. It would seem probable that the 

introduction of a new work into the syllabus could be 

accomplished only when the text had been taught to 

sufficient students to create a corps of teachers who 

wouldt in their turn, teach it as a text. Thus it can 

be seen that a text would require several generations 

before it could gain a dominant position and even then it 

would not be to the complete exclusion of the older texts. 

However, despite all these obstacles to its adoption 

as the standard work of Hanafite legal practice, one can 

maintain categorically that by the seventeenth century the 

XultaqR had gained widespread recognition. 

01 
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In one of the earliest European sources to describe 

the Ottoman educational system, Toderini makes mention of 

- the work: 

Il en parut un autre plus dtendu plus complet 

sous le Sultan Soliman Ier. Ce code fut compild 

avec beauccup de mdthode par Ibrahim d'Alep, 

nomind Moltaki Alabhar, ou la rdunion de mers, 

pour avoir rassembld. tout ce qulavoient dcrit 

Codurd,, Mokhtar,, -Vakaiat, Hadaiah, habiles 
1 jurisconsultes. 

ýajj!, Khallfa, one of the prominent figures of the 

seventeenth century, whilst giving the account of his 

career as a teacher, points out the place of the Multaq, % 

among the other text-books in the madrasas and states: 

... meanwhile my. pupils had been having 

lessons on the elements of accidence, 

Fan5x! and the Shamsiyya on logic, J5m!, 

the Mukhtaýar, the Fard'id, the Multaqa 

and the Durar. 2 

Al-Hil, 111 notes the constant use of the Multaqa in 

Iraqi madrasas during the Ottoman perio d. a fact which 

indicates the recognition given to the work not only in 

the madrasas of the Capital but also in those of more 

J. L. Toderinip. Letterature Turchesca, tr. into French 

by Courrand (Paris, 1789), Ip 41. 

2. ýEJJI Khallfa, MIzEn al-: ýaqq, Eng. trans. G. L. Lewis, 

The Balance of Truth, (London, 1957). P. 141. 
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distant provincese 

The Multaqg was to become the standard text-book 

throughout the Empire before the beginning of the nineteenth 

century. The author of the Qgxxras al-A'lgm was to note: 

The work of al-Halab! contains the whole of 

the knowledge of the science of fiqh in an 

easy and fluent style; and in our present 

time it is accepted as a. text-book throughout 

the Ottoman state and is found currently in 

the hands of the students. 
2 

Lybyer in the chapter on Ottoman legislation states: 

Mouradgea D'Ohsson took the Multaq& as the 

basis of his excellent work Tableau gdndral 

dell'Empire Othoman and gave the translation 

of it with its comments to which he has added 

observations of great value, based on historical 

studies on his investigations during many years' 

residence in Turkey. 3 

In his account of the madrasas and their curriculum 

D'Ohsson names the chief text-books and gives priority to 

the Multaqa in the branch of jurisprudence: "On dtudie la 

jurisprudence dans Multaka, Durerg Tewzihh, Telwihh etc.,, 
4 

1. Al-HilRll, op. cit., p. 99. 

2. S. S5ml, Q8-Tnl-ls al-A'15m, 1,568. 

3. Lybyer,, op. cit., P. 153- 

4. D'Ohsson, op. cit., 11,469. 
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The late Professor P. K. Hitti emphasises the role 

of ai-ýalablls work in the Ottoman educational system, 

stating: 

Multaqa 'l-Abhur served for centuries as 

the text of instruction in the Turkish 

madrasas. 
1 

The Multaqi was also one of the main works taught in 

the Ottoman Palace School 2 
which no doubt reflected the 

y 

curriculum of the ordinary madrasas in its choice of text- 

books. 

Finally, it must be added that most of the commentators 

on the MultaqA were actually teaching it, as can be seen in 

the chapter on the commentaries on the Multaqg, most of the 

commentators held the post of mudarris in various parts of 

the Empire. Some of the commentators actually made it clear 

that they were teaching the MultaqR. For example the 

author of Ghawwas. al-B49r, Darwish b. Ahmad al-Mm! states 0 
that he was teaching the MultaqA to his students. (See pý-233) 

The date of his commentary's composition, 1654-55, shows 
the 

us that the Multaqg had taken its place intmadrasa curriculum 

p. K. Hitti, History of the Arabs, (London, 1958), p. 714. 

It should be noted however that Hitti seems to derive 

his information mainly from earlier European sources. 

2. B. Miller, "The Curriculum of the Palace School of 

the Turkish Sultans". in The MacDonald Presentation 

01 

volume. (Princetong 1933), P. 314. 
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by this date. -Their commentaries seem to be essentially 

the fo=al reduction of their teaching notes in the form 

of a text-book. The very number of such commentaries, 

which is well over fifty, attests to the extensive use of 

the Multaqa which began during the lifetime of its author 

and lasted for almost four centuries. 

However, it should be pointed out. that while those 

authors who describe the madrasa, system all note the 

supremacy of the Multaqg, many do note the existence of 

its predecessors, a fact which would indicate they still 

held a place on the syllabus. 

The MultaqA's influence can also be seen in the 

popular catechisms of religion (. 'ilm-i hAl) and 

nommilations of a similar nature. For example a 

seventeenth century work, known as the KitMb al-UstuwAn! 

relies heavily on the Multaqg, a great deal of the text 

1. - This is the work of Usluwdni M4a=ad Efendl (1608- 

1663) who was a wViz in Istanbul. According to him A. 

the practices of samd6 and raqq of the sufis are 

unlawful. His attitude towards sufism and their 

practices is similar to that of al-Valabl. Although 

he was born . _half 
a, dentury'after:, -ý al-Halabils 

death he must have been influenced through the 

latter's writings. His views on certain controversial 

matters, such as raqs, saml', dawar5n, music etc. are ZA. 

given in his above-mentioned work. The Ms. used here 

is in the possession of the author of this thesis. 
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being merely al-ýalablls prose translated into Turkish. 

However, we may also observe a certain amount of reliance 

on alternative works, such as al-Halabils commentary on 

the Munyat al-Musaill, the Bahr al-Ra'iq, the Sirdj al- 

Wahhgj, the Hidaya and its ccmmentaries. At the end of 

every issue (mas'ala) the source of information is given, 

as, for example, in the chapter on "Actions which invalidate 
some of 

prayer", Iwhich he enumerates as follows, citing his source: 

4T urzji 
Lt 

jý . 3., -o a-" d . %-, 

4.1 Cjj-.. 
Sl L: 

-i. -. jz. 
-J, -I-. -U "- 41 . )-ro 

I 
_ý, oi 

Ij d-U UI 

Aj6J 

While still on the subject of ritual prayers he continues: 

-' I 
-) 

I 
-� (J I .J -�J I 

L; -j L: --j if 
ýJ 

L- 
LS .1 --, --: 

J I J-4j 
LS 

1 
-5 

; J. 4 

a, :, d-J 1, d. CJI ýl 4. xýj )I djdj-, -. -S -r-I 

. �1_k 
d's 
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C. The Multaq. 1 as a Reference Book for Qaqls 

In the Ottoman state all legal cases were resolved 

in the shar'! courts according to the principles of the 

Hanafite rite. QAdIs would therefore refer to the well- ; -. L- 
known and accepted Hanafite works and fatdwi collections 

in order to adjudicate the cases presented before them. 

Although qdd5: s were free to use any text within the rite, 

their choice was often circumscribed by the availability, 

practicability and popularity of the texts. Von Hammer 

enumerates seven works which were regarded as being 

classical and canonical: The Mukhtasar of al-qudrirT. the 

Hidgya, the Wiqdya, the commentary on the Wiqgya, the Kan 

al-Daqg'iqp the Durar al-Hukkam and finally the MultaqR 

', l-Abtair-l Von Hazmer assumed, without providing any 

supporting evidencep that 

al-ýalabl was probably asked by SulaymEn 

to compile such a book, just as, for 

example, Muhammad II had asked Molig 
0 

Khusra'w to compile the Durar al-Hukk9m. 2 

This theory has gained wide acceptance by scholars 

such as, for example, Lybyer, who characterised the 

multaq,! as: 

... a new code of law, therefore better 

adopted to the more widely Mosleifi character 

1. Von Ilammert. Staatsverfassung, pp. 10-11. 

2. Ibid., p. 11. 
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which the empire had assumed ... Sulaymgn 

charged Sheykh Ibrihim Halab! with the task 
0 

of preparing such a code. ' 

In another chapter he again repeats this assumption: 

Before 1549 Ibralm Halabl, the jurist, 

prepared by command of SulaymEn the 

codification of the sacred law which 

bears the name of Multaka al-Ebharo 
2 

Meron (L'Obligation alimentaire ... pp. 649 65) quoting 

Hitti, also asserts that Ibrahim al-Halabi was charged by 
0 

the ottoman sultan Sulayman the Magnificent with compiling 

the Multaqd 'l-Abhur. However, al-Halabi makes no mention 

of such a commission by the government in his introduction. 

Furthermorev the Multaqa, according to the account given 

in the manuscripts, was completed on 23rd Rajab 923/11th 

September 15179 and SultAn SulaymiEnl. s accession to the 

throne was not until 17th Shawwal 926/30th September 1520. 

Thus, if there was any commission by the government it must 

have been during the reign of Sultan Sellm I. In the light 

of this, Von Hammer's theory seems to be incorrect, 

probably as a result of the unavailability of manuscripts 

at the time. It is perhaps more surprising that this 

assumption has been repeated uncritically by many scholars 

1. Lybyer, The Government of the Ottoman Empire, p. 153. 

2. Ibid., P. 318. 
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from Lybyer to Meron. 1 

In contrast to its'relatively slow acceptance in the 

madrasas of the empire, the MultaqU quickly achieved a 

certain popularity among Ottoman jurists, as evidenced by 

the number of commentaries by qgdi: s and muftis which 

began to appear almost immediately after al-ýAlablls 

death (see pp-219- 276 ). These Jurists were not 

bound to the use of any prescribed legal reference work 

in the way that Aadrasa teachers sometimes were. 

In-his,, section about the Ottoman shar' code and 

q5m, dns Levy writes: 

In theory-indeed, the Ottoman law was based 

on the shar' according to the : Vanaf! 

interpretation, the standard authority 

after the middle of the sixteenth 

Meron adopts a very negative attitude towards the 

Multaqd and makes remarks such as "In fact, from 

the point of view of the development of legal thought 

it is nothing but one more decadent text*... etc. 

(see "The Development of Legal Thought in Hanafi 

Texts", p. 116). However, the author himself seems 

to be ill-informed as to several basic facts about 

the MultaqA. For example, he speaks of the Multaqg 

as being "an abridgement, based on the Hidiyao(see 

L'Obligation alimentaire ... p. 10) whereas al- 

Halab! defines the contribution of the Hidaya as 

"a small piece" (nabdha) (see MultaqFt, p. 2). 
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century being the Multaqg al-abhur, 

compiled in Arabic, as were all the 

works of fiqh, by Ibrahim al-Halabl, 

who died in 1549. 

However? a more important cause for its quick and 

extensive recognition among the qadjs was the ordering : __a_ 
of its materials and its comprehensive nature. An effort 

has been made to. demonstrate to the reader this compre- 

hensive nature of the. Multaqg in Appendix B of this thesis, 

by comparing certain chapters of the Multaqg with those of 

its sources. A quick glance at this appendix will 

demonstrate the fact that the Multaqg contains all the 

information given in its sources. The points which were 

omitted by al-Halab! are noted in the footnotes but these 

omissions seems to be restricted to certain highly 

improbable or unimportant cases and do not include any 

important principle. (For examples see PP- 350,351,354,376. 

This has been emphasised by many writers on this subject: 

It (the, MultaqFt) owes its advantage partly 

to its greater order and completeness and 

partly to the circumstance that it dates 

from Sulaym9n's time. 2 

Another writer on the Ottoman legal system considered that 

the particular advantage of the Multaq! lay in its medial 

1. R. Levy, The Social Structure of Islam, (Cambridge, 

1969)lp. 268. 

2. Von Rnmmerv Staatsverfassung, p. 11. 
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position between the classical works, of which al-QudUrits 

Mukhtagar is given as an example, and those modernist 

treatises as an example of which he cites Ibn 'Ibidin's 

Durr al-Mukht9r: 

We give preference to the treatise of 

Ibr. ih3: m al-ýalabl, known under the name 

of Multaq,! ul-EbhoUr. which holds a middle 

path Zetween these two extremes and which 

forms, by virtue of its clearness and 

simplicity, the most widespread and the 

most highly esteemed treatise in Turkey. ' 

As has been noted in the relevant section (p. 194) 

the arrangement of the material in the Multaqg is far 

more thorough and ordered than that of its predecessors. 

Thereforep it was more convenient as a work of reference, 

and, since the. Multaqg contained almost all the information 

found in its sources, as a practical handbook in a single 

volumep it rendered its predecessors largely redundant. 

For this reason alone Von Hammer could claim that it was 

"the most complete and best ordered work of the time. " 2 

This completeness can be illustrated numerically. For 

e: xamplev while al-Qudarl's workv the-Mukhta; ar, is said 

to contain 129000 cases (masVil), 3 the MultaqR encompasses 

10 Heidborn, Droit Public et Administratif, P. 54. 

2. Von Hammer. op. cit. p. ii. 

3- KZ, 11,1631. A. 
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well over 17,000.1 

There is no reason to doubt that the Multaqg 

enjoyed the support. of the government and that its use 

by q9dis and teachers was encouraged presumably with the 

aim of implementing uniformity. of law in the state. We 

believe that the work was widely recognised during Sultan 

Sulaym9n's time, and almost all sources agree on this 

point. A Eiýropean writer on the Ottoman state commented: 

The author [al-ýalabl] comprised in it 

[the Multaq9J all-decrees from the foundation 

of Islamism concerning the various subjects 

of law and theology that had proceeded from 

the doctors of law before his time. All 

points respecting dogmas, Divine worship, 

morals, civil and political law etc. are so 

immutably settled in this work as to dispense 

with all future glosses and interpretation. 

Since the reign of Sulaymgn it has been 

regarded as an authority without appeal* 
2 

All the authorities who wrote on the subject pointed out 

the comprehensive nature of the Multaqg. Since it 

contained all the basic information given in its sources 

those who consulted the work did not need to refer to any 

of themp at least in most cases, and this fact rendered 

1. M. MawqUf-! tI, MawclUlt, 1.3. 

2. M. A. Ubicini, Lettres Sur la Turquie, English 

translation by Lady Easthope (London, 1856), 1,139. 
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the duties of the q9Ld-I and mufti: easier to perform. 

This obvious point is also stated by D'Ohsson: 

"This work (the MultaqR) is written with 

clarity and precisionwhich seldom makes 

it necessary for the lawyers to refer to 

the previous canonic books upon which the 

new code is entirely based. "' 

In this al-ýalablls guidance to the "most sound" or "most 

correct" decision '- -_played an important role and such 

guidance gave a "moral justification" to the lawyers of 

less knowledge and saved them from struggling between two 

decisions. 

In his above-mentioned work Von Hammer points out that 

the MultaqA has gained popularity and recognition at the 

expense of its predecessors, especially of al-Nasafils 

work: "Siiice the time of Sulayman, the Multaqi has 

replaced the Kanz as a handbook for qS4! s and muft1s., 12 

However, Professor Uzunpargili, wiýh greater caution, 

1. Tableau Gdndral, 1.22. 

2. Von Hammer, op. cit., p. 27. Meron (op. cit., p. 65) 

praises. the conciseness of-the Kanz and states that 

the MultaqR is lacking in this. As is shown in 

Appendix B, the MultaqR contains a great number of 

articles which are omitted in the Kanz. Especially 

with regard to the MultaqR it would be more accurate 

to describe this as "incompleteness" rather than 

"conciseness'le 
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does not project its dominant position as far back as the 

sixteenth century, writing that: 

After the second half of the 17th century 

qad3. s began forming their decisions according 

to the principles laid down in IbrEhlm 

-Ia#-6 ýalabl s Multaqa 1-Abhur i 1-Furu al- 

ýI=afiyya and its co=entaries. 

After naming the sources of the work he adds: 

Before the Multaqg, the above mentioned works 

were used for the same purpose. Through this 

work, al-ýalabl rendered the duty of qgýls 

much easier than it had been before. ' 

Certainly by the beginning of the 19th century Thornton 

speaks of the Multaqg as being the "code of laws' governing 

the Ottoman Empirell. 2 Although clearly this is an 

exaggerated statement, Thornton had spent some fifteen 

years in Istanbul at the end of the 18th century, and his 

statement must reflect the prominence of the MultaqR as a 
law book at that time. 

As has been noted, the MultaqN served a double role, 

not only as a text-book for the madrasas but also as a 

handbook for qadis and muftis. In fact the former factor 

must have influenced the latter greatly, for as the 

1. Uzungargill, Ilmiye T9P. 115. 

2. See T. Thornton, The Present State of Turkey, 

(London, 1807) pp. 91-92. 
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madrasa was, a training ground for the legal career, it was 

natural and more convenient for the students who had 

studied the Multaqg, to use it whe4 they obtained positions 

as qildls and muftis. We thus see that alongside its 

increasing use as a legal text-book in the madrasas, it 

achieved a growing popularity among the qgAdls and muftis, 

and it seems reasonable to assume that these developments 

were related. This popularity of the klultaqg is reflected 

even in the decisions of the Shaykh al-Islams, where it is 

one of the most commonly cited sources. 
' However, at no 

time did it dominate the study and practice of law to the 

complete exclusion of all other texts and reference books. 

It did, however, achieve a superior position as the most 

important legal work in the state. Thus Savvas Pacha 

(d. ca. 1900) held that: "Jurists consider the Multaqd as 

a base for codification of the laws. " 2 Lybyer adopts the 

same attitude and describes al-Halabils*work in the same a 

manner: 

The Confluence of the Seas (the Multaqa 

'l-Abhur) remained the foundation of Ottoman 

law until the reforms of the 19th centuryG3 

In the light of the information given by ottoman 

scholars and Western observers who actually spent some 

1. See M4amrnad b. Aýmad b. al-Shaykh Muýjafi al-Kadilsi, 

Natijat al-Fatgwg ma'a'l-Nuqill, Istanbul, 1265 A. H. 

2. Sawas Pacha, op. cit., 1,118. 

3. Lybyer, op. cit., p. 153. 
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time in the Empire, we can confidently say that the 

MultaqA was employed widely, and especially in the 

seventeenth century and onwards became a standard 

Hanafite text, taking its place in the madrasas and 

being among the most consulted legal works. Therefore 

"the generous esteem given to the Multaqd" is not "grossly 

exaggerated" as suggested by Meron (op. cit., p. 64). The 

very fact that some fifty commentaries have been composed 

on the MultaqA is enough to confirm and Justify this 

esteem. One of the recent authorities on Islamic law 

describes the Multaqff as "one of the latest and most 

highly esteemed statements of the doctrine of the school, 

which-presents Islamic law in its final, fully developed 

form without being in any way a code. 

We also can see the contribution of the Multaqa in 

the works compiled by qlýls and muft1s, most of which were, 

most probably, written as personal reference works rather 

than as text-books intended, for a wider dissemination. A 

clear example of this can be seen in a work by 'Abd al- 

LatTf b. Lutf, better known as Lutf Qdd! (d. after 1224/ 
0000 

1809). The work itself is entitled the Hadiyya 2 
and covers 

almost the whole area of fiqh. The author first presents 

the issue in Turkish, then cites the text in Arabic and 

1. See J. Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, P. 3-12. 

2. The Hadiyya, 290 x 200 mm, 452 ff., compiled in 1224/ 

1809, Ms. in the possession of the author of this 

thesis. 
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gives its source. Besides the Plultaqd other well-known 

Hanafite works also appear in this work, books such as 

the Hiddya, al-Ashbdh wa'l-Nazd*ir, the T9`tarkhRniyya, 

the Vilukhtasar of al-QudUrl, the Durr al-Mukhtar, etc. a 
A few examples of the Multaqd's use in the Hadiyya are 

as follows: 
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In the nineteenth century we find the British authorities 

requesting the Ottoman Sultan, presumably in his capacity 

as "Grand Caliph of the Muslims" to provide a well-trained 

scholar who would solve the disputes occurring within the 

Muslim community in the Cape colony. Sultan 'Abd al-Majid 

was to respond to this request by sending a certain Abil 

Bakr Efend3: 1 to London, whence he was sent to Capetown. A 

few years after his arrival in 1869, Ab7l Bakr compiled a 

book entitled the Baygn al-Din 
2p 

which is based on two 

languages, the text in Arabic 'and the commentary in "Cape 

Dutch" but in Arabic character. Although AbU Bakr was a 

renowned Jurist capable of issuing fatwrLs according to the 

four principal rites of Islam., his commentary actually 

achieved its success in the region due to the fact that it 

was based'on the MultaqA, rather than as a result of his 

personal prestige as a Jurist. M. Brandel-Syrier thus wrote: 

it (the BayAn al-Din) derives its authorita- 

tiveness from the fact that it is a close 

copy of al-15alabl's Multaql ... and not 

1. Ab-a Bakr Efendl b. 'Umars, known as al-Khashnaw-3:, died 

in 1880. 

2, This work has been translated into English and edited 

with an introduction by Mia Brandel-Syrier, under the 

name of The Religious Duties of Islam as Taught and 

3xplained by Abil Bakr Effend! (Leiden, 1960 and 1971). 
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from the fact that it was written by a 

recognised mufti. 
1 

The text of the Bayqn al-Din follows the traditional 

pattern of the Hanafite law books and its information is 

mainly - borrowed from the Multaqd, as Brandel-Syrier points 

out: "The author seldom deviates from his Yanaf! prototype,, 

al-Halabils Multaqd ... 112 However, this work is only the 
0 

first of the two volumes originally intended, consisting 

of the sections on ritual purification, ritual prayer, the 

alms-tax, -fastingg ritual slaughter, ritual prohibitions 

and hunting. This undoubtedly demonstrates the continuing 

authority of the Multaqd even in the second half of the 

nineteenth century, and its influence on the various 

compilations on Islamic juridical practice. 

The Multaq& has also attracted the attention of other 

Western writers on the Ottoman Empire, especially in the 

nineteenth century. The Ottoman reforms of the period 

encouraged the interest of Western writers and scholars 

and as a result we have a number of observations on the 

Ottoman Judicial systemp'its canon law and its sources. 

For examplev J. L. Farleyp after commenting on the reforms 

and the position of non-Muslims in the Empire, states: 

1. M. Brandel-Syrier, op. cit., p. xxiv. 

2. Ibid. 9 p. xxxve 
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Revered almost equally with the Koran, the 

Multeka is the religious, civil, penal, 

political and military code of the Ottoman 

Empire ... 
1 

He then adds: 

The Multeka, or digest of the Maho=edan 

Canon Law, was written in Arabic by a Turkish 

lawyer several centuries ago. It gives the 

j decisions arrived at by the two great legists 

of Sunni Maho=edanism, and is the text-book 

and authority in the law courts throughout 

Turkey. Indeed, all Sunni legists in Turkey, 

and in other Sunni countries, study this book, 

and make their references to it. Cadis and 

Muftis take it, with other similar books, as 

a guide to their decisions, as our judges 

consult the decisions of their predecessors. 

It is, however, of a far greater authority 

than any such decisions can be amongst ourselves; 

because it is a fundamental principle in Turkey 

that no"one, neither the Sultan nor the Govern- 

ment combinedv can change or abrogate the 

Canon law of that country. The Sultan rules 

J. L. Farleyp Turks and Christians, A Solution of the 

Bastern Question (London, 1376), p. 155. 
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over the Turks, but the Koran and the 

Multeka rule over the Sultan. 1 

While this statement is certainly not without some degree 

of exaggeration, it at least represents the view of a 

foreign analyst of Ottoman legal practice, an observer 

who was struck by the importance of this work in the 

period in which he was writing. 

We may conclude by quoting the lines of the Turkish 

national poet M. Akif Ersoy, which show that the renown 

of the Multaqd has spread over into the realms of poetry: 

Say3. s3. z hadise var ortada tatbik edecek; 

Hani. bir tane usll ahlimi, ya*hu bir tek? 

BUyle avare diigunceyle yap=az heyhat, 

ITTLteka" f: Lkh3. n3. z3. n nn^mi , uslAn "Mir I at 

(Safahat, p. 418) 

1. Ibid., p. 156. 
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- Conclusion 

Many writers, both Ottoman and European, have 

emphasised the importance of al-Halabl's MultaqR as 

one of the basic law-books of the Ottoman Empire from 

the time of its composition to the time of the promulgation 

of the Majalla. More recently certain western writers 

notably Y. Meronthave questioned both the importance and 

the intrinsic value of the Multaqabut since no systematic 

study of al-HalabI and his work has until now been under- 

taken neither point of view has rested on a solid academic 

foundation. The present thesis represents an attempt to 

fill *a serious gap in our knowledge of the development of 

Islamic scholarship in the sixteenth cjýntury Ottoman Empire. 

As a result of this study it has been possible to reach 

a number of conclusions. 

In the first place, we have been able to confirm 

the importance of the MultaqR in the Ottoman educational 

and legal systems. As a text-book in the madrasas it was 

widely taught and attracted a large number of commenta- 

ries, a certain indication of the popularity of any work. 

Likewise it was commented on by qR4! s and muft1s, and a 

number of Ottoman writers have testified, to the use then 

made lof ittwhile contemporary Western writers also 

emphasise its importance-Finally a study of the contri- 

bution of the MultaqR to the Majalla shows that it is 

easily the most important single source to contribute 

to the latter. 
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Some suggestions have been made here to account 

for the success of the MultaqN in Particular attention 

has been drawn to its conciseness ( important in an age 

when all texts had to be written out by hand its 

comprehensiveness., which removed the necessity of going 

through other sources, 
1 its orderly presentation and 

the fact thatImuch more than its predecessorsvit offers 

guidance as to the most correct decisibn., thus -becoming a 

very convenient handbook for the ordinary qR41 and mufti 

as well as for common people who may have wished to 

consult it. The contribution of the MultaqA was enhanced 

still further when taken in conjuction with its commen- 

tarie sin particular the Majmal al-Anhur, and also ýits 
6. 

Turkish translation and commentary the MawqUflt which 

made it available to a much wider readership. 

The importance of the Multaqa has, we belXVebeen 

confirmed by the present study, and its author 1br&h1m 

al-Halabli has been shown to be one of the major-scholars 

of his period. The Multaq& alone would justify a study 

of this writer, but his contribution to Islamic scholarship 

has been shown to be much wider than this. He is the 

author of over twenty surviving works, ranging from 

commentaries to short ris5ilas and talliqlit which illust- 

rate the range of his interests. Apart from the. HalabT-- 

Kab-3r and gal *a none of these works have been 

published or describedland a study of these works is 

offered in this thesis for the first time. The most 

important of these works is his attack on Ibn 'LArabi: 

1. For detailed analysis see appendix B. 
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entitled Ni'mat al-Dhari'a, in which he emerges as a 

champion of Hanafite orthodoxy of the same rank as his 

associates Qiwi-zSda and Birgiwi:. This work in particular 

illustrates an important aspect of al-Halabils career 

in that it shows him to be a majorfigure among those 

scholars within the Ottoman Empire who opposed many of 

the more extreme sufi practices which flourished as a 

result of the protection then enjoyed in court circles, 

but were not universally accepted nevertheless. In this 

opposition to extreme practices al-Halabi acts as a 

bridge between an earlier generation of scholars and a 

later generationjamong whom such names as Muhammad Qgdi- 

z9da and Ustuwýkl Muhammad Efendi: may be mentioned. 

Relatively little direct information is available 

as to al-Valabl's- biography and background. All available 

facts have been assembled, and an attempt has been made 

to describe the scholarly and social milieu in Mamluk 

syria and Egypt and in Istanbullin which al-Halabi: 

flourished. While we have little information about al- 

Halabl's contacts with specific scholarslit seems 
W 
reasonable to assume that his cultural background must 

have had an effect on his own attitudes. 

It is hoped that the present study will make a 

useful contribution to our"knowledge of the scholarly 

and religious life of this period and help to establish 

the place of Ibrghiw*m al-Halabj: in it. 
0 
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. The following table, as has been said previously, is 

, 
based on the information given in the Mir*at-i Majalla by 

, Mas'ild 3fendl. (See p. 280 The first column gives the 

names of the-sources used in the compilation of the Majalla, 

. the second coluTn33 (No. A) gives the number of the articles 
11 
. based on that particular source, and these numbers are made 

up to round figures, e. g. 80,75 rather than 78,73 etc. 

. 
The third column %) gives the percentage of the con- 

tribution of each source or group of sources. Again all 

percentages are made up to a whole figure. 

Of the 1851 articles of the Majalla, the first one 

hundred (known as qawg'id-i kulliyya) are based on the 

Ashb5h and the MajRmi' and refer to universal principles 

. rather than specific points of law. Another 150 articles 
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thus are not derived as such from earlier sources. our 

calculation is accordingly based on the remaining 1,600 
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-- As the table shows, the biggest percentage goes to the 

MultaqS and the Majma'. These are f ollowed by Fatgwg al= 

Hindiyyal Durr al_Mukhtar etc. The number of the sources 

which are mentioned less than ten times exceeds thirty, but 

since the aim of this table is to give an idea of the 

contribution of the MultaqE and its commentaries in 

c omparison to other-sources, we have not felt it necessary 

to name all these individual sources all of which may be 

found in the Mir'At-1 Majalla. Further information about 

sources mentioned in the table may be obtained from GAL, 

KZ and library catalogues. 
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Sou=ce NoA 

M, MAIMI, DM 270 17 

. 4p of (P) 80 5 

F. Hindiyya 165 10 

Durr al-Mukht. Rr 130 8 

Sources mentioned between 
15-20 times (cont. ) 

DhakhIra 

MabsUV 

i 

Radd al-MukhtFLr 115 7 Sources mentioned between 
10-15 times 

Durar-i Ghurar 85 5 

F. QHýlkhiin 80 5 M41V of Burhgni: 

F. TRtiirkhan3. yya 70 4 F. ýýiriyya 

Ta'nqi: 4 al-V Imid! 65, 4 Khizgnat al-Fatgwg 

M43. t of Sarakhsl 50 3 KhizFLnat al-Muftiyyj: n 6 

F. Anqarawi: 45 3 Jgm: ý al-Patgwg 

Bazzgziyya 35 2 QUhistgn! 

Ashbg]2 35 2 F-Ghiygthiyya 

al-Kafawi 35 2 al-Kgfi: 

Sources mentioned between 
20-25 times 

Khuliis. a 

Badgyil 4 

MajKmi4 

Sources mentioned between 
15-20 times 

Taogwl 

Hamgwi 
01P 
B4r al-RiPiq 

jgmj! al-FusUlayn 

Hidiiya 

sirgj al-Wahhgj 

Sources mentioned less 
than 10 times 

JawFLhir al-Fatgwg 
Fath al-Qadi: r 
Bahjat aj-FatjLwjj 

al- c IniLya 

al-Nihiiya 6 
MajmO al-Bahrayn 

al-VRwi 

Padr al-Shari: 4a 

Kanz al-Daqg'iq 
UsEn al-HukkRm 0 
Tabyin al-Haqg4iqletc. 0 
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Abbreviations: 

m Multaqa 'l-Abhur 

MA MaJma A al-Anhur (see p. 241) 

DM Durr al-Muntaqi (see p. 247) 

MI al-Mirwaha (see*p. 274) 

(2) Partly 

Number of Source of the Number of Source of the 
the article information the article information 
in Majalla in Majalla 

44 M 215 M 

30 M 217 MA 

167 M 218 MA 

168 MA 220 M" MA 

169 M 1, MA 249 Mt ML 

175 M 250 Mt MA 

1.179 MA. 252 M9 MA. 

180 MA 253 xv MA 

189 MA 255 Mp MA 

191 MA 256 Mv MA 

193 MA (P) 257 M? MA 

194 MA 258 M? MA 

195 MA 260 M 

203 MA 261 MA 
44 

211 MA 263 MA 

212 M 268 M 

214 ML 272 MA 
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Number Source Number Source 

274 MA 338 MA (P) 

288 MA 345 MA. 

239 MA 351 MA 

300 M 352 M& 

301 M 354 MA 

304 MA 370 MA, 

305 MA 371 MA. 

306 MA 372 M 

307 M 373 M 

308 MA 375 M (P) 

309 ML 381 MA 

310 M, MA 3S2 A 

312 Mi 333 MA 

316 MA, (P) 334 MA 

318 M (P) 385 MA 

319 ML 401 M 

321 MA 405 ML 

322 MA 424 ML 

324 M 427 M 

325 MA 428 MA 

326 MA 429 Mv MA (P) 

327 MA 432 MA 

329 MA, 455 MA (P) 

331 MA 456 MAI 

335 M 480 ML 

3'36 MA. 482 M 

337 MA 483 MA 14 



f 

F, 
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Number Source Number Source 

497 M 666 M (P) 

499 M 677 ML (P) 

500 MA 692 MA (P) 

506 M (P) 706 Mt MA 

518 MA (P) 710 MA 

523 MA 712 MA 

524 MA 715 M 

525 MA 71S MA 

531 M 722 MA 

551 MA 723 M (P) 

552 MA (P) 724 M (P) 

553 MA, (P) 741 MA 

556 ML 747 M 

559 M 74S MA (P) 

571 MA 750 MA (P) 

572 MA 752 M (P) 

573 ML 760 M 

608 MA (P) 761 M (P) 

611 MA 762 XA (P) 

616 MA 763 M 

627 MA 764 MA 

632 MA 765 M 

643 MA 770 

648 M 773 MA 

657 M (P) 776 MA (P) 

662 M (P) 780 XA (P) 

665 M 783 MA 

II 
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Number Source Number Source 

7S4 M (P) 873 MA 

787 M (P) 874 MA. 

789 MA (P) S35 M (P) 

790 M 886 MA (P) 

795 Mp MA (P) sag M 

796 MA ago MA 

799 M S91 M (P) 

806 M 89S MA 

313 MA (P) 899 M 

816 M 901 MA 

819 MA (P) 906 MA. (P) 

S22 ML 914 MA 

823 MA 927 Mv MA (P) 

830 M (P) 928 MA (P) 

831 Mv MA 932 MA - 
832 ML 933 MA 

833 ML 947 MA 

837 M 964 ML 

841 MA 970 MA 

846 ML 978 MA 

851 M 987 M 

853 ML 991 MA 

859 ML 992 M 

867 ML 993 ML 

868 M 998 M 

870 MA 1000 MA 

872 MA 1002 MA (P) 

II 

Iq 

II 
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Number Source Numb, er Source 

1012 MA 1-177 MA 

1013 MA 1133 MA 

1023 M 1185 MA 

1025 MA. (P) 1186 MA 

1026 MA 1187 MA (P) 

1034 MA 1191 M 

1036 MA 1232 M 

1037 MA (P) 1265 MA (P) 

1040 ML 1267 ML 

1044 ML (P) 1268 MA 

1060 MA 1269 M 

1065 MA (P) 1270 MA. 

1071 MA 1271 MA 

1088 MA 1279 MA 

1104 - I MA 1281 Mt ML 

1105 MA 1282 MA 

1112 MA. (P) 1284 MA 

1117 MA (P) 1285 MA 

1118 ML 1286 XA 

1126 MA 1290 MA 

1127 MA (P) 1295 MI MA 

I. 3.128 ML (P) 1297 Mv MA 

1132 MA (P) 1298 MA. 

1135 MA (P) 1299 MA. 

1140 MA 1323 ML 

1149 MA 1330 MA 

1167 M& 1331 Mv MA (P) 
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Number Source Number Source 

1333 Mv Mi (P) 1420 MA (P) 

1334 MA 1421 MA 

1336 Mv Mi (P) 1422 *1 Mv Mi 

1337 MA (P) 1426 MA 

1338 M 1427 ML 

1339 M 1428 M 

1340 MA 1431 M 

1342 MA 1438 M 

1345 ML 1439 MA 

1346 M 1440 MA 

1351 Mi (P) 1441 MA. 

1365 M& 1447 MA 

1366 MA 1448 MA (P) 

1369 M 1459 MA (P) 

1372 M (P) 1469 M, DM 

1379 Mv ML (P) 1475 MA (P) 

1385 MA 1492 M 

1386 MA (P) 1500 MA. 

1388 MA (P) 1503 Mp DM 

1391- M 1505 MA 

1399 MA (P) 1519 M& 

1401 MA. 1520 MA (P) 

1402 MA (P) 1521 ML (P) 

1403 MA 1523 ML 

1407 ML 1527 M 

1413 M 1528 M 

1416 Mv mi. 1544 M (P) 

:1 
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Number Source 

1550 M 

1551 MA 

1553 M 

1554 M 

1560 M (P) 

1572 MA (P) 

1576 MA (P) 

1602 M 

1617 Mi (P) 

1700 ML 

1710 ML (P) 

1714 ML (P) 

1721 M 

1722 MA 

1728 M 

. 1729 M 

_1730 
M 

1731 M 

1732 ML (P) 

1742 M 

1749 Mv MA 

1757 M 

1758 M (P) 

1759 M 

1760 MA 

1762 M 

1771 M& 

Number Source 

1778 Mt MA 

1779 Mv ML 

1780 Mt ML 

1731 M, MA 

1783 MA 

1792 MA 

1793 MA (P) 

1795 ML 

1796 MA 

1797 MA (P) 

1798 Mv MA 

1814 ML 

1824 ML 

1825 MA 

1826 DM (P) 

1847 M (2) 

1848 Mo Mi 

1849 M 

I 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix of this present work an attempt was 

made to demonstrate the nature and the extent of the 

relationship betw6en the Multaqg and its sources. The 

text of five selected chapters of the Multaqa, -with some 

omissions from Kit5b al-Sal9t, is compared with the text 
I 

ý. ` -of its sources. 

When a source contained the same information about*a 

certain principle this is indicated by its symbol on the, 

left side of the main text. In the case of the source's 

_, omission of this information, this is indicated by (-). 

ý, -The omission by al-ýalabl of the information given in 

, Multaqdfs sources are also given in the footnotes. 

It is also aimed to give variants of some principles, 

-- and terminology to the reader in these footnotes where it 

was necessary. It is hoped that this chapter will demonstrate 

rich contents of the Multaqd compared with that of its 

and give some idea to the reader of the selection 

of inform tion. The symbols used in this chapter are as 

follows: - 

Q- The Mukhtasar al-QudarT 

V- The Wiqiyat al-Riw9ya 

K- The Kanz al-DaqViq 

B- The Majma' al-Baýrayn 

H- The Hidlya 

N- The MukhtAr 
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LII 

; "I jtrzi Ul Lt., % L JL,. -, 4. Ul jIm 

K v H 

Q'M X V B H 2 
L; y C_ Ljol I 

Q, M X V 3 H 

K V, :3 H 

AI L--J IL JL! Li 

-M K V B H 

,QM 
r I V B H 

K T B 

:- dx-ý j 

QMKVBF. s iz 1 c�-. � 
V3E 

54 
. IC VBEU, 

Cýur.! n, 5: 6. 
2 In Q and H it is added that the proportion of the head 

to-be moistened should be at least the amount of the 
forehead. 

3) al-Tasmiya : saying the formula "Bismilliihi'r-rahmiff i1r- 
raýlm". in the name of Allih, the Beneficent, th; Merciful. 

4ý M, B and H use the technical term madmada. 
5- M, B and H use the term istinsh5q. 
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- _, -. -BH 
Jailwo jrLý1J.; A ii-- -- Z---u ,ý >a UL-3.9 

3 

3 

B 

QNKVBH 

CC QMXVBH 
1 r<'-' 4-4 LJ1 4--i4 J L- Ci 1 Ci 41 C- v--- -- . ; - BH 

-----Eu, --j 1 cm JJu 1 cý -' --- 4w ýuU. - " "4 1 

13 E ä. ýJ li X... 6 IJ I%i j I>j 1; 9L.. C, ýi 1j tu 1t 11 4j JA4. f 
B 

B 

VB 

VB 

. 
'These threet to pronounce the intention, to observe the 
, sequence and to execute the complete friction of the 
'., whole head only once are given in M and H as desirable, 
'-(mustahab). 

2 ý-70-e-s--not mention "moistening of the neck". 

,3 
Not in 11. 

4, Not mentioned in B, but it adds that phlegm invalidates 
the ablution. 
q, M and H do not mention sakr, intoxication. 

I 
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Q"YT ýK V B i 

3 H, 

v K 

v K 

V B 

V B 

V B 

Q 14 X v - H 'I'JI &-- 
tý ILI 

6 
01 &; 

L 
tý 

'I C 920-ý 1 
16, 

Li 
f-l- 

V B --L 
Lt-L Ltjvo---ý W-L-1; ýýj I jk^j 

- 
1, m. .- -: 4, jjjp 

JYV (J .9 
JV. T 

1)ý B adds "in the view of AbS Yasuf, if someone falls asleep 

-1 
deliberately in his prayer, this invalidates his ablution. " 

2) Q, Vand H use the terms madmada and istinsh9q. M and H 
om-tt-3,1 dalkuhu. 
V'.. "does noc m tion "even while asleep. 

4 Here B gives the opposite view: "On awakening, if one 
sees pure wetness one is not required to have ritual washing 
unless one remembers a sexual dream. " 

5) The sources do not mention this part. 
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m Kv3H t"l 

jlL u1j I 

m KvB, H 

tL. 5 

VB I týý. L*: --J II 

m -BH J. ". j 

Q m - l=j I 1A. Li 1 4-1 nt 
m Lr.. Jj I 4J 

20 

IIL4 

KVBE 

QMKVBH C*. wIiC. ý ýý 
. ý- ýAj 15 4i L. -D iI La.. 4 

V3H 

Kv Li I IL -Jýoj I 'L i 

I 

I)- H gives the description of the three different fluids, 
madhl, man! -and wadi. 

2) and H give the Qur'anic verse (25: 48): and we 

_.,: 
send down purifying water from the sky. " as the base of 
this injunction. Bi'r is mentioned only in Q, M and H 

-'and the awdiya is given in Q and H. al-bihir is omitted 
in M. 
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4; 
0, Aw. 

I 

MKVBH 

jj) t5.; 
L.. 

ýJ IU 15 

4. ;, L, 6j I 

mKVBH 
r-'. 6 

v 

B 4i 

BH 

BH Jo" JI co - 
J. 

AJ 

BH 
2 BH4 Lj I LL 11 

BH 01-66 IJ L6 attý I Ltj Lr L& 

Q, X -ý --H otbtý, Jýtjl ;, I j- dL-J 15 "-mý;. 1 4..; - Lj 
4Aý 

ýJ Li.. J 16 1L, L . 1i %J L 

mKv 

1) 'Omitted in DI, V and Q. 

2), . 
'Indahu: "according to him" i. e. according to AbS 

Han: Tfa who stood alone in this opinion whilst Ab7a Yasuf 

held that the water becomes "used" OnlY if the intention 

to-clean oneself was made. This subject is said to have 

been a notorious examination question amongst F-anafite 

students. 
3) -al-ýAlabl omitted sha'ru '1-ins5m mentioned in K. 
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B 16 

-111 X- vBHL ijJ, jrl L, 

QMKVBH ph 16 IA. ýL- tj-ýý j 11 -. f 

I- -I ýI X-Aj I ;. o -I I I. L. 5 j 
IC VBH 

t5l . 4-J j 

- 14 V H 

vB 
Jf 

VB 

I-Q 
-- -VB H 1 

01,2 1: 4 1 V-.; 
.9C... 

'i uj 

-M VB 2 
L6.1 ýJj ot, -. u 

IVT KVB H 

m K. VB H ý... Xj I tu. -I IIII 

, According to Imim Mu#ammad and Aba Yasuf, if the time 
-of the pollution is not known, then there is no 
ý_obligation upon the people who used the 'water of that 
,, well for ritual ablution or similar purposes. 

2) In V it is given as 20 buckets. 

3) '7 gives it as 40 buckets. 
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1 Lt4 C) 6Li -z Cý; Lt--: ý; Ij ci it 

u6. A; Lj! A= JI tJj "I 4kLp AiLe 
. 

ull, cl--_ 

V 
, 

v 
3 

ýA L6 i LrýýXlj ti j)- j 

KvB H v-.. - rv- Lt-. J I ttf- 9 Xýw 

. 
6JI 

VB H Lu It lei 15 

JL-&Jli 

KVB H 

V', in this case holds that, 200 buckets should be drawn 
off and thrown away. 

2) _This 
is the view of Im5h M4ammad and it is accepted by 

- "the majority of jurists. 
3ý only the horse is mentioned in B. 
4 in both the Sunan of Ibn, MMja (1,79) and the Sunanýof 

al-Tirmidhi C19147) there is a 4adith which in 

, absence of water, would allow tHe performance of ritual 
ablution with nabldh (date-wine). The presence'of an 
unknown narratoF rXU-a Zayd) in the isnAd had led to 
this being regarded by al-Shafi'l a-n==u Yasuf as a 
weak traditiont but certain scholars such as AbS Hanifa 
and SufyAn al-Thawrl were prepared to accept its 
authenticity. Al-Halabl, however, rejects the 
permissibility of ýerforming ablution with nabldh, 
supporting the stand taken by AbS YUsuf and-NUV-6cating 
the use of sand when water is not available. Without 
specifying an authority al-Halab! adds wa bih! yuftg. 
Most probably to guide the ýeader towar=s 't Ue7edIc-Islon 
he himself prefers. In this, no doubt, he was influenced 
by the general abhorrence towards alcoholic drinks felt 
in society. 

il- 
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0VH 

KV 4i -j 

v ; j'T -5ý 11 

E: V3H ;. It: j II 14- IL,; j 15 LAO I V-L- 0.0 

JL,. 

KVBH 

BH 4-611 1. Al 

vH 

KvH iql;.! J II 

Li 
-A, 

Ik--LS 
16JL C.. 9 4U. 6 

VBH Lr-ýýLj 

J4 KVBH 

Not in H. 

2) B gives the opposite view advocated by'Ab-a Y-asuf. Al- 
Halabi: does not take the information. given in B about an 
impure person who performs tayammum for janAba, then 

repeats it for prayers and finds insufficient water ... etc. 
probably because of the rare nature of the case. 
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Q- MKVB H LAO VL. 4- JJ 

Q VB 1;; 

Q MXVB H LtJ U N--.. 

Q MKVB H J 
'"i 

I 

t, &: j LV. W ý-i 15 - 1. ý6 ;., -ii 1 
.91t-L a L. 

.(;;. j , -A: ý I., ) 
MVB 

Q V 

Q mKv 

Q VB 

Q KVB H AL6 

MK 

-, 14 z: -B - C-1 1--i 
1 06 C-. 9 &J. -Ai I-I-ýIi 

-- 

Mentioned only in K, V and B. 

2) It is necessary for the person to go and fetch the 

water if he thinks it to be about a bowshot's distance 

away. Ifj however, he thinks that it is further than 
that, he may perform tayammumq friction, with sand. 

II 
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L 

DI KVBH 161" 1-- 
j. 

J IL 

MKVBH 

14 1VB TH 41 

A Li II 
C- 

Lot 

mIvBH 
L 

m E: VBH 

KVBH 
2 I 

K V-B H 

KVBH 

Q YT IVBH 
-ý 

L--j 11 -,. t--z !w 
-4 o"t J-. -j 

..; 
L---; L, - ýJp 

MKVBH ! lei c- sj 

BH 

C)nly M classifies these as being fard and sunna; 
other sources give the same information but without 
classification. 

2) This part is mentioned only in K. 
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QM---H :1 (L JI 

VBH 

VBH 

VB 

i jImf - c,, &, U La. 's I 

ur 

There have been different views on the description 

of Jawrab or J-arab. Some of the Jurists held that 
it is ordinary socks whilst others maintained that 

it should be lined with skin on top and at the bottom 

or only at the bottom. 

2) Not mentioned in B. 

3), E: and B give this principle without mentioning the 

ointment. 
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Kv 

m KvBE 
&. -. rot 

m- xvBH 

Q m xv uä»-p-. pý U. J U v4 Js. 

VB 

Q. M XVBE 4 

Q. M-K VBH 

QmKV3H tz-L-- , &, 0 11 J., -. I Itz-) 6 co -jo LS oIi"c; N--. o 
KVBH5 

6ý1. f 
VBH lice) 

, jlýrr .Iý, 
4.6 Jýjj 

_Q ý-, 
K VBH 

.Aý Wýj ýIj 
MXVBH 

L4 !3 --L. ý V..; 15 1 

M does not give the part "free of illness. " 

2), ,, Kland V add that she is not permitted to recite 
- -Qur', Sn like the junub and nufasg'. 

3) ,,. 
Given in K and B. 

4) K and V do not give the. view of the two ImEms. 

5) E: provides the definition of ýuhr as being "the period 
'of time between two menstrual discharges. " 
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MXVBH 
mKV3H 

6 LtJ j a; ýSl u6 j 1ý cj 1, p 
MýK VBH u %J 1.9 

Xlv LA 

v3 

mKVB A-AJI OL-A; Ip 

Jm AJ 
jot; 

A 

I. J ý. jLI55 

2 

Umm Walad: a slave girl who has borne her master a child. 

_This 
status gives her certain privileges, such as that 

she may not be sold, that on the death of her master she 
becomes free etc. 

2) K uses the te= jimg' instead of wat' 
I 
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Col. i Nl--- 
4-i CO. 

LAJ 
J Ce 

mKBH ; )( , J5 

j ro 

m-vH 

UL-a. 

1) V only gives the first view and omits the rest. 

V 
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m Kv B H 'L. J L Lj 1 
M KV H 0---ft -jj' IIJ. -J L6 

m H L ýJ %J 
.6 

%j 4JL 
4J 

Q M KV B H u". 4iiW. I X'o Uýv ii ci I Ir. 9 ,-. -UX,. 
Q V - H L 

Q M KV B H 
L,.. - ij I 

Q M KV B H c-4 
Q M KV B ýL.. u , -, I I La j" ýj L. 6j L 

J1 
v 

v A 

Q M KV B H 
2 

Q M KIV B H 

M KV B H J5 
B H 

Here, the principle is based on the view of Aba y-asuf 
for convenience, since it happens very often. The well- 
known jurist, Ibn Ifujaym, is also said to have given a 
fatw! to the same effect. H adds this view is based on 
istihs. in. 

2) Ir first classifies najAsat as visible and invisible, 
then, he explains. 

N 
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4i 

j 

KVB IT 

B -H 

-B H 

j coa 

MK 

VBH 

LA X. C., vB 
A 

1) K and V give a different view, stating theýweight of 
intense impurity as a dirham. 

2) K treats this as "slightly impure". 

3) K states that the blood Of fish is slightly impure but 

al-: 5alab! preferred the opinion of Abil YSsuf who held 
that it is clean (tihir). 

4) K also preferred the views of Aba FanIfa and Im! = 
Muhamr. ad and treated the saliva of mules and asses 
as clean. 
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----V-- 

---V- 

Q V - H 

-Q 
M K V B H 

v 

v 

M K V B H 

V 

M K V B H 

M K V B H 

M - V B 

ctý c) 15 ci , 4: 0-69 A--i ýmli tý rä t6 ý.. >t- ý_u ji q 

j Lt-6- tkr6 J--i q, 0ý- 4- & 

Ltj U X... rXL6 Ltwj i;.. Jl; 1'. LtS 

r-t Jj I jtý cml-ý I -L- I C., D---- I. C., -) "-L. - --ý Ii 
Ag ., - 4 JL -)-to 

J- i 
Ji 

%: JtJlj 
4jWý. p, -Ajj 

Jj'JL 4JI J.: oj 

4., JV 

ýo e. U j f-AJ -j C.,. -, ' I cia-i IiI;., L!. 01 .4 "le4: 9 
%j 1 

LKW, &. 
" 

4 x---j , J>. J läjý iz-, i u41 j4 -1 4. ýi 

1) This part is given only in B. 

2) Not given in Q. K and H. 

3) Only V gives the details. 

4) V does not give the exception "unless he is fasting. ft 
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N 

dh5 

uJJI 

V3H I 
Ltj 

14 K VBH 
2 

JVI 

MK VBH I 

Mx VBH 
3 

mK vBH 

H Lt.. 6 J; pj I 

tj 

mK v 

MK VBH I tj LI 

Q 14 K V3H t. $---: j 1 jx_ý IIi 

1) E: uses fajr al-99diq instead of fajr al-thZml; both 

are use d to denote the second dawn which is the 

appearance of the yellow gleam. 
2) only according to Aba Hanifa the noon-prayers end when 

the shadows are twice as large as their objects, and 
this is the widely accepted view within the Hanafite 

rite. 
3) 'According to Aba YUsuf and Imim Muhammad, the sunset- 

prayers end when the red gleam disappears; this is the 

accepted principle despite AbS Hanlfa's view. 
4) K does not give the details. 

N 
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MýX V3H L-ib. -- Jr- 

MXVBH 

K V-B H 

Cp tU6 j-" 

KVBH 

mKv3 1Lj c, -.. CAJ 

; 0. j ý. ý tJI J-40 iý%: ý cp i 
v 6. Q QZp J611 

1) V permits performing two rak'a sunna after the daybreak- 

prayer, and K does not mention rak'atay al-ýawaf. 
2) . 

Not given in B. 
3) K does not mention the exceptions, in 'Arafa and- 

Muzdalifa, and M also rules out the possibility of 
combining two prayers in one prayer-time during 
travelling, which is accepted by some other rites, 
such as the Shafiite. 

k 
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Q defines it as sunnat al-mu'akkada. 
2) B and H add 11... also for Friday prayers. " 
3) al-talhin, to make the words into a tune, is not 

mentioned in Q, M and H. 
4) This part is given only in H. 
5) does not give this part. 

r 
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1) al-tathw1b here denotes the calling of the mu'adhdhin 
between the adhan and iq5ma, such as saying "prayers! 
prayers! " This way 'was adopted by the mutalakhkhii: -Cxn. 

2) missing in B and H. 

3) only V gives this, principle but does not mention the 
word al-sunna. 

4) B mentions only al-ýabiyy and V mentions al-f1siq. 
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lý4 
KVB H 6-. 1 &oj 11e 

ZvB H ýA 1, - 241 j t4-1 
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KVB H LNi4.9 Ij 

ZVB H zji 1 CJ 
KVB E W, U.. mý jU 

B 
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je: ý, i. t AGy 

K V-B -Kitz -Le 

XVB E 

Q m' XVB H ', Lgý L" co i-aiiri 

B H 

rL& ci li vu t jee fi , 41,.. 
B E 

H give6 the Qur'anic verses; (74: 4-5) Thy raiment*-* 
purify. Pollution shun! " 

2) Here al-ýalabl advises his reader that there are two 
reports from AbS Yasuf, one of which holds that if 
most of a private part (above mentioned) of one's 
body is uncovered, this prevents the person from 

offering his prayer. The second report suggests only 
half of a part instead of "most of it. " However, our 
author does not make any preference and leaves the 
choice to the reader. 
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4. U 

VB 

VBH ci 

VB L-tJ U X- 

KVBH 

1)" Q, and X do not classify these acts as fard, w9jib 
but give the description of the prayers from the 
beginning to the end. 

2) The recitation is defined in, B as being at least three 

short verses or one long verse from the Qur'5n. 
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L6 -I LJU. J I tj 4,5 Cj. 

2 
CU1 U6 vo. " .ýj;. 

)U I 
Lýo - Aý 

QxKv 
mxv 

1) Tartib literally means "the order". Here it denotes 
the order of the acts in prayers according to the 

prescribed formula. 

2) As al-plabi indicated in his introduction (p. 2) the 

view which is qualified by qIla (it is said.. ) is 

weaker and less preferable than the preceding view. 
Therefore, heret the first view is given as being 

the more acceptable one by the author. 
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sl 
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Q"m KvB H 
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QIM B 
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H Iu NJ. I j-, 
- V. ý 1, . 

Although the main points are given in all sources, 
none of them give a detailed description of these 

acts as is given in the Multaqg. The nearest version 
is that of al-MarghinanT. 

2) Not given in K and V. 

t 
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VB 

al-MasbSq literally means "he who is preceded". It is 

used as a technical term to denote a person who missed 

some part of a prayer which is offered in jama'a. 
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Q 1.1 KVBH Ltv li-4 4-L6 Ij 
QMKVBH L L-n--) Jis--jq 
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BH "; s Iýj 
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53 ý t; z t. W I i; op J... X, & L4 

XVBH w.. 6 u'l. "S. 

Lu 

MXVBH 

0KVBH 
2 

ti I 

UAJ I 4-A-01 4--l p L4 

: Q. M XVBH 

Jiza ma'a-l-karMia; a technical term which means that 

neither punishment nor reward is attached to an act. 
In other words, allowed inspite of some disapprobation 

attaching to it, so that it should be avoided if 

possible. 
2) This is given only in H. These letters indicate seven 

-occasions mentioned in a tradition when the hands should 

'be raised, such as iftitah 
,, 

opening the prayers, 'Idi1n, 

two festivalsp etc. For the text of the tradition see 
Majma' al-Anhur . 1114 
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QxKVBH 'i :; I Jt. 4 I., 
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Kv-H tr Li Ir ý6 1.4 111., 1 
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XJ I J; A--l 

Q. M KVBH 

ýj I Lr Lj IiW 11 L-f p -Lkv 4 

Q, V'B H IIU-45-1- 

QVB4.1.1 

oVBHiJi IL. I J. AL... il 

al-Hafaza; guardian angels whose task is to write down 

. man s actions, good and bad. 

2),. al-munfarid is derived from infarada, to be single, alone, 
and denotes a person praying alone i. e. 'without a 
prayer-leader. This differs from a person following a 
prayer-leader or praying-in congregation. 
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V B 

K V B H 

K V B 

B 

B H 

U5L 

m X V B H 
2,1 

Ij Ij 

K V B 111 
1.1 1 

K V B H 13 

IC V B H 

E: V iLtzil JLL 

Qm V B H 
5' L4 U I.. L- I iv-1i I ý. Jý I 

K V H e-Li Lf-ei ýld Iio 

f 

K and V do not give'the opinions of the two ImEms. 

2) X gives the four rak'a after the Noon prayers as 
mustahab. 

3) V uses the'term Lubbiba instead of nudiba and H gives 
the four rak'a before 'asr prayers as sunna. 

4) Not mentioned in B and Q does not mention six rak'a 

after the Sunset prayers. 
5) E: and V do not state the views of the two ImEms. 

6 : E: anc, M use the term sujUd instead of raka-', It. 
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B 4. j 

B 

VB Jj I 
4 

VBH Jpv Iiij !PL. - 

I C. j Ij j 
KVBH 

1) and M use the term w9jib instead of fard. 

2) The view of Abil YSsuf is not given in Q and K. 

3) In B, the view of Im5M Mqammad is preferred to others. 
4) The view of the two Im5ms is not given in K and V. 

In this chaptert. B states that the prostration of gratitude 
is not lawful, but this is omitted by al-yalabi. 
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MKVBH 

MXVBH 

m E: VBH 

ce 

mKVBH 
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M*K VBH La I'Ll"', 

M E: VB 

.3 1 

BH ILAJ Ltv- tr, WLL `J IU 

BH 

BH LI 

Q DI E: - 

1) and H use the term mustahab instead of'sunnatun 
mu'akkadatun. 

2) This part is not given in the sources. 
3) Mentioned only in M. 

4) H adds that congregation is not essential for the 

prayers when there is a lunar eclipse. K explains 
that prayers when there is darkness, a storm or 
fearfulness may be offered individually but prayers 
when there is a solar eclipse must be performed in 

congregation. 
5) al-IstisqR' technically means to ask or to pray for rain. 
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MXVBH 46-444 dei-!. 110.1 "---q 9 
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MKVBH 
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M E: VBH 
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I -tot L! - L6 Lo. ý Ji wsý ci I ,A U6 x 
4 KVH L-.. rj U N-. 

MKVBH 

F, vB -H 
5!.. 

jL tz3j J,.... 4tJL 

Awmea fourth form of warna a, to make signs with the 
head. Here, in the text, it means to indicate the 
prayer-po stures with gestures of the head only. 

2) Not in K. 
13 In B the view 'of Im5m Muhammad is preferred. 
4) K and V omit the views of the two Imgms. 

K and V do not give the opinions of the two lmgms on 
this principle. 
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. m--W , 44 Lj, ci ui--j 1.4 'iu 11 . OJ , 11. ý1 C-OZ 'l 

qMKVBH 
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. 1.1 4J q 
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B Lt.;. ý, J 6. 

7-H ý6: 
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BH !f 
Jd-6 5; 0' -3-14 Lb -"J 

Lr4- L16 U 

L j; 

MB 

QMKVBH J.. #j W., XAJ rL'it. 5, = 1. LjI 
'ýIJ 

V- J. 59' 

-H J--V I LA xoj, 

Not ment ioned in Qt M9 B and H. Some of the sources do 

not enumerate six, but give the same account. 

2)ý H states that th: is is the view of Aba Ynsuf and that it 

-E: arkh! was preferred by al 

3)' H holds that this view is the choice of al-Thaljl. 

4) This is t he view of ImEm, Mqammad and is preferred 
to that of Ab-a Hanlfa and AbU Yasuf. 

Not in 

6) E: and V do not give the views of the two Im5ns, and M 
does not offer any number. 
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mKVBH Ltj 
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Q MXBH 
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Q KVBH L-tvs 

Q mKvH c*--j 
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Q vBH 

Q BH CJ Ju 

Q mKvBH 
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rL"JI 

J---f 

Kv jII IL I J. j 1'. 
It; LA 

This view of Imlm Muýammad again 13 accepted as a 
principle despite other views. 

2) only this part mentioned in B. 

3)_ B adds "We (the Hanafites) also prohibit returning one's 
greetings during the khutba, the sermon. ', 

4) H gives * 
the Qur'anic verse: (62: 9) '10 ye who believe! 

When the call is heard for the prayer of the day of 

congregation (jumu'a) haste unto remembrance of Allah 

and leave your trading-" 

v in this chapter adds that anybody who is eligible to be 

Im5m for other prayers is also eligible to lead the Friday- 
Prayers. 
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I J5" 1 A- 
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kii 4-W 
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8. 

0 CP-. -A- ýj ýii. lkp-. r- rpt Ii 

Qt M and H use the term yustaýabbu and V uses 4ubbiba 
instead of nudiba. 

2) X adds that to eat something sweet is recommended, such 
as dates or raisins. 
K does not indicate the view of the two imams. 

4) Given only in B and H. 

5-6), This paragraph is given briefly in K. 

7) K does not give this mukhtgr view. 
Not in Q and K. 
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VBH L--S, 1-ic L61 Lo-o. 9 
VBH L5, -: u 

MKVBH .6 Ljr I :p jw L J,. t.. oLop ýk UmJ I 4L 

mXVBH 

Mý K-BH 

I 
Q'm KVBH ýLýUlujl 

B N. J )Lai I &JA 

The sources do not qualify it "wa 'alayhi al-'amal" 
In the chapter of Festival-Prayers M and H add that 
if people witness the appearance of the new moon after 
tI he noon time they should offer the Festival-Prayers 
the following day since it would be too late on that 
day. However al-ýalabl omits this information. 

25' Not in Q. 1K and B. 
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v L. Joz 

I-T K v 4 
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24 K v 

This part is given only in V. 

2)- B does not provide the following eý 
the main principle saying "We (the 

limit it to the terms or nikAh and 16 

3) only this-part is given in B. 

4) H uses 'Aqil and b9ligh instead of 

xamples but only states 
Hanafites) do not 
tazwlj. 

mukallaf. 
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La IjI Lj I K- v 

Kv 

MKVBH ,j 
Lo,, -, j 

mKVH 
41111 

.. ýL, 

v L%. O 

puts this principle in another phrase: * being 
just is not required as a condition of witnesses. " 

2) Only this part is mentioned in M and B. 

3) B give 
,s 

this in another phrase: "We (the Hanafites) 

permit the marriage contract of dhimmIs without 

witnesses. " 

V uses the terms nikSh and tankiha instead of tazwlj and 
tazawwaja. 
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V uses th e terms aq wa far'uhu. 
2) B adds; " with the exception of the mother of a brother 

and the s ister of a son. " 
3) B adds "t he waiting period ('idda) of the i1mm walad 

when she is divorced, prevents the husband from 
getting married to her sister. " 
H adds th e Qur'anic verse (4-23): "... 'And (it is 
forbidden unto you) that ye should have two sisters 
together, except what hath already happened in the 
past. " 
Not in Q. 
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.I 
K does not specify the object of looking as dRkhil. 

2)*, K also adds the invalidity of marrying an idolatress, 
:.. and Q adds that if a star-worshipper believes in a 

-heavenly prophet with a scripture, then she is eligible 
for marriage. 

1- 3) 
'Not 

mentioned in M. 

adds that if an agent marries somebody to another 

., person without the latterl s consent the contract is 

-void. 
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1). E: gives this point without any condition in this chapter. 
But in the following one the right of the guardian to 

abrogate the marriage contract is mentioned separately. 
(V holds that her marriage, even in the case of 
inequality of the partners, is valid, but adds the 

.,,,., right of the guardian to object to this. ) 

2) This is mentioned only in V and H. 

3), The sources do not qualify the adultery as "secret". 

q gives priority to AbU ýamlfa's view; al-ýalabl 4) 
however? prefers the view of the two Im5ms which is 

the opposite. 
K -and V mention only infant boy or girl.. 
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L). H gives the qur'anic verse (4: 141) in-support of this 

principle which says: "Allah will not give the 

disbelievers any way against the believers. " 

2) M gives only the mother and the sister but does not 

elaborate. 
Q does not mention the and H gives hakim instead 3) A- 
of- and supports this view with a tradition: 
"Persons being destitute of guardians have a guardian 
in the Sultan. " 

4) Mentioned only in K and B. 
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does not mention the. Quraysh. 

2). K does not mention al-'ajam. 

3) M gives this paragraph very briefly. 

Inthis chapter H gives an example of a case: "If a 
man contracts his infant daughter to a slave or his 

infant son to a female slave it is lawful. The two 
ImAms regard this as illegal because of the disadvantages 

with respect to the infant. " 
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in Kashf al-ýAqViq (Ivl7O) the reason for the guardian's 
abrogation of the marriage contract in the case of 
inequality of the partners is given as "to drive away 

'the disgrace from himself. " 

2) H illustrates this with an example: If a man contracts 

-a woman in marriage without her knowledge in the 

presence of two witnesses the validity is suspended 

-at her consent. 
v gives the opposite by accepting Abil Han1fa s view. 

-H in this chapter adds that it is lawful for a nephew to 

ý, contract the daughter of his uncle in marriage with 
'-himself 
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Q M K 3 H 

Q I"I K V B H 

- M K V B H . 
LtJ 1ý1; J.; 

-JI 4, ý. Cj. AJI l1r, 

- M - V B H 5 LtJ Lajio., 

- M X V B H se qel U QU "-. -JI lit-I 

K V B H L 
tj 

11 I. If jI 

M K V B H 

M K V B H J-; J1 L4 ýj 

1) K does not mention wa maa nafyihi. 
2) Not in M, K and B, and H does not qualify it as 

11sah1hall. 
3) Not given in B. 

4) The sources do not qualify the statement as being 

sah1h, and H adds the Qur'anic verse (2: 236): 

provide for them, the rich according to his 

means and the straitened according to his means, a 
fair provision. " 
V does not give the view of the two Imams. 
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V-B H 

H 1- -A-; j I Lt-U J-0 -$-A i Ltj C- -u.. 
01 

B H . t- 
Ltj LA 

B H 

VB H 

mXV- H 

M-VB H 

Qm-V- H Lad I k-i -! - U. -N I,,,, I X. A. 9 Js. " I J-j- j 161 ý la --j 

jS L^4-j I 6,. z iIL.,.. 
mKV3 H 

2 
Jtj IL 

mKv- H 

mXVB H 6. ýj Ix 

v- H t; L L-w I 

m-v- H Y.. aj II P-0 Ix 

1) K does not explain the shighir. 

2) H gives this paragraph briefly. 

3) Only the obligatory prayer is mentioned in M. 

0 
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;101 

K. V H 

mKvH 

mxvE UI6J 

XVBH -e 

.2 

tiv1.91 j21 ßs Aj cw, _ j je<" j5 1. gy 

tL-" JI 4rl& 
xvE 

BE 1 4-it. Lä L. 1 C-W ý ri i, 

KBE 

ej 4. ep . JA 4. - 

i e4 ci cmw-ii , ult"; Lt. - ro 11 --ii 1 LVIA 

Kv-E cj 

Not in M. K and B. H explains this: "It is incumbent 

upon the woman to observe the 'idda, the appointe 
,d 

term 

of probation, after the divorce and khalwa (retirement 

of the couple) for the sake of caution, on a principle 
of proprietyp from the apprehension of the possibility 
of her womb being occupied by seed. 
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jt. ;. te J. ý; jj j 

mKv JL. Jý, 
Li. )ýl Lti LAXOJ 

ia Ltj; J.. s. "l 6u- Ltil. 6 01.9 VH 

VB 

B'H 

B H' 

4-1ý: CJ 

Q'm XVBH 

VH je-L 1.6j 

vH Cil 

- B-H A! -. oj 4ý 61P., 

v jtj 4-ýj LA 

B 

QMKVBE cý 1. $ 1. u" ýý ' ý4 
-, %%4 *LY-- ýj 

In B another version is given as only one slave is 

given to the wife, then she is divorced and the slave 
is freed etc. 
In Ba dowry case is given in which someone gets 
married to three women by one contract. He divorces 

one of them with three repudiations, and the second 
one with one, but cohabits with the third, and, then 
he dies .... etc. However, this case was not taken by 

al-Falabl, most probably because of the very exceptional 
nature of the situation. 
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14 IK V BH C; A j1 Y6 ! ýe I j:. j I, P0U 
K - BH Uýj C... *1 jtý 16 "11 V. Ij 

xs. jl-;.. d I Lýo Ajjo 

X V BR 

MK V BH 

m v H 

m V 

V H 

K v H 

m -V Z 

v 
2 

J)", 

v awl 

--- J, ". Aj I CJ L, ý; Ltj U 

I ývl " C. I. a. " L J. " J.,.., J I JJ crr.. t 

V B 

V B 

1) Only this part is given in Q. 

2) V also adds wa ziyaratu ahlihR. 
B in this chapter adds that if a father becomes 
surety for his infant son's dowry and dies before 
the payment, the wife has the right to take it 
from the estate (tarika). 
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VBq:... ewý IAI. ýl u1i 

VB-2J, II L5j; 
jj Ij 

, ýLý 
I 4J 

ýj JA 1; 
rt-J 

Ii 
--i tý 

IIjU IS 06 ,ýI 4J IjIV. J U IS vH 

BHj:. i r; J uj . --: Ltj--- ci 15 C) 

J:. j JA I jj-" J; f J 1611 tý j 

Kv-HI. 

VBHiI. t:.: 15 ci I AJ. P 

v-H 
&J J; 

AJ I 

H J-4- C-PA. - L" IIy ýJ i L-; e ILý -it 

Uv- 
III Lrz-., i Lti j; sj I uj: 

ý 

v ai 

VB-: ýj di-al 4? 
ul'-I C; Ij 

v L-T4ý LA-4-iv-pj 

ph ý ;: "Ojl --U, 9 Js.; --Ul J--- L-tip tjop 
irl-3i 1 . -- ýIrLII XA 1 Jýj I ;: vj J. "Ju U 

VBH . 1-16 L-.. A. X. &. 1 

1) V prefers the view expressed in zihir al-riw6ya and A_ 
adds that the well-known jurist Abu 'l-Layth has 

given a fatwE to the same effect. 

2) M does not mention the view given in zEhir al-riwAya 
. J6 

which entitles the husband to take his wife to travel 
(over 90 km) without her consent, but gives the 

opposite view holding "the decision is on this. " 

I 
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---BA.. q LA Ju. 1,:. J , rt. 4,0 t ýe 
B 

J 

H r. z Vi 41 JA u 

6, 

MXV-H LIJ U Lfj -- 

Kv-H 
Lh., jjrly LL. 1 r: 

MXVBH eu j Lt-li uh; j I 

KVBH 

BHI 

BH 

M does not mention the : ýarbiyy and the ýarbiyya, but, 
adds that the marriage contract is valid even without 
witnesses or during her 'idda, the appointed term of 
probation after divorce. 
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0ý1 )ý "ýýl CIL. 
QM K V B E jja- 

x v - E Le3ju 
-2 
14316 %l ;j tel ; e"j 43ý 4ý 

QM K V B H 
2 
*. # +.. 11 p te rm. 1zrri u 4; jý1- cj u 

M K V B E 

V B E 

V 

1j4,11 ji-. - AJ j:. - de 

V 

M X V B H 

GC. JI 

Kv3H 
-la. il-IL-Aii 

VBH 

xv-H LtJ LAaop Ae, -x ;. III :, r. J. ýý 

1) Q gives only the 'abd and the ampt. 

2) V uses the term al-qinn instead of al-! abd. 

3) E: uses ma'ziln instead of madyan. 

4) K and V do not mention the view of the two ImMms. 
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VBH 

QMKVBE 
K - - 

K v -H a j-*. o Q! 6 jj L5zj I Q.: 4 ýI j_. 

--E: v -H 4-: 0 %:..: a 6, J U V... J4; &:. e ILI- 

K v H I& jI 

v *1 

v H U Lrz.. -t 'j t&., t. 
V -. H A-it W, 

) Lej 
EJ I L.; Jýj 

-wU L 

K T -H 151.4 1. ) U-JI 

V H Ltziu-S CA 
v 1 U-J 

K V B 

M gives a slightly different example but reaches the 
same conclusion: "If a female slave marries without 
her owner's consent and afterwards becomes free, she 
is not at libertý to break off the marriage. 

2) K and V do not mention the mukgtab and the muk9taba. 

I 
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i 
6J I 

, tjr-i 
JA' te C. U J 

je P;. T .; 6; «is. tý. 2 1 j, "-" Ut 15 Cg. ýz 1j1 
V B E UJr. -. 

V B E 3., i 

Q M - - B E 1-tl li ý- j-i-- , La ", i; ti ,w lýý �1 1.5.9 

M K V B E 

M V B H et6 

V B 

V B 0 IUY r, ýi 1, ye i cj u 
dj Ltj 

feu.. %. 
, 

V B 

1 V - E t2 

x E: V B E 

K V B E 

In B "without dowry" is also added, and M uses the 
term-al-ýarbiyy instead of the k1fir. 

2) X and K give: "the child is placed under the authority 
of the best of the parents with regard to their 

religion. " 

3) V does not give the view of AbS Yasuf who held that the 

separation of the judge is not accepted a s divorce. 
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M VB H 
I to. L. L Lt. 

-.. 

M VB H LfJ U N.,. Lt.. 6;. to L LJ I k: ýýLa 

Q MK VB H J 

-t -ý 1 ; *J-6. p-u .j 16 Jtýj IjIx., I J.. 

M VB H 

Q VB H L--, LL- I I. P 

XK -B H 

MVH 

KVH 

VH 

VBH 

MKVBH 

1) gives two cases as an example, the first is of a man 
with two wives, both of them free women; the second 
case is of a man with two wives, one a free woman and 
one a slave. H gives a tradition which says: "The 

man who has two wives and who, in partition, inclines 
particularly to one of them, shall on the day of 
judgement incline to one side. " (That is to say, shall 
be paralytic). 

2) This part is given only in B. 

3) B adds that a newly ma ried man is entitled to spend 
seven successive nights with the bride if she is a 
virgin. If not, it is three nights. 

4: ) Not mentioned in K and B. 
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KVBH 

MVBH 4..; AJ 

H 
2 

A. C. " L 

eu 

MKVBH Ael-o 

Ltj L. q 

M '- VB Hý 
. 4 

t-. 6 L-AL--.. 
p j, 

Lai 
j L,. 

-!. 
1,9,; 5 

MXVBH 5 

Cut 
MKVBH L2-JI6. ul $01 

u 

MKVBH *6j 
1 &6, 

MKVBH tj 

1) In B, instead of mukallaf, 'Xqil wa billigh is used. 
2) X gives qadhf, instead of al-shurb. 
3) The cross-questioning of the suspect by the imam does 

not take place in K. 
4) H gives the Qur'anie'verse (5: 33): "As for I the thief 

both male and female cut off their hands. " 
5) The author of the H holds that this is based'on 

, 
istihsin, 

but Zufar, applying qiy.! ý;, holds that only the one who 
took the stolen goods out of the hirz' should be punished. 

6) "Ruby" (y,! qSt) and "Chrysolitell are not mentioned in Q; 
K and V add "pearl". 

7 and S) Not in K, ' and in B without details. 
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J-6 1 li-6.4-ti i, 'I:. L, I., ) 

QmK v -H i Iv. 
.2 

MK V 3H 
3( 2 

mI v B- 44- 1 I; y-- L- Llvlr-. ýj i 

K v 3H ;. i %j 

QMK V BH IUNJI 

QM- V BH 

K v 

eLL- Jit j tu-» *, ul-J ý. q , PA ") -i , -. tiaj ci 15 ci ,- 

Qm--E tj y ;, * &--i 
. 
tu 1-t 'Ji 

Q 14 - J. ýZ 1.. ý L- tu i --Z .i cý 15 cj 1.9 

1) Only this part is given in B. 

2) Not in Q. 

3) Not in B, and H does not give kutubi 'ilm. 

4) Kalbr, and fahd are not mentioned in IK. 

5) Imim ShRfi'I ar. d Zufar oppose this view and say that 
the person who steals the same thing for the second 
time should be punished. They base their argument on 
the case of zinFL6 by applying q-1yaq, and hold that 

since the person who commits adultery with the same 
woman for the second time is not exempted from-ýadd, 
likewise the one who steals the same object for the 

second time should not be exempted. (See Q. p. 113, 
in the margin. ) 
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m- - - 
BH L. � L jJ 14L 

M B 'H Li 

BE 
2JL 

Q MK V BE jj 

V -E 

- - E: V -H ý1 tý i. ". - e"i li X,. UL-lý i r r. -i- uel c, - , 1. Ss 

X V B 

Q M E: V BH 
5 

- - E: - B- 
6 

L-1--i Lej 0- , 4z, ý, ili 

Q M E: V" BE 

Q - E: V BH 44 -; -. il 

Q MK - -H a L'. » A! 17 

Q 11 K v -- 11 4.5.11 ý; 4 J., J, -. «i 1 �1 

Q mX v 

1) Q names them as hirzun li-ma'nan fTh wa hirzun bi' l-Mfiz. 

2) Q and H put it in angther phrase: min abawayhi wa waladihi. 

3) Not in Q, M, K and B. 

4) V gives 'irs instead of zawja. 

5) H adds ... and if one of the wives steals from another 

one. " 

6) -The view of the two Im. -ims is added by al-Ualabl. 

7) 
_Not 

in Q and K. 
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----B- 

--K 

--xV- 

--K 

MKV B'H 

KVBH 

K-BH 

BH 

Q M' E: V B H 

H 

V H 

--K -'H 

- 

I AJ I 
_ tJ j lie 

2 
.0 

JAI 

16 '1 r. j 
Upb Lj ýýL; 

jqJ .1 

. Js L ..... i -o ,yC. jW I 6L,.. j $J I Ij 

LOC., Lwý, 

t U. -, I tw rýj I J,... Ij ": j. i.;. l j Lrij- 01j 

1) 

I 2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

H explains that the whole house is considered as being 

hirz. 
A- 
V and H use maqsara instead of hujra. 

L- 
H also maintains the opposite view of Zufar. 

Not in 14. 

Not given in M. 
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XVBH Lj I 
__ 

QMXVBH j L-0 CJ I uj. ýj I 4, ý. 
M E: VBH 

3 
ý%-js- 

XVBH 4 

H 

tj 

t" Lt. Ij Ij 

MKVH 'I eu Ir 

mKv-H aj 16 ji i Zp 

. 0. Lj IIj ----3H" C)I Cý. ý L&xAjq t5j... Jl tlijqJ &. JI tl: L 

KV-H t6v 
I J; 41,. 

Lý 
I 

-jjq 
te-- j.,. - C).. O 

1) V treats al-yadu as masculine and thus says yuqla' 

2) H gives a tradition which says "Cut off (the hand of 
a thief) completely-" 

3) H gives the view of-al Shafi'l, which is to amputate 
the left hand of the thief if he commits theft for 
the third time; but Hanafites preferred long-term 
imprisor=ent to this. 

In B this is given briefly and K gives only the first 
part, up to musta'Iran. 
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Q-Zv-H tLii 14 ý. twi 1 C, &:. 4 A-AA1 . 
9.9 

--KvBH. t.: ý rj t: ) 1j £L di 1 &j 1j1 ll Lau 1 J-. 6e äL 
E 

--xv-H . Pzý 1, t6 L-tfpr- 06 1 -Lt-1 j LA -L- I-U. 9 i 

--Kv-H%: p J. ). ) t6 - co ýUiJ.., j IýI ji i 

J. "; I ') tl; 
L j. q.. . 10 M. I USj 

BH 

K V BH 

v 3H U Cý: tj I 

K v -H 
z V. BH 

2 

K v -- H U 
3 

la.; x I La -'LLo., La -j., p-* L: -s. tI f-jh. ljj jj., -J I -: ý ýJ j 

X V BH 1. ) 1; 1. 

A 

--K V BH I14.4 1- S 

K makes this point clearer by stating that amputation 
and restitution cannot be applied at the same time to 
the, thief. 

2) In K and B the o. Pposite view of Abri Visuf is also added. 
3) The view of the two ImIms is not given in V. 
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&P L;. t; 
It 

jjI I-L- U6 qj .91 t" Co _; ý 166 -1 C.. 
QM X V B 

M K V B H 

M K V B H 91L ýijwiIjoij 

M K V B H IjI J-2 j ý6 'I 1.10 1 

M B H %jJL;.., 

QM *K V B H J:;.; rY = J-A-i V-3-tti- C! J. &LL4 c---- f 

-- K v - H )6 lij L ijj 

QM K V B H 

K V . - H 4i t6 

K V B' H jai 

K V B H ILO tO t)A j--J,. q 

QM K V 3 H 4: 015ji 11.1 

M K V 3 H 4. 
V6-, JA ; j; tij, 

- X V B H CV. P-. " crw 91 ". 4-CAJI-tij I 
.; OLJ I 

-- K v - H L Ja.! J 6 11.9 .4 JS ;. I. I tý o- i 

1) In M and B the plural form is used, 
Jama'atun fa-akhadhU. In Q both ar 

of people or an individual" but are 

muslim or dhimmT., as it is in E:. 

2) K maintains that a stick or a stone 

sword (a deadly weapon) if they are 

as ... idha kharaja 
e given as 11 a group 
not qualified as 

is considered as a 
used in wounding a 

person. 
3) V uses ghayr mukallaf instead of ýabiyy. 
4) al-mirra is used instead of al-q9fila in V. 
5) V maintains that if a person kills another by strangling 

he has to pay blood money, but if he does it more than 

once he is to be sentenced to death by the same way as 
an administrative (extra-canonical) measure (siyasatan). 
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M K V B H 

M X V B H cL jz. -jj 
m K v H i L-4 J. Pal I L-6dJ j1 

M K V B H 
2 

dI$ 

M K V B H 
3 

M V B H 
4 

iD w Lýlo I 

X V 3 H 
5 

M K V B H 4. w 0-06" t4--. JT 
M K V B H "j 1 

M K' V B H wI 1j, 

Q X K V B H 4. dut.; LL I'l)-L 

Q m K v B H L. 5 W1 "6 
m K v B H 

Q, M, H first define killing in five categories and 
then explain. 

2) H gives two Qurlanic verses, (4: 93) "Whoso slayeth a 
believer of set purpose, his reward is Hell for ever" 
and (2: 178) 110 ye who believe! Retaliation is 

prescribed for you in the matter of the murdered... " 
3) M gives three examples for this case, hitting a person 

with stone, stick or hand. In this chapter M adds 
it someone dies of grief or hunger in a well, this is 

considered as a loss (hadar). 

4) In B, freeing a Muslim slave (ra. jaba) or two months' 
fasting are added before the kaffira. 

5) Not in K. 
6) Q does not mention the harbl. 
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tie L'. A 

v K H 
I 

-kA Jtj U- JJ I a; t- jA C). 

Q V K M B H Ij 

Q V K M B H C, - U-j I u-I 0 IS. 
- 

Ij 

Q V K M B 4 
2 

r-v--, Ij Ii 4j-. -. - 

v K m - H 3 J; ý Iý &L. ý tu I., I L. 1 ýj IrVJ I J. 6j 

B - 3b JLI 

Q V K M B H 4J -4rj 4n-; 6*. 
p 4. ý-Je i -' Lý,., -j, -JI 

I*j 

v K m B H Lou; 

M B I IV' 906-LJ IjI 1j. Ij 

M. - 

Q V Z M B E C"ýý I 
-P C-a ý, I PAý- a-- U4-- *1 ca,, J I J. 'o J--A ci Ij 

.. w J. 2 CJ I. P L 
Q V K M B H 

v - m - H 

Q V X m B H 

1) Not given in K. 

2) In 1, M and B instead of al-dhakaru and al-unth,!, 
al-rajul and al-mar'a are given, also al-ami is 

mentioned in Q. V and B. The terms, kabir and pgh! 
are used instead of b9ligh and bi-ghayrih in K and M. 

3) Not given in K. but, K adds al-waladu bi'l-waladi. 
K also maintains that an adult is not to be killed 
for an infant. K and M both state that the mother, 
grandfather and grandmother have the same position 
as the father in his absence. 

II 
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vImH 
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mH 
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VK-L;, 6-; 
L La xo jL -d 
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jI. jI Us 

AL vKmH 

64 

QVKMBH 
a 

4. -. ajL! - Cpm t., 051 C. 10 a-,. U 

- t. jol ;I %J ;j U-<j 1 
.9L -d I A-w ý. ý 

J) I and V do not qualify it as ijmA'an, and M does not 
give the condition "if it is repeated by-him. " H adds 
that according to ImAm Mu4ammad and YSsuf if somebody 
drowns another person in the sea, he is to be sentenced 
to death. Their evidence is the tradition which says 
"Whoever drowns (someone) we drown him. " Im5m ShMfi'T. 

also holds the same view. Here al-Halab! follows the 

view of AbU Hanifa which had also been adopted by most 
of the sourc; s he used. 

2) This part is omitted by Q and H and the first part is 

not given in K and M. 
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OW 
v 1 41- 4-Vi 

v E: ký 
Iýp LtJ I ýu L. N. 

v K 4. W sj4ký li Lf; I 
j. -- 

V K 

vK Ij Itz L-ar. ,. t-: ,:,. -U ý L. ý6 ,p L-AJ 

vK--- 

. Pal 

4.6 JL-o N.. t. 'L--;. ýJ. 9 

H gives a tradition which says "Whoever draws a sword 
against Muslims, his blood becomes lawful to shed. " 
(In other words "it is lawful to kill him-") 

2) V does not state the condition "if he is not able to 

recover his property without killing. " 

E: gives dlbba instead of Jamal. 
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- v-m- - 1. &-. r. ýi IS 1j1 ý2Li 1 IL- A.. i Lt; �ä 

Q VKMB H t--4 -- "- 11 1. Cm -sl u-; 16 ci ti Jij , c- 41 eu. 
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.ý-ý ci , cý ýt , 4i. 9 (cj jý1 "j. 2 u; ý1 ýJ. J L 4j j Je: ý 1 1. S. 9) 
44 

Q VKMB E ; Tj- 

VK E 15 ;2 
VKM E 5 -4 ci , ew J cý ci , etko cý-ý r1A 
V--B N' » cr>. - 
VK- BH cj. 

V K. M. BH 

TK - B- trjjjltL_jj j. 6 

t-- wl I.; -Ij LpLij, &-. kjr. 
Q VKM BE 

rU Ij J Uý 1 1; jai 
Q VKM BH 4d crw C.. L., --- . 

1. 

H gives the Our'anic verse (5: 45) "And we prescribed for 
them therein: The life for the life and the eye for the 
eye and the nose for the nose, and the ear for the ear 
and the toot h. for the tooth and for wounds retaliation. " 

2) Not in M and H. 
3) The details are omitted in K. 
4) The relevant part of the above mentioned Qurlanic verse 

is given in H. 
Not in Q and B. 

6) V and H use the terms rajul and imra'a instead of dhakar 

and unthg. 
7) 1 and H use the term kafir instead of dhimmi. 
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-Ulý Lý,, 

vKmBH OU6, iý-_j 
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QVMBH 6L L" wa; 10 1 1.65 t-ý 

.v 
C4 

QVKX B-H CIJ JAI 

U0,21 L-L.; 
'alil 

aiL 

KMBH 

1) V uses the term qawad instead of qiqgq. 
2) Only this part is given in V. 

H reports the following statement about Caliph 'Umar. 

When a person was killed by a group of people in San'a". 
'Umar sentenced the group to death, saying: "If all the 

people of San'a'had been involved I would have punished 
all of them. " 

4) Not in Q and B. 
5) T gives this as yuqta'u which is an error, since the 

parts of the body such as hands, eyes, feet are to be 
treated as feminine. 

46 

j 
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VKMBH 

J-- W bI Lt., L;.. L"j 14 

VMBH 

BH 

vKH 

VMHI 
. *. a LA 

I 

v 
vKm-H66C.. 4j I, z-t , lL-;. j I, iwI 
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1) In this chapter B states that if an infant dies of 
disciplinary beating by the father or the guardian, 
this kind of accidental killing also necessitates 
blood-money. 

2) The'view of the two Imgms is not given in V and K. 

3) M does not qualify this as ijmA'an. 

4) V uses the term nikgh instead of tazawwuj. 
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1) The two ImAms held that the latter is under no 
obligation to indemnify the hand. 

2) This chapter is not given in Q and B. B only gives 
a case dealing with the withdrawal of a piece of 
evidence given by some people on an intentional killing. 
K in this chapter adds: "If a person testifies that 
another person hit the victim who later dies as a 
result of this assault before recovery, the qisis is 
to be applied to the assaulter. 11 
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These following cases are very unlikely to happen but 
they give the idea that in a crIminal case a person is 

responsible for the situation and condition of a thing 

or a person when he shoots at or throws at something. 
If these are changed after he shoots still the previous 
conditions are taken into account. 

2) 3: does not cite the following cases, but gives the idea 
briefly. 

M does not Me the view of Ham %=ad. 


